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ABSTRACT 

The halachic interpolations and expansions in Targum Pseudo-Jonathan are derived either from 

the Targumist's independent reasenvng, or from his use of rabbinic traditions and compilations. 
All the halachic material can be classified in one of three ways: l) that which is intended to 

clarify the meaning of the Masoretic text; 2) material which results from \lidrashic and 

exegetical techniques; 3) material which explains how a particular law was carried out. 

The Tarwmist made significant use of Mishnah, Mlechilta, Sifra, Sifrei Numbers and a text 

similar to \fidrash Tannaim. There is also regular use of Halachic Taruumic Traditions. There is 

no e\idence of use of Pirkei d'Rabbi Eliezer. 

A few halachic comments were identified which cannot be attributed to any known rabbinic 

source, and which do not seem to have been derived independently. The number of these 

comments is no more than one would expect to find in a Palestinian work of this period. 

We suggest that when the Targumist used his independent reasoning, this was either because he 

did not have relevant rabbinic material available, or because lie felt that the information 

presented by the sources was inadequate for his purposes. 

Once the Targumist's techniques are understood, there remains no evidence which suggests a 

pre-Mlishnaic origin of any of the halachic material in the Targum. We can support the results of 
Shinan and others who have investigated the a gadic content of the Targum and propose a date 

of seventh or eighth century. We have no eNidence to support Shinan's claim that the author of 
PsY wove his o«n material into a single extant Palestinian Targum. The author may have had 

several to gumic versions available in addition to his rabbinic sources, and selected material as 
he felt appropriate. 

The information that he provides concerning the application of the law is moderated by the 

constraints of the biblical text; whilst his frequent agreement with minority opinions suggests 
that his intention is not to produce an authoritative manual on religious law and practice. The 

probability is that the Targum was written for the school house, as a tool which allowed the 

student to see the relationship between the Pentateuch and practical law. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Targum to the Torah attributed to Jonathan ben Uzziel and kno\\1i as Pseudo-Jonathan 

(henceforth PsY) is the most expansive and interpretative of all the survh ng Pentateuchal 

Targumim. PsY contains a phenomenal number of aggadic and halachic additions, 

interpolations and interpretations which are woven into the translated text, sometimes clumsily, 

sometimes with great literary skill. 

As a genre, Targum (the translation of the biblical text into Aramaic) dates back to the earliest 

public readings of the Torah. According to the Talmud' following the return from Babylon, 

Ezra read the Torah, together with a Targum, to the assembled masses. Mishnah Megilla 

Chapter 4 includes the rules of targumic delivery in the synagogue. The earliest Targumim were 

not to be read, they were delivered orally. Today all the sunri\ing Targumim are written. One 

of the questions surrounding PsY, as with other Targumim, is whether it started out as an oral 

Targum which later was written down, or whether it was composed as a written work. 

As a result of its inclusion alongside other commentaries in many editions of mila-aot geclolot, 

the "rabbinic bible", PsY has become \\idely known in Jewish academic and religious circles. Its 

expansive nature has fascinated both general readers and scholars. Nevertheless, it appears that 

the interest in PsY is comparatively recent; there is very little evidence that PsY was considered 

to be a significant work by medieval scholars. 

The first recorded mention of PsY is by the early fourteenth century Italian Kabbalist Menahem 

Recanati in his commentary to the Torah. His quotations from a Targurn to the Torah written 

by "Yonatan ben Uzziel" correspond to those found in PsY. The Italian author Eliyahu Bahur 

(1469-1549) laments the loss of the Targum that Recanati knew but Azariah di Rossi (1511- 

1578) claims to have seen the manuscript, which he refers to as Targum Yerushalmi2. 

The first printed edition, editio princeps, of the Targum appeared in a rabbinic bible published 
by Asher Forins in Venice in 1590-1, under the name "The Targum of the Holy Yonatan ben 

Uzziel". The mysterious Yonatan ben Uzziel3 is traditionally considered to have composed the 

Targumim to the books of the Prophets. It is surmised that our Targum became attributed to 

B. Mcgiflah 3a, citing Nehemiah 8,8 "And he read in the book of the Law clearly (t7 ore). t7-1L=- this is the 
Targum". 
2 M. Ginsburger, Thargum Pseudo Jonathan ben Usiel zum Pentateuch, (Berlin, 1903). p. VIII; D. M. Splansky, 
Taraum Pseudo Jonathan- its relation to other Tareumim, use of Midrashitn and Date, (unpublished dissertation, 
Cincinnati 1981), p. 17; W. Backer, "Targum" in Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol X11, (New York, 1916), 60. 
3 "IN'hen he was sitting and occupying himself in Torah, any bird that flew above his head was burnt", B. Babba 
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him because of a scribal error, reading '"1 as Targum Yonatan rather than Targum 

Yerushalmi°. Today the Targum is generally referred to as Targum Pseudo -Jonathan. 

Only one manuscript of the Targum survives. This was noticed at the end of the nineteenth 

century in the British Museum. Manuscript Add. 27031 is of Italian provenance, and dates from 

circa 1590. This manuscript and the c'chiio /)rinc('ps are the only pr maiy sources that we have 

of Targum Pseudo Jonathan. There are minor omissions in the text of each. "The difference 

between the lines missing from the edrtro princeps and those missing from the London 

manuscript shows that these are most likely to be scribal errors which were simply not "filled 

in" by correctors. "5 

The absence of any reference to, or direct quotation from, our Targum prior to the 14th 

Century suggests, as noted above, that it was a little known work, that had either been lost at 

an early date, or consciously rejected by early scholars. Shinan argues that its popularity today 

is a direct result of the decision of Asher Forins to include it in his printed Bible of 1590-1591, 

from where it was copied and re-copied in dozens of subsequent editions of printed Bibles. 

One of the most prominent features of PsY is its aggadic content. "... PsY contains hundreds of 

(h)aggadic expansions that are not found in the other Targumim and it preserves many 

(h)aggadic traditions whose sources are unknown". ' Because of its striking nature, most of the 

work carried out on the structure and form of PsY has primarily been through analysis and 

study of the aggadic content. The halachic material contained in the Targum has been the 

subject of far less comment. Academically at least, halacha and as; ada appeal to separate fields 

of interest and it is understandable that individual researchers may choose to concentrate on one 

area or another. However, when trying to ascertain the origins of and influences on, a 

document that contains remarkable material in both of these areas, clearly a more integrated 

approach needs to be taken. A full understanding of the Targum \\U only come about when the 

halachic material has been the subject of in-depth investigation. In the case of this Targuni, we 
have to verify that conclusions that have been reached through a study of the non-legal content, 

can be maintained when tested against the legal material. 

Kamma 134a. 
L. Zunz, Die GottesdiciistEchen Vortrage, (Frankfurt, 1892) p. 71. 
Iii Morgenstern, The Aramaic Versions of the Torah: Problems and Sources, (Unpublished thesis, University 

College, London), p. 16. 
6A Shinan, Tareum V'Aeeada Bo, (Jerusalem, 1992), p. 40. 



Date of PsY 

The liturgical and educational function of the Targunt are attested in the earliest strata of 

Rabbinic literature. Mishnah Megillah 4,4 provides the basis for the rules governing the 

delivery of the Targum. M. Megillah . 4,9-10 proscribes particular translations that were 

presumably once current, and cites biblical passages that are not to be translated. 

Specifically, M. Megillah 4,10 prohibits the translation of Genesis 35,22, Exodus 32,21-5 & 

32,35, and Numbers 6,24-6. The passages from Genesis and Exodus are prohibited 

presumably because the congregation were not to be exposed to topics which brought shame 

upon their ancestry. The ban on translating the third- the priestly blessing- may result from the 

introductory phrase Thus shall you bless the Children of Israel i. e. in these precise words- 

you are not permitted to bless them in the vernacular. Yet PsY not only translates all these 

passages (as indeed does Onkelos), but in characteristic fashion lie expands the text of the 

priestly blessing. HoNever he introduces his translation of this latter passage by quoting the 

Hebrew words verbatim. In this way he shows that he is sensitive to rabbinic rules and pro\ides 

e, idence that the priestly blessing was not recited in the vernacular. 

PsY's disregard of the targumic procedures prescribed in the Mishnah led some scholars to 

conclude that it pre-dated the Nfishnah. Kahle' formulated the theory that what is anti-Mishnaic 

is necessarily pre-Mishnaic and that PsY contains elements of a pre-Tannaitic E-ialacha. This is 

also the View of Geiger, Churgin, and M. Kasher9. The underlying -\iew here is that once it was 

redacted the N ishnah necessarily had absolute authority. Therefore anything which contradicts 

it must be older. 

Against this Albeck10 argued that the Targumist was not a sage, had no legal authority in his 

community and that his renditions of halacha were not intended to be authoritative. His function 

was as a translator and the legal statements he makes were either drawn from sources that he 

had access to (not all of which have survived to our time) or because he felt that his exegesis 

represented the most accurate translation of the biblical text. At times, Albeck notes, PsY's 

opinion contradicts established halacha but corresponds with one of the biblical commentators, 

NL'Vlaher, The Aramaic Bible: Vol IB Tar, gum Pseudo Jonathan: Genesis, (Edinburgh, 1992), p. 5. 
'P. Kahle, The Cairo Genizah, (Oxford, 1959), p. 194. 

A. Geiger, HaMikra y"Tareumav (Jerusalem, 5709), pp. 314-5; P. Churgin, "HaHalacha bTargiim Onkclos", 
Horeb, 9, (1946); pp. 79-93. M. Kashcr, Torah Shclemah vol. 24, (Jerusalem, 5741). 
10 C. Albeck, "Halacha Hitzona bTargumei Eretz Yisrael uv'Aggada", B. M. Lewin Jubilee Volume, cd J. L. 
Fishman, (Jerusalem, 1940), pp 93-104. 
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such as R. Samuel b. \1eir, R. Moses b. Nahman, R. Abraham b. Ibn Ezra, or indeed even \6th 

a Karaite opinion". This is not because there was a pre-Tannaitic tradition, but because 

"different opinions and thoughts regarding biblical exegesis were never prohibited in Israel"". 

PsY is not of course dependent on these later authorities. He lived before Palestine had ceased 

to be a centre of creative literary activity. The medieval commentators flourished long aller that 

period. He \\Tote in Aramaic which in their times had been displaced by Arabic or medieval 

Hebrew as the language of scholarship. 

Heinemann''- counters to Albeck that even though the Ta. rgumists were not the greatest of all 

sages, they nevertheless had a liturgical role and were transmitters of tradition. Their audience 

was a lay population whose only exposure to religious education was in the synagogue. The 

Tarty mists therefore had a responsibility to hand down the rulings of the rabbis. Since PsY 

appears to give rulings which are not consistent with rabbinic halacha, it must be pre-rabbinic. 

Heinemann reaches the same conclusion as Kahle who sees e%idence of a pre-Tannaitic halachic 

tradition. He cites Neofiti and the Genizah Fragmentary Targum to Exodus 22,4, as evidence of 

this tradition. 

Exodus 22,4 is used in the Talmud14 as the sole source verse for the class of civil damages 

known as w- predictable damage resulting from a lack of due care. The Genizah Fragmentary 

Targum and Neofiti translate the key word -); 1" according to its other root meaning of "fire" 

rather than connecting it itiith animal, which is how the Talmud understands it. This 

makes sense contextually, since the same root appears in the next verse where it clearly has the 

meaning of "fire". But according to these Targumim therefore there is no textual basis for the 

category of w. This at a stroke negates a principle of rabbinic civil law. PsY however follows 

the rabbinic tradition. 

The mention of the Egli Priest Yohanan in PsY to Deuteronomy 33,11 has also been 

considered to be critical e,. idence in determining the date. Heinemann15, following Geiger sees 

this as eNidence of extreme antiquity, Yohanan probably being Yohanan ben HS; canus (John 

"ibid., p. 104. 
2 ibid., p. 94. 

J. Heinemarm, "Targum Exodus 22: 4 and Early Halacha", Tarb3,9, (1968-9), p. 294, 
B. Bava Kama 2b. 
J. Heinemann, "Early Halacha in the Palestinian Targmnr", Journal of Jc%kish Studies, 25, (1974), pl]6. 
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H}Tcanus, 135-104 BCE) a Hasmonean priest-king''. If so, we may have here a fragment 

dating back to the first century BCE. 

The debate between Cain and Abel, (PsY to Genesis 4,7-8) which is a polemic against those 

, who deny the existence of the hereafter, is seen by Vennes as an anti-Sadducee polemic, and 

hence early. The exegesis of Cain killing Abel by driving a stone into his forehead agrees with 

the Book of Jubilees, indicating that this too is ancient. By setting the events at the 14th of 

Nisan, PsY exhibits a pre-Christian tendency to date all great events as occurring at the time of 

Passover''. 

However PsY to Genesis 21,21 names Ishmael's %6-es as Adisha and Fatima, who were in fact 

the NNife and daughter of Mohammed. Similarly M. Ohana g sees PsY's treatment of Islunael in 

Genesis 21,9-21 as strong evidence of an assault on Islam. These influences cannot be earlier 

than the seventh century. 

Many researchers have sought to resolve this contradiction. Heinemann's claims that although 

PsY contains much material from an early period, "one cannot ignore the fact that... there is also 

late material which proves that the extant text was not edited before the eighth century". 

Shi. nan2' however argues against this view, stating that Yohanan is the only post-biblical 

character21 mentioned in PsY and one must therefore query the validity of the text. He 

hypothesises that Yohanan is actually a textual corruption of Aaron, who would fit into the 

context of the verse far better. 

PsY to 'Numbers 24,19 mentions the city of Constantinople. This city was founded in 324 CE 

on the site of the ancient Byzantium. This again offers evidence that PsY contains elements 

which are far later than the Mishnaic period. 

The most recent debate on the date of PsY has been between Hayward and Shinan and turns in 

part on the relationship between our Targurn and PRE, and on whether or not PsY depended 

16 A Geiger, HaMikra p 314. 
17 G. Vermes, "The Targumic Versions of Genesis 4: 3-16", Annual of Leeds University Oriental Society, 3, 
(1961-2), pp. 81-114. 
18 M Ohana, "La polemique Judeo-islamique et l'image d'Ismael daps Targurn Pseudo Yonatan et Pi. ricei d'Rabbi 
Eliezer", Aueustinianurn, XV, (1975), pp 367-87. 
; 'J. Heinemann, "Early Halacha", p 121. 

A Shinan, Tareurn V'AgQada Bo, pp. 194-5. 
Shinan is presumably referring to characters in the Jewish tradition, since Adisha and Fatima are also both 

post-biblical. 
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upon the latter. Hayward's study of PsY to Genesis 2722 had led him to note the "affinity of 

some of its exegesis %Nith the work of Philo. " Hayward considers that this "speaks of a 

potentially pre-Christian origin for at least some of the exegetical material in the Targum". 

Shinan in contrast considers that PsY is in part dependent upon PRE He therefore ascribes a 

date of no later than mid eighth century to the final version of PsY2-;. 

Hayward sees no direct dependence of PsY upon PRE, and in a series of articles he and Shinan 

dispute this issue. Hayward's central point is that if PsY cannot be considered to be dependent 

upon PRE, then this deals a serious blow to those who support the late dating of PsY. He 

suggests that the mention of Adisha and Fatima in Genesis 21,21 could have been inserted by a 

later copyist". The discussion between Hayward and Shinan \vill be treated more fully in a later 

section (below, page 129 f). 

In a later article Hayward researched PsY's treatment of the Red Heifer and suggested a date 

no later than the late fouth century". We will discuss this subject in detail (below pales 115 ff ) 

and comment on Hayward's suggestions in the Conclusion. 

One of the tasks of this thesis will be to discover whether an analysis of the halachic content of 

PsY can assist in the debate as to the date of composition of the work. 

The Literary Character of PsY: Base Text, Interpolations and Language 

It has long been recognised that PsY contains many similarities to Onkelos although "how the 

similarities are explained is a matter of debate"26. Ginsburger, Diez Macho and Le Deaut27 

regard PsY as a Palestinian Targum modified under the influence of Onkelos, Maher` 

considers this to be the view commonly held today. 

22 C. J. R Hayward, "The Date of Targum Pseudo-Jonathan", Journal of Jewish Studies, 40, (1989), p. 29. 
23 A Shinan, Targwn V'Aaeada Bo, p. 198. 
24 C. J. RHayward. "Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer and Targum Pseudo Jonathan', Journal of Jcwish Studies, 42, (1991), 
p. 243. 
2s C. J. R Hayward, `Red Heifer and Golden Calf. Dating Targum Pseudo Jonathan", Targum Studies Vol 1, ed. 
P. V. M. Flesher, (Ailanta, 1992), pp. 9-32. 
26 M. Maher, Aramaic Bible Vol. IB, p. 1, n5. 
27 M Ginsburger, Thargttrn Pseudo Jonathan; A. Diez Macho, "The Recently Discovered Palestinian Targwn; its 
Antiquity and Relationship with the other Targums", Supplement to Vctus Tcstamcntum. 7, (1960) pp. 239-245; 
R Le Deaut, Introduction a la Literature Tar mique (Rome, 1966), pp. 97-101. 
28 M. Maher, Aramaic Bible Vol. I B, pp 1-2. 
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P. S. Alexander shows a clear interrelationship between the Pentateuclial Targumim; both 

Onkelos and the Palestinian Targumim derive from an "Old Palestinian Tarýgum", the 

Palestinian Targumim constituting one branch of the tradition and Onkelos another29. PsY 

belongs to the family of Palestinian Targumim and is categorised as a Type A Targum, the 

distinguishing characteristic of which is a base translation and detachable glosses'". 

All Targumim contain some interpolated material. A Sarnely sees a targumic strategy in which 

"frequently carefully crafted symbiosis of literalness and deviation has the following aspects: a) 

As much of the wording of the Hebrew original as possible is preserved by lexeme equivalence. 

b) At the same time, the range of meaning of these terns is narrowed down or modified by a 

new linguistic neighbourhood created by the targumist. In the case of single words the addition 

may take the form of a genitive object, a direct or indirect object, or an adjective. In the case of 

whole sentences... the addition can be a word, a clause, an independent sentence or a number of 

sentences... 31" 

A Shinan shows that the aggadic traditions which PsY cites often occur in a more abbre\iated 

form in other Targumim. He argues that PsY inserted aggadic and halachic material into an 

existing Palestinian base text that was similar to N'eofiti32. "We have to discriminate between (at 

least) two different layers in this Targum, the base layer which carries v ith it the underlying 

Shared Targumic Tradition of the Eretz-Yisrael Targumim; and the secondary layer which is 

specific to PsY. 33" 

Shinan has postulated a view which implies that PsY was not a Targurn in the conventional 

sense at all. "It is not the product of live translation in the Synagogue, which was spoken in 

public in conjunction with the reading of holy texts. It is a literary work whose text and final 

form were imparted in writing"`. It is a literary re-working of an earlier Palestinian Targum, 

written for an educated audience. But Shinan reaches this conclusion from a study of only the 

z9 P. S. Alexander, "Jewish Aramaic Translations of Hebrew Scriptures", Mikra, ed. J. Muller, (Philadelphia, 
1988), pp 2431L 
30 ibid., p 231. 
31 A. Samely, The Interpretation of Speech in the Pentateuch Tar uns, (Tübingen, 1992) p. 181 
32 A. Shinn, Targum V'Agggada Bo, p. 46. 
331bid., p. 46 
3Q ibid., p. 46. 
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aegadic material in PsY in comparison with the other Palestinian Targumim. lie leaves it to 

s. others to investigate the halachic elements. 

Interpolating into a text will often require some grammatical adjustment of the original 

framework in order to dovetail it in \\ithout it grating on the reader. Yet Shinan slio« s'6 that 

there are times when the grammatical adjustment has not been made (e. g. Numbers 14,37)', 

indicating that an interpolation has been made, but clumsily. Such cases are however rare and in 

general Shinan accounts for the structure of PsY very neatly, demonstrating that the aggadic 

interpolations can be 'lifted out' leaving an Aramaic translation which corresponds closely \\ith 

the original Hebrew texi . 
This feature is not ho\ý ever confined to PsY; as we have already 

noted it is the defining characteristic of Type A TarYum. 

Morgenstern regards the fact that the base-text of PsY was a Palestinian Targum to be "quite 

well proven by Diez Macho, who shows that in those sentences where Onkelos and the 

Yerushalmi traditions contain virtually identical translations, PsY uses the Targum Yerushalmi 

adverbs, conjunctions and prepositions; if Onkelos were the base text we would expect to see 

these only where it has been necessary to borrow material, not as standard. ". Morgenstern 

cites the other evidence brought by scholars which support this view, including Lund & Foster 

and Meehan who consider the base text to be found in the marginal glosses in Neofiti`°. 

Cook" notes that NN hilst the dominant dialect in PsY is Western. Aramaic, it nevertheless 

contains many features that occur in Eastern Aramaic. Onkelos and Targum Jonathan may have 

originated in Palestine but are generally considered to have been redacted in Babylon`Z and thus 

contain many Eastern Aramaic features. In the Pe'al imperfect ofri, PsY more frequently uses 

the same forms as Onkelos and Targurn Jonathan to the Prophets, i. e. whilst the other 

35 ibid., p 193. 
35 ibid., p. 55ff. 
" PsY expands And the men who brought an evil report concerning the land died in a plague before the 
Lord to And the men who brought an evil report concerning the land died on the . seventh of f". 7ul and worms 
came out of the bellies and went into their mouths and ate their tongues with their palates and they were buried 
in a plague before the Lord. The expansion would fit more easily at the end of the sentence. 

A. Shinan, Targtun V'Aeeada Bo, pp. 47-60. 
M_ Morgenstern, The Aramaic Versions of the Torah p 44. 

40 ibid_, p. 44. 
Al E. NL Cook Rcwriting the Bible: The Text and Lan, Juaae of the Pseudo-Jonathan Tareum. (Unpublished PhD 
dissertation, University of California Los Angeles, 1986). 
42 P. S. Alexander, " Jc ish Aramaic Translations". 
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Palestinian Targumim use the longer In his choice of translations PsY regularly 

follows Onkelos in casting the Hebrew Dv as ]tn Nt hilst the Palestinian Targumini use 7tn. 

There are particular words which PsY translates in accordance with Onkelos some of the time 

and with the Palestinian tradition as other times. So he renders the verb `tai (to tell) in Hebrew 

either as qtr t, which is Onkelos' standard foam or as in as the Palestinian Targumim. On 

occasion PsY's infinitive forms are those used by Onkelos rather than Palestinian Aramaic. PsY 

prefers to use pronontinal suffixes attached to the verbs, as do Onkelos and Targum Jonathan, 

the Palestinian Targumim tend to attach them to -nf. 

Maher43 lists further occasions where PsY agrees with Onkelos against Neofiti. The verb �, Jy, 

for example, in the context of sacrifices is translated as ̀ t=) rather than Yip; i Zvi in is rendered 

as `'t or 'NnM7. rather than and the Hebrew word "im is translated by PsY and 

Onkelos by its Aramaic cognate, whilst Neofiti uses -rin. 

All these similarities to Onkelos occur in PsY in the underlying translated material as well as in 

the interpolations. That is to say, if we removed the interpolations, we would have a base text 

that used words and grammatical forms which bore a resemblance to those in Onkelos as well 

as to those in the Palestinian Targumitn. 

Clarke suggests that the mixture of dialects in PsY may reflect the vagaries of rabbinic copiers 

whose familairity with Aramaic was limited to liturgical and Talmudic literature. 

Cook maintains that the language of the Targumim to the Hagiographa is similar to that of 

PsY. He sees these as an artificial mixture of Aramaic dialects which was never used in the 

vernacular. It is a literary language, but is consistent in the way that it mixes elements from 

different dialects so that it constitutes a new dialect in itself. 45 Cook's research indicates that 

there are no linguistic clues as to what comprises base text and what has been inserted. 

One of the tasks of this study is to test the base-text, two-stage theory in the light of what we 

may discover about the halachic content of PsY. 

"M Maher, The Aramaic Bible Vol 3: Targuin Pseudo-Jonathan: Lec iticus, dir: M. McNamara, (Edinburgh, 
1994), pp. 115-119. 
`° E. G Clarke, The Aramaic Bible Vol 4: Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Numbcrs, dir. M McNamara, (Edinburgh, 
1996). 
45E. M. Cook, Rewriting the Bible, p. 36. 
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The Author of PsY 

Shinan's theory that PsY is a literary text, in which material was inserted into an existing 

Palestinian Targum that was consequently modified, implies that the work owes its existence to 

one person. On this view, it was a si=ngle author who took the decision to produce the Targum, 

who decided which text to use as a base, what material was to be included and what 

modifications were to be made to the base text. 

Cook's view, that PsY is uniformly w -ritten in a literary Aramaic dialect, also suggests a single 

author. Heinemann, who considers that the text contains early material yet received its final 

editing in the eighth century, must see PsY as the product of successive generations. Hayward, 

who states that the mention of the \\ives of Mluhamn, ed in Genesis 21,21 may be the work of a 

"modernising copyist", also therefore sees more than one hand at work- 

The question of the authorship of PsY is entwined with that of its date and literary character. 

The conclusions that we reach through this study may cast some light upon the origins and 

authorship of the Targurn. There will be times in this study when we may need to put ourselves 

into the mind of, or to refer to, "the author" of the Targum or to a character whom we call 

"PsY'. These references should not be understood as in any way pre-empting the conclusions 

we may reach. They are a convenient shorthand to refer to the compiler or redactor who 

finalised the particular passage under discussion. 

Halacha in the TarL'umim 

Before we can discuss the halacha in PsY we need to clarify what exactly we mean by halacha 

in the context of a Targum. In modern parlance the word halacha refers both to the corpus of 

Jewish law and to any individual law Aithin that corpus. The word occurs in \2 Orlah 3,9 

where it seems to mean an established tradition, as in the talmudic phrase "halacha given to 

Moses on Sinai"; halacha in this context means the way that things have always been done. The 

Talmud also uses the word halacha (or its Aramaic cognate), occasionally in the form of a 

question ('`'i but more often in a prescriptive sense. In either usage the intention of 

the Talmud is to establish the authoritative legal ruling in a particular case (although later 

rabbinic authorities do not always concur with the rendered decision). 

But an important feature of rabbinic texts up to the close of the Amoraic period is that, rather 

than offering a definitive legal code, they offer a range of legal rulings or debates. The Mishnah 

C. J. RHaN-ward 
, "Dirge de Rabbi Eliezer and Tariium Pseudo Jonathan", p. 243. 
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frequently cites more than one opinion, the Talmuds only occasionally offer an incontrovertible 

ruling. The process of codification receives more attention than its results. It is not until the 

Geonic period that rabbinic scholars actively begin to codify the laws, generally as a result of 

specific enquiries directed at them by individuals or communities. 

By contrast, the Pentateuch does offer legal rulings. The vast majority of these rulings require 
interpretation and qualification, this is what gives rise in large part to the legal sections of the 

Mishnah and Talmud. But irrespective of the lack of precision x\ith which Pentateuchal law is 

expressed, the absolute way in which laws are prescribed makes it different in form from the 

much later rabbinic legal material. 

The Pentateuch is of course the foundation upon which the rabbinic system of law is built. 

Many laws are derived exegetically from the biblical text, using henneneutical systems". Others 

are derived independently but support for them (avnachata) is found in a biblical verse`'. Still 

others bear little or no relation to the Pentateuchal text49. 

The targumist then finds himself obligated to two different systems of legal thought. The 

Pentateuch is his raw material, he is constrained by its text; the task of the melu gem n: in the 

Synagogue was to convey the meaning of the text to an audience which may not have 

understood the source language50. Yet evidence from the rabbinic sources themselves show that 

targumic activity flourished throughout most of the rabbinic period, which was when the 

rabbinic legal system emerged and developed. The targumist could not have been ignorant of 

this system and its central position in the development of Jewish religious life.. 

The rabbinic legal system was transmitted orally. Although the Mishnah was set down in 

writing, cultural and economic requirements meant that it was recited from memory by a Tanna 

" The three most prominent definitions of hermeneutical rules are: Hillcl's 7 rules in T. Sanhedrin 7,11; Rabbi 
Ishmael's 13 rules, which constitute the introduction to Sifra under the rubric baraila d'rabbi Lchmae/; the 32 
rniddot of R Eliezer b. Yose 1-ia-Galili, the source of which appears to be Mishna R. Elie/er (cf. H. L. Strack & 
G. Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, trans. M. Bock-much), (Edinburgh, 1991) p. 26. 
48 e. g. Hullin 64a b, Berachot 41b and frequently elsewhere. 
49 M Hagigah 1,8: (The laws concerning) release of vows hover in the air and have nothing to support them. 
Maimonides, Mishnah Torah, HiL Shcvuot 6: 2 writes "(The absolution for oaths) has no basis whatsoever in the 
written Torah" 
S0 Morgcrnstern, The Aramaic Versions of the Torah. p. 10, cites Rabin, "Hebrew & Aramaic in the First 
Century" in The Jewish People in the First Centuryed. S. Safrai and M. Stern, Asscn/Amsterdam 1976 and 
discusses the problem of why an Aramaic Targum Has necessary in a period ,, hcn Mishnaic Hebrew seems to 
have been understood. "The Ta. rgum sought to Tender into more simple language a text for those who might have 
found parts of it obscure. The mason for translating into Aramaic lay in the desire of the rabbis to distance the 
translation from the original... ". 
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to students and scholars in the Academy 1. The targumist, who was familiar N\ith the N ishnah`Z 

and who also practised an oral craft from memory may well have been tempted to adopt 

Mishnaic style, offering more than one legal opinion when lie saw fit. Had he done so we may 

have been able to claim that he saw a role for himself within the process of legal debate. That 

we do not see any evidence of this seems to indicate that the Targumists did not consider 

themselves to be responsible for conveying the rabbinic legal debates to synagogue 

congregations. 

But although the Targumists do not convey the legal debates, PsY does make legal statements. 

What then are we to make of these? \\'hat is the character of halachic material in PsY? 

It seems that three distinctions need to be made at the outset: 

1. We need to' discriminate between prescriptive and descriptive legal statements. For 

example, Numbers 9,6: And there were men who were unclean through the corpse 

of a person (opt v-m) speaks of those who could not partake in the paschal sacrifice 

due to ritual impurity. PsY interpolates through the corpse of a person who died 

suddenly by them and the commandinent (to but)) him was cast upon them. This 

almost certainly parallels the comment on this verse in Sifrei Numbers 68 (p. 63): R. 

Yitzhak said `Who were they? Those under the obligation to huffy a body (rn n»). 

Sifrei : Numbers' statement is probably an illustration of those who may be excluded 

from the sacrifice, rather than restricting the law to that particular group alone';. PsY's 

is then not an halachic remark- i. e. one intended to define or clarify a law, but a non- 

prescriptive illustration of those who may find themselves falling foul of the law. But 

taken on its own, PsY's remark could be interpreted as restricting the law only to those 

who performed a burial, rather than anyone who has come into contact with a corpse. 

It is only by identifying his source as Sifrei Numbers that we recognise that he is not 

making an halachic statement; he is not defining or clarifying the law. 

si Sotah 22a; H. L. Strack & G. Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, pp 13-14. 
sz That the melurgeman was expected to be aware of the Mishnah and rabbinic legal traditions is evident both 
from the Mishnaic and Talmudic prescriptions regarding the manner in which the Targuin was to be delivered, 
(irrespective of the degree to which these prescriptions were obe), ed). The following chapters will present 
considerable evidence to show that PsY at least was familiar with the Mislinah, as was the Targumic Tradition. 
53 The passage in Sifrei is quite clearly illustrative, it cites a number of biblical characters to whom the law 
applies before concluding with the statement that (presumably in this instance) it was those who were under the 
obligation to bury a body. 
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2. There is a distinction betNveen cases where the Targw, mist seems to be deliberately 

expressing a legal opinion, and those N\here he is dra\\ing, out a point of interest in, or 

clarifying the meaning of, the source text. Leviticus 7,27 for example reads: And body 

who eats any blood, that soul shall be cut off from his people. PsY translates this 

as: Any man NN ho eats any blood of anything that lives 
... 

One could interpret this to 

mean that PsY intends to forbid the eating of the blood of fislr54. In fact PsY 

interpolates anything that lives in order to bring the force of the Hebrew any blood 

(literally all (5D) blood) to the attention of his audience. The Hebrew could have stated 

"Anybody who eats blood", the additional word 5D is therefore apparently redundant. 

PsY finds a purpose for this word by treating it as a point of stress, and interpolates a 

phrase «hich allows that stress to be noticed by. his audience. He is making an 

exegetical remark, not an halachic one. 

3. We need to distinguish between statements that convey legal rulings and those which 
illustrate what he feels to be the most likely way a precept may be carried out, using 

terms with which his audience may be familiar with from their own experience: 

In the first category, PsY to Leviticus 11,36 reads: But a fountain or a pit, a 

gathering of morning water shall be pure, interpolating running into the Hebrew cn 

, rnpn -a gathering of water. The Hebrew word ;n comes from a root that implies 

flowing together. PsY's gathering of running water draws out this meaning. It also 

conforms with Sifra (Shemin Parasha 9,3) which prescribes running water for those 

natural pools that are to be used ritually, whereas stagnant water will suffice for a 

purpose-built mikveh. It is therefore a legal statement, prescribing running water for 

ritual purification in a natural pool. 

By contrast, on Numbers 5,17 he explains how a ritual is performed by introducing an 

artefact that is not required by rabbinic legislation: And the priest shall take holy 

water from the laver in a ladle... Although the XSUJ is known to rabbinic literature", 

there is no known halachic source which states that it was used to take water out of the 
laver. It is likely that PsY is reading the experiences and practices of his own time back 

into the biblical text, or applying a ritual detail that was familiar to his audience. He is 

`4 As does E. Yitzhaky, The Halacha in Targuin Ycrushalmi I (unpublished Ph. D. Disscrtation, Ramat Gan, 
1982), p. 167-8 and Pcnish Yonatan to Leviticus 7,27. 
"Y. Shabbat 3,4 (6a); B. Hullin 107a 
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not being prescriptive. A vessel was necessary to take water out of the laver, the Xc'U) 

is what his audience would expect to use in that situation. 

The Halachic Sources for PsY 

As we have seen56 Kahle, Geiger, Churgin, Kasper and Heinemann all see evidence of a pre- 

Tannaitic halachic tradition in PsY, whilst Albeck considers that Targumists functioned as 

translators and may have drawn on sources available to them. 

Maori57, through an investigation of the structure of the halachic interpolations in PsY, notes a 

literary connection between PsY and the Halachic Nlidrashim. He notes that on many occasions 

PsY reproduces the language and literary form of these works, and has a particularly close 

relationship to parts of Niechilta of Rabbi Yishmael, although often ignoring this work for no 

apparent reason. Henshke58 in a recently published paper supports Maori by demonstrating that, 

in respect of Exodus 21,11 PsY conflates two separate opinions in Mechilta. 

Maori accepts Shinan's conclusion that PsY interpolated into an existing base text. He 

concludes that not only were the aggadic passages drawn from a number of sources that the 

author had before him, but so too were the halachic passages. The "external" halachic rulings in 

PsY- i. e. those that appear to have no known parallels in rabbinic literature- are either drawn 

from early sources now lost, or possibly are products of the Targumist's own reasoning. 

Supporting Shinan, he considers PsY to be a literary Targum, designed to be read, that contains 

much that is a product of the author's independent reasoning. He recognises that much more 

work needs to be done before we can understand PsY's independent character, the way in 

which he incorporated material and his date. 

Maori's conclusion that PsY made extensive use of then-extant sources in Hebrew is extremely 
important although he does not explain why PsY depends upon one particular Halachic 

Midrash in one place yet opposes it in another. He also notes59 that PsY may have chosen to 

include hundreds of halachot, but there were many more that were eligible for inclusion, which 
he preferred to pass over. 

56 Above, p. 6f 
57 Y. Maori, "Al Y'haso shel Targum HaTorah Ha114cyvhas 1'Yonatan ben Uzziel 1'M'korot haHalaclk", Te'uda, 
3, (1983), pp 235-50. 
ss D. Hcnshke "L'Tiv Zikato shel HaTargum Hamcyucas 1'Yonatan 1'htidrshei Hahalacha: 1'Pvshiyot Amah 
Ivriyyah" Tarbi7 

, 68, (1999) pp. 187-210 
59 ibid., p. 240. 
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Yitzhaky60, in a full and comprehensive review of the whole halachic content of PsY, cites over 

one hundred biblical verses in which the halachic opinion expressed "de\iates from normative 

halacha". He calls these "external halachof "' 
. 

The study by Yitzhaly is the only systematic analysis of the halachic rulings in PsY. Although it 

remains unpublished it is a significant step towards our understanding of PsY's halachic 

priorities. It is cited regularly in scholarly works. Maher remarks that Yitzhaly "has done 

students of PsY a great service by identifying those tests where this Targum deviates from the 

accepted halacha... " ". 

Yitzha. ky notes that "after classifying and arranging the halachic material it became apparent to 

the writer that (PsY) contains much early material and much material notably in agreement NNith 

the school of R Ishmael, and almost without any late elements..... The aggadic portions contain 

much more later material as is attested by scholars who have worked in this area of (PsY) 

research. This is in contrast to the halachic portions where, as stated, almost no later matter is 

discernible. iC3 

There is a conflict between Maori's conclusions and those of Yitzhaky. Although they both 

recognise the affinity \\ith Mechilta of R Ishmael, there is disagreement over the date and 

composition of PsY. On the other hand, Maori and Shinan complement each other. The 

conclusions which Shinan has reached through his study of the a`gadic content have been 

supported by'-Maori's research into the halachic. They consider PsY to be a literary work that 

received its fonn around the mid-eighth century. Yitzhaky regards PsY as substantially a far 

earlier work. 

Maori's contribution to the discussion concerning the halacha in PsY is limited, it is based on 

only one paper in which he considers only a handful of halachot. Yitzhalls research is 

comprehensive. \Vhilst we v,. ill refer to him often, we will see that his conclusions are frequently 

less than convincing. 

Far more work needs to be done on the halachic content of PsY. Identification of PsYs 

halachic sources and the degree to which he made use of them will constitute primary aims of 

this study. 

E. Yitzhaky, The Halacha in Tareum Ycrushalmi 1p 719. 
ibid., pp. n--; "' 

`. Z M. Maher, Aramaic Bible Vol. 1 B. p. 3. 
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Tarmmic Traditions 

The existence of targumic traditions is extremely important in assisting our understanding of the 

content of Targum. 

Many Targumim overlap in content. Some of the material in every Targum, including Onkelos, 

can be traced back to the targumic tradition, perhaps the most striking of which is the exegesis 

on Exodus 23,19; 34,26 and Deuteronomy 14,2 1. PsY, Onkelos, FT and Neofiti all render you 

shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk as you are not pcnnhlted either to cook or to cat milk 

wid meut, combined together; the reference to both the kid and its mother disappear. Similarly 

PsY, Onkelos and Neofiti all translate m: iwri >>s (literally `between the evenings) as between 

the mns, meaning t\\ilight, whilst Rabbinic tradition understands it as referring to most of the 

afternoon. The Targumirn are clearly sharing a convention. 

PsY's treatment of Exodus 32,5 shows that there are times when he preserves a targumic 

tradition, even though this leads to an inconsistency in the Targum: And Aaron saw Hur slain 

before hint and was afraid; and he built an altar before him and Aaron cried with a doleful 

voice and said: Let there be a feast before the Lord toniorrow. for the putting to death of 

his enemies, who have decried their Lord and have exchanged the glory of his Shechinah for 

this calf. As Samely notes`', the first interpolation speaks of Aaron's fear, whilst the second 

ascribes great courage to him; he would have been excused had he submitted to his fear and 

carried out the will of the idolaters without calling for their slauý> >ter. The inconsistency conies 

about because the first interpolation is part of the targumic tradition, found also in FT and 

Neofitib5, whilst the final interpolation is an apologetic found only in PsY. Assuming that PsY 

was sufficiently astute to spot the inconsistency that he introduced, we have to conclude that 

the targumic tradition was important to him and he felt obliged, or wished, to retain it. 

Often we shall see occasions when a remark appears in PsY and only some of the other 

Targumim. Again it is likely to be a shared traditionCi6, even though not all the known 

Targumim may have adopted it. 

6, E. Yitzhaky, The Halacha in Targum Yerushalmi 1, pp. 11- Ill. 
64 A. Samely, The Interpretation of Speech Samely makes a number of astute observations regarding PsY's 
treatment of this verse. 
65 There appears to be textual corruption in Neofiti, but this is recognised in the marginal notes. 
66 cf A Samely, The Interpretation of Speech, pp 148-9. He lists 27 speech events which PsY shares with one or 
more of Neofiti, Neofiti Margins, Fragmentary Targnun, Cairo Gcni7ah Fragments and Onkelos. None are 
shared by all 5 and PsY. 
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Shinan shows that the aggadic traditions which PsY cites oflen occur in a more abbreviated 

form in other Targurnim. He calls these the Shared Targumic Aggadic Tradition"'. One of our 

tasks in this study will be to investigate the extent to which it can be maintained that there was a 

Shared Targumic Halachic Tradition. 

This Study 

In sununary, the aims of this study will be: 

To analyse the halachic content of PsY in a systematic manner. 

To identify PsY's halachic sources; to gain an insight into the circumstances under which he 

used, or failed to use them and to consider the extent that there may be a Shared Targumic 

Halachic Tradition. 

To consider techniques of translation and interpolation in the halachic material. 

To use this information to consider whether current scholarly thinking in respect of authorship, 

genre and date that have been reached through a study of the non-legal content can be 

maintained when tested against the legal material. 

In sum we are seeking to add to our knowledge of the origins and sources of this work through 

a study of the halachic material in PsY. Can it assist us in determining what the author's purpose 

was in composing this work, or who his target audience was? Does it fall NN ithin the general 

corpus of rabbinic tradition? 

The argument that I shall attempt to present in this thesis is that a reasonable explanation can be 

offered for nearly all the halachic material in PsY, within the framework of the rabbinic system. 

Without anticipating whether or not the work can be attributed to a single author, I shall 

attempt to demonstrate the principal considerations that give rise to particular halachic remarks. 

The halachic remarks will be categorised in three chapters, under a number of sub headings. 

There will be a certain amount of overlap in these categories, so that the decision as to which 

chapter or sub-heading a particular statement should be put into may occasionally be open to 

dispute. Nevertheless the suggested chapters and sub-headings do provide a convenient 
framework in which to discuss the halachic material in PsY: 

Chapter 1: Material that shows an affinity with rabbinic sources or targumic traditions. 

This may be because the author wished to convey traditional legal rulings or because he 

, 77cn, A. Shinan, Targum V'Agada Bo. pp. 20ff. 
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regarded the traditional interpretation as the most appropriate way of understanding the text. 

The translations and interpretations may be determined by a number of different factors, 

including: 

a) Clarification of the Text. There may be a perceived need on the part of the author to 

clarify the text. The Masoretic text can be vague, ambiguous or even at times confusing. 

These clarifications provide what PsY presumably feels to be the inference of the text, that 

is to say the most appropriate translation bearing in mind the context and source 

language". 

b) Nliidrash-type and Exegetical Interpretations in which a new idea or meaning is derived 

from a particular letter, word or phrase. Even when the intended meaning of the verse may 

be straightforwardly clear, PsY on occasion looks for interpretative opportunities provided 

by the text. These opportunities include passages to which exegetical techniques can be 

applied, such as associative translation`'9, climatic exegesis70, or occasions where 

opportunities for exegesis are offered by duplication of words or phrases, apparent 

redundancies or lacunae. 

c) Descriptions of how the law is applied in practice. We will attempt to furnish evidence 

to support the view that PsY often explains the most likely way that a ritual or practice 

was carried out, or sets out the circumstances in which the law applies. His intention may 
be to educate his audience, or to explain the biblical origin of practices with which they 

may have been familiar. We Neill divide this section into three sub-sections: The first will 

provide instances where we can identify the source that PsY agrees with. The second will 

adduce cases where PsY seems to be in agreement with principles laid down in a known 

source, but where there is insufficient evidence of dependence. In some of these latter 

cases we may hypothesise that PsY used his independent reasoning, but that his view was 

conditioned by existing rabbinic traditions with which he may have been familiar. The final 

" A. Sarnely, The Interpretation of Speech, p. 181 "The dependency of Targuni on the Hebrew wording is 
exegetical in nature both for its literal translations and for its modifications. " 
69 "Associative translation occurs where in translating text A the metrrgernan is influenced by similar 
phraseology in texi B". P. S. Alexander, "Jewish Aramaic Translations", pp 217-251. See in particular Klein, 
"Associative and Complementary Translation in the Targumim" Eretz-Yisrael, 16, (1982) pp 134-40. 
70 In connection with the identification of anonymous protagonists with characters who occur elsewhere in 
scripture, A. Samcly notes "... links are forged not just between those passages that contain the names of the 
respective figures, but between the co-teats of these names in the Masoretic text" A Sanely, The Interpretation 
of Speech, p. 19. 



sub-section \\ill deal with a very few comments which are not really halachic but which 

may have a bearing on our discusion. 

We «i11 inc'. ude in this chapter an analysis of PsY's use of Targumic Traditions, a section on his 

relationship \\ith the halachic material in PRE which, as «e noted on page 9, may be crucial in 

dating the Targum and a further section on the treatment of the Red Heifer narrative, Numbers 

Chapter 19, which contains some apparently unique features. 

Chapter 2: Material that does not show an affinity with known traditions, but that is 

attributable to the Targumist's independent reasoning. That is to say, we ill include a 

translation or expansion here if there is no prima facie evidence that it is based on either a 

known textual source or any other tradition, pro%ided that we believe we can understand the 

Targumist's reason for including it. We «ill categorise material in the same way as in the 

previous chapter. 

Additionally, Literal Translations will be briefly illustrated in this chapter. These translations 

contain no expansions or interpolated material. Using Barr's parameters" we will classify as 

literal those translated verses (which have a legal bearing) in which the target text is divided into 

sequential elements or segments corresponding to the source text, in which there is no 

segmentation below word level, in which there has been no quantitative addition or subtraction 

of elements, in which there is "devotion to the forms and patterns of the original language"" 

and in which the translator has neither widened nor narrowed the semantic range of the terms 

being translated. In Barr's words the translator "ha%ing made his judgements... proceeded to 

express the results in an manner that as far as possible gave representation to each word or 

element as a separate unit of meaning for the purpose of translation"73 and "(wTote) down in the 

versional language words that give a correct impression of the text as it stands, no more and no 

lessi74. Any translation in PsY that does not conform to this standard of literalness will be 

treated as worthy of further investigation. 

Chapter 3: Statements of Unclear Origin. There may be remarks or translations in PsY which 

cannot be convincingly explained by anticipating the Targumist's reasoning, and which appear 

" James Barr, The Typology of Literalism in Ancient Biblical Translations, (Gottingen, 1979). Barr also 
suggests parameters which can be applied to determine the degree of literalism in a particular Mork of translation 
as a whole. We are concerned however only with the literalness of translation of individual verses or clauses. 
n ibid., p. 46 
" ibid., p. 23. 
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neither appear to owe their existence to known traditions, nor to exegetical reasons. These 

passages «ill be of interest because they may support those scholars who maintain that PsY 

contains legal material that derives from a pre-rabbinic legal system or material that is unknown, 

and therefore external, to rabbinic law. 

As part of the discussion on each passage, we will identify any sources that appear to have been 

used. This will help us to attempt to establish the degree to which particular sources or 

traditions were available to the author(s). We may gain some information about the library that 

he had in front of him, if indeed he had a library at all. We will also try to understand what led 

him to use his independent reasoning rather than traditional sources in some cases, and vice- 

versa in others. In conclusion we will consider how the findings can add to our knowledge of 

this particular Targum. 

Bearing in mind the remarks made above about the nature of halacha in the Targumun, we shall 

establish as a broad working definition that a halachic remark in PsY is one which has some 

implied or overt practical consequence. But in order to be thorough we shall define this as 

widely as possible, so that even if we believe that a verse is not prescriptive we shall 

nevertheless test it. 

The number of halachic remarks in PsY, including literal translations from the source text, is so 

vast that it greatly exceeds the bounds of a study such as this. We shall discuss much of the 

halachic material in detail, particularly those continents which are significant in enhancing our 

understanding of PsY. Passages which have not been discussed will be categorised in Appendix 

IT, under the headings listed above. The aim has been to cover every halachic remark in PsY, 

although we have not listed all the literal, or nearly literal, translations; that is to say those 

translations in which the legal sense of the verse is unaltered. 

ibid., p. 42. 
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MATERIAL THAT SHOWS AN AFFINITY WITH RABBINIC 
SOURCES OR TaRGU\IIC TRADITIONS 

PsY's agreement %Nith rabbinic sources is most ob%iously identified when he makes comments 

similar to those found in sources, particularly if his language (in translation of course) 

corresponds to that of the source. But even when he does not use Aramaic cognates of phrases 

or words found in specific rabbinic sources, there is often good reason to assume that he is 

making use of a source, even if he is not coping directly from it. 

The opinions that he derives from the sources do not always correspond with those which the 

medieval codifiers consider to be nomiative halacha; there are even occasions where he seems 

to follow an opinion that the sources reject, but which he may feel to be the most appropriate 

for his needs as a targumist. 

We will also see PsY making use of the targumic traditions, although it is by no means clear 

why he follows targunvc tradition on some occasions and iiores it on others. 

Even though we will be discussing interpretations supplied by the sources and oral traditions he 

may have used, we should consider that PsY made his own choices as to which rabbinic 

elements to include and which to exclude. 

One of our tasks is to identify the sources PsY may have used. This chapter will assist us in this 

task. 

As discussed in the Introduction, we will di\ide this chapter into sub-headings which broadly 

illustrate the principal factors that are likely to have influenced the Targum's translations and 

expansions. Under each sub-heading we will first discuss a few paradigms which will illustrate 

the scope of each classification. We will then discuss, in biblical order, other verses, or parts of 

verses, which will assist our understanding of the Targurnist's techniques and concerns. Finally, 

verses in the Masoretic Text which fall within the scope of this chapter, but which are not 
discussed here, will be listed and categorised in Appendix I. 

Clarification of Text 

Leviticus 25,47: 

PsY frequently clarifies his understanding of the meaning of a word that may be unclear: 

And if a stranger who is a settler with you becomes rich, and your brother becomes poor 
beside him, and is sold to the stranger that settles with you, or to the offshoot of a 
stranger's family. 
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PsY:... sold to the stranger that settles with you, or to the root of the idorat, y to serve it 

and worship it, that is of a stranger's family. 

.1) ; vl -Ii i .5`. V. nvn5 ,, i1_'] `]i5'ß 'Jnv: i j. ='im 

The difficulty in this verse is \\ith the Hebrew word normally translated as root or 

principal, rather than offshoot or member as is rendered in some English translations. PsY 

agrees \\ith Sifra B'lrar 8,1 as regarding the verse to refer to the root of idolatry, i. e. the idol 

itself Nv ich belongs to a family, rather than a member of the family. 

Deuteronomy 24,12: 

At times we find that he substitutes a clarif ing phrase for a preposition that seems to make 

little sense in context: 

And if he is a poor nian, you shall not sleep in his pledge (luw-1). 

PsY:... you shall not sleep with his pledge with)ou. 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 277 (p. 295) Do you imagine that he would sleep in his pledge? It means 

you shall not sleep while his pledge is with -ou. 

PsY conforms to Sifrei Deuteronomy. He explains the term in his pledge, as indeed does Sifrei 

Deuteronomy. 

Leviticus 19.3?: 

He also closely defines words or phrases that seem vague: 

You shall rise before grey hair, and you shall honour the presence of an old person... 

PsY: You shall rise before grey hair who are understwiding in Torah... 

PsY defines the meaning of the rather vague phrase before grey hair, indicating that the phrase 
is not necessarily intended to be taken literally. He agrees with the opinion of Sifra (Kedoshim 

7,12) that one should stand before any venerable old person. TheNlishnah is silent on this issue. 

Leviticus 13,45: 

Our final paradigm in this section is a verse where PsY is confronted with two alternative, and 

seemingly equally valid traditions concerning the meaning of a particular word: 
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And the leper in whom the plague is, his clothes shall be rent and his hair shall be loose 

(vno) and he shall cover his tipper lip and shall cry: Unclean, unclean. 

PsY: ... and his hair shall begrowing loose... 

PsY translates according to R. Eliezer (Sifra Negaim 12,6) that his hair is to be grown whereas 

Neofiti, Septuagint and Philo follow Rabbi Akiva (Sifra, loc. cit. ) in that his hair must be 

uncovered. PsY retains the verb vno but expands upon it with ýZno. Onkelos simply has vno. 

The targumic tradition on this verse is likely to be that preserved in Neofiti and Septuagint. PsY 

provides us with his view on how best to translate this verse. He translates the verb in the same 

way in Leviticus 21,10- his hair shall not be growing loose. 

The other verses that fall into this category which are worthy of discussion are set out below in 

biblical sequence: 

Exodus 12,17: 

And you shall observe the unleavened bread, for on this very day [ brought your hosts 

out of the land of Egypt, and you shall keep this day throughout your generations as an 

everlasting statute. 

PsY: And you shall observe the laicading of unleavened bread... 

r7ýnD-l tinv, 5 rn i rinrn 

The Hebrew text is surprisingly vague; PsY clarifies the object of the verb and you shall 

observe. One might have thought that observing the leavened bread may have meant not 

eating any leaven alongside it. PsY considers the verb to refer to kneading. In so doing, he 

agrees with Mechilta (Pischa 9, p. 32): observe it so that you do not bring it to the point where 
it is unfit, from this they said `if it shows evidence of rising slap it with colt] water'. Exodus 

12,15 contains the injunction to eat matzah, PsY, agreeing with Mechilta, considers that the 

observance referred to here must therefore be connected with its preparation. 

Exodus 12.46: 

It shall be eaten in one house, you shall not bring any of the flesh out from the house, 

and you shall not break any bone of it. 
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PsY: It shall be eaten in one company, you shall not bring any of the flesh from the house, 

out of the company... 

`minrrn -in 

The difficulty is that the Paschal sacrifice is to be eaten at the Sanctuary, not in a house. PsY 

recasts house as a company in agreement with Mechilta (Pischa 16, p. 54). 

Exodus 21,2: 

If you will buy a Hebrew servant, he shall serve six years, and in the seventh he shall go 

out free for nothing. 

PsY: if you will buy for his theft an Israelite as a servant, he shall serve six years, and at 

the beginning of the seventh he shall go out free for nothing. 

- p-E), \j`1y'nv7'J Uml j'J't' i- t' S nt" 'I'l ti-Tnys im'mi'na 1nm onx 

qm ß'11R 

The use of Israelite as a servant conforms with the discussion in Mechilta (idem) as to 

whether the biblical nn) 1 means an Israelite servant or the servant of an Israelite. The 

phrase is unclear and PsY clarifies it by agreeing with the conclusion in Mechilta. 

The Hebrew teat is not clear whether the slave must be freed immediately after six years, or at 

some time during the seventh. PsY stresses that the slave is freed at the beginning of the 

seventh year75. This does not occur in Mechilta but does in Mechilta of R. Shimeon b. Yohai 

(RShbY) (21,2 p. 160). However, PsY disagrees with RShbY on the first part of this verse, 

RShbY holding that the servant may sell himself into slavery. 

Leviticus 16,21: 

And Aaron shall rest his two hands upon the head of the living goat, and confess upon it 

all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all their transgressions according to all 

their sins, and shall put them upon the head of the goat and send it by the hand of a man 

made ready into the wilderness. 

PsY:... and send it by the hand of a man made ready from the previous day into the 

wilderness. 

j'l'n : iliZZ 71'i? i'm_5 i7T1t'J: i jniT] ''7 7: 23 i': 2 `11"7'1 

75 cf discussion on Exodus 22,2 bclow, page 47. 
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PsY holds that the man who leads the goat into the wilderness has to be made ready the 

previous day. We do not find this in the halachic sources but Rashi (on Le\iticus 16,21) 

understands the verse in the same way as PsY. It is not generally assumed that Rashi was 

familiar with PsY. We do not know Rashi's source, it is not explicitly Sifra Aharei Parasha 4,8 

as has been claimed'. However it would be highly unusual for Rashi to make a comment such 

as this without relying upon a tradition known to him and it is not unreasonable to assume that 

PsY was aware of the same tradition. The Hebrew word Irv, made ready, implies some 

previous notice but is an obscure term and presumably PsY feels the need to clarify it. 

Le«ticus 19.26: 

You shall not eat with the blood 5;; ), you shall not practice divination or 

soothsaying. 

PsY: You shall not eat the flesh ofairy. cacrice while the blood remains in the basins... 

... -wp-i nz r., ß T;; 5D '1Jzn 

Sifra Kedoshim 6,1 You shall not eat the flesh ii-hihi the blooxl reinanu in the bowl (p m). 

The Hebrew -im 52 is an unusual phrase and calls for an explanation. PsY has copied the 

interpretation in'Sifra Kedoshim 6,1 word for word, but has limited the case to sacrifices. This 

is implied in Sifra, the p-lin is the bowl from which the sacrificial blood is sprinkled It is likely 

that PsY was using Sifra, or a tradition that Sifra also relied upon, and clarified the meaning by 

inserting the reference to sacrifices. 

Numbers 28,7: 

And its drink offering a quarter of a Hin for the one lamb, in the holy (place) you shall 

pour out a drink offering of strong drink to the Lord. 

PsY: 
... 

for the one lamb, in vessels of the holy (place) shall be poured out a drink 

of Bring... 

. Iva jý1J1' ýV 'j7 n'm -M 

PsY understands w Tp , of the holy place, as in a vessel of the holy place. 

Sifrei Zuta (28,6): just as the burnt offering ut \'fount Sinai required a vessel, so this required 

a vessel 

76 cf. Notes to Rashi on LzOticus 16,21 in Torat Hav\im, cd M. L. iCatzcnelicnbolen, (Jenisalcm 1986). 
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Sifrei Numbers 142 (p. 187) Just as the suc"rific"e at ,1 
fuullt Siluli was oil the a/far, so here the 

. uu"7"ifrce is oll the altars. Just as the sacrifice at. 1 -foullt Sinai required libations, so hege the 

sUCr f Ce requires ilbationv. 

PsY agrees xNith Sifrei Zuta that the libation must be in a bowl, but vv hereas Sifrei Zuta derives 

this from the occurrence of the phrase i'nn n5ty in the previous verse and in Exodus 29,42, 

PsY attaches it to the phrase in the holy. Sifrei Zuta's comment is connected to that in Sifrei 

Numbers. If Liebennann" is correct that Sifrei Zuta is the oldest of the Halachic I drashim, 

then it may be the source of Sifrei Number's comment but none of this helps us identify PsY's 

source 

PsY may in any event simply be suggesting the most likely case, feeling that the Hebrew text 

needs some clarification. 

Deuteronomy 24.4: 

Her first husband, who sent her away, is not permitted to return to take her to be a wife 

to him, after she was defiled, for it is an abomination before the Lord, and you shall not 

bring sin on the land which the Lord your God gives you as an inheritance. 

PsY:... for it is an abomination before the Lord, and her children who are horn. from her 

are not an abomination. 

7'7i f`1n "i51... wrl tij7ii'ln º`]ý. `1... 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 270 (p. 291): for it is an abomination and the child is not an 

abomination. 

PsY's clarifying comment agrees xNith Sifrei which is the only Tannaitic source to provide this 

comment. The sources may understand ti'n in the biblical text as meaning she is an 

abomination rather than it is an abomination. 

lllidrash-type and Exegetical Interpretations 

In the previous section we dealt with cases where the meaning of the ýlasoretic text seemed 

unclear. But even when the intended meaning of the verse may seem to be clear and 

unambiguous, PsY often draws out new meanings using exegetical techniques. 

S. Liebennann Sifrei Zuta (N'cw York, 19G8), pp 92fiquoted in H. L. Strack and G. Stembcrger, Introduction 
pp. 93-4. 
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Leviticus 11,37-38: 

PsY may use words in the Masoretic text that he considers superfluous or redundant to import 

a rabbinic exegesis: 

And if any of their carcass fall upon any soNN ing seed which is to be sown it is clean. But 

if �"ater be put onto the seed and any of their carcass fall upon it, it is unclean to 3-ou. 

PsY: ... any sowing seed in the manner it is sown... 

ý1 f' '7 ým `1'tiM j'3' J`li ; i1f 5.: ) 5y... 

Yitzhaly notes that PsY agrees \\ith the school of R Ishmael (B Hullin 1 l7b), i. e. the verse 

refers to seeds that are in their original, unpolished state. This is an exegetical point, the phrase 

which is to be sown othemise being apparently redundant. 

Deuteronomy 18,3: 

Similarly, lie may use an unusual form of the word as the basis for exegesis. In the following 

case he attaches a particular meaning to the dual forum of a noun: 

And this shall be the priest's due from the people, from them that offer a sacrifice 

whether it be ox or sheep, that they shall give to the priest the shoulder and the two jaws 

and the stomach. 

PsY:... they shall give to the priest ...... the upper jmvs acrd the lower jaws... 

PsY stresses the dual form in our verse which is why he includes both the upper and lower 

jaws. 

We do not find PsY making use of any of the known sources here but Elijah, Gaon of Vilna 

amends the text of Sifrei Deuteronomy 165 which in our versions reads "the lower jaw", to 

read "'the upper and lower jaw". In this case PsY may be using Sifrei Deuteronomy. 

It is not clear from M. Hullin 10,4 (w{rat counts as the cheek? From the bend of the jav to the 
knob of the windpipe) whether only the upper jaw is included in the priests portion or whether 

the lower is also included, although the discussion in B. Hullin 134b states that the portion of 
the cheeks includes the "wool in the head of the lambs and the hair in the beard of the goats. " 

The Mishnah probably does not relate to our verse, but to the definition of'n5- a jaw. 
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Leviticus 19.20: 

The doubling of a verb also provides opportunities to make use of a midrashic exegesis, 

although in the following case we also see PsY differing in a significant detail from the rabbinic 

source that he uses: 

And a man who lies carnally with a woman, and she is a bondsman, designated for a 

man and not at all redeemed, nor was freedom given to her, there shall be an 

investigation, they shall not be put to death for she was not free. 

PsY: 
... and she is a bondswoman and a free woman betrothed to a free man and unto now 

not wholly yet redeemed with money nor was her bill of freedom given to her, there shall 

be an investigation she is liable to flogging but not he but they are not liable to the death 

sentence for she was not wholly free. 

: týýD ntijý'7ril', t . t5 ý; iý iy ti51ý tiýý1£71; ý1'`li'f 1ýä5 ;. D`1ti1ý \IlVil ýi11ý: º ºý'ý11... 

1? D D1D Jlztwn -, 5 ni 'il`ti 85 ii-111i "J `1un:! l. 4 

M. Keritot 2,5: What manner of hondssvoman (is spoken ?? She that half of her is a 

botzds woman and half of her is free as it is said not at all redeemed, this is the opinion of R 

Akiva. 

Sifra (Kedoshim 5,2): Since it sa s and redeeming might one think she is wholly 

(fieed)? We learn f rom the phrase she is not redeemed ('171 m N5) tat . she is redeemed and 

not redeemed, half of her is a hondswoman and half of her is free. The bible speaks of a 

woman betrothed to a Hebrew skme, this is the opinion of R Akn'a. 

PsY is evocative of these discussions. Both sources use the doubling of the verb 71n to 

conclude that she is in a state of freedom and bondage and cite R Akiva as understanding the 

verse as referring to a woman who is half slave half free. PsY translates the duplication as not 

wholly yet redeemed. 

However, all opinions in Sifra, including R Akiva, conclude that logically the woman must be 

betrothed to a Hebrew slave, whilst PsY considers her to be betrothed to a free man, and the 
Mishnah is silent. PsY may feel obliged to translate as a free man because of the limitations of 
the text. Rather than the Hebrew text using either ti and -I vs- man and woman or't. y and 

I 'IrW, slave and bondswoman, the Hebrew says v'ti, man, yet ýr', bondswoman. PsY may 
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be emphasising this distinction. His rationale is exegetical even though it has a practical, legal 

implication. 

Sifra Kedoshim 5,4 and M. Keritot both state that the bondswoman is to be flogged, but not 

the man. The language of Sifra. she isllogged but he !. s Iwl f logged ?; ", t ts? ým 

closer, but not identical to PsY. 

PsY is clearly using a tradition knowtin to both Sifra and the Mishnah. However he disagrees 

«ith Sifra over the status of her betrothed, because he feels the text requires this. 

Deuteronomy 25.6: 

In this example PsY imports a tradition that makes use of associative translation: 

And it shall be, that the firstborn which she bears shall succeed upon the name of his 

brother who is dead, and his name be not blotted out from Israel 

PsY:... shall succeed in inheritance upon the name of his brother... 

Midrash Tannairn (p. 166) cites Genesis 48,6 upon the name of their brothers they shall be 

called in their inheritance as the exegetical authority for understanding the name of his 

brother as inheritance. On this view, rather than the verse requiring the son of a leNirate 

marriage to be named after the deceased first husband, the son inherits the property of the 

deceased first husband. This contradicts M_ Yevamot 4,7 which indicates that the inheritance 

passes to the deceased's brother who marries her. In practice of course the son would 

ultimately inherit the deceased husband's property, through his father. 

PsY makes use of associative translation that he may have known from \lidrash Tannaim. 

Deuteronomy 22.9: 

The folloNý ing example also makes use of an interpretative technique found in the sources. But 

this time the technique is a notaricon (creating a word from the initial letters of the words in a 

phrase). It is a homiletic tool, rarely used in rabbinic literature to justify the use of a biblical 

verse in support of a practical ruling. Here however it appears that PsY considers that use of 
the technique confers legal authority upon the resulting exegesis. 

You shall not sow your vineyard with two mixed species, lest you defile the fullness of the 

seed which you have sown, and the produce of the vineyard. 
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PsY:... mixed species, lest you become obliged to burn the fruit of the seed which you have 

sown, and the produce of the vineyard. 

. cmn: D ,, 155iß py, 1in-r ;. yn: nyrýý-r ̀n ;, ýý, n"11 -11M ? ý51 

Rather than translating vipn, defile, PsY seems to stipulates the penalty, that the seed and the 

produce of the vineyard has to be bunt. 

However, neither PsY or \Tidrash Tannaim (p. 149) translate the related word IV-117 in 

Deuteronomy 23,18 (which also inverts the usual meaning of the root vYp from sanctity to 

defilement) in this way. PsY reads there ti n (one who goes out). When nvYP appears 

in Genesis 38,21 and 22, PsY translates it as prostitute in accordance with the contecýt of the 

verse. 

In our verse PsY considers v-rpn to be a notaricon, made up from -rein vN, as found in 

Midrash Tannaim (p. 137). It seems that PsY places the notaricon, attributed in B. Kiddushin 

56b to Hezekiah, ahead of the need to provide a direct translation. Perhaps PsY regards this as 

the actual meaning of the verb, defiled seed would need to be disposed of. Maybe he did not 

agree, or understand, that's -p could mean defile. 

The following verses, listed in biblical order are also of interest to our discussion: 

Exodus 22,8: 

For any matter of trespass, for an ox, for a donkey, for a sheep, for clothing, for 

anything lost, when he will say that this is it, the claim of the two of them shall come to 

the judges78, he whom the judges shall condemn shall pay double to his neighbour. 

PsY:... he will swear when he will say ... 

7n" 'T: ) nil 
Mechilta does not mention that the claimant has to take an oath However, when discussing the 

previous verse (Exodus 22,7), Mechilta Nezikin 15 (p. 300) refers to our verse and concludes 
that an oath is necessary. 

n The word "; judges" both here and in the following phrase can be translated as "God". Both Onkclos and PsY 
translate as ̀judges" in both cases. 
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Both 22,7 and 22,8 forni part of a unit. They each make use of the tern Elohim to represent 

judges. PsY evidently sees this as an exegetical factor and, taking his authority from Mechilta, 

infers that an oath is also required in this 22,8. 

Exodus 22,20:: 

And you shall not vex or oppress a stranger, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt. 

PsY: And you shall not vex a stranger with words, nor oppress him to lake his possessions... 

'1DD1 jmj'5 nD'L`. 5 jp, 7 n xt l !, S, nn 1 "win) ti5 tiNnrm 

PsY agrees NAith the exegesis of %lechilta, Nezikin 18 (p. 311) which understands oppressing a 

stranger to mean both verbally and materially. This is based on the fact that the Hebrew text 

uses two verbs, allo«ing two separate modes of behaviour to be proscribed. 

Exodus 22.29: 

Thus you shall do to your ox, to your sheep, seven days it will be with its mother, on the 

eighth day, you shall give it to me. 

PsY:... seven days it will suckle c fier its mother.... 

mni 1i1n 7'S" 

Mechilta Kaspa 19 (p. 319) quotes Leviticus 22,27 seven days it shall be beneath its mother. 

It asks whether these means that the animal must literally be beneath its mother, or follow after 

the mother. Mechilta deduces by ge erah slunva, from the use of in' both here and in Le\iticus 

2,27 that the firstborn must follow its mother, it need not literally be beneath it. Mechilta 

continues, just as a firstborn animal, . vhich is sanctified, must suckle from an unsanctified 

mother", so all (sanctified animals) suckle from wimv ctified animals. 

PsY, Onkelos, Neofiti and FT all substitute after ('gyn. ) for under in LeNiticus 22,27. PsY and 

I\Teofiti incorporate after here. PsY however also uses the exegesis from Mechilta that the verse 

refers to suckling. He therefore combines two separate traditions. His comment does not seem 

to add any practical detail to the conunandment, it seems to be more a case of his wishing to 

remind his audience of the exegetical tradition. He seems to be giving the practical consequence 

of with its mother. 

Since the mother of the first born is merely one of the herd and has not been designated as a sacrificial offering. 
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Leviticus 11.36: 

But a fountain or a pit, a gathering of water (D'n rlpn) shall be pure, and anyone who 

touches their carcass shall be unclean. 

PsY: But a fountain or a pit, a gathering of winning water shall be pure... 

. 'ý7 'i ' -, ýn 1-0 nv n 1'n j': )?: ) 

The Hebrew word mtipn comes from a root that implies flowing together. PsY's gathering of 

miming water draws out this meaning. It also conforms with Sifra (Shemini Parasha 9,3) 

which prescribes running water for these pools whereas stagnant water will suffice for a 

mikveh. PsY may be making use of the discussion here in Sifra and at the same time pro\iding a 

translation which both enhances his audience's understanding of the text and clarifies the law. 

Leviticus 15,4: 

Every bed which he who has a flux will lie upon will be unclean and every vessel which 

he sits upon will be unclean. 

PsY: Every bed that is designated which he who has a flux will lie upon will be unclean 

and everything that is designated to sit upon will be unclean. 

a 'Vi'i tiý=L"ý 5ý 
. z" co ; -' '15: ) ü , "ýý `5j Sal '15) _1:. J'J5 

The words bed and vessel are superfluous. The text could have said everything that he lies 

or sits upon. PsY accentuates the superfluities by reference to Sifra Zavim 2,1-38°; Sifra 

holds that only a designated seat or bed can become unclean. A surface that a flux sufferer 

happens to sit upon informally cannot. PsY is retaining this ruling whilst interpolating in a way 

which allows him to remaining as close as possible to the original". 

Numbers 5.15: 

And the man shall bring his wife to the priest, and he shall bring her offering for her 

(, M5y), a tenth part of an ephah of barley meal, he shall not pour oil on it, nor shall he 

put frankincense upon it for it is a meal offering of jealousy, a meal offering of 

remembrance, bringing sin to mind. 

60 Also found in B. Niddah 49b, B. Shabbat 59a, B. Hagigah 23b. 
81 See A. Shinan, Targum V'Aggada Bo, p. 47 and the sources cited there in note 1. It is an observed technique 
of PsY to insert aggadic interpolations into the Targum of the biblical teal in such a way that the interpolation 
can be lifled out from PsY without disturbing the structure of the biblical teal. The same applies to his halachic 
interpolations. But this feature is also to be found in other Palestinian Targunnim. 
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PsY: ... arid bring her offering which he cdechicls for her from that which is hers... 

PsY understands the apparently superfluous word VV5) as meaning "on her account". In doing 

so he agrees with a halaclvc view, namely that a wife is obliged to pay out of her marriage 

contract for sacrifices that do not relate to her personal ritual purity. This follows the sages in 

Sifrei Numbers 8, (p 13). R Yehuda holds, both in Sifi-ei Numbers and M. Negaim 14,12, that 

the husband is liable for all her sacrifices. 

The verse is concerned .. Kith the sacrifice offered by a «ife suspected of adultery and so 

according to the sages she should be liable for the cost of the sacrifice. PsY emphasises the 

meaning of jnsl5y to support this position. He has used exegesis to confirm a lralachic position. 

But since the verb which PsY uses for deduct, 'gyp, is the Aramaic cognate of that used in Sifrei 

Numbers, PsY seems to have arrived at this position by using Sifrei Numbers. 

Numbers 6,13: 

And this is the law of the Nazirite, on the day that his days of separation are filled, he 

shall bring him ('mx) to the door of the tent of meeting. 

PsY:... he shall bring himself... 

ti31ýi 7ýVn y7, ̀15 iim'la im 
This may be an attempt to clarify the law, PsY agrees with R Ishmael in Sifrei Numbers 32 

(p. 38), that the Nazirite is not brought to the Tent of Meeting by others, but that he brings 

himself. He has derived this exegetically, translating 'irn as himself rather than him. 

Numbers 6.18: 

And the Nazirite shall shave, at the door of the tent of meeting, his consecrated head and 

he shall take the hair of his consecrated head and put it on the fire which is under the 

sacrifice of the peace offering. 

PsY: And the Nazirite shall shave his consecrated head outride, after they sacrificed the 

sacrifice of the peace offering at the door of the tent of meeting... 

.. h]ni ptUn y-nz testy np nb_] n' 1D'-m'1 inn 

Sifrei Numbers 35 (p. 39) And the Nazarite shall shave his consecrated head at the door of 

the tent of meeting: The Bible is speaking of peace offerings, as it is aig and they shall 

slaughter it (the peace offering) at the door of the tent of meeting (Leviticus 3,7). Do you 
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say that it is speaking about pence c? ffcrirtgs or really about 11te door of the tc nt of 

Inceting..... it is speaking about peace qffc: rings. 

Although the text of Sifrei is somewhat opaque, Rashi, in his commentary on this verse as well 

as on the parallel text in B. Nazir 45a is quite clear that the meaning of the baraita is that lie shall 

shave after the peace offerings are sacrificed, and that in turn is the plain meaning of this verse. 

It is of course implicit since his hair has to be put on the fire which is under the sacrifice of 

the peace offering. 

As we noted when we looked at Leviticus 16,21 on page 154, there is no eNidence that Rashi 

knew PsY. PsY and Rashi therefore both seem to have drawn the same conclusion from Sifrei, 

using Sifrei's analogy from Leviticus 3,7 as their exegetical justification. PsY however retains 

the door of the tent of meeting, whilst both Sifrei Numbers and Rashi seem to substitute 

peace offerings for it. 

M. Middot 2,5 indicates that in later times there was a chamber in the Temple courtyard where 

the Nazarite shaved. Yet PsY could be understood as having the Nazarite shave outside the 

courtyard. Sifrei (followed by Rashi) explains that the N'azirite did not shave his head in the 

doorway since this denigrated the sanctity of the tabernacle. This may be the source of PsY's 

outside. 

PsY's preference for the halachic exegesis as found in Sifrei rather than the factual statement in 

M. Middot does not seem particularly significant. Sifrei and PsY are commentaries on 

Numbers, whereas Mishnah is concerned with practical law. Mishnah is concerned with the 

Temple whilst Numbers, and hence Sifrei and PsY, are concerned with the Tent of Meeting. 

Descriptions of how the law is applied in practice 
We now turn to verses where PsY seems to wish to provide the practical details of a regulation, 

yet does so in a way that seems to have little or no relation to rabbinic tradition. In these cases 

there seems to be no difficulty posed by the language of the text, but where nevertheless the 
biblical statement may give rise to a question, "how is this to be done? " or "in what 

circumstances does this apply? " The response is a practical description concerning how a ritual 
is to be performed, or how a regulation is to be applied. Again, we will first cite distinctive 

examples and then list the rest of relevant sources in the order of the Biblical text. 
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This is a lengthy sub-section and in order to develop the argument fully we will divide it into 

three parts. 

The first part will discuss material in PsY which corresponds to opinions in the halachic 

sources. The second part will discuss material in PsY which closely resembles statements found 

in rabbinic tradition, but which differs to some degree. The third part deals with a few 

expansions in PsY xhich are not halachic but which may have been considered to be so by 

other researchers, or which bear in some other way on our discussion. 

a) Material in PsY that con"e. sponcl to opinions in halachic sources. 

Leviticus 22.13: 

The most obvious examples of PsY drawing practical information from a rabbinic source are 

where he uses cognates of words found in the source: 

But if a priest's daughter be a widow or divorced and has no child, and she returns to 

her father's house as in her youth, she may eat of her father's bread, but no commoner 

may eat from it. 

PsY:... and has no child, from him, and she returns to her father's house, t{uit is not 

awaiting levirate nuirriage as in the days of her youth, and she and is not pregnant she may 

eat of her father's food. 

jý ti1]y . 451 itinl'SL7'1ý1'ý 

nz, 'win= ti51 O'ti n'_5 nnnl ni'm ir5 m5' 11... 

Maori notes that the interpolation that is not awaiting levirate marriage osr N-lurn X57 is out 

of place. It should have been inserted after be a widow. However Sifra Emor 6,1 has this same 

exegesis using identical cognates- oz) niwv5 vin and significantly attaches it to and she 

returns to her father's house. The similarity of cognates indicates that PsY drew on Sifra. 

This then is not an error as Maori assumes, rather PsY is copying directly from Sifra without 

making an adjustment to place the interpolation in its most logical place. PsY is generally 

meticulous in placing his interpolations, and in making his comments succinctly. His apparent 

carelessness in this case seems odd. 

Nevertheless, he reports an established tradition, that a widow awaiting levirate marriage may 

not eat the priestly portions in her father's house, as Sifra goes on to makes clear. 
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Sifra also excludes a pregnant woman from eating her father's portions. PsY again conforms. 

Deuteronomy 18,11: 

Even where there are no identical cob ates in PsY's expansion or translation, we can often 

recognise that he has imported material directly from from a known source. PsY's intention in 

the following example seems to be to make the law more comprehensive: 

Or one who is a charmer of charms, or that asks of a ghost or of a familiar, or one who 

enquires of the dead. 

PsY: One who charms aril bewitches snakes and scorpions or any creeping things, ... or of 

a hone of a familiar, or one who enquires of the dead. 

-wn, n 7n yn, ̀ 11 yli' in 8, L-, n j'LNm'3't 5ý1 

PsY's and bewitches snakes and scorpionzs, is found in both Midrash Tannaim (p. 110) and 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 172 (p. 219); the phrase or any creeping things appears simply as small 

(animals) in both these Midrashim, and both sources also refer to large (animals) which PsY 

omits. Midrash Tannaim seems to be the only source that mentions the bone of a familiar. 

Leviticus 8,12: 

Sometimes we may consider that PsY draws on a rabbinic tradition to answer a question posed, 

in theory or in actuality, by a reader of the Masortic Text: 

And he shall pour of the anointing oil upon the head of Aaron, and he shall anoint him 

to sanctify him. 

PsY:... he shall anoint him after he has clothed him to sanctify hinm. 

Sifra (Miiluim 1,10): And he shall anoint the tabernacle and all that is in it (Leviticus 8,10), 

as the anointing of Aaron and his sons, for after he clothed (them) he anointed them... 

PsY clearly parallels Sifra. The verse is preceded by a description of Moses robing Aaron, and 

so in context it seems clear that he dressed him before he anointed him. PsY may be pointing 

out why the anointing was performed only on his head and not the -whole of his body, since he 

was already dressed. 
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LeNiticus 14.7: 

At times PsY imports comments that seem to contain material from more than one source. It 

may be that he was consulting more than one source, or that he was using a source that we no 

longer know which contained both comments. 

And he shall sprinkle upon him that is to be cleansed from the leprosy seven times, and 

purify him and send the living bird away across the face of the field. 

PsY: ... sprinkle upon the fbreheacl of hiin that is to be cleansed........ across the face of the 

field and if that mein is di stirred to be stricken with leprosy again, the live bird shall come 

buck to him again that dory and it may be ealen. And the prie, vt shall bury the slaughtered bird 

in the sight of the leper. 

V , n5 ti1= sli a, b'J'L: 'ti 74.4 ti in. i-nti 5)... jn n n-i"m_ti Il'] 5; n... 

ºý%vn wrv n'? ti5-' 5 hntn'1-I `*, nn, 

"=Tnz 181-1Z 7mpn iLi 

The regulation about sprinkling on the leper's forehead agrees ý`ith Rabbi Natan (Yesh Omrim) 

in Mishnah Negaim 14,1 and Sifra Metzora Parasha 2,1. 

Sifra (Metzora Pta 2,8) permits the bird to be eaten if it returns to him. This is so far removed 

from the biblical verse that PsY is clearly drawing on Sifra or its sources. Yet M. Negaim 14,1 

requires the priest to bury the second, slaughtered bird in front of the leper, as does M Temurah 

7,5. PsY is using the Mishnah in this second comment rather than Sifra. 

Sifra's wording corresponding to the first interpolation is identical to M. Negaim and it is likely 

that it derived from the Mishnah. However Sifra does not contain the Mishnah's comment that 

the bird is buried in front of the leper, and the Mishnah does not contain Sifra's comment about 

the bird which returns. PsY therefore contains one comment exclusively from the Mishnah (i. e. 

burying), one exclusively from Sifra (i. e. the returning bird) and one common to both (i. e. the 

leper's forehead). There does not seem to be an exegetical reason for any of PsY's three 

interpolations, and both Nishnah and Sifra contain other information on this verse which PsY 

does not use. It is possible that PsY used both Mishnah and Sifra for this verse, and that he 

chose comments that he could best interpolate, or that he felt were the most important to 

emphasise. It is also possible that PsY used a tradition which contained all three comments. 

Leviticus 23,42: 

In a few notable cases PsY provides expansive detail of how rituals are to be performed: 
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You shall dwell in booths seven days, every native-born in Israel shall dwell in booths. 

PsY: .. in booths that two of its sides are according to their halachot w id the third up to a 

handhreadth and its shade more than its suniy part. 11 shall be made for shade for the 

purpose of the festival from species that grow from the earth and pulled up, at least seven 

hcnulhreadths and its height inside ten hn dbreadths... every native-born in Israel and even 

chikfen that do not need their mother shall dwell in booths... 

wZSJnn -lwn'wn aa n51v tcw1n 7jJ t, "'rn5n1 j1rin75, m) n55unZ t, 55rc1 
'7tyL : ty7w `TjJ , tý li`1Tiwn j'w+5n1 tý', n. ̀ i In j"Z1n? 7'3"T In t, aTZ T]1w5 851t, 5 j'7+1Y t, 5`T 
''1'yn 15'E, tl 5: i1w'Z ti+117`T 57 j'nl+ ; IyJZ1w ýZ j17n'n +7w19 ,; 7wy t, nnr ...,, "SnnZ pr), 

j1r1n', z5 

a) Two of its sides are according to their halachot This agrees with the majority opinion in a 

baraita in B. Shabbat 6b. We do not have the source of this haraita but it has passed, in a 

slightly amended form into normative halachaA2. We have no reason to doubt that PsY was 

confirming an established tradition. 

b) Its sluule more than its sunny part. This follows Mishnah Succah 1,1. 

c) The school of Shammai require a new Succah each year, unless it was a Succah made 

especially for the purpose of the festival (NI. Succah 1,2) PsY reflects the wording of the 

Mishnah- if it was made for the purpose of the festival, even at the beginning of the year it is 

valid. 

d) PsY agrees with Mishnah Succah 5,5, a child which does not need its mother is obliged to 

sleep in the Succah. 

In all four interpolations PsY remains wedded to the sources, although he has drawn his 

material from both Mishnah and a baraita. 

Deuteronomy 25,3: 

At times PsY explains the rationale behind a regulation: 

Forty lashes he may give him, he shall not exceed, lest if he exceeds and beats him more 

lashes than these, then your brother will be despised in your eyes. 

"Z Ntaimonidcs, Hilchot. Succah 4,2. 
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PsY: Forty times lie shall swing the whip but beat him once less, lie shall not complete it, 

perlu7ps he will exceed and beat him more lashes than thirty Mine, arul lie will be 

etulatigerecl, then your brother shall not be despised as you see him. 

i7, i. 5. ý j 5ti y-;: Iý1i j n5,1 5; J iii. 5ý5 ý ýi º, ̀ý5 iC 5r ti''7 iý] p5 iii 7 ý1 ýij yý7ti 

nn, m]'l 

In prescribing thirty nine stripes PsY agrees with Midrash Tannaim and the allusion in Sifrei 

Deuteronomy 286 (p. 303). The language that PsY uses is closer to Midrash Tannaim -forty 
less one. 

PsY explains that more than thirty nine stripes may be dangerous. Sifrei (loc. cit., p. 304) 

prescribes that the Bet Din may estimate the extent of danger at any time during the flogginvg. 

Deuteronomy 16,8: 

Some of PsY's expansions are intended to resolve difficulties posed by the Masoretic Text. 

Six days you shall eat unleavened bread and on the seventh day it is a gathering to the 

Lord your God, you shall do no work. 

PsY: On the first dory yon shall offer the Omer and you shall eat unleavened bread from the 

old harvest and the six days that remain you are permitted to eat unleavened bread from the 

new harvest... 

j i-in 71"n'Vti1 j'nl' 

-m-n 5Ivn5 TV-in 

PsY permits the eating of matza on all seven days, and from the second day onwards he allows 

it to be taken from the new harvest in accordance with Sifrei Deuteronomy 134 (p. 191) and 

\iechilta Pischa 17. PsY is harmonising the clear contradiction between this verse and 16,3 

(above, page 142). 16,3 says that unleavened bread must be eaten for seven days, 16,8 seems to 

require only six. PsY relies upon Sifrei Deuteronomy and i`iechilta to resolve the contradiction. 

We shall now discuss many other verses which fall under this heading, which are listed 

according to the biblical sequence: 

Exodus 12,2: 

This month shall be for you the chief of the months, it is the first for you of the months of 

the year. 
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PsY:... The chief of the months, arul from it you slurll begin to count the festivals, and the 

times and the seasons ... 
: i'3? _`i? : ý'äii'3=5 7? '1'JJl ii'3n? 'v'i ... 

Mechilta (Pischa 1, p. 7) Ihis tells us that Ntsan is the chief of the months cuul from where (do 

we learn) even also for kings? 
... we learn that Niswi is the chief for montlzs, for kings and for 

festivals. 

This is clearly connected to that in Mechilta and its counterpart in RShbY. However, PsY has 

added the words and the times and the seasons and omitted for kings. This may be more 

connected to his predilection for calendricalS3 themes than an}thing else. Mechilta also makes 

use of this verse for calendrical matters. 

Exodus 12.25: 

And it shall be when you come to the land which the Lord will give you as He has 

spoken, that you shall observe this service. 

PsY:... as He has spoken, that you shall observe from the time tjuzt you reach there this 

service. 

as in s{1ii`1'ý A"1' pn5 j_m ji`linll 5'S"-'t 

PsY interpolates from the time that 1ou reach there. But since this is clear from the first part of 

the verse, it should not be necessary to stress it. PsY is therefore probably drawing out the 

comment in Mechilta (Pischa 12, p. 39) the text makes this service depeautent-from the time of 

their coining to the Len d onwards. 

Exodus 13.2: 

Sanctify every firstborn to. Nle, that opens every womb of the children of Israel, whether 

of man or cattle it is Mine. 

PsY: Sanctify every mncile firstborn ... 

... ti'_- i ti7-l-: I 5: 3 'ni7 J'-1 7ä 

Mechilta Pischa 16, (p. 57) presents this verse as a paradigm of one of the thirteen rules of 

biblical exegesis: - a general term (Sanctify every firstborn to Me, that opens every womb) 

which requires a particular term (Every first born male that is born, from your cattle or 

u' cf PsY to, for enple Genesis 7,11; 8,22; 30,14; Leviticus 16,29; 23,5; Numbers 1,1; 9,11; 13,20; 
Deuteronomy 1,3; 16,1; 28,12. 
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your flock you shall dedicate (Deuteronomy 15,19)) to explain it, whilst the particular term 

requires the general term to complement it'. PsY stresses the conclusion of this argument 

. 
Exodus 13,12: 

And you shall cause everything which opens the womb to pass to the Lord, and 

everything that opens the womb of the cattle which are yours, the males are for the 

Lord. 

PsY: And you shall separate everything which opens the womb to the Lord, and 

everything that opens the womb of the cattle that its mother has dropped which are 

yours... 

j 1_ iý5j? ý 'i ii'ýý ý51",? ý iýiý c5ý? `i t^. i7 tý iý1'. 1 riý`1_ 5D J1ýJi? 

PsY's use of separate to translate msvm and his interpolation of that its mother ha dropped 

are both included, using Hebrew cognates, in tilechilta's interpretation (Pischa 18, pp. 70-71): 

lnrt m-mv N5x nnfl3 1av nv N5H r-uvn vvK. Mechilta's intention is to exempt 

the first born animal if the mother has previously miscarried. PsY, whilst retaining Mechilta's 

cognates limits himself to the meaning of the biblical text . which seems to imply that a liable 

premature first-born" is to be sanctified. 

Exodus 13.13: 

And every first born ass you shall redeem with a lamb and if you will not redeem it you 

shall break its neck, and every first born of man amongst your sons you shall redeem. 

PsY:... every first born of man amongst your sons you shall redeem with money but not of 

your servant. 

I\'techilta (Pischa 18, p. 72) 
... we redeem the first born of man, but apart from servants, writs, 

land and that which luu been dedicated 

Thus in this case, the general term might lead one to think that male or female firstlings must be dedicated. 
The specific term limits it to males. But the specific term alone might lead one to think that the first male to be 
born must be sanctified, even if females, or stillbirths, had been born from the same mother previously. Hence the 
general term specifics that the animal must open the womb. 
B5 The root -avv can mean premature birth or foetus. cf. M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Tar gu rim, The Talmud 
Babli and Ycrushalmi and die Midrashic Literature, (New York, 1996) p. 1522. 
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Mechilta, from servants onwards is identical to M. Bechorot 8,8. PsY almost certainly made 

use of one of these two sources. We cannot be certain which but it is likely, because of the 

different structure and functions of the two works, that he would have referred to Mechilta on a 

verse-by verse basis, whereas he would consult Mishnah on particular legal topics. PsY has 

dropped the reference to writs, land and that which has been dedicated but retained the 

reference to servants. 

Exodus 16.5: 

And it shall be on the sixth day that they shall prepare that which they bring in and it 

shall be twice as much as they prepare daily. 

PsY: ... they shall prepare that which they bring in to eat on the Sahhctth day and they sluzll 

make an Eruv (= combination) in the houses and they shall make a merging in their 

crntrtyarcly in order to bring from one to the other and they shall take twice as much... 

Mechilta (Vayassa 2, p 161) understands the opening part of this verse as referring to the 

establishment of an Eruv. PsY is less terse than usual, which may be because he considered this 

to be a theme that people ought to be aware of, in the same way that he stresses that women do 

not wear tefillin (page 85) or pro,, ides a lot of detail regarding the construction of a Succah 

(page 41). 

Exodus 16,29: 

See that the Lord has given you the Shabbat; therefore he gives you on the sixth day a 

two-day portion of bread, each man stay in his place, no man may go out from his place 

on the seventh day. 

PsY: each man stay in his place, and do not move anything more dvan four cuhits from 

domain to domain; no man may go out from his place to walk more than two thousand 

cubits. 

v n. -4 ý'ý' ti5T 'T'ý. 1ý iýý'1. tib 1ý tiý'1: ý 15 tiº1'ü `lý c7n jiýUSUi`1 1n j T1'J' 
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This is drawn in the main from Mechilta Vayassa 5 (p. 170): each man stay in his place- these 

are four cubits, no man may go out from his place- these are two thousand cubits PsY is 

probably using Mechilta for his understanding of this verse. 

The comments about not moving from domain to domain are so widely known that it is 

probable that PsY is using his own reasoning to add them to the material he has drawn from 

Mechilta. 

Exodus 21,15: 

And he who smites his father or mother shall surely die. 

PsY: And he who injures his father or mother shall surely die by strangulation with a scarf. 

. N-rnn ti713' lý 5Lpn" ti5t^_ýpn Tfý': týl nnxn 5mrim 

a) PsY translates ji: )n as injures which agrees with Mechilta (Nezikin 5, p. 265) that an injury is 

necessary for the death penalty to be invoked. 

b) Mechilta (idem) describes the process of strangling as taking place with a scarf (>>>rn. t rmo 

5v 
..... tý7`nv). PsY uses the same terminology for the instrument of strangulation. 

Exodus 21,19: 

If he arises and walks outside on his staff, then he that smote him shall be acquitted, only 

he shall pay for the loss of his time and shall cause him to be completely healed. 

PsY: ... and walks in the market on his staff... 

... mrnsýttý 

This is derived from Mechilta, Nezikin 6. According to the reading in Horowitz' edition the 

culprit is acquitted if the victim wallas anywhere, not just in the market: If he arises and walks 

outside. Do I hear evert in the house? We learn outside. If outside, do I hear even in the 

markets? We learn If he arises and walks outside. But in the Livorno printed edition of 

Mechilta86 we read: If he arises and walks outside. Do 1 hear even in the house? We leans 

outside If outside, cio I hear even feebly in the markets? We learn If he arises. On this reading-, 

Mechilta assumes that outside means market and disputes only the agility with which he has to 

walk for the culprit to be acquitted. It seems probable that Mechilta was the source which 

As cited in Horowitz' critical apparatus. H. S. Horowitz & Y. A. Rabin, Mechilta d'Rabbi Ishmael, (Jenualem, 
1970). Nachmanides' commenta y to the Torah (idem) preserves a similar reading from Mechuilta but omits the 
word markets. 
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encouraged him to identify outside as market, although it is not clear what purpose he felt this 

served. 

Exodus 21,28: 

And if an ox shall gore a man or woman to death, the ox shall surely be stoned and its 

flesh shall not be eaten, and the owner of the ox shall be acquitted. 

PsY: the ox shall surely be stoned and it shall not be slaughtered so that its flesh shall not 

be eaten, and the owner of the ox shall be acquitted of the death penalty and of paying the 

value of a slave or woman servant. 

Ln: nn, t, 5, til'il Cäti1' týý]1! l'... 

a) PsY agrees with Mechilta (\ezikin 10 p281) in warning that the ox must not be slaughtered 

with the intention of eating it before the death penalty is carried out and it becomes unfit. 

b) PsY agrees with R. Gamliel in Mechilta" Nezikin 10, (p 310) in that the owner of the ox is 

not obliged to forfeit the value of a slave. This contrasts with NI. Baba Kamrna 4,5 which 

requires thirty selas to be paid. PsY also acquits the owner of liability to the death penalty; this 

is not specified in Mechilta but is implied in the text. 

Exodus 22,2: 

If the sun has risen upon him, there is blood liability for him, he shall make restitution; 

if he has nothing he shall be sold for his theft. 

PsY: ... if he has nothing with which to pay then the Bet Din will sell him for his theft, and 

until the Shemitta year, 

. liPlt: 'JJ i ti, 'l'J -, T ii'º1: ý'JJ In 81-T mz 

PsY says that the thief caught in the act of breaking in is sold until the year of Shemitta. 
ZZP 

Mechilta Nezikin 13 says he is freed seven years after being sold. These coincide only if he is 

sold at the beginning of the Shemitta cycle. 

Yitzhaly8Y argues that this counters halacha, and that PsY holds that the general rule is to free 

slaves in the Shemitta year, not in the seventh year. MaoriS9 and Ahavat Yonatan (idem) 

R' RShbY attributes this vicvv to R Akiva, who holds a different view according, to'v9echilta. 
as E. Yitzhaky, The Halacha in Targuum Yenisltiilmi 1 p. 75. 
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conclude that we have here an unattested halacha. However Maori notes that the Zohar (III 

10Sa) agrees v ith PsY. 

In Deuteronomy 15,12 PsY, following the literal wording of the text, is forced to state that a 

slave is freed in the seventh year after being sold. He rules lil: eývise in Exodus 22,2. Either 

Yitzhaky is right and PsY is internally contradictory, or PsY is consistent and uses the word 

Shemitta informally to mean a seven year period. 

We cannot accept the first of these two options until we have eliminated the possibility that we 

do not fully understand the nuances of PsY's language. 

In Exodus 12,40 PsY states that the days that the children of Israel dwelt in Egypt were 30 

Shemittas of years (>)>v-r >>výi ) which total 210 years... " Yitzhaky uses this to prove that PsY 

regarded the Israelites as having been freed in a Shemitta year, in accordance \tiith his . iew of 

halacha. Yet it could equally mean that PsY uses the word Shemitta in a non-formal sense to 

indicate a seven year period. The period in Egypt was indeed 210 years. PsY can be using 

Shemitta to mean a "week of years". Just as in English, when we speak of a week, we do not 

necessarily mean from one Sunday to another, so too here there may have been no intention to 

refer to the formal Shemitta. 

Exodus 22,28: 

You shall not delay your fullness and your juice; the firstborn of your sons you shall give 

to Me. 

PsY: You shall not delay to offer the first of your fruit caul the first wine of your presses in 

their lime to the place of My Shechina... 

jb minz, 45 Jn j ig-; 3*3T 5; 7 " ß: 7S1 ti5 ji iy3 1*_ýý f '"), vni 'ýý] nin 

Mechilta Kaspa 19 (p. 3 18) defines your fullness as the first fruits and PsY seems to follow 

this. itiechilta differs from PsY over your juice (Iv): )-T), which it defines as the heave offering. 

Later commentators (Saadia, Ibn Ezra, Rashbam) see the root as the same as vn-r, a tear, and 

understand it as meaning the first of the wine and oil, similar to PsY. PsY is clearly different to 

Mechilta. Whether this is the product of his own reasoning or of some other source is not clear. 

If he used Mechilta to translate fullness but derived first wine independently, this implies that 

Mechilta may have been used as a source book, but not an exclusive authority. 

tiLtori "Al Y'haso shcl Targurn HaTOrah" p. 248, note 77. 
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Neofiti agrees with Mechilta in translating p' as pri estly offering. 

Leviticus 1,2: 

Speak to the Children of Israel and say to them, if a man amongst you shall offer an 

offering to the Lord, from the cattle, from the herd and from the sheep, you shall offer 

your offering. 

PsY:.. if a man amongst you and not from the apostates, idol worshippers, shall offer an 

offering to the Lord, from the clean cattle, from the herd and from the sheep, but not 

from the wild anim als... 

'' fl In 'w: 7 7, n "-I t nj) ti'nn"n jn ti'71 71-Jn v ºý... 

701 

Sifra (Nedava Parasha 2,3) 
... a man to include converts, amongst you to exclude apostates... 

Sifra (Nedava Parasha 2,6).... an offering to the Lord -cattle. Could one think even wild 

animals?.... we learn (othcnvisc) from the herd and the sheep. 

PsY uses the cognate of the term in Sifra, -intn, apostate, to designate those who are excluded 

from bringing a sacrifice. The definition of an apostate as someone who worships idols is found 

in a Tannaitic discussion recorded in B. Eruvin 69b. 

The exclusion of wild animals is likewise found in Sifra. Sifra does not mention the fact that the 

animal must be clean, but this is found in the parallel baraita in B. Zevahim 34a, which includes 

the single additional word w' 0. 

Leviticus 5,15-16: 

If anyone commits a trespass and sins unwittingly from the holy things of the Lord, he 

shall bring his forfeit unto the Lord, a ram without blemish out of the flock, according to 

your valuation in silver of shekels of the shekel of the sanctuary, fora guilt offering. And 

he shalt repay that which he sinned from the holy thing and shall add a fifth to it and 

give it to the priest and the priest shall make atonement for him with the ram of the guilt 

offering and he shall be forgiven. 

PsY: If anyone commits a trespass and sins unwittingly by benefiting from the holy things 

of the Lord... according to its valuation in silver according to the value of the benefit of the 

90 PsY uses the word >>-t rather than ý' so the parallel may not be exact. 
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holy things that he hene ited from of shekels... And he shall repay the benefit of the holy 

things, that which he sinned in the holy thing... 

, ,ý 
`ý ý i''. iý75 'r'Jº j 1i ", �" `-- ý: 1 i i7 jý ']i iTl'1 15Jý ý'-"' 7, ýJ ýi J' C; 'lti 

The interpolation by benefiting is in accordance with Sifra (Nova Parasha 11,2) which itself has 

almost certainly been copied from M. Meilah 5,1. PsY may infer that since Sifra understands 

5,15 to refer to gaining benefit, therefore 5,16 also refers to benefit. But there is no significant 

textual reason why he has to mention benefit týiice, the interpolation in 5,15 would have 

sufficed to clarify the context of 5,16 also. It may be that he inserted it into both verses for 

consistency. It is possible that PsY had a tradition which referred to benefit in respect of 5,16 

and that he made use of this. 

Leviticus 7,29: 

Speak to the Children of Israel, saying; he that offers his sacrifice of peace offerings to 

the Lord, shall bring his offering to the Lord out of his sacrifice of peace offerings. 

PsY:... he shall bring his offering, himself... 

'rn"... 

Sifra Tzav Pta 11,3 derives that the verb he that offers, together with the opening phrase of 

the next verse, his hands shall bring it refers to the owner of the sacrifice, who brings it 

together with the priest. 

Le%iticus 8,23: 

And he slaughtered; and Moses took of its blood and he put it on the tip of Aaron's right 

ear, and on the thumb of his right hand and on the big toe of his right foot. 

PsY:... and he put it on the tip of Aaron's ear which is the middle protuberance of the 

right ear, and on the middle joint of his right hand and on the middle joint of his right 

foot. 

71-11-11 -1 Nyý'C 'hi `Jyl 1]"J' ii; \ ii. ] `T ti-r , -n ii %]i;, 8 Cnoni i 

PsY translates -dun, which is generally rendered in English as "the tip of the ear" as the middle 

protuberance- iN-v)Yn-r x-iru. )ru - generally translated as "thumb" and "big toe"- is rendered 
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as middle joint- xv)Nn Np7tci In both cases he uses the Aramaic cognates of the Hebrew text in 

Sifra (Milluim 1,21), 'vsnxn m and 'vNnun 7r0. 

Leviticus 11,36: 

But a fountain or a pit, a gathering of water (mn mim) shall be pure, and anyone who 

touches their carcass shall be unclean. 

PsY: ... any one who touches their carcass in these waters shall be unclean. 

t, 'n In jlnri5'nn n-7"-1 a7n ... 

Sifra Shemin Parasha 9,5-7 records three opinions of the phrase and anyone who touches 

their carcass shall be unclean. PsY chooses the first of these, attributed to Hillel, as his 

preferred interpretation. The others are attributed respectively to R. Yose the Gallilean and 

Rabbi Akiva". The three interpretations do not conflict with each other but each seek to apply 

the verse to a separate case. It does not seem that Hillel's view can be tailored to fit the 

meaning of the verse more than any of the others, which indicates that PsY was basin- himself 

on an halachic tradition rather than a translational need. However, since Hillel's interpretation is 

very ancient, we cannot say that PsY took it from Sifra. It may just as easily have come from 

another tradition from which Sifra also drew it. 

Leviticus 13.3-4: 

And the priest shall see the plague in the skin of the flesh, and if the hair in the plague 

has turned white, and the appearance of the plague is deeper than the skin of his flesh, it 

is a plague of leprosy, and the priest shall see it and declare him unclean. And if it is a 

bright spot, white in the skin of his flesh and its appearance is not deeper than the skin, 

and its hair is not turned white, then the priest shall shut up the plague seven days. 

PsY:... and the appearance of the plague is deeper having become while as snow than the 

skin of his flesh... And if it is a bright spot, white like lime in the skin of his flesh and its 

appearance hcai'ing become while as snow is not deeper than the skin.... 

ä1r1 týi'Dý M1111111 'prn 1 t1n jt>nn 851m) `llfii 5 Imp iý:: 'n-m'7 f'i'rm 

: ýý In -mri 5i i'ti'n rr ý7'byl i i' -t" jvr 

91 Rabbi Yost understands the phr se to imply that uncleanness comes through touching, but not Burying. Rabbi 
Akiva undcrst, uids it to include vessels made from bone. 
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PsY's use of the metaphors white as snow and likce lime, which assist in identifjing the disease, 

come from NI. Negaim 1,1. 

Leviticus 13.46: 

All the days that the plague is in him he shall be unclean, he is unclean, he shall dwell 

alone, outside the camp shall be his dwelling. 

PsY: ... he shall dwell alone, he shall not approach his uvife's side outside the camp shall be 

his dwelling. 

... =5 %wimn n-vj, )' N5 , 'Z'il, `1]'2i iY51 mln"lilii5'l 

PsY seems to be using the exegesis in Sifra Metzora Parasha 2,11, which understandstent in 

Leviticus 14,8 as referring to his wife's sicle. PsY inserts that interpretation into this verse. It is 

unclear why PsY chooses to do this. He is probably clarifying the phrase he shall dwell alone, 

but Sifra provides an alternative explanation of this which PsY does not take up. Perhaps his 

gloss indicates that there was an awareness in his time of how diseases were transmitted; or 

perhaps he considered biblical leprosy, which we cannot identify, as a form of venereal disease. 

Perhaps he is noting that just as when a woman is in a state of impurity, her husband may not 

have relations with her, so too when he is ritually impure he may not approach her. 

Leviticus 14,8: 

And he that is to be cleansed shall wash his clothes, and shave off all his hair and bathe 

himself in water and he shall be clean, and after that he may come into the camp, and he 

shall dwell outside his tent seven days. 

PsY: .. . outside his tent his dwelling plcrce and he shall not approach his wife seven days. 

pl' NJ=v t, 51 rn: nm rni tpvn5 811nn Hint... 

PsY uses Sifra's (Metzora Parasha 2,11) non-literal understanding that during the purification 

process, his tent refers to the leper's wife. See the comments on the Levitiicus 13,46 (page 

52). 

Leviticus 15.2: 

Speak to the Children of Israel and say to them, any man who will have an issue in his 

flesh, his issue is unclean. 

PsY: 
... 

his issue he sees three times is unclean. 

xim n t= *, = , n5n t, Urt rrrr... 
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M. Za`im 1,1 and Sifra Zavim 1,3 states that a flux sufferer is unclean from three sightings. 

PsY agrees with these sources. 

Leviticus 15,3: And this shall be his uncleanness in his issue, whether his flesh runs with 

his issue or his flesh be stopped rip from his issue, it is his uncleanness. 

PsY: And this shall be his uncleanness a while colour in his issue... 

PsY agrees with Sifra (Za-vim 1,7): He defiles through a white colour, and he does not defile 

through blood 

Leviticus 15,12: 

And an earthen vessel which he who has the flux touches shall be broken, and every 

wooden vessel shall be rinsed in water. 

PsY: And an earthen vessel, the inside of which he who has the flux touches... 

8=111 1-11,112 DT"-7 

Sifra Za,, i. m 3, l: We learn which he touches and we learn elsewhere (Leviticus 6,21) which 

you shall boil in it. Just as there it means what is inside92 it, so here it means what is inside it. 

Again PsY agrees with Sifra. 

Leviticus 15,25: 

And a woman who has an issue of her blood for many days not at the time of her 

impurity, or if she has an issue beyond the time of her impurity all the days of the issue 

of her uncleanness she shall be as in the days of her impurity, she is unclean. 

PsY: And ä woman who has an issue of her blood for three clays... 

ý; iýi i' Oi1; i ttiy'1ý13'tii 

PsY substitutes three days for many days. Sifra (Zavim Parasha 5,8) also understands many 

days as meaning three days, presumably so as to make the law more specific. 

Le%iticus 15.31: 

And you shall separate the children of Israel from their uncleanness and they shall not 

die in their uncleanness, when they defile My sanctuary which is in their midst. 

92 Literally, of its air. 
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PsY: ... 
from their uncleanness and they shall separate from their wives close to their 

lnrlu7rllClll011. 

PsY's comment is identical with the bm-aita quoted in the name of R. Yoshiyah in B. Shevuot 

18b and R. Yeremiah in B. Niddah 63b93. Maher' notes that PsY's word for menstruation 

nno? t appears nowhere else in Aramaic, although its Hebrew cognate is well known. PsY is 

clearly copying the baraita9S 

Leviticus 16.21: 

And Aaron shall rest his two hands upon the head of the living goat, and confess upon it 

all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all their transgressions according to all 

their sins, and shall put them upon the head of the goat and send it by the hand of a man 

made ready into the wilderness. 

PsY:... and shall put them by an utterecl oath and e. rpressed by the Great anti Precious 

Name upon the head of the goat... 

: {'1`ý\ 74-)'l 7" 'ýý i 5Zý I? i ii i1J 5Z i1? 5,81.7' ni IT 'i... 

PsY's mention of an oath using the di%ine name is yell attested. Y. Yoma 3,7 (40d): Ten times 

did the High Priest mention the Divine Name on Yoma Kippur, six over the calf and three over 

the goat and once over the lots. Those who were near fell on their faces, those who were 

further away recited "Blessed be the Name of the glory of His Kingdom for ever and ever ". 

Le%iticus 16,29: 

And it shall be for you as an everlasting statute, in the seventh month on the tenth of the 

month you shall afflict your souls, and you shall do no work, the native and the stranger 

who dwells amongst you. 

93 The attribution in Shevuot is almost certainly the correct one. R Ycrcmiah is an Aniora 
'' M. Maher Aramaic Bible Vol. 3, (Edinburgh, 1994), p. 165. 
95 cf Reifmann's illuminating treatment of PsY's difficult comment on Exodus 17,15: And Moses built an 

altar and called it The Afemra of the Lord is my miracle, for the Afiracle that the Omnipresent wiy) 
perf>rn: ed was for my sake. The use of rcnm, literally place to designate the Omnipresent, is otherwise 
unknovtin in Targumic literature. Yet its Hebrew cognate, o»n, is frequently used in this sense. Reifntann 

showed that PsY as translating directly from Mcchilta (Parshata d'Amalek 2, p 186) thus accounting for the 
previously unk=ýn use of the Aramaic win: t. Y. Reifniann "Hc'arot al-Tareutu haMcyuhas l'Yonatan ben 
Urziel" Bet Ha Talmud, 1, (5641), p. 219. 
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PsY:... you shall afflict your souls, from eating amid from drinking cold from hello it of the 

hath house and anoinling, anti shoes and intercourse... 

830nl 871'1ni11 'n n "I'm Jnl 8"Amyn 1v in Il' pp i n' Imi, twity p... 

tr t'nl 

M. Yoma 8,1 and Sifra Aharei 8,3 lists the same prohibited acts, in the same order. There is 

little doubt that PsY is copying from the Mishnah, perhaps by way of Sifra. The only difference 

is in respect of washing. The Mishnah, followed by Sifra, prohibits washing in general whereas 

PsY confines this to benefit (or er jo}'talent) of the bath house. It is possible that PsY is 

permitting essential washing, following the baraita in B. Yoma 77b. 

Leviticus 18.21: 

And from your seed you shall not give, to cause them to pass to Molech, and you shall 

not defile the name of your God, I am the Lord. 

PsY: And from your seed you shall not give in intercourse with a daughter of the nations, 

to cause them to pass to idolatry... 

Wlnvi inny fl -s5 hn"Y'n ;, -)z Inn ti5 -fit Ini 

This is one of the most problematic verses in PsY. Rabbi Yishmael in Midrash Tannaim (to 

Deuteronomy 18,10) and in Y. Megilla (4,10) is the authority for PsY's understanding of the 

verse. But the Mishnah (M. Megilla 4,9) specifically prohibits a Targum from translating in this 

way. 

Jubilees (Ch. 30) seems to support R Yishmael's view and this lends weight to the antiquity of 

this translation. But PsY's defiance of the ruling in the Mishnah does not, as Yitzhaly claims, 

necessarily point to the pre-Mishnaic provenance of PsY. It may be that he preserves a pre- 

Mishnaic targumic tradition, but equally he may have been aware of the Mishnah and decided 

to reject its stricture. This passage provides strong evidence for Shinan's view that PsY is a 
literary work, written for a reader rather than a synagogue audience. PsY would not have felt 

himself bound by the Mishnah's ruling, since he was not delivering a Targum in the 

conventional sense. Indeed, he may even have been displaying an element of bravado in 

reproducing this translation. 

The verse is also noteworthy, in that it occurs in the list of forbidden unions, yet it can only be 

interpreted as prohibiting a sexual relationship if the word seed is translated literally, rather than 

as "children". If the verse can be used in this sense it not only fits the context of the passage but 
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also becomes a prohibition against intermarriage, which does not occur elsewhere in the 

Torah' 6. This is presumably how the interpretation which the Mishnah was later to forbid arose, 

and perhaps PsY chose to retain it as a stricture against intermarriage. He is aware of the 

source and decides it meets a polemical need. 

Le,. iticus 20.11: 

And a man who shall lie with his father's wife, he has uncovered his father's nakedness, 

the two of them shall surely die, their blood is upon them. 

PsY: ... his father's wife whether . she is his mother, whether she is another... 

"n`l ln. nnJzw'ni7, z ilnntiMý =v, , x, 

Sifra (Kedoshim 10,9): His father's wife nrecnrs (whether) she" is his father's wife that is his 

mother, (whether) she is his father's wife that is not his mother... 

PsY follows Sifra. 

Lesiticus 21,9: 

And the daughter of a priest if she profanes herself in harlotry, she is profaning her 

father, she shall be burnt in fire. 

PsY: And the betrothed daughter of a priest, who takes herself astray in harlotry while she 

is in her father's house, amid commits harlotry, she shall be burnt in fire. 

tin'] n1311 NJ n: il': try wnl iýJ'nn ' 't Im-11 
u'. ', nn in,; :, DntN", j'i n7 n]; Il1Zl . -Tj7? Tlnn 

Y. Sanhedrin 7,1 (24b) quotes both R Shimeon and the Rabbis, in discussing the form of the 

death penalty, as appl}ing this verse to any betrothed girl. Sifra Emor 1,16 states that the verse 

treats of any Cohen's daughter. R. Eliezer in Sifra Emor 1,18 understands that immolation 

applies to a girl living in her father's house. PsY seems to draw elements both from Sifra and Y. 

Sanhedrin and inserts them into the biblical context. When we encounter what appears to be a 

hybrid construction, such as this, we should consider that PsY may not be using both sources, 

but drawing on a third tradition that we no longer know. 

R Yishmacl, whose opinion in Y. 1`legillah 4,10 tie quoted above, and also in B. Megillah 25a, clearly 
understands the verse as a prohibition against intermarriage,. The Misluiaic prohibition may only be against 
translating the verse publicly as such, rather than understanding it as such. The generally accepted interpretation 
however, following B. Sanhedrin 64b, is that the verse is a prohibition against sacrificing ones children in 
Moloch worship, understanding the word seed to mean offspring. 
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Leviticus 225: 

Or a man who will touch any insect whereby he may become unclean, or a man by 

which he becomes unclean, for all his uncleanness. 

PsY:... or a dead man by which he becomes unclean, whatever uncleanness in his life. 

rr rnnn "8a 5ý5t rn5 z8nnn n'n-r 8tya" n 1ti... 

The first interpolation agrees \vith Sifra (Emor 4,4). PsY may also be using Sifra (loc. cit. ) in 

the second interpolation- all his uncleanness being taken by Sifra to include those suffering 

from bodily emissions, but equally both PsY and Sifra may be clarifying the verse 

independently- all his uncleanness means whatever uncleanness in his life. 

Le-viticus 22,24: 

That which is bruised, or crushed, or torn, or cut, you shall not offer unto the Lord, and 

you shall not do so in your land. 

PsY: That which has its testicles bruised, or crushed, or that its member is torn or cut.... 

h5 ... a'io- -n x- rr rn N iri. E) ýý výfl fl -VVn11 

PsY agrees with R. Yose in Sifra (Emor 7,9), in that the first two verbs refer to testicles and the 

last two to the member. But this of course is also directly implied by the verse. 

Leviticus 22,27: 

An ox or sheep or goat which will be born shall be seven days beneath its mother, and 

from the eighth day and onward it shall be accepted for a fire offering to the Lord. 

PsY: ... which will be born in the natural way (way of the world) .... seven days beneath its 

mother in order that it be recognised that it was not a miscarriage. 

... 5'ßi 8.5- ymnnv'-T 51nn r'n'x -nn 7'nr tiny: v "I'1 ;, n5y rk-1x. 3 'r5'rv Q IN- 

Sifra (Emor Parasha 8,1) excludes breech births from the regulations in this verse. PsY's first 

interpolation may reflect this. 

In the second interpolation PsY is importing the ruling of the Palestinian Talmud (Y. Yevamot 

11,7 (12b)) that a premature animal is judged to be viable after seven days. He does this in 

order to explain why it was necessary to have the biblical phrase seven days beneath its 

mother. 

In Leviticus 22,28 PsY goes out of his way to interpolate a view that divine mercy is the reason 

why an animal and its young should not both be slaughtered on the same day. He makes this 
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statement in defiance of a rabbinic stricture in the Palestinian Talmud (Y. Berachot 5: 3 (9c)), 

that specifically proscribes a translation which nevertheless appears almost word for word in 

PsY: My people, children of Israel, just as I am merciful in heaven so you be merciful on 

earth; a cow or ewe, it and its offspring you shall not slaughter on one day. Here too he 

could have said that compassion dictates that an animal and its mother are not to be separated 

for a week. But instead he gives a practical, human-orientated reason. 

Leviticus 25,17: 

And you shall not wrong each other, and you shall fear your God, I am the Lord your 

God. 

PsY: And you shall not wrong each other with harsh words... 

... Iv, 1, S, nn nnnn n, -)n pip) 1.51 

Sifra (B'har 4,1): And you shall not wrong each other- this is oppression with words... 

PsY agrees with Sifra and is consistent with his view in Exodus 22,20 (page 34). 

Leviticus 25,29: A person who sells a dwelling house in a walled city, then he may 

redeem it within a whole year after it is sold, for "days" shall he have the right of 

redemption. 

PsY:... a dwelling house in a fortifacd place tluat is s7arrounded byy a wall... 

... 7i: ß j'_,; n-r pnnz ºcýrnn n'ý... 

PsY chooses the word bornin meaning a fortified place97 to denote a city. The Mishnah 

(Erakhin 9,6) states that a house in a town whose house-roofs (in the Cambridge Manuscript9ß 

"whose gardens") forms the city wall, or a city not walled in the time of Joshua. is not counted 

as a dwelling house in a walled city. PsY, in stressing that the wall has to be a fortification 

seems to be confirming the intention of the Mishnah to limit "walled cities" to those with 

established defences. Perhaps 713-in, with its alternative meaning of palace or castle implies this. 

He may feel that the text calls for an explanation of what a walled city is; he provides this 

explanation by illustrating the type of wall but does not cite Mishnah's reference to Joshua, 

either because it would be too cumbersome to include this as well, or because he feels it has 

little practical consequence. 

97 See M. Jastrow, A Diclionary, s. v. mm-r: i 
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Numbers 5.6: 

Speak to the Children of Israel, a man or woman who will commit any of the sins of a 

person, to commit a trespass against the Lord, and that person shall be guilty. 

PsY:... any of the sins of a person, to commit falsehood against the Lord. 

1ýa... ... 12-11") 1, pv t, 1Pvn5 týv; %x in 5_: )n 71`i: Iy' ,I Ntlmti IN 

PsY translates the Biblical 5vn 5vn5, to commit a trespass, as 7Pv K-1pvb5 to commit 

f 1lsehoocd 

Sifrei Numbers I (p. 5): Trespass (n5vn) always means falsehood (-n)pw). PsY uses the same 

language as Sifrei to translate the technical word trespass. 

Numbers 6,2: 

Speak to the Children of Israel and say to them, a man or woman who shall clearly utter 

a vow, the vow of a Nazirite, he shall consecrate himself to the Lord. 

PsY:... a man or woman because he has seen the suspected wife in her disgrace... 

ýýý... ...... 51jp5p: ý Nn'no 7"nri ans ti, ~1nti 1.4 

PsY is using the baraita in Sotah 2b. He uses the Aramaic cognate of the Hebrew word 

(sip i'p) which the baraita uses for disgrace. 

Numbers 8.2: 

Speak to Aaron and say to him, when you kindle the lamps, the seven lamps shall give 

light in front of the Menorah. 

PsY:... the seven lamps shall give light in front of the Menorah three towards the west 

wind crud three towcrrcls the east wind anal the seventh in the middle. 

87=1 MY-In ri11 5n75 115111 r-11") 5MIID5 n5, ̀º WJ''11. 'Jlynv 7111'1]n p ý'... 

. ̀itiZJ'YnS 

Sifrei Numbers 59 (p. 57) 
.... three towards the east and three towards the west and one in the 

middle. 

PsY parallels Sifrei Numbers, with only slight change of language. This is an halachic comment 
inasmuch as it dictates the east-west alignment of the Menorah. 

'' "MS Cambridge: University Library Add 470: 1. circa 1400". Published by V. H. Lowe, The Mishnah on 
which the Palestinian Talmud Rests (Jcnsaicm, 1967) 
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Numbers 15,7: 

And wine for the libation a third of a hin, you shall offer as a sweet fragrance to the 

Lord. 

PsY: And wine a third of a hin, you shall offer in bowls for the libation... 

... t >: Dmn5 ý5ýon n-pn arm nm5n t, nry nnrn 

PsY departs from his normal precise method of translating the Hebrew text in its original order, 

and then interpolating into it. Here he moves the position of for the libation. That the wine 

offering is to be brought in bowls, rather than poured onto the sacrifice is required by Sifrei 

Numbers 107 (p. 110), but the comment is made with reference to Numbers 15,10, not to our 

verse. The text of PsY may have become confused here, the reference to bowls may have 

originally appeared in PsY to 15,10 but somehow was inserted into this verse together with an 

inverted word order. 

Numbers 15,13: 

Every native in Israel shall in this way do these, to offer a fire offering of sweet fragrance 

to the Lord. 

PsY: Every native in Israel, and not atnongs! the nations shall in this way do these libations 

Jl' ;,, y, t'nny ýýý 151 51ývpm 5: ) 

PsY associates the verse with libations, which is not explicit from the biblical text. Sifrei 

Numbers 107 (p. 111) notes that a non-Israelite may bring a burnt offering and concludes that 

when this verse specifies that only an native may bring these, it is referring to libations: We 

learn Every native in Israel shall in this way do these - an Israelite brings libations and a 

foreigner does not bring libations. PsY is using Sifrei Numbers to relate this verse to libations 

and to specify that foreigners are excluded from bringing them. 

The preceding verses in the Pentateuch dealt with a variety of sacrifices, their meal offerings 

and libations in that order. Our verse comes at the last of three verses that summarise the 

previous passages. Sifrei Numbers and PsY may regard this verse as implicitly referring to the 

libations that have already been mentioned. 
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Numbers 15.19: 

And it shall be when you eat of the bread of the land you shall set apart a portion 
(, instil) for the Lord. 

PsY: ... of the land and not of the rice or millet or pulses you shall set apart a portion for 

the Lord. 

... 71trim 'ln'p 7n tA, 5I t p7tiý t, n55y t nrl' n 71ft I-In 

All the relevant Tannaitic sources (M1. Hallah 1,1 NI. Menahot 10,7, Sifrei Numbers 110 

(p. 113), Sifrei Zuta 15,19) specify the species , which are liable to have dough offering taken 

from them. Sifrei specifically excludes rice and millet, but in place of PsY's pulses (>>u'p) has 

"vine shoots (tr)-11) and sesame". Nlechilta Bo 17 (p. 64), in discussing the grains that may be 

used to make unleavened bread, also excludes rice, millet, The shoots, sesame and pulses 

(m>)up). 

Mechilta Bo 17 (p. 64) and Sifrei Numbers 1 10 (p. 113) are almost certainly using a common 

tradition and PsY is drmtiing on this. We cannot say that he prefers the version in Mechilta over 

that in Sifrei, since his version of Sifrei may have contained a word missing from ours. Sifrei 

would be the natural source for PsY to turn to for a comment on a verse from Numbers and it 

is more likely that either he was copying part of our text (since he omits sine shoots and 

sesame) than that he turned to Mechilta. Alternatively, he may have had an imperfect 

recollection of the halacha. 

Numbers 15,20: 

The first of your dough, a loaf (challah) you shall set aside as a gift, as that which is set 

apart of the threshing floor, so you shall set it apart. 

PsY:... a loaf (challah), one hventy fourth you shall set aside... 

in -m Kn5n jtnnnyK ýrný 

M. Challah 2,7 and Sifrei Numbers 110 (p. 115) state that the measure of a householder's 

challa is one twenty fourth of the dough, and a baker's is one forty-eighth. If PsY is in accord 

with these sources, he must consider this verse to apply to householders only . 
This is 

reasonable from the context of the passage in which it is set. 
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Numbers 28.5: 

And a tenth of an ephah of fine flour for a meal offering mingled with a quarter of a hin 

of beaten oil. 

PsY: ... fine wheal flour... 

;, ný=5 h, zrr-r 

PsY agrees with Sifrei Numbers 142 (p. 189) that the meal offering is from wheat flour. Sifrei 

Numbers derives this from Exodus 29,2. 

Numbers 30.3: 

A man who shall vow a vow before the Lord, or swears an oath to bind his soul with a 

bond, he shall not break his word; he shall do according to all which cones out of his 

mouth. 

PsY: A man of thirteen years... or swears an oath to bind his soul with a bond of 

something that is permitted, he shall not break his word however the Bet Din shall release 

him, and if they do not release him, he shall do according to all which comes out of his 

mouth. 

i'G7rý 5y ti`1'rv-r ny . nn 1ý'. t 1J'L`5 Q"gyp "p' . ti ... ti1i1 7i' 7ii j'3"J 1ý'S, '1 1ý 1ýi 

miln) U jinni in 5: )-: ) i-"S )1; J -,, 5 7-1v Nan A-),:: 0-In 

a) PsY agrees with Sifrei Numbers 153 (p. 199) and M. Niddah 5,6 that the verse applies to a 

man over thirteen years old. 

b) PsY agrees with Sifrei Numbers 153 (p. 200) and Sifra Hova Parasha 9,6, that one can only 

vow to do something that is legally permitted: Could one think that even if he swore to eat 

carrion and 10171 meat and insects and creeping animal? Since I read here he shall do 

according to all which comes out of his mouth, I learn from i `0.15 - to bind his soul 

with a bond', that this is lo forbid the permitted and not to permit the forbidden. 

c) Regarding the Bet Din, PsY agrees with R. Yehuda in Bekhorot 36b. The original source for 

R. Yehuda's ruling is lost, we can only surmise that this was available to PsY and that he 

preferred it to R. Yose who required a Bet Din only when there was not an expert sage 

available. Samely100 shows that it is a concern of the Targumist, and PsY in particular, to place 

'9 Reading i as to forbid rather than to bind 
100 !i Samely The Interectation of Speech, pp. 19-22. 
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legal discussions in an institutional location, either the Bet Din or Sanhedrin according to 

context and co-text. 

The issue of releasing vows is one which shows signs of evolving over time and causing much 

debate on the way101. PsY makes the point that vows can be annulled. Clearly this was not in 

the Biblical text, but even by, N9ishnaic times it seems that vows were causing hardship and the 

rabbis were seeking ways to nullify them, however tenuous the scriptural basis for this may 

have been102. PsY therefore represents a stage in the process whereby the nullification of vows 

passed into religious tradition. Perhaps this was a significant issue in his time, which is why he 

uses the sources to provide details of the law. 

We see PsY using Sifrei for the first t-%w, o interpolations, and a baraita for the third. 

Numbers 30A 

And a woman who will avow a avow to the Lord, or bind herself by a bond, in her father's 

house, in her youth. 

PsY: And a woman who is not over twelve years old ... in her father's house, until twelve 

years old 

.;,:; v: -u, -u-) -,, r cs. m, ti n, --: 3... 1"3v ý, -m mny ti5"T :. nrnI 

PsY translates in her youth as until twelve yews, and sees the whole verse as applying to such 

a case. This agrees with Sifrei 153 (p. 200), Sifrei Zuta (30,4) and M. Niddah 5,6 which set 

twelve years and one day as the age after which a girl's vows must stand. The later halacha 

modified this so that even a child of twelve years and six months can have her vows overturned 

by her father. Because PsY does not mention this, and only allows the father of a girl under 

twelve to overturn her vows, Yitzhaky considers the Targum to be in conflict with "all the 

sources". 103 

But PsY agrees with all the relevant Tannaitic sources and provides a practical detail of the law. 

101 For a good overview of the subject see S. W. Gershon, Kol Nidrci - Its origin, development and significance, 
(Northvale, 1994 ), pp. 1-26. 
102 M. Hagigah 1: 8 The (rules about the) release of vows hover in the air and have nothing to support them. B. 
Hagigah 10a does however seek to find scriptural precedents, including one taken from our verse: be shall not 
break his word, however others may break it for him. Y. Hagiga 1,8 (76c) uses our verse to indicate that a single 
sage may repeal a vow. 
'03 E Yitzhaky The Halacha in Tareum Ycrushalnn I p. 497. 
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Numbers 30,15: 

And if her husband, being silent, will be silent towards her from day to day, then he will 

establish all her vvows, or all her bonds which are upon her, he has established them for 

he was silent towards her on the day that he heard it. 

PsY:... from the day flint he heard to another day... 

pin ý7nr5 yr_ ýý Nnrn ... 
Sifrei Numbers 156 (p. 208), and T. Nedarim (6,1) record opinions relating to whether from 

day to day means just on the day of hearing, or if it means from one time to cnnot er, i. e. a 24 

hour period until the same time on the following day. PsY agrees with R. Shimeon bar Yohai in 

Sifrei against the anonymous ruling there, and agrees with R. Yose b Yehuda and R. Eleazar b. 

Shimon in Tosefta. 

This does seem to contradict M. Nedarim 10,8, which hold that vows are only revoked on the 

day of hearing, although the discussion in Y. Nedarim 10,10 (42a) does not conclusively favour 

either opinion. But first and foremost, PsY must consider that the day that he heard to another 
day is the most suitable translation of or 5K orn. 

Numbers 31,20: 

And every garment, and all vessels of skin and everything made of goat and all wooden 

vessels you shall purify. 

PsY:... everything made from goats the horn and the hone... 

pin 5-: )1 

Yitzhaky points out that PsY is closely following a baraita of R Ishmael that appears in 

B. Hullin 25b. This, taken with much of the other evidence that Yitzhaky adduces" showing 

that PsY often agrees with R Ishmael, indicates that he may have had before him a now-lost 

collection of rulings attributed to him. It is also possible that the pragmatic exegetical principle, 

attributed to R. Ishmael, QIN >>ý p'153 t7 t, 1 run - the Torah . speaks in Truman language, 

was the most appropriate for a translator, although we also find PsY making use of the 

alternative view, attributed to R Akiva"'S, that every letter and word has an exegetical 

significance. 

'04 See E. Yitzhaly, The Halacha in Tareum Yenishalnti I, pp» -: ̀ z and generally in the Introduction. 
cos There is a general consensus amongst scholars that "a clear demarcation between Akiva and Ishmael is not 
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Numbers 31,22-23: 

But the gold and the silver, the brass, the iron, the tin and the lead. Everything which 

can come into fire you shall pass through fire and it shall be clean, but it shall be purified 

with the water of sprinkling, and everything which cannot come into lire you shall pass 

through water. 

PsY (31,22): But alone, without their rust ... the tin and the lead vessels, not unfinished 

(t'otý51a) vessels or flat (N'. ) vessels Everything which can come into fire, cauldrons, 

pots, spits and grilles... 

ßi5 Q7ý Pl'1 W11txp 5l'1 8151'1n 4,111 INVI-11 5111 8: ) P'1 tiým 51' pnnr i prr, 

wvn5 ä`11]n tt5ynn5 n; m 5. D . t, 'v hi l ti'r511 h5 pn, = 

Sifrei Numbers 158 (p. 214): Everything which can come into fire you shall pass through 

fire: For example cau1cb vies, knives, pots, spits mid grills... 

The verse refers to materials that were susceptible to uncleanness and had to be purified. Sifrei 

Numbers 158 (p. 214) also confirms that unfinished vessels are excluded in this verse from 

contracting impurity. M. Kelim (11,1) and Sifrei Zuta (31,22) includes flat vessels, i. e. those 

which are not receptacles, as contracting impurity. Sifrei is however silent on flat vessels, but 

lists knives, spits and grilles, which are of course not receptacles, as needing purification. PsY 

closely parallels Sifrei. Although he omits knives, he uses the Aramaic cognates for the other 

terms and lists them in the same order. Furthermore as Yitzhaly notes, in Numbers 19,16, PsY 

regards a sword as subject to impurity. Here he specifies spits and grilles swords as also being 

susceptible to impurity yet excludes flat vessels, a category into which these three all fall! We 

therefore have a contradiction in PsY. 

It would seem that PsY is using Sifrei closely here, and agrees that certain flat vessels contract 
impurity. It would appear then that the reference to flat vessels in 31,22 cannot have any 
deliberate halachic force, and it may even have entered our verse in error. 

Yitzhaky notes that Sifrei Zuta (31,22) is the only source that requires the rust to be removed 
before purifying the metal vessels. But as he also notes, R. Asher in his commentary on B. 

Pesahim 2,7 quotes this rule in the name of Sifrei. It is possible as Yitzhaky says that this was a 

possible, as is the assumption of two contradictory schools at the timt of Islunael. ". H. L. Strack & G. Stemberger 
Introd2cti2n^p. 271, see the sources quoted there. 
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different version of Sifrei now lost, which would strengthen the likelihood that PsY did not 

have Sifrei Zuta in front of hire. Equally of course, R. Asher may have kno«n Sifrei Zuta by the 

name Sifrei. 

Deuteronomy 6,9: 

And you shall write them upon the door posts of your house and on your gates. 

PsY: upon the door posts curd you slu7/1 fix them on the third part uguim-t the lintel on the 

doorposts and on your gates, on the right side ii-lucn you go in. 

.ý y__ `3 ýý jy1ý1_1 ýý`1 3_ý 5) j, ýi 5_i. 5 `n5ýný j :3 ; 7.. ß, i11 ý""T1T. 5ý ý3 _', '1_P11 

The position of the mezuzah in the top third of the door post is found in a baraita of unknown 

origin in B. Menahot 33a. It is unlikely that the Babylonian Talmud is PsY's source; he is more 

likely to have known the baraita in its original form. 

PsY's addition on the right side when you go in parallels the anonymous opinion in Sifrei 

Deuteronomy 36 (p. 67) 

Deuteronomy 12,10: 

And you shall cross the Jordan and dwell in the land which the Lord your God causes 

you to inherit, and he will give you rest from all your enemies round about and you shall 

dwell securely. 

PsY: 
... round about and you shall build the . vanc! uary mid after that you shall dwell 

securely. 

-15 . PM, 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 67, p. 132: It Yelruda said that Israel were commanded to carry out three 

injunctions when they entered the land- to appoint a king, to build a sanclrialy and to ciit off 

the seed of Amalek... A similar comment is found in T. Sanhedrin 4,5 which does not refer to 

this verse. PsY only mentions one of the three commandments, perhaps because it fits with his 

emphasis on Temple matters". He is probably making use of Sifrei here since there is neither 

an exegetical reason that would have allowed him to derive this comment independently, nor 
does the context seem to require it. 

106 A. Shinan, TarQiun VAo<ýada Bo, pp. 113. 
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Deuteronomy 13.6: 

And that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams will be put to death- for he spoke 

perversion against the Lord your Cod who brought you out of the land of Egypt and 

who redeemed you from out of the house of bondage, to draw you aside from the way 

which the Lord your God commanded you to walk in- so that you shall remove the evil 

from your midst. 

PsY: ... will be put to death by the sword.. 

The halacha is quite clear that any unspecified death penalty in the Torah means death by 

strangulation. The sources107 debate whether in this case strangulation or stoning is required but 

in no case is death by the sword mentioned. However in Y. Sanhedrin 7,1 Rabbi Shimeon 

argues that a false prophet should be put to death by the sword, which he holds is the most 

lenient of all death penalties. PsY agrees with It Shimeon'0B. However, this conflicts with the 

opinion cited in R Shimeon's name in Sifrei Deuteronomy 86 (p. 151). It is not clear why PsY 

wishes to import this ruling here. 

Deuteronomy 16,6: 

But only to the place which the Lord your God shall choose to make His Name dwell 

there, shall you sacrifice the Paschal offering, in the evening; at sunset, the time that you 

came out of Egypt. 

PsY:... at sunset you shall eat it until midnight, the time that you came out of Egypt. 

. U-r n A`nnty Im W5,5 AnI15n iy rn315-: )'n :. t7L t/ n'Sy'; ýn t4L"I]'1ýý... 

M Zevachim 5,8 holds that the Paschal offering could only be eaten until midnight. 

Deuteronomy 16,7: And you shall roast it and eat it in the place which the Lord your 

God shall choose and you shall turn in the morning and go to your tents. 

PsY:... you shall turn in the morning after the festival 
... 

'07 Sifrei Deuteronomy 86, (p. 151) B. Sanhedrin 67a, 84a- 
"' R Margoliot, Margoliot 1iaYam, (Jerusalem, 1971), p. 111 argues that by following R Shimeon's ruling he 
also has to follow his reasoning and prescribe decapitation for all unspecified death penalties, which he does not 
Margoliot therefore proposes textual emendation. But Margoliot need not assume that PsY has to act as 
consistently as a halachist We have shown that he functions as a translator and includes halachic and aggadic 
traditions according to criteria which are not always clear. 
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ýarnrn... 

PsY agrees x%ith R Shimeon in ! 1lidrash Tannaim (p. 92) who indicates that the morning 

means the morning after the Pesach sacrifice. 

Deuteronomy 16,14: 

And you shall rejoice in your festival, you and your son and your daughter and your 

servant and your woman servant and the Levite and the sojourner and the orphan and 

the widow which are in your gates. 

PsY:... rejoice in the joy of y our festival in the water drawing and the mu. vical per form nrce. 

ý5ý5rn 

In this verse and in Deuteronomy 16,10 & 11, PsY prefaces festival with the joy of. 

Midrash Tannaim also understands this verse to refer to the water drawing and music festivals. 

But whilst Midrash Tannaim connects these verses with the festival peace offering, this does 

not seem to be PsY's concern. It is more likely that he is stating the rituals that lead to 

rejoicing. 

Deuteronomy 19.5: 

And when he will come with his neighbour into the forest to hew wood, and his hand 

takes the axe to cut the wood, and the iron slips from the wood and finds his neighbour 

and he dies, he shall flee to one of these cities and live. 

PsY:... and the iron slips from the handle... 

ti 

PsY stresses that the wood from which the iron axe-head slips is the wooden handle of the axe 

and not the wood that is being chopped. In so doing he uses the Aramaic cognate of the phrase 

used by Midrash Tannaim (inpt 5t7.; t tarty, ) (p. 113). However this phrase is identical with 

that used in M. Makkot 2,1. We have rarely encountered a significant use by PsY of cognates 

of a phrase exactly as found in the Mishnah, the only other one that we have noted is in respect 

of Leviticus 13,3-4 (above, page 51). We cannot determine whether PsY's source is Midrash 

Tannaim or Mishnah. 
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Deuteronomy 19,15: 

One witness shall not arise against a man for any iniquity or any sin, of all the sins which 

he shall commit, according to two witnesses, or according to three witnesses a matter 

shall be established. 

PsY: One witness shall not arise against a man for any capital offence or for any monctuwy 

crime... 

jlnn mill 5: 5l vm 1ri`lo 5ý5 7=1 cm TTmn ti'S 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 188 (p. 228): 1 only have capital la s, monela, y faw from There? 11'e 

learn for any iniquity. 

Since for any iniquity is the first category of offence listed in the Hebrew verse, we might 

expect PsY to place for any nnonelevy crime first, so as to attach his gloss to the noun that 

Sifrei Deuteronomy uses as the basis of its exegesis. 

But Sifrei does not use a particular word in the verse to show that it refers to capital laws; it 

merely assumes that this is implicit in the verse. After showing that for any iniquity refers to 

monetary laws, Sifrei then derives that the verse applies to a number of other legal categories. 

PsY does not include these. PsY seems to have interpolated the opening part of Sifrei 

Deuteronomy - applying the verse first to capital crimes, then to monetary offences, following 

the order of Sifrei Deuteronomy. He then ignores the remainder of Sifrei Deuteronomy's 

exegesis. If PsY's audience is an educated one, as has been suggested109, lie might be reminding 

his audience of the entire exegesis in Sifrei Deuteronomy, by merely alluding to the opening 

words, but it is just as likely that it would have been too cumbersome to replicate the whole of 

Sifrei Deuteronomy's exegesis. 

Sifrei Deuteronomy seems to be the sole Tannaitic source for this comment and PsY agrees 

with it. 

Deuteronomy 19,21: 

And your eye shall have no pity- a soul for a soul, an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a 
hand for a hand, a foot for a foot. 

109 cf the commcnts on pp. 10,153,152. 
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PsY: And your eye shall have no pity- a soul for a soul, the value of an eye in t vchavlge for 

an eye, the value of a tooth in exchange for a tooth, the value of a hand in exchange for a 

hand, the value of a foot in exchange for a foot. 

. ý5a'-1 75tß .: 5a'`t 'ni ýcr 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 190 (p. 231) rules that this verse refers to financial compensation, as does 

Mechilta Nezikin 8, (p. 277). A virtually identical verse appears in Exodus 21,24, the principal 

difference being that whereas our verse has an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth- iJ: 1 its 

i'yn i'y etc., Exodus has an eye in place of -fl t, ̀1- an eye, a tooth in place of -tnr, ̀1- a tooth 

etc. PsY translates in exchange for- r5rt in both verses. This is closer to the text of Exodus 

than of Deuteronomy, and indicates perhaps that PsY is simply copy ng his Exodus translation 

here. If this is the case then Mechilta is more likely to be the source than Sifrei Deuteronomy. 

Midrash Tannaim (p. 118) agrees that money is meant here but the text is far from that of 

Mechilta. 

Deuteronomy 2 1.1: 

If one be found slain in the land which the Lord your God gives you to possess it, fallen 

in the field, it is not known who smote him. 

PsY:... slain in the land not covered with stones, in the land which the Lord your God 

gives you to possess it, fallen and not crucified on a tree in the field, and notfoating on 

water... 

ºi5ý'n7 ýn`1n9 pý9 ý'ý ýý pp5: i `ii`i ? ýv'ltiý t, lJltýý y^nn t, 5ý ýyýtiý ti5'i'j) rLi`lý' D»ý 

These interpolations are drawn from M. Sotah. 9,2. Sifrei Deuteronomy 205 (p. 240) also 

contains these remarks but adds two further comments: slain- not strangled and stain- not 

convulsing. 

Deuteronomy 213: 

And it shall be that the city nearest to the slain, that the elders of that city shall take a 

calf of the cattle which has not been worked and which has not been drawn in the yoke. 
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PsY: And it shall be that the city nearest to the suspe'cte'd slain that the elder-s70 of the 

great Bet Din dull depart and the sages of the elders of that city shall take a calf of the 

cattle... of a year old... 

'i ti, 7`1ý7 no 7, na'1 8, nj75 1n1) nn 

PsY's language is similar to M. Sotah 9,5 which requires the elders of the Jerusalem Bet Din to 

inspect the corpse and then depart after Nvhich the elders of the city bring the calf. PsY's great 

Bet Dili presumably refers to that of Jerusalem. A similar tradition is found in Sifrei 

Deuteronomy 206 (p. 242). PsY uses virtually identical language to the Mishnah, particularly 

the verb wo, to depart. PsY is likely to be using the Mishnah. 

R Eliezer in M. Parah 1,1, Sifrei Deuteronomy 206 (p. 242) and Sifrei Numbers 123, (p. 152) 

states that P5av means one year old and n-io means two years old. This is against the opinion of 

the sages who say two and three years respectively. PsY agrees with R Eliezer here and in 

respect of the red heifer in Numbers 19,2. 

Deuteronomy 22,2: 

And if your brother is not near to you, and you do not know him, then you shall gather 

it into your house and it shall be with you until your brother seeks it, and you shall 

return it to him. 

PsY: 
... then you shall gather it into your house and it shall be provided for with you... 

In I D']1rt1n 'ý i'l l; 1': l 1a5 

M. Baba Metzia 2,7 rules that any lost animal which works and eats should work and eat with 
its finder until it is reclaimed, whereas an object that does not work yet eats should be sold. The 

principle is that the benefit gained from the animal makes up for the cost of feeding it. PsY is 

importing the ruling in the Mishnah within the context of the biblical text which refers to oxen 

and sheep. These are both animals which eat and work, hence they have to be provided for. 

Deuteronomy 22,6: 

If a bird's nest chances to be before you on the way, in any tree or on the ground, with 

chicks or eggs, and the mother is sitting on the chicks or on the eggs, you shall not take 

the mother upon the young. 

10 Yitzhaly recommends amending the text from the meaningless >>v) to >>vi- and the elders of 
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PsY: If a clean bird's nest chance to be before you on the road... you shall not take the 

mother fioin upon the young. 

_nil "N5 .... n-CtiM in") ý : `1 1vi'i -1J 't 'ti Dl`l: i 

Midrash Tannaim (p. 135) states that it must be a clean species of bird. So too do M. Hullimn 

12,2 and T. Hullin 10,10. Sifrei Deuteronomy 227 (p. 259) discusses whether the law covers an 

unclean bird sitting on the eggs of a clean species, or \ice versa, and concludes that both must 

be of the same species. PsY does not follow this, which militates against PsY's use of Sifrei 

Deuteronomy in this case and supports his use of either \lidrash Tannaim or M. Hullin. 

Deuteronomy 22.10: 

You shall not plough with an ox and ass together. 

PsY:... -with an ox and ass or with any crealure, two . species connected together. 

Both Sifrei Deuteronomy 231 (p. 264) and M. Kilaim 8,2 rule that this verse means that it is 

forbidden to mix any two species when plow=ling. PsY's language gives us no clues as to 

which, if either of these sources he may be using. 

Deuteronomy 22,11: 

You shall not wear sha'atnez, wool and flax together. 

PsY: You shall not wear or get WW7n in gw7nents that are carded . spun or twined of wool or 

flax mixed together. 

Jznn j ]n i, ̀1iJ'-1 j"ty1=5 rill-in 85 

In principle PsY agrees with Midrash Tannaim (p. 138), Sifrei Deuteronomy 232 (p. 265) and 

M. Kelaim 9,1- 8. Midrash Tannaim is the only source that specifically prohibits a garment for 

warmth, whilst Sifrei Deuteronomy and : Mishnah extend the prohibition beyond just wearing. 

Carded spun or hvined derive from the notaricon in M. Kelaim 9,8 which explains the 

construction of the word =7V- fU, 'm, yw but I1'ß has been replaced by the Aramaic 51). 

Deuteronomy 23,1: 

A man shall not take his father's wife and shall not uncover his father's skirt. 

PsY: 
... shall not take the wife that Isis father violated or seduced and how much more his 

father's wife... 
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... 't::, nnti j-, ) -I 5: )l 'Inx a'a1VI :t DIZ: t`T , tnm n4 -Ina nnr ºt5 

PsY agrees \\rith Rabbi Yehuda in NI. Yevamot 1 ], 1 and Sifrei Deuteronomy 246. The text in 

Sifrei parallels M. Yevaniot. Sefer haMa'asim"' may imply that a woman seduced into 

marrying a man's son may refuse marriage12. This Palestinian practice may have led to PsY to 

R. Yehuda's \iew, in both cases the woman's rights are protected. 

Deuteronomy 23,2: 

He that is crushed in the testicles (m)-t vnNo) or cut in his private parts shall not come into 

the congregation of the Lord. 

PsY: He that is castrated or whose sinew is- cut 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 247: What is irn? anyone whose testicles are crushed This derives 

from M Yevamot 8,2 and does not help us determining if Sifrei Deuteronomy was PsY's 

source. It may just be an old interpretative tradition that preserves the common sense 

understanding of the verse. 

Deuteronomy 23,4: 

An Ammonite and a Moabite shall not come into the congregation of the Lord, even to 

the tenth generation none of theirs shall come into the congregation of the Lord. 

PsY: Males of the Ammonites and Aioabites shall not he fit to take a wife fi"oin the 

congregation of the people of the Lord... 

... ̀ýny 5n npn 1n': i 

Restricting the application of this verse to males only is found both Sifrei Deuteronomy 248 

(p. 276) and M Yevarnot 8,3. Again we cannot say with any confidence which source PsY is 

using. 

Deuteronomy 23,13: 

And you shall have a place (T)) for yourselves outside the camp, and you shall go out to 

there. 

"' Z. M RabinoAitz., (Sefcr HaMa'asim L'Vnci Emtz Yisrael" Tarbiz, 41, (1972 ), p 292. 
ibid., ua5 nwvnS -im, t arrow lax. This could of course simply mean a man who enticed a woman into 

marrying his son. 
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PsY:... you shall pass x"uler there. 

. J5arlnttn ; r_n -IlLrn... 

The interpolation agrees with Midrash Tannaim (p. 148) which derives that this verse relates to 

passing water. The interpretation is found also in Peslutt 

Deuteronomy 23.16 

You shall not deliver to his master the slave who has escaped from his master to you. 

PsY: You shall not deliver the stranger into the hard!; of the idol worshipper flirt he was 

saved front by you so as to come under the shade oft fy presence, for on account of this he 

fled from idolatry... 

Miidrash Tannaim (p. 149) concludes that this verse refers to one who escapes from idolatry 

rather than its literal meaning. Sifrei Deuteronomy 259 (282) also mentions this interpretation, 

but it occurs only in the Rome manuscript and in R. Hillel's commentary to Sifrei 

Deuteronomy. Finklestein considers that this was imported into Sifrei13. It is likely that 

Midrash Tannaim is PsY's source for this comment which departs significantly from the 

meaning of the verse. 

It is possible that what motivates PsY here is the comment in Midrash Tannaim that it is not 

possible for a slave to escape from his master"`. If so he considers the rabbinic exegesis to 

represent the intended meaning of the text. Other early biblical commentators occasionally 

exhibit the same tendency of presenting homiletic exposition as the intended meaning. Rashi 

provides a particularly good example of this15. 

Alternatively PsY deliberately overrides the underlying meaning of the verse because he sees in 

this verse the opportunity to deride idolatry and to make a welcoming statement about the 

treatment of strangers, which may be of particular concern to him. 

13 AA (L) Finklestein, Sifrei to the Book of Deuteronomy (New York & Jerusalem, 1993) notes, p. 283. 
"" See D. Hoffmann's note; Midrash Tannaim l'Sefcr D'varim (Jerusalem, 1984) loc. cit- he cannot leave his 
master's service «ithout a document of freedom. 
"S See C. Pearl, Rastei (London, 1988), p. 39. 
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Deuteronomy 23,24: 

That which is gone out of your lips you shall keep, and perform; according to what you 
have vowed to the Lord your God, a freewill offering, which you have spoken with your 

mouth. 

PsY: The vow which is gone out of your lips you shall keep, the coininancliirent which is 

proper to perform you slia/1 perform, and which is no! proper to perform you shall ºrot 

per f orrn, according to what you have vowed, you shall frilll; sill q ferirgs, trespass offerigg 
16 burnt offerings, and peace offerings' you shall offer to the Lord your God, and they shall 

he sacrifices and presents of the sanctucuy; that which you have said you shall give and 

charity to the poor, which you have spoken with your mouth. 

ti'i]ly'IItiS j -tn , ciz1ZL`1ti5 7'-1'J: )i trnn -i jl_n t' in pLTI'i ;,, nlnln 
`ý`1 In, ) j1ý- r j'tz'mp 1115y timtr m: 4r)"st u. i j1T15t'n j1T11i]i "SO 

" 3yJ l j11, -1i1 j1jr)5'5n'7 ̀ 1V-gpn rin AM1,11 11 j1T1, '1 `4)=, 11 j1ý75: t 

Midrash Tannaim (p. 152): you shall keep- this means positive comet nuline, Ns and perform- 

this means negative comnuandinents, according to what you have vowed- these are sin 

offerings, trespass offering, burnt offerings t aid peace offerings which you have spoken 

these are cferingsfor the Temple repair, with your mouth this is chnrity. 

Virtually the whole of PsY's exegesis is identical with Midrash Tannaim. Sifrei Deuteronomy 

(p. 286) contains the same interpretations concerning positive and negative commandments, 

offerings for Temple repair and giving charity, but omits the list of sacrifices. It is more 

probable that the tradition in Midrash Tannaim is PsY's source. 

Deuteronomy 24, l: 

When a man takes a wife and marries her, then it shall be if she does not find favour in 

his eyes, because he found some unseemly thing in her, that he shall write for her a bill of 
divorce and he shall put it in her hand and send her from his house. 

PsY:... he shall ... give it into her domain and send her... 

rin' 5"Lýý1 7-ri... 

16 Lit: holy. cacrifices which is the targumic phrase always used to translates wdm, peace offerings. 
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Sifrei Deuteronomy 269 (p. 290): ... 
in her hand...: I only have in her hand, from where do 

ice learn that iIiis includes her garden, her courtyard and her building? ! 1'e learn f ranz and he 

shall put- whatever place. If so why do we say in her hand? , 
Just as her hand is uniquely her 

domain, so it applies to any thing which is her domain. 

PsY appears to be consistent xNith Sifrei Deuteronomy. However Nlechilta Nezikin 5 (p. 267) 

commenting on Exodus 21,16 and he that steals a person and sells hit", or if he is found in 

his hand-states that in his hand ahva)ys means in his domain. A similar comment is found in 

Sifrei Numbers 157 (p. 210). PsY may therefore be following one of these sources. It is most 

likely that he would find a text which dealt xNith Deuteronomy in sequential order more 

convenient as a reference work, but he may well be aware of all three sources and not 

consciously selecting any one of them. The same of course applies whenever a single comment 

in PsY can be traced to more than one source. 

Deuteronomy 25,5: 

If brothers live together, and one of them dies, and has no child, the wife of the dead 

shall not marry outside to a stranger; her husband's brother shall go in to her, and take 

her to him for a wife, and perform the duty of a husband's brother to her. 

PsY: If brothers from the father, that are united in their inheritance live together in this 

world for one hour... 

\P137iýý j `fri'ni tiý: i jn j'T üi ti-'ir7 my"J ;' 7Z timSyn j7"i 'T.: ) 

M. Yevamot 1,1 specifies that the wife from a maternal brother is not included in this law, and 

that the two brothers must have lived at the same time. Both Midrash Tannaim (p. 164) and 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 288 (p 306) contain these rulings. Whereas Mishnah and Sifrei 

Deuteronomy expresses negatively excluding brothers from the mother, Midrash Tannaim 

states the rule in a positive manner the bible talks of brothers from the, father. Mdrash Tannaim 

states that the two brothers have a dwelling in the world as one, whilst Sifrei Deuteronomy 

cites the more expansive formula found in M. Yevamot 2,1. 

However Midrash Tannaim is the only one of these three sources to derive ranted in their 

irrheritarrce from the biblical use of together. This together with the similarity to Midrash 

Tannaim's brothers from the father indicates that this is probably the tradition that PsY used. 
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Deuteronomy 25,7: 

And if the man does not like to take his brother's wife, then his brother's wife shall go up 

to the gate, to the elders and she shall say "My husband's brother refuses to establish a 

name for his brother in Israel, he has not consented to marry me as a husband's 

brother". 

PsY: 
... then his brother's wife shall go up to the gate ... 

before five sages- and t ree . shall 

be cis judges and two as witnesses - and she shall say in the language of the sancluaiy before 

diem "My husband's brother refuses... 

ii'ArIn'-' jpnm... 

'nY ti5 Sti7v] . ̀tLt7nmti5 ýn7n5'n-: i' m'1Dn jbi'n ip Kt7 -, 1ý7 r1'] jt7'5: a 

M. Yevamot 12,1 calls for three judges, but this does not become the eventual halacha. The 

number five agrees with Rabbi Yehuda in Tosefta Yevamot 12,7. Rabbi Yehuda reversed his 

opinion (B. Yevamot 101b), nevertheless we find R Pappa and R. Huna acting in accordance 

with his custom. That the five have to be sages is deduced from T. Yevamot 12,7- "who know 

how to read. " 

The eventual codification of the law "' is that the ceremony takes place before three sages who 

can read together with two wiitnesses, who may be laymen. This agrees with B. Yevamot 101 b 

and is in accordance with PsY and R. Yehuda. Even so, Sefer haMa'asim18 requires just three 

judges. 

Deuteronomy 25,8: 

And the elders of his city will call to him and speak to him. And he will stand and say "I 

do not wish to take her. " 

PsY:... wilt call to him and speak truthful counsel to him. 

... ttinvp nmy 7155nn rinn-lip=M r rjß`17'1 

This follows , Vfrdrash Tannaim p. 166 and Sifrei Deuteronomy 290 (p. 309) which state that the 

elders of the city should counsel the man about to enter levirate marriage, so that if for example 
he were young and she old, or vice versa, the marriage should not proceed. 

"' Maimonides- Mishneh Torah Hilchot Yabom v'Halitza 4,5 
18 Z. M. Rabinowitz, °Sefer HaMa'asim", p 297. 
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Deuteronomy 25.9: 

And his sister in law shall draw near to him, in the sight of the elders, and draw his 

sandal off from his foot and spit before hire and answer and say, `thus shall be done to 

the man who will not build his brother's house. ' 

PsY:... the elders and there shall he tied on the foot of the brother in knv a sandal which has 

a heel, fastened with laces and the around mouth of the sandal are tied laces and his foot set 
on the ground and the woman will standemd loosen the laces and draw his santdal off his foot 

and then she shall spit before him. spittle sufcicm that it will beseelt by the elders. 

iuiTf_y5y3 "mi _ 

1'. 5'vi'11 'ý]: y 11 111 tij"1ý'1]1ti ý1j. P11 tiý1ti] 1A5ä1`1 ]]. i'1 71'rep '; ]J :; ]J] 

`1! 11 ý. f! 1'- fý \"f1" ý\ 1 fý h11 1" 1 `lß`1] j;.. l 

The description of the sandal is similar to, but not identical «ith M. Yevamot 12,1. PsY does 

conform to Sifrei Deuteronomy 291 (p. 310) and Midrash Tannaim 25,9 in that the spittle must 

be seen by the elders but, since, this is also found in M. Yevaniot 12,6, there is no e\idence that 

he is using Sifrei Deuteronomy in this verse. It is interesting to note that whilst PsY uses the 

later word Inv (sandal), he is nevertheless is able to retain the original Hebrew 5v3, by turning 

it from a noun to a verb. As xýith his comments on Exodus 16,5 regarding the Eruv, and with 

his comments on Succah and Tefillin, we see a much more expansive interpolation than is usual. 

Deuteronomy 26.2: 

And you shall take from the first of all the fruit of the ground, which you shall bring 

from your land which the Lord your God gives you, and you shall put it in the basket 

and you shall go to the place which the Lord your God will choose to cause His Name to 

dwell there. 

PsY: And you shall take from the beginning of the first fruits that become ripe, from the 

first of all the fruit of the land... 

yni '4:: x 5ýn `i'11�J ;n i'5tYznni wm.: )z »ý". ý in 11ýýnl 

PsY imports the ruling from Nt Bikkurim 3,1 that the very first of the early ripe fruits are set 

aside as first fruits, In doing so he clarifies the ritual. Unlike his commentary on Numbers 

18,13 (above, page 53), he does not restrict the first fruits to fruits of the trees. 
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Deuteronomy 26,4: 

And the priest shall take the basket from your hand and place it before the altar of the 

Lord your God. 

PsY: ... from your hand and shall carry, cm d bring and lift lip and put do}rn and after that 

shall place it... 

... 
tmini n M-7p i , nnn -Innnl I n'1'l ti'-n. -r ii7D il' ti]ilý =D'1 

PsY agrees with M. Menahot 5,6 in describing the procedure of wwwa\ýing, although he does so in 

the context of the Pentecostal first fruit offerings. The Mishnah however also slates that the 

priest places his hand under that of the owner of the fruit, PsY does not mention this. Sifrei 

Deuteronomy 300 (p. 318) and Y. Bikkurirn 2,3 (65a) also require that the basket be waved, 

but do not describe how this is carried out. 

The fact that PsY omits a detail of the process is of little consequence. He is after all providing 

a translation not a halachic manual. He has interpolated into the text in order to explain the 

mechanism of the process, since the process of waving is wholly absent from the biblical text. 

He is not obliged to deviate further by stating that the waving process is carried out both by the 

priest and the owner. 

PsY seems closer to the language of the ? Mishnah than to Sifrei Deuteronomy. 

h) Material that hears some resemblance to known rahhinic traditions but which differs to 
some degree. 

Many remarks in PsY bear very close resemblance to known rabbinic traditions, but differ to a 

degree such that it is not possible to state that he is copying from any known sources. It is 

possible that he derived these comments independently but that his view was influenced by 

tradition. It is equally possible that he is synthesising statements drawn from one or more 

sources. At times we will see his independent reasoning clearly gaining the upper hand, at other 

times a desire to remain within tradition appears to be paramount. On occasion he seems to set 

out opinions that the sources which we know seem to be arguing against, which indicates that 

the rejected opinion may have been cited in sources or verbal traditions that are no longer 

extant. 

Numbers 9 10: 

The first example that we will look at in this category is of PsY synthesising material from two 

or more sources: 
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Speak to the children of Israel- A man, any man who is unclean because of a corpse or is 

far off on the way, of you or your generations, he shall keep the Passover to the Lord. 

PsY: .... who is unclean through the defilement of a person who has died, or has an 

emission or is leprous, is far off on the way of the world through noct unal polhNirnn, [nmd he 

is outside the threshold of the "Tabernacle of you yowselres or your generations, and he is 

debarred from keeping the Passover to the Lord. 

i i-il J--"rip] Apr c-v -i `1'm x ]'? t'. i 1] ]'Nor 'M' Q17Zt ... 

`i]7n5I x 11: 5 tiro '-ppo in 7] 

Sifrei Numbers (69 p. 64): The letter "Hc " is pointed to show that even if he is nearby but is 

wiclean, he shall not partake in the Paschal sac7" ice with them)?. 

i 1ý11ý' `j'1ri 15`ýtiJ ti"iýýý SZJ i7ý: ] 

PsY lists a number of categories of defilement which exclude the sufferer from taking part in 

the Paschal sacrifice. Whilst he is agreement with the general principle set out in Sifrei 

Numbers, he is far more specific in listing those who are debarred. Other sources (MT. Pesahim 

9,1; Y. Pesahim 9,1; Sifrei Zuta 9,10; T. Pesahim 8,1) also specify those who are debarred but 

none correspond in any significant degree to PsY. Sifrei Zuta (9,10) comes the closest, because 

the list there is much more expansive. PsY's interpolations are fully within the rabbinic 

perspective, but it is possible that he synthesised the list from more than one source or tradition 

known to him. 

Deuteronomy 24.5: 

We sometimes see PsY advancing an opinion that the rabbinic sources seem to argue against: 

When a man marries a new wife, he shall not go out in the army, nor shall he be charged 

with any business; he shall be free for his house for one year and he shall make the wife 

whom he has married happy. 

PsY: When a man marries a new wife, a virgin, he shall not go out in the army... 

ti5'iiz dpi. 85 t-un5i tir` iri =01 MIR 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 271, (p. 291) proves that the verse refers not just to a virgin but to any 

woman. As Yitziiaky notes, Sifrei's concern to widen the application indicates that it may be 

aware of an opinion which restricts the verse to a virgin. If so, PsY agrees with a once-known 
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tradition, albeit one that is no longer extant"'. PsY seems to be more austere than the 

conventional rabbinic tradition. 

Leviticus 16.27: 

At times PsY remains close to rabbinic tradition, but includes a detail which may make sound 

practical sense, even though it is not to be found in any rabbinic source: 

And the bullock of the sin offering and the goat of the sin offering, whose blood was 

brought in to make atonement in the holy place, shall be carried forth without the camp, 

and they shall burn in the fire their skins, and their flesh and their dung. 

PsY: ... whose blood was brought in to make atonement in the holy place shall be carried 

forth on poles by the hands of the young men of the priests and they shall be carried forth 

without the camp.. 

... ̀n'wn5 

Carrying these Yoma Kippur offerings on poles is attested in Sifra (Aharei Parasha 5,6) and M. 

Yoma 6,7 as well as in the more general statement in M. Zevahim 12,6 whereby all wholly 

burnt offerings are carried on poles. 

That this was a duty of the young- or indeed any- priests does not occur specifically in the 

sources. Yitzhaky120 sees this as fitting into Geiger's general view that the ancient halacha, prior 

to the struggle between the Pharisees and Sadducees, was that all temple rituals were to be 

performed by the priests. Following this struggle, in order to weaken the grip of the Sadducees, 

some rituals were permitted to the laity. Whether or not Geiger's analysis is correct, at all 

events we do not have evidence of PsY's sources. 

However M. Yoma 6,7 could be understood to mean that the High Priest himself brings the 

corpses outside. Common sense indicates that it would be young, fit men who actually carried 

the animals' corpses, rather than the High Priest who was in any event preoccupied with the 

ritual of the day. PsY may therefore be doing nothing more than clarifying what he understood 
to be the most natural procedure which fits both the text and the known practice of carrying 

19 Of course there are many occasions when the rabbis polemicise against heretical views, and, although we have 
not seen any evidence of heretical traditions in PsY, Ave should still not automatically assume that that PsY 
reflects a now lost rabbinic tradition. But the interpolation in this verse does not seem sufficiently important to 
be heretical! 
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sacrifices on poles. In other words PsY exhibits a tendency to "speak of the most natural case" 

Numbers 29.3 l: 

PsY's basic function as Targurnist requires him to make fairly concise interpolations. We 

sometimes suspect that he is making use of a rabbinic source, but his expansion is so abridged 

that we cannot be certain: 

And one goat for a sin offering, apart from the perpetual burnt offering, its meal offering 

and its libations. 

PsY:... and its libations, and the jar of water they poured out on the day of the festival of 

Succot as a good omen for the rail fall. 

. K7MrI K7: ý-5 » flD1`T t, "Snnl K]1i7 K'Ji'D j== IN-1 $L1 Kn'ý ý153`T 1_1D'2 

This verse is part of the list of sacrifices brought on the sixth day of the festival of Succot. It is 

identical to the corresponding verse for each other day, except that where they read its 

libation, or in the case of the second day, their libations, this verse reads its libations. PsY 

uses the different phrasing in this verse to make the exegetical point that the ceremony of water 

drawing was held on Succot (it is mentioned in'_%fishnah Succah 4,1 but not in the bible). Hence 

the plural form of libation refers both to the water offering as well as the regular wine offering 

brought each day. Sifrei Numbers 150 (p. 196) brings a series of explanations as to why the 

water libation was brought on Succot. None correspond precisely to PsY's exegesis but Sifrei 

Numbers uses our verse in a different exegesis along with 31,19 and 31,33 to prove that the 

Pentateuch did allude to the water drawing ceremony' 22. PsY may have taken note of this 

'20 E. Yitzhaky, The Halacha in Tareum Yerushalmi I, p. 236 
"'The locus classieus for the exegetical device ruin ý1mý X17 is Mechilta Caspa 20 (p. 321):... and torn flesh 
in the field (Exodus 22,30). Not only in the field From where do we learn in the house? We learn it from that 
which dies of itself or is torn (Lr%iticus 17,15)... Then what do we learn from and torn flesh in the field? 
711r 31I) XI -13i- the Bible . speaks in the normal way (lit: in the present; i. e. torn flesh is usually found in the 
field, but even if its found elsewhere it is still unfit for consumption). Similarly if he found her in the field. Not 
only in the field From where do we learn in the house? The Bible speaks in the normal way... 
122 R Yehuda b. Batyra said "we say on the second day and their libations, (31,19) on the sixth day and its 
libations and on the seventh day according to their regulations (31,33). We have n, 5 and n, making water 
(o*, n), hence we learn about the wafer libation in the Torah. (Each of these words differs by one letter from the 
corresponding word used in each of the other days. Combining these extra letters gives the word for water, hence 
the allusion. ) 
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exegesis in Sifrei Numbers but preferred to construct his ovoi, less complex version both for 

clarity and in order to insert it into the text. 

Le\iticus 19,10: 

Sometimes it looks as if PsY is importing traditions that he may have known from an oral 

source, and that his memory of that tradition may not have been wholly accurate: 

And you shall not glean your vineyard, and you shall not gather the fallen fruit of your 

vineyard, you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger, I amn the Lord your God. 

PsY:... you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger, attached... 

This is a strange remark, which contradicts the first part of the verse, that specifically speaks of 

the fallen fruit. It also contradicts M. Peah 7,3 which requires gape-gleanings to be gathered 

from those fallen to the ground. 

Maori" notes that Sifra Kedoshim 3,7 applies the verb you shall leave them (mlyn) in this 

verse to the subject matter (Penh) of the previous verse. The verb is then used to prove that the 

Peah (crops left in the corners of the field) are to remain attached to the ground. The verb is 

thus applied out of its original context in verse 10, into verse 9. We find the same exegesis in Y. 

Peah 4,1 (18a). 

PsY is clearly aware of Sifra's application of you shall leave them. He is limited by the need 

to provide a running commentary and cannot relocate the verb into the previous verse. He 

therefore includes the interpretation of the verb in the verse where it occurs, which, whilst 

providing powerful evidence for PsY's use of Sifra, makes it appear that he is ruling that the 

harvest of the vineyard is also to remain attached. 

Of course PsY contradicts himself as a result of this. It is possible that since the earlier part of 

this verse clearly refers to fallen fruit, he is hoping that his audience will not be confused by his 

apparent contradiction. It is also possible that originally PsY put the word attached into verse 
9, which is where it ought to be, but that a later copyist moved it alongside the verb you shall 
leave them. PsY does contradict the Mishnah but we can see that this is based partly on 

sources and on the limitations of the text. 

123 Y. Maori "Al Y'haso shel Targum HaTorah", p. 23 38 
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It is also possible that PsY had a faulty memory of the exegesis in Sifra. We need to be mindful 

of the fact that memory was used far more widely in an age when books were scarce. The 

Mishnah was taught in the rabbinic academies by a Tanna, who recited it from memory, and of 

course the Targumist in the synagogue also performed his craft from memory. There must be a 

possibility that whenever memory alone is relied upon, a tradition may be incorrectly repeated. 

Finally, this may be a learned allusion, PsY may have been reminding an educated readership of 

an exegesis that was familiar to them. 

LeNiticus l) .]: 
The following example shows PsY conforming to local custom: 

And the Lord spoke to Moses and to Aaron, to say to them. 

PsY:... to say to them, to the sons cfAaron that they should wiwcu-n the children of Israel that 

they should taste their food in purity and that they should separate from the uncleanness of the 

eighteen signs of terefah. 

"im- in jroyn "7 5%" t7"3-n , 1' n' ii'i 7-1M. 8 '3n5 pný 1vn ... 

. jvm'-1'0'M. 15 

The eighteen signs of terefah are itemised in M. Hullin 3,1. As Yitzha y notes it was a 

Palestinian law to inspect an animal for the eighteen signs of terefah124. PsY is doing no more 

than recording the practices of his community, possibly even unaware that Babylonian Jewry 

did not follow this ruling. 

Deuteronomy 22,5: 

When we discussed Leviticus 23,42 (page 40) we saw that PsY used specific sources to 

provide expansive detail of a ritual. Here he also provides expansive detail, but, although his 

expansions fall within the rabbinic framework, we cannot identify which, if any, source lie may 
have relied upon: 

A man's clothing shall not be on a woman and a man shall not wear the garment of a 

woman, for it is an abomination to the Lord your God, all who do this. 

124 M. Margoliot, Sefer haHilukim ben Anshei HaMizrach V'Eretz Yisrae (Jerusalem, 1938), p 80-83: "The 
men of the east only inspect %isually, whereas the men of Israel inspect the eighteen lerefoi". Mainionides, Yad, 
1-lilchot Shechitta 11,3- "all cattle, beasts and birds are presumed healthy and we do not suspect that there may be 
lerefah in them. They are presumed to be permitted unless something doubtful occurs, and then we inspect that 
matter alone" Maimonides is clearly following the Babylonian ruling, he then goes on to discuss regional 
variations and customs. 
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PsY: Cloaks of Tzil it and lefillin, which are the adornment Of men shall not be upon a 

woman, and a man shall not shave his uA711l)il, and nakedness and his face to appear aa 

woman... 

"r 

Ancient rabbinic literature does not link this verse \Nith the ruling that women are not obliged to 

wear tzitzit and tefillin. It is well attested that women are not obligated in this matter, but PsY 

goes further and forbids women to wear them. 

It is perhaps odd that PsY chooses to make such specific statements in connection with what 

should be a very straightforward biblical verse. In Exodus 13,9-10 in which the biblical 

commandment to wear phylacteries occurs, PsY places emphasis on the wearing of tefiuin, 

stating precisely how and when they are to be worn: "You shall have this miracle clearly 

inscribed on the phylactery of the hand at the upper part of the left arm and as a memorial 

clearly inscribed on the phylactery of the head fixed before your eye, at the upper part of the 

head... You shall observe this statute of the phylacteries at the appropriate time, on workdays 

but not on Sabbaths and festivals, by day but not by night. ". It may be that he wishes to lay a 

special stress upon this ritual, which might explain his prohibition against women wearing them, 

he may wish to underline their significance for men. 

It is also possible that PsY is preaching against social practices of his time and that just as 

women do not wear tefillin or tzitzit so too men should not try to appear as a womnarz. This 

phrase, which is not in the biblical text, may be the key to understanding PsY's concerns. His 

expansion of the biblical text is not always wholly dispassionate. 

The prohibition against shaving one's armpits and bodily hair is confirmed in the name of Rabbi 

Yohanan in connection with this verse (B. Nazir 59a). There is no mention there of not shaving 

one's face, but we must bear in mind that PsY only prohibits this in order to appear as a 

woman In any case, shaving with a razor contravenes a well established halachic principle 

which PsY endorses in Leviticus 19,27. 

The remaining verses in this section, which are set out in biblical order, are: 
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Exodus 12,9: 

Do not eat from it raw, or boiled at all in water, but roasted by tire, its head upon its 

knees upon its innards. 

PsY: or boiled in wine or oil or liquids or boiled in water... 

1'iß] %nn' `51']" ptll mmvnt X-In- in `5vß ýý , t5t... 

PsY makes use of the double Hebrew verb 5v: m 5vß to prohibit two separate categories of 

liquids. This corresponds to R. Akiva's view in Mechilta Pischa 6 (p. 21) that the doubling of 

the verb senves to apply it to liquids other than water. Unlike PsY, Mechilta does not specify 

what the liquids are to be, but of course the choices are limited. PsY wants to pro\ide more 

detail than may strictly be necessary; he could have simply stated boiled in any liquid or water. 

This indicates that detail is important to him. 

Exodus 22,30: 

And you shall be holy people to me, you shall not eat any flesh torn of beasts in the field, 

you shall cast it to the dogs. 

PsY: And you shall be holy people to me- euting unconsecrated food in pnirity... 

Eating unconsecrated food in a state of purity is not an halachic requirement. However, TdBE 

15 cites Rabban Gannliel as eating unconsecrated food in a state of purity. The context is a 

discussion of acts of great piety which Israelites took upon themselves even though they were 

not specified in the bible. Some of these entered the halachic corpus but even if they were not 

prescribed in rabbinic law, nevertheless people may take upon themselves. cf. M. Haggigah 2,7; 

B. Sotah 30a; Yalkut Shimoni 386; Maimonides Yad, Hilchot Tumat Ochlin 16,14; Tosefot to 

Huhn 2b s. v. Tarnei Mullin. 

PsY's remark is a reflection of the diversity in rabbinic Judaism, the tradition to which he 

alludes here could go back to the customs of the early Hasidim which survived in certain 

rabbinic circles. PsY may have been minded to introduce this comment because of the phrase 

Vnp mm- literally people of (the) Holy. 

Leviticus 2,12: 

You may offer them as an offering of first fruits to the Lord, and they shall not be 

offered on the altar as a sweet fragrance. 
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PsY: You may offer them as an offering of first fruits to the Lord. f)r the bread of the first 

fruits slurll he offered leavened and the dates shall he offered with their honey at the lime of 

the first fruits and the priests shall cut them?... 

jn1: 2 '1Y_`, `11 Y'`1 iln -1'nri ti'1n'] t]'ri i `ri trip III-In, 71: 2-V'n N" rvt> In-V 

The verse refers to the honey and leaven mentioned in the previous verse, which are not to be 

offered upon the altar. PsY appears to be drawing upon a number of sources. M. Menahot 5,1 

notes that the Two Loaves (offered at the time of the first fruits) were leavened. This 

regulation, together \\ith the statement that first fruits are to be offered at the time that they 

exude honey, is again found in B. Menahot 58a, where Rashi and R. Bezalel Ashkenazi note 

that it is not found in Sifra. There is virtually no evidence that PsY made use of, or even knew, 

the Babylonian Talmud and we can only surmise that the discussion in Menahot came from a 

variant of Sifra, or another Tannaitic tradition. The rule that the priests are to eat the first fruits 

comes from Ni Bikkurim 5,1. 

PsY clearly wishes to provide greater detail about the honey and leaven mentioned in the 

previous verse. None of his interpolations are particularly remarkable and although we have 

identified a number of sources that he could be drawing upon, there is also no reason why he 

could not have inserted them from his own knowledge, without reference to any source. 

Leviticus 11.29-31: 

And these are they which are unclean to you among the swarming things that swarm on 

the earth... these are they that are unclean to you amongst all that swarm, all who touch 

them when they are dead will be unclean until evening. 

PsY: And these are they which are unclean their blooc4 and their skin and their flesh 

among the swarming things... these eight . species are they that are unclean to you amongst 

all that swarm, all who touch them and their skin and their blood will be unclean until 

evening. 

5ýý j1ý9 j'ýttiDný 8" ]'n : smnTl j'Sn minn i", =1 iZ'n7 ýýtDn`f j1: )9 j'i1 

rcvn-l -y : ýKnn "m jlil'niBinT p'mmmml 111,1Z %) ý. ývrnI 
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PsY includes not only the flesh but also the blood and skin of the eight reptiles specified in these 

verses. This is probably a result of the complex halachic debate in various sources. '`S. It would 

appear that PsY simplifies the debate in his interpretation of this verse, which suggests that his 

concern to explain the text in an uncomplicated manner is a higher priority for him than 

presentation of all the nuances of a legal debate. It also of course suits his genre far better. 

PsY also omits the reference to touching them when they are dead. It is unlikely that PsY 

regards the verse as imputing uncleanness to living reptiles since the bible is specifically talking 

of dead ones. Since the missing phrase is only one word in the Aramaic this could simply be a 

scribal error. 

Leviticus 11.32: 

And anything upon which any of them, when dead, shall fall will be unclean, whether it 

be any vessel of wood or a garment or skin or sack, whatever vessel it is, with which any 

work is done, shall be brought into water and be unclean until evening, and it shall be 

clean. 

PsY: ... and be unclean forrnypuip se until evening... 

. ýZI i`l .; r=7 iy jl7Y 

Sifra Shemin. 8,9 asks whether the uncleanness is for any matter. It concludes that the use of 

unclean until evening and it shall be clean means that non-consecrated food (possibly a 

scribal error for tithes, see Yevamot 75a) can be declared clean whilst still day whereas 

Terumah is only deemed clean after nightfall. 

Ytzhaky126 notes that Sifra's question appears to be directed against the opinion expressed in 

PsY. As in Deuteronomy 24,5 (page 80), it is possible that each of the two works are 

participating in the same debate and that PsY may preserve a tradition of which Sifra was 

"' Sifra Shemin Parasha 8,2; M Makshirin 6,5 prohibit the blood of these reptiles. Sifra Shemini 7,1 prohibits 
only the skin of 4 of the eight species whose skin is thinner and less differentiated from their flesh R Yohanan b. 
Nun however in Ni Hullin 9,2 and Sifra loc. cit holds that "all 8 species have a skin". This is understood to 
mean that the skin of all eight species is differentiated and therefore not unclean. M. Shabbat 14,1 as amplified in 
B. Shabbat 107a and Y. Shabbat 14,1 (14b) regards all eight species as having a skin, but only for the purpose of 
prohibiting wounding them on Shabbat, not necessarily for uncleanness. 
PsY is using the word skin in its widest sense. He is not engaging in the intricate arguments over whether or not 
the skin can be differentiated from the body, he simply warns his congregation against contact with any part of 
any of the eight species. He may be doing what is common in our time- since the halachic argument over what does and does not constitute skin is so complex, the authorities of his period may simply have prohibited all skin in order to avoid error. 
'26 E. Yitzhaky, The Halacha in Tareum Yerushahn 1, p. 188. 
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aware. Equally, for any purpose is may simply be a way of explaining the practical consequence 

of uncleanness in a vessel. 

Leviticus 14,15: 

And the priest shall take of the log of oil and pour it into the palm of the left hand of the 

priest. 

PsY: And the priest shall take in his tight hand of the log of oil... 

... tii"itlni 8x] n tti=, Ti's tý]i1ý ýn'l 

Sifra (Metzora 3,7): pour it into the palm of the left hand of the priest- the it junction is to 

pour it into his companion's hand, but if he pours it into his own hand this is acceptable. 

PsY seems'to instruct the priest to pour from his own right hand into his left hand which would 

be Sifra's less preferred option. However, PsY could mean that he pours it from his right hand 

into his neighbour's left hand, which would conform to the biblical text and follow Sifra more 

closely. PsY is probably giving the normal case. The recipient stretches out his left hand as 

instructed by the biblical text, the pourer opposite him uses his right hand (which in any case 

would for most people be the natural choice). 

PsY may have considered that the verse referred to only one priest pouring into his own hand. 

Since the verse repeats the words the priest this might indicate that the same person is meant. 

Ibn Ezra regards this verse as dealing with only one priest, stating that the following verse 

(14,16) clarifies this: and the priest shall dip his right finger into the oil that is in his left 

hand. Possibly PsY reasons in the same way as Ibn Ezra. 

Leviticus 16.22: 

And the goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities unto a land which is cut off and he 

shall let the goat go in the wilderness. 

PsY: ... he shall let the goat go in the wilderness of Tzok and the goat shall ascend the 

mountains of Bet Haclurae and a blast of wind from The Lord slurll push it c ff and it will die. 

tn7'i r11'1 i1V'iiTl'-111"i mn-i t, '-111m 5y K1'9Y 710'1 pin N-I, )Tn5 ti`1'-Y 2l' 8-i '11th-'1... 

... nln'1 '-I 0T7 in 
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Yitzhaly quotes Geiger12' who sees in this a remnant of an ancient halacha, since the halacha as 

expressed in M. Yoma 6,6 is for the person who leads the goat into the wilderness to push it off 

the precipice. But Geiger's view although persuasive is untenable- this carmot be a halachic 

statement, the wind is not subservient to the law! We see here an aggadic remark albeit one 

which blurs the margins of halacha. Much has been noted about PsY's preoccupation with 

miracles and wonders12S, we must assume that this verse is one such case. It is not an halachic 

assault on the Mishnah. 

Leviticus 19,24: 

And in the fourth year all its fruit shall be holy for praise to The Lord. 

PsY: ... holy for praise to The Lord- redeemed from the priest. 

In 7-I: -)nn ,. -I DTp Ir1-11V7 hV-nj)... 

M. Maaser Sheni 5,2 states that the fruit of a tree in its fourth year is eaten by its owners in 

Jerusalem like the second tithe, or else redeemed for money. Other sources are unclear in their 

interpretation of this verse. Y. Sotah 8,5 says that if the fourth year fruits are to be made sacred 

then the money is bound "to him. " Geiger'29 holds that this means the money is bound to the 

priest. Therefore according to Geiger, PsY agrees with Yerushalmi. 

Maori"' views this halacha as the product of PsY's independent reasoning. 

But, as Yitzhaky notes"', there is clear evidence that in Tannaitic times there was a discussion 

as to whom the fourth year fruits belong. The closest source that we have for this statement is a 

lengthy discussion in Sifrei Numbers 5: Holy for the owners or holy for the priests? The 

discussion concludes that the ruling is that the fruit of the fourth year belongs to the owner of 

the orchard, but parallels are brought from the heave offering to argue the case for it belonging 

to the priest. PsY's opinion contradicts both M. Maaser Sheni (5,2) and the conclusion in Sifrei 

Numbers. There is no relevant text in Sifra. PsY seems to be drawing on a tradition which Sifrei 

Numbers may be arguing against. 

127 A Geiger, HaMikra, p. 347. 
128 e. g. M. Maher, Aramaic Bible vol. lB p G; A. Stiinan, (Tar , urn V'AK. gada Bo) pp 138-145 and particularly 
pp 141-142 on this verse. 
u9 A Geiger- HaMikra, p 116. 
1' Maori, "Al Y'haso shel Targum HaTorah", p. 250. 

E. Yitzlhaky, The Halacha in Targum Ycrushalmi I. p. 251 
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Ibn Ezra in his commentary on this verse holds that they belong to the priest. In Ezra of 

course is most likely to look for what he feels the actual meaning the biblical text to be, 

irrespective of later rabbinic interpretation. 

Leviticus 20,7: 

And you shall sanctify yourselves, and you shall be holy for I am the Lord your God. 

PsY:... and you shall be holy in your bodies, in order that I will accept your prayers in 

favour. 

... 7»rv t, ýyýý 5ýýi, ̀ r 5iz iýý'»aý rt" rp 7ýnrn 7ýv ipllrn 

Sifra Kedoshim 10,2 understands this verse in the context of refraining from idolatry. An 

early132 Babylonian tradition associates this verse with washing one's hands before an d after 

meals (B. Berachot 53b). It is possible that PsY's tradition, which appears nowhere else, is 

connected with this. Shinan notes that PsY pays special attention to prayer in his aggadic 

material 13. It is probable that PsY saw in this verse the opportunity to return to one of his 

preferred topics. 

Leviticus 20,21: 

And a man who shall take his brother's wife, it is impurity, he has uncovered the 

nakedness of his brother, they shall be childless. 

PsY And a man who shall take his brothers wife, in his lifetime... 

... 111 In 11r8 

PsY may be emphasising that there is no conflict between this law and that of levirate marriage. 

Alternatively he may follow M. Yebamot 2,1 which permits relations with the wife of a brother 

who died before he was born. Whatever the case, relations with one's brother's wife are 

forbidden whilst the brother is alive. 

Leviticus 22,24: 

That which is bruised, or crushed, or torn, or cut, you shall not offer unto the Lord, and 

you shall not do so in your land. 

PsY:... you shall not perform castration in your land. 

132 R. Yehuda said in the name of Rav. Some said it was taught in a baraita: Sanctify yourselves, this refers to 

washing of the handcbefore the mea; ! and you shall be holy this refers to washing of the hands aßer the meal. 
113 A. Shinn, Targum V'Aggada Bo. pp. 115-120. 
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-po-an t, 5 7» got ... 'lnu o'o7nn1 n'iit7n, 'rr m 1'J', ` Dnl 

B. Shabbat 106b understands you shall not do so to refer to castration. Sifi-a (Emor 7,11) may 

also understand it in this way134: I only derive that you shall not offer. From where do we 

derive that you shall not do? Jl'e lean it from you shall not do so. Sifra is not explicit enough 

for us to uncritically assume that PsY is following it. 

Numbers 9.12: 

They shall leave none of it until morning, and shall break no bone of it, according to all 

of the statute of the Passover they shall keep it. 

PsY:... according to all of the statute of the Passover they shall keep it but in the Passover 

of Nissan they shall eat unleavened bread and shall not offer the sacrifice of the Passover, 

since their uncleanness is in them. And on the Passover of Iyyar they shall be clean and shall 

sacrifice it. 

; tiiDD p111p1'1'i^ß p5-: )" 713"m jp'n Nrion mn r'Jl' irr ZDI'T hiD] rr'1a n1i. 5»... 

'1"N-7 N no-tom 111D jL'MM8*1D'1 5M n 71':: 7 N9 

Sifrei Numbers (69, p. 66): according to all of the statute of the Passover... The Bible is 

talking of the commandments which are part of the essence (of the festival). 

PsY is in accordance with the basic meaning of the Hebrew text, and v ith the general principle 

set out in Sifrei. However his language is so far removed from that of Sifrei, and so much 

clearer, that it is difficult to suggest that he is making direct use of it. 

Numbers 15,22: 

And when you err, and do not observe all these commandments which the Lord has 

spoken to Moses. 

PsY:... and do not observe one of all these commandments. 

... wmj7] 5: )n 8-1-11 p-cmyn K51... 

Sifrei Numbers 111 (p. 116) considers this obligation to relate to the sin of idolatry. Do you say 

this is idolatry or any one of all the commandments specified in the Torah? ... It is idolatry. 

The way that the Hebrew verse is phrased could be construed to mean that a sin offering should 

only be brought if all the commandments in the Torah were not kept. PsY therefore clarifies 

134 Sec the commentary of Abraham b. David of Posquieres. 
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that it refers to individual laws, not the entire legal corpus. This is the most likely case, it would 

be virtually impossible to break all the laws and to do so Nrould surely require a greater 

atonement than a sin offering. 

Sifrei clearly also understands that the verse could be taken to mean any one of the 

commandments, it therefore ad%, ises us that legally the verse refers to idolatry. PsY seems to be 

in agreement Mth the opinion rejected by Sifrei. 

Numbers 18,13i 

The first fruits of all which are in their land, which they shall bring to the Lord shall be 

yours, all that are clean in your house may eat it. 

PsY: The first fruits of all the fruits of the trees which are in their land... 

Ni Bikkurim 1,3 states that the first fruits are to be brought from the seven species. These 

include wheat and barley and therefore the first fruits are not limited to those from trees15. PsY 

clearly contradicts this Mishnah However in M. Bikkurim 3,1, where the selection of the first 

fruits is described, only figs, grapes and pomegranates are referred to. PsY may regard the 

practical case as being limited to the fruits of these three varieties, which loosely speaking can 

be considered the fruit of trees. But more probably, since the previous verse legislates for the 

first fruit of the corn to be given to the priests, PsY may consider that wheat and barley have 

already been covered and that this verse refers to the other species, all of which grow on trees. 

PsY may therefore be translating in a way that allows him to remain within the context of what 

has been specified in the previous verses. His translation does not match any specific source, 

but it would be pedantic to argue that he conflicts with rabbinic tradition. In Deuteronomy 26,2 

(page 78), he does not restrict the first fruits to the fruit of trees. 

Numbers 28,4: 

The one lamb you shall offer in the morning, and the second lamb you shall offer 

between the evenings. 

PsY: The one lamb you shall offer in the morning, to atone for the sins of the nights and 

the second lamb you shall offer between the evenings to atone for the sins of the days. 

135 Genesis Rabba 15,7- 1fliat was the tree which Adam ale front? Rabbi Heir said "Wheat ". Although wheat 
does not fall into the halachic category, of tree, it is possible that any tall plant was colloquially referred to in this 
way. 
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nn ti'S'S'ý1i1 5y 2, ý»rý5 t; ̀LYn T]jJi`1 it1 1? ý', i Jl' 

. t-, no' 'Zi-r 5y t, ýýýrý5 

This statement (which is more aggadic than halachic, but which may be intended as a 

regulation) is found in Yalkut Shimeoni 777. It is cited in the name of R Yudan but the original 

source is unknown. R. Yudan was a Palestinian Amora of the fourth generation (mid 4th 

Century) who transmitted aggadot from earlier generations13G. It is not possible to know what 

source, if any, R. Yudan was quoting. 

Deuteronomy 6,7: 

And you shall teach them to your children and you shall speak of them, when you sit in 

your house and when you walk by the way and when you lie down and when you rise 

up. 

PsY: ... when you sit in your house at the time when you are occupied in your wedding 

ceremonies... 

... jinn-'rn jl: ployn Into 71n, -)rnnn... 

PsY to Deuteronomy 11,19: when you sit in your house in your wedding ceremonies.. 

... 11nin'm ny pnnn l»ý_n nn... 

M. Berachot (2,5) exempts a bridegroom from reading Shema during his wedding week but 

records that Rabban Gamliel nevertheless read it. M. Berachot (2,8) allows a bridegroom to 

read but Rabban Shimeon ben Gan-diel implies that one should have a special piety before doing 

this: 5, n, n'n n. c 5tt7ý5 ýýýý 5D'S9137. Reifmannt38 amends the text of PsY to not at the time 

when you are occupied in your wedding ceremonies. 

Yitzhaky notes that PsY opposes the Mishnah. But, as noted on Exodus 22,30 (page 86) there 

were some voluntary pious acts which were customary amongst certain groups. In that verse 

PsY agrees with a voluntary custom of Rabban Gamliel, as he does here. This tendency to 

follow R Gan-diel in matters of piety may be noteworthy. 

H. L. Strack & G. Stemberger Introduction p. 103. 

M. Jastrow, A Dictionary, s. v. 5v) renders: not every one that desires to aacume a name may aaume it. he 

adds "i. e not everyone has a right to consider himself superior to the masses". Ni Simon, Tractate Berakoth, 
(London, 1960) p. l6b following the Genara in Berachot 17b translates "Not everyone who desires to pass as a 
scholar may do so". Danby, The Mishnah translated from the Hebrew, (Oxford, 1933), p. 4 reads "not everyone 
who is minded to assume the name may assume it", noting "a reputation for piety which he has not otherwise 
earned" 
IN Y. Rcifmann, "He'arot", p 347. 
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Deuteronomy 15,17 

And you shall take the awl, and you shal put it through his ear and into the door, and he 

shall be a servant to you for ever, and even to your woman-servant you shall do thus. 

PsY:... and into the door of the Bet Din and he shall serve as a servant to you until the 

Jubilee and even to your woman-servant you shall write a bill of freedom and you shall give 

it to her. 

We have already noted Samely's conclusions that PsY frequently requires a Bet Din in formal 

situations139. Sifrei Deuteronomy 122 (p. 180) refers us to the parallel passage in Exodus 21,6, 

where the slave is brought before the judges to make his declaration and to have his ear pierced. 

That the slave only serves until the Jubilee, rather than for ever is a fundamental principle of 

Jewish law and is stated explicitly in Mechilta Nezikin 2, (p. 253) with respect to the parallel 

passage in Exodus 21,6. PsY also inserts until the Jubilee in Exodus 21,6 and may simply be 

copying that comment here. 

Henshke140 suggests that PsY's addition regarding the bill of freedom derives from a now-lost 

text from " Mechilta Deuteronomy' attributed to the school of Rabbi Ishmael. He concedes that 

his suggestion is speculative. PsY does not follow the conclusion of Sifrei Deuteronomy 122 

(p. 181) that the woman servant is to be outfitted with appropriate necessities, but, by not 

stating that she is to have her ear pierced, he conforms with Sifrei Deuteronomy's ruling to that 

effect. Instead he understands you shall do thus as referring to the bill of divorce required by 

Mechilta Nezildn 3, p. 259, which PsY also interpolates into Exodus 21,11. 

Deuteronomy 16.2: 

And you shall sacrifice the Passover to the Lord, sheep and cattle in the place which the 

Lord will choose to cause His Name to dwell there. 

PsY:... and sheep and oxen on the next day, on that very day, to rejoice in the festival... 

... Kan nr n5 Nni, p-= vro5 '- n' 78 VI t., -, t my 131n ... K-. Dn I1a-: ), rn 

PsY is explaining the apparent contradiction in the bible. Exodus 12,5 specifies a lamb or goat 
kid for the paschal offering, here it appears that a sheep or ox is permitted. Various attempts 
have been made to harmonise the two passages, the traditional one being that the sheep is for 

19 Above, page 62. 
140 Henshke, "L'Tiv Zikato shel HaTargum" pp. 2(X) if. 
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the paschal sacrifice and the ox for the festival 122 (p. 180)offering. PsY presents a variation of 

this which may be similar to the view expressed by Rabbi Ishmael (Mechilta Pischa 4, pp. 13- 

14), and anonymously in Sifrei Deuteronomy 129 (p. 187) - the bible speaks of the festive 

offering (hagigah). But although the idea in PsY is similar to those in Mechilta and Sifrei 

Deuteronomy, the way it is expressed is very different. PsY is not directly copying from these 

sources but may be influenced by them. 

Onkelos also interprets this text in an expansive way to resolve the contradiction. Yitzhaly 

notes that PsY inserts an additional and before sheep, and suggests that PsY has a different 

reading of the biblical text. 

Deuteronomy 20,19: 

When you shall besiege a city for many days to make war against it to take it, you shall 

not destroy its trees by wielding an axe against them, for you may eat of them, but you 

shall not cut them down, for is the tree of the field man that it should come before you in 

the siege? 

PsY: .. besiege a city all the clays of the week to make war against it to take it on the 

Sabbath. 

1M-j7 tý, iati5 tin`y'_L7 'C1' S: ) týi11f7 5y j1ýpn Q11ºti 

Yitzhaky141 sees PsY as opposing the School of Hillel in T. Eruvin 3,6 and the parallel baraita in 

B. Shabbat 19a (where the ruling is quoted in the name of the school of Shammai): An army 

that goes out to a permitted vvar must not besiege a foreign city less than three days before 

Sabbath; but if they have started they do not interrupt, even on the Sabbath. And so Hillel the 

elder said until it falls (Deuteronomy 20,20)- even on Shabbat. A similar ruling is found in 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 203, (p. 238). Finklestein142 reggards this as a later addition to Sifrei 

Deuteronomy. These sources however prohibit the commencement of the siege on Thursday or 

Friday, but presumably once it has begun it can continue on any day. Yitzhaky regards PsY as 

allowing the siege to begin on any day. 

PsY's interpolation all the clays of the week is a substitute for many days. He is almost 

certainly not speaking of the day on which the siege starts, but is simply drawing attention to 

the fact that sieges can take place on every day of the week, and that the city can even be taken 

141 E. Yitzhal. y, The Halacha in TarKUm Yerushalmi 1, p. 613 



on the Sabbath. He is simply incorporating the underlying halachic principle into the framework 

of the text as he has it. As we saw on Leviticus 29,1 1-31 (above, p. 87), PsY explains the text 

in an uncomplicated manner even though this means omitting certain details of the law. 

Deuteronomy 21.2: 

Then your elders and your judges shall go out and shall measure to the cities which are 

round about him that is slain. 

PsY: Anul from the great Bet Din shall go out two of your sages and three of your judges... 

... 1r-z in n5ni iýýý In J, -U-) 83, -. N= pirl 

PsY agrees with R. Yehuda in M. Sotah 9,1 and in Sifrei Deuteronomy 205, (p. 241) regarding 

the numbers who go out to measure. But PsY is clear that the fifth person brought in so that an 

odd number of people will sit on the Bet Din, is drawn from the ranks of the judges, not the 

sages. R Yehuda is not so specific, he just requires a fifth person to be added to two judges 

and two sages. In M. Sotah 9,1 R Yehuda holds the same opinion against the anonymous view 

that only three people are necessary. Y. Sotah 9,1 takes issue and says that the anonymous 

opinion in the lfshnah refers to the number required for "laying on hands" but that five are 

needed to break the calf s neck. 

Rather than becoming embroiled in the fine details of a legal debate, he provides the basic 

outline of R Yehuda's view within the framework of the source text, and suggests what seems 

to be the most probable case, that a third judge is more likely to be called upon. This suggests 

that he is more concerned with translation and clarification of the text than with laying down 

the law. Ultimately he is modifying a traditional ruling by use of his independent reasoning. 

PsY's concern that the Bet Din includes three judges is seen also in Deuteronomy 25,7 (below, 

page 113) then his brother's wife shall go up to the gate of the Bet Din, before free sages- 

and three shall be as judges and two as witnesses - Again PsY agrees with the ruling of R. 

Yehuda, that the Bet Din is comprised of five people. R. Yehuda does not specify how many of 

the five have to be judges, but PsY is careful to limit the judges to three, whilst at the same time 

providing two witnesses. 

`G' A. A. (L. ) Finklcsicin Sifrei Dcuteronomv, p. 138. 
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Deuteronomy 21,22: 

And if a man has committed a sin worthy of death, and he be put to death and you hang 

him on a tree. 

PsY: ... worthy of death, and he is convicted to (crath bj) casting of stories, and after this 

they shall hang him on a tree. 

. tc4p 5v irrrv jln5r pnrt n15ý, c »ý1ný15Iujp r =ri 
In Sifrei Deuteronomy 221 (p. 254) and M. Sanhedrin 6,4, R. Eliezer and the Sages respectively 

debate whether all who have been stoned must be hanged, or only those guilty of blasphemy 

and idolatry. PsY points out the basic fact that hanging from a tree is subsequent to death by 

stoning, but his wording does not parallel any source that we have. 

Deuteronomy 21,23: 

You shall not leave his corpse on the tree, but you shall surely bury him that day, for he 

that is hanged is a reproach of God, and you shall not defile your land which the Lord 

your God gives you as an inheritance. 

PsY: but you shall surely bury him that day for it is a reproach of God to hang a man 

however his sins brought it about and since he was made in the image of God you shall bury 

him with the sunset... 

... t, vnV J1nnn ny ,, )�zpn... j`r5 In-a nzli'l ln5ct -1= Z155`n5 t. p5t, 

PsY's injunction to bury the hanged corpse at sunset is found also in Mildrash Tannaim (p. 132) 

but in a different setting: make him wait until close to sunset and pronounce sentence and put 

him to death and then hang him; one ties him up and another releases him in order to fulfrl 

the commanthnent of hanging Sifrei Deuteronomy 221 (p. 254) is similar but has dark instead 

of sunset. However, PsY's text is not sufficiently close to Midrash Tannaim for us to conclude 

that he made use of it. Miidrash Tannaim and Sifrei Deuteronomy both echo M. Sanhedrin 6,4 

in a number of details, but Mliidrash Tannaim is the only source specifically to mention sunset. 

PsY contains nothing from M. Sanhedrin but has sunset in common with Midrash Tannaim. 

PsY is probably creating his own exegesis, whilst aware of the general rabbinic position. The 

burial has to take place that day but clearly the corpse is to be left hanging as a warning to 

others. It is reasonable to conclude that it is buried at the latest possible moment in the day, i. e. 

sunset. 
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Deuteronomy 22,29: 

And the man who lay with her will give to the father of the girl fifty shekels of silver and 

she shall be his wife, because he humbled her, he shall not send her away all his days. 

PsY:... give to the father of the girl an indemnity for her sha, ne fifty shekels of silver... 

*11y50 Z'vni r . 4n. -In 'n-T ýnrýý5ýy7 rnýt, 5 ; any vncy-T wl= ?, -)'I 

Mishnah (Erakhin 3,4) requires fifty shekels to be given in addition to compensation for shame 

and indignity. PsY requires the fifty shekels to be given for her shame. But PsY may be 

imperfectly importing the halacha from the Mishnah in order to stress that shame requires 

compensation. Or we may have a corrupt text, a conjunction and before fifty shekels of silver 

may have dropped out. This would then fit with the Mishnah. 

This passage is the source for the 200 zuz that are specified in the marriage document (Ketuba). 

Perhaps PsY wants to state that these fifty shekels are for damages and not the ketuba. 

Deuteronomy 23,8: 

Do not abhor an Edomite for he is your brother, do not abhor an Egyptian for you were 

a stranger in his land. 

PsY: Do not abhor an Edomite that comes to convert for he is your brother, do not abhor 

an Egyptian that comes to convert for you were a stranger in his land. 

K vmN5 'nwi r ttn= 7'1pcnn t, 5 tn a» ti7")A-)N 'n, Sn r rhM nK 71pri-In N 

. 771V-64: 1 pn'Ti r'`1'-T t]nti 

Deuteronomy 23,9 says that the third generation of Egyptians and Edomites can come into the 

congregation. This raises the question of who the first two generations can marry in order to 

produce grandchildren. In Sifrei Deuteronomy 253 (p. 279), R. Yehuda tells of two generations 

of male and female Egyptian converts who married and whose grandchildren were able to come 

into the congregation to marry Israelites. PsY seems to draw on this tradition and understands 

the verse as meaning converts. 

Although we cannot argue from silence, PsY does not seem concerned about abhorrence of 

Edomites or Egyptians who do not come to convert. The biblical text is far more inclusive. PsY 
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seems to have a welcoming attitude to converts whilst at the same time shunning idolatry; we 

see similar evidence in Numbers 10,29" and Deuteronomy 23,16 (page 74). 

Deuteronomy 23,10: 

When you go out in camp against your enemies, you shall keep yourself from every evil 

thing. 

PsY:... every evil thing from idolatry and immorality card shedding innocent blood, 

'tiZi Qi: t fl Tt i 1'1niJ t' i C]I1ý 5"m p-in, enl... 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 254 (p. 280) concludes that this verse refers to idolatry, bloodshed and 

blasphemy. PsY is similar but not identical. 

Deuteronomy 23,14: 

And you shall have a paddle among your weapons (7)tx) and it shall be that when you sit 

down outside you shall dig with it, and you shall turn back and cover that which came 

out of you. 

PsY:... among your weapons, the place where you hind your sword ... 

Vl; t 7I.: r i 3n 5ý j':: 5 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 257, (p. 281). Weapons (I)IN) only means a place. 

This is the only biblical occurrence of the word )ttN to mean weapons. PsY agrees with Sifrei 

Deuteronomy in that it means a place, but Sifrei Deuteronomy does not contain PsY's 

comment that it is the place where the swords are tied. Perhaps PsY adds this latter comment in 

order to clarify the interpretation drawn from Sifrei Deuteronomy. 

Deuteronomy 23,22: 3,22: 

When you vow a vow unto the Lord your God, you shall not delay in fulfilling it, for the 

Lord your God will surely seek it from you and there shall be sin in you. 

PsY:... you shall not delay in fulfilling it three festivals for the Lord your God will surely 

seek it, there shall be no guilt in the offering and the dl. squal ed thing in the treasury of the 

Master of the Universe stands and there shall be sin in you fi r delaying the freewill offering. 

'týý7 Kn%7'ln j. 'I1ýýý tß`510^1 : r'"i"m' t, 5 Nn`i p ... I'ai i fl fl i "Im! n5v5 IýV"I1 "'. 5 
... 

Where, according to PsY Moses tells Jethro go with us and we will do you good for the Lord has said to do 

good to the converts concerning Israel. 
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. tti`1i1 ý»y nnlrf In ýrr 2.5l 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 264 (p. 285) and there shall be sin in you - sin in you and not sin in yorir 

offerings. 

PsY's interpolation is much more expansive and detailed than Sifrei Deuteronomy, although 

there is a similarity in that there is no sinlguilt in the offering. This is not enough to allow us to 

conclude that he is expanding on Sifrei Deuteronomy. 

Both Midrash Tannairn (p. 151) and Sifrei Numbers 152 consider that vows must be fulfilled at 

the following festival, rather the following three as PsY. Midrash Tannaim adds that the 

offering may be brought up to three festivals (i. e. one year) after the vow. Again PsY may be 

presenting an abridged version of the law into order to keep his interpolation compact (see 

Leviticus 11,29-31, p . 
87 and Deuteronomy 20,19 p. 96). 

Deuteronomy 24,8: 

Take heed in the plague of leprosy, that you observe diligently, and do according to all 

that the priests the Levites shall teach you; as I commanded them, so you shall take care 

to do. 

PsY: Take heed not to cut off the flesh that has a bright spot in it... 

Midrash Tannaim (p. 157): This comes to leach us about one who detaches his symbols"` or 

burns his raw flesh or who chops his bright spot; he transgresses a negative commnandment. 

PsY resembles Midrash Tannaim but is not identical. 

Midrash Tannaim does not contain the second interpolation at all. It links the two halves of the 

verse, but there seems to be no exegetical or textual reason to include it. It may be to emphasise 

according to all, or it may be that PsY knew a variant of the tradition in the Midrash Tannaim 

text. 

c Selected quasi-legalistic material 
Finally, we see an occasional comment in PsY which, whilst only being quasi-legalistic, is 

nevertheless of interest inasmuch as it provides information concerning PsY's use of sources for 

practical purposes: 

144 i. e. the white hairs that are a symptom of the plague which translated as "leprosy". 
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Deuteronomy 20,5-8: 

And the officers will speak to the people saying: Who is the man who has built a new 

house and not dedicated it, let him go and return to his house, lest he die in war and 

another man will dedicate it. And who is the man who has planted a vineyard and has 

not used its fruit, let him go and return to his house, lest he die in war and another man 

use its fruit. And who is the man who has betrothed a wife and not taken her, let him go 

and return to his house, lest he die in war and another man take her. And the officers 

will further speak to the people and say, who is the man who is fearful and soft of heart, 

let him go and return to his house, lest the heart of his brothers melt as his heart. 

PsY: ... who has built a new house and not fixed a mezuzah upon it... lest the sin cause him 

to die in war... who has planted a vineyard and not redeemed it from the pries1 lest the sin 

that he did not redeem it or use its fruit cause him to die in war... who has taken a wife .. lest 

the sin that he did not rejoice in his wife cause him to die in war... who is the man who is 

fearful of his sin... 

i rnn5 nine Ii ' nit nvli0 Imi") N51 ºsun In 82-: 1 -r N-1: 12 7hn... 

i. 51 X070 n'Y] "7 tti1M2 1"m1 55ý"J' flu-i 1n2i Nn-9] 5'i prr' '4zlri i1'5 017.1' M5`i 

5' 1 i- ýTp - ti5ý s: 1rT - C1i-. r n r'1 r in'5m1 in 
N 5, T rrrrn5 ý1I'1'1 N'i' , ̀1: m N51 : ýilr TJ'Tpi 8-Im jt'v 8n-h)n 

1rmn' 171m nnai Nnin-, 5, wrri i--miirNm yin 4, ,i Nnii i 1'S ana' 

Yitzhaky classes all these verses as halachot, but in reality the reasons given for the soldier's 

possible demise in battle are not halachot but homilies. We have included it here since it occurs 

in Yitzhaly's alleged list of unattested legal rulings in PsY. 

One may see a possible halacha in verse 8, fearful of lii. s sin7... but in any event it is the fear 

which is operative here not the sin. PsY agrees ,, %ith Sifrei Deuteronomy 197, p. 236, with R 

Yose the Gallilean in M. Sotah 8,5 and Midrash Tannaim (20,5-8) on this latter comment only. 
The other interpolations are all PsY's interpretations of how the soldier would have performed 
the various acts that he had not yet carried out. 

This represents an interesting change in attitude from the biblical text. There the soldier is 

encouraged to return since his possible death would deprive him of the pleasure he had 

expected. In PsY his death would be deserved because he had neglected a commandment. 
Enjoyment is not a factor any more, PsY is far more austere. 
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Deuteronomy 23,3: 

A bastard shall not come into the congregation of the Lord, even to the tenth generation 

none of his shall come into the congregation of the Lord. 

PsY: There shall not be admitted anyone who is born of fornication, who has in him an evil 

blemish, that is given of the non-Israelite people; to many a legitimate woman of the 

congregation of the people of the Lord even to the tenth generation... 

tim"= i 1'Z'7 131 

This is not found in any of the sources. A4. Yevamot 4,13 defines a bastard as one who is bom 

of a forbidden relationship in which the parents are liable to extirpation. PsY's definition of 

bastard does not concur with this, and is closer to the Western tradition that a bastard is one 

born out of wedlock. His comment on relations with a non-Jew is reminiscent of Leviticus 

18,21 (above, page 55) where the Tara mist is keen to find a biblical reference to condemn 

intermarriage. Perhaps this is one of his agendas. 

But PsY's translation is not really an halachic comment. We are discussing this verse because 

Yitzhaky claims that it represents a ruling by PsY that does not conform with rabbinic tradition. 

PsY does not use the term bastard even though it occurs in the biblical verse. In fact he is not 

providing a definition of what constitutes a bastard. Rather, he is giving us three aggadic 

comments on the Hebrew word non, based on the technique of notaricon (wordplay based on 

the initial letters of a phrase). The reference to evil blemish is a notaricon found in the Venice 

printed edition of Sifrei Deuteronomy 248 and Y. Kiddushin 3,14 (64c), in which the Hebrew 

ntnn is considered to be derived from 7t of (strange blemish). This same Hebrew phrase can 
be translated as blemish of a stranger, hence the prohibition against one given of the non- 
Israelite people. The notaricon exists also (but not in Sifrei Deuteronomy) in the form v-i nl 

t t(for which I have not yet found the earliest source) -blemish of evil seed which could 

explain PsY's prohibition against fornication. PsY does not specifically spell out the notaricons. 
It may be that he knew his audience was familiar with the traditions of breaking -iwn into 

component words, and is simply explaining how the phrases -1t otn and ri ni otn may be 

read back into the verse. It is possible but by no means conclusive that PsY uses Sifrei 

Deuteronomy here for the first two notaricons. 
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Deuteronomy 24,17: 

You shall not pervert justice for the stranger or orphan, and you shall not take the 

garment of a widow as a pledge. 

PsY:... the garment of a widow as a pledge so that evil neighbours . shall not arise and give 

you a had reputation when you return the pledge to her. 

I-1-Inn `f: ) tJ'z : I'U -5y pps'l j'tv'z pnn'ty pnip' l, n5nnni i pmn -R 7 'n' rt51... 

. tZS ti3lýtvU 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 282 (p. 298): R Shimeon said things tat you take as a pledge from a noun 

you shall not return to a woman, so that you should not go and come by her so as not to get 

her a had name. 

Midrash Tannaim (p. 160): R Yishmael saica the Bible teaches you to keep far from an 

unseemly thing, and from something similar to an unseemly thing, and from something similar 

to something that is similar to an unseemly thing; so that others shall not suspect you of a 

transgression. How? If he brings a garment worn by day into her house at night, or a garment 

worn at night by day, then they will say there is suspicion concerning him about her. 

PsY is not identical to Sifrei- he does not mention the pledge taken from a man, and he holds 

that the bad reputation falls on you, not her. He is also not identical to Midrash Tannaim, which 

is however concerned primarily with the man's reputation. Nevertheless there is too much 

similarity between all the sources to ignore and it is possible that either PsY is paraphrasing one 

or both of these sources so as to interpolate it neatly, or alternatively using a third similar 

tradition. 

Deuteronomy 25,4: 

You shall not muzzle an ox when it treads the grain. 

PsY: You shall not tie up the mouth of an ox at the time that it is on its way, however the 

widowed childless sister-in-law that is acceptable to one afflicted with boils and is not 

suitable, you shall not tie her to him. 

h, 5 inn ý5-n t-ýmt' 'p I'mip ny-1rr cT nnn, Q-u n'ýý-r nn t. 7in n» 71nnin 85 

, 5ptt n 
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A parallel to PsY is found in the baraita, based on this verse, in B. Yevamot 4a, and B Makkot 

23a. The source of the baraita is unknown. Again this is a quasi-legal comment, it almost 

certainly has a homiletic purpose. 

Targumic Traditions 

Targumic traditions are an important source of material in PsY. We will divide them into two 

groups. In the first we will include some of those comments in PsY which are also found in 

Onkelos, but in no other Targum. These may have entered PsY through proto-Onkelos, but it 

is also possible that they are "corrections" inserted into PsY by a scribe who knew Onkelos. 

The second group will list some of the verses where PsY agrees with at least one other 

Palestinian Targum. In both groups we will discuss the verses in biblical order: 

a) Traditions found in PsY and also only in Onkclos. 

Exodus 12,9: 

Do not eat from it raw, or boiled at all in water, but roasted by fire, its head upon its 

knees upon its innards. 

PsY: Do not eat from it raw... 

`ýý mlnn 715-nnn : t5 

PsY and Onkelos agree with Nlechilta Pischa 6 (p. 21) in understanding the obscure word tý as 

)n, raw. 

Leviticus 4.16: 

And the anointed priest shall bring of the blood of the bull to the tent of meeting. 

PsY: And the high priest... 

tin-,, i jn 

PsY translates the anointed priest as the high priest. Onkelos does the same. Neither Sifra, 

nor M. Horayot 1,4-5 which deals with this issue, discuss who should officiate over the 

corrununity's sacrifice. 

Leviticus 203 1: 

And a man who shall lie with his father's wife, he has uncovered his father's nakedness, 

the two of them shall surely die, their blood is upon them. 
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PsY:... the two of them shall surely die they are liable to death by casting stones. 

The exegetical proof that of their blood shall be upon them means death by stoning is found 

in Sifra Kedoshim 10,9. 

Rather than interpolating, PsY replaces their blood is upon them xtith they are liable to death 

by casting stones. We see a similar process in which the language of the Hebrew is replaced by 

its actual rabbinic interpretation in Exodus 23,19; 34,26 and Deuteronomy 14,21. In those 

verses PsY, Onkelos and Neofiti all replace you shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk by 

you are not permitted either to cook or to eat milk and meat, combined together and the 

reference to both the kid and its mother disappear. The substitution in those verses is part of 

the targumic tradition. Similarly, at every occurrence of the phrase their blood is upon them 

however"', both Onkelos and PsY substitute they are liable to death and in three verses" PsY 

adds by casting stones. Neofiti however has the guilt of their blood shall be upon them whilst 

FT, where relevant, retains their blood is upon their head 

PsY seems to be in accordance 6th a targumic tradition, albeit one that is restricted to PsY and 

Onkelos. 

Leviticus 25.35: 

And if your brother becomes poor and his means fail with you, then you shall uphold 

him, a sojourner and a settler he shall live with you. 

PsY: ... then you shall uphold him, and you shall give him benefit, he shall sojourn a dl 

settle and be supported with you. 

ii'ý 

The verse refers to your brother which presumably means an Israelite. But the nouns 

sojourner and settler (zvin and i)) are usually used biblically in the context of non-Israelites. 

This would cause a problem for a translator, it is not clear if the verse refers to Israelites, non- 

Israelites or both. 

PsY treats the words a sojourner and a settler as verbs not nouns. Sifra (Behar Parasha 5,1) 

understands them as nouns and extends the injunction to include the stranger and settler as well 

145 Le-, iticus 20,11; 20,12; 20,13; 20,16; 20,27. 
146 Leviticus 20,11; 20,12; 20,13. 
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the Israelite. But we find the same reading as PsY in MS OR 2363 which Sperber used as the 

basis for his"' edition of Onkelos. We may see in PsY and in Sperber a targumic tradition 

which reflects how the translator deals with the problem of this verse. 

Numbers 28,7: 

And its drink offering a quarter of a Hin for the one lamb, in the holy (place) you shall 

pour out a drink offering of strong drink to the Lord. 

PsY:... shall be poured out a drink offering of old wine and if no old wine is to he found he 

shall bring forty dory old wine for a drink offering... 

r«TUTý t, 5 7'tß'1 pr), -r rr 110'3 j ýSJI' W'mp rvn, 5%. Nn) ii 7 -in, 85 Ni'r Tllyý`1 i1ýý1D'ý1 

11)'1`)y nn n 

PsY and Onkelos translate strong drink as old wine on both occasions that the word occurs in 

the Pentateuch (here and Numbers 6,3). This seems to be part of the targumic tradition. The 

sages in M. Menahot 8,6 permit old vine. Rabbi (Yehuda) forbids it. 

b) Targunvc Traditions that appear in PsY and at least one other Palestinian Targum 

Leviticus 19,9: 

And when you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not wholly reap the corner of 

your field, and the gleaning of your harvest you shall not gather. 

PsY:... you shall not wholly reap one row dial is in your field... 

PsY, FT, and Neofiti translate as `Jn; ý. This is part of the targurnic tradition. (PsY 

translates similarly in Leviticus 21,4, where the word refers to the comers of the head, but not 

in 19,27 speaking of the corner of the beard). 

Leviticus 22.4: 

Any man of the seed of Aaron who is a leper or who has an issue shall not eat of the holy 

things until he is clean, and anyone who touches anything unclean by the dead, or a man 

from whom the flow of seed goes out. 

PsY: anyone who touches anything unclean by a nua7... 

"' A. Sperber, The Bible in Aramaic, Vol. 1, (Leiden, 1959). 
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... vJ1nnn't-w5: )n n`P-11... 

This interpolation is unclear. Neofiti translates the Hebrew t7ý3 i: nt7 as an)7hrng unclear by a 

dead man- v) u vnj xnv. The biblical phrase vti xnu is often taken to mean uncleanness 

through contact with a human corpse and PsY's nsx)o (=xnu) could be following this 

tradition, as does Neofiti, although PsY has lost the word vii- dead. 

Leviticus 25.29: 

A person who sells a dwelling house in a walled city, then he may redeem it within a 

whole year after it is sold, for "days" shall he have the right of redemption. 

PsY: ... until the completion of a year after it is sold, from time to time shall he have the 

right of redemption. 

PIPTIE) '71r rr J iry In 'u1: n tin1T' nftvn T) ... 

PsY's use of from time to time phrase is also found in Onkelos and Peshitta. It is a common 

targumic usage which means an exact year. This is supported by PsY's retention of until the 

completion of a year after it is sold. The addition of from time to time therefore must indicate 

that the redemption takes place at the completion of an exact year. 

Numbers 28,2: 

Command the Children of Israel and say to them, my offerings, my bread, for my fire 

offerings of a sweet savour to me, you shall observe to offer to me at its season. 

PsY: my offerings the bread of my arranged table the priests s/rail eat, and that which you 

offer on the altar there is no permission for a man to eat it is a fire offering... lily people, 

children of Israel be careful to comer it from the offerings of the treasury as a sacrifice before 

me in its season. 

'=5 1tt'i n'S wrnr ýx 5y p- ri prvrr r Ini t, ̀' jru 715'n"' 
1L'1 N "-I nrln 51-: )"z 

mn 'n'ip 7n-1r-) 

a) PsY and FT both understand this verse as referring to the shewbread. This is almost certainly 

a product of the shared targumic tradition and comes about as a result of the difficult phrase 

my offerings, my bread which cannot easily be translated. Sifrei Numbers does not contain 

this tradition. 
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b) PsY also contains the phrase, frequent in the Palestinian targumic tradition, My people, 

clhikfren of Israel which seems to occur as an introduction to commandments of special ethical 

or ritual significance "8. lily people, children of Israel occurs in FT at this point as well. Here 

the injunction in the Torah is to offer the sacrifice in its season. 

It is not clear why this is of such importance. If it were connected with Sifrei Numbers 142 

(p. 188) which states that the offiering of the perpetual sacrifice (Tamid) overrides the Sabbath, 

we would expect PsY to stress this. The use of My people, children of Israel here may be 

connected with fact that this is the opening verse of the reading for the New Moon, and that it 

may once have been a special reading on a particular Sabbath before Passover149 

Deuteronomy 14.21: 

You shall not eat anything that dies of itself, you may give it to the stranger that is within 

your gates that he may eat it, or you may sell it to a foreigner, for you are a holy people 

to the Lord your God; you shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk. 

PsY: You are not permitted to cook any clean thing, to eat meat and milk, the two of them 

mixed together. 

. ý-rsý 7ºýýyý jb rrn -1=1 5týýn5 pi 5D hStJ ft j'N t'1 itnti n,, 5... 

This is a paradigmatic instance in which the targumic tradition overrides the original sense of 

the verse. PsY, in common with Neofiti and Onkelos omits any reference to the kid and its 

mother. They choose instead to present the well attested halacha that the verse prohibits the 

eating of milk and meat together. 

It may be that the words "any clean thin" 1: )-r 5: ) are erroneous In the two parallel passages in 

Exodus 23,19 and 34,26, PsY translates almost identically but omits these words. The vertical 

line in the manuscript may be a reader's attempt to exclude these words, which would make 

much sense. 

` The phrase occurs before each of the ten commandments (Exodus 20 & Deuteronomy 5), five times in Exodus 
23 and more than once in Leviticus chapters 19,22 and 25. 
'49 Its occurrence in Pesikta Pabbati and Pesikta d'Rab Kahana indicate that this section was read on special 
occasions. Meir Ish-Shalom, Pesikta Rabbati, (Vilna, 5640), p. 79b suggests that the comment in M. Megilla 3,4; 
"at the fifth (special shabbat before Passover) they return to the set order" together with the view of Rav in B. 
Mcgillah 29b that Numbers 28,2 if. Has the reading for "Chapter Shckalim" is evidence that this passage was 
indeed an additional reading. But PsY does not introduce any of the other special pre-Passover Pcntatcuchal 
readings with My people, children oflarael. 
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Deuteronomy 14.22: 

You shall surely tithe all the produce of your seed that comes out of the field, year by 

year. 

PsY:... out of the field each and every year and not the fniit of one year with the f uit of 

another year. 

. r), r, t tines n 5y Nntt "-I'm ti'5l l, nv1 8nv 5: ) topri ire... 

In prohibiting mixing the produce of different years to calculate the tithe, PsY expresses the 

same view as both Sifrei Deuteronomy 105, p. 164 and M. Terumah 1,5 but uses different 

language. This is not an exegesis forced upon PsY because of a problem of translation. The 

same prohibition is found also in FT 
_on 

this verse, introduced by the words "My people, 

Israeli150 which gives the injunction a special force's'. This gloss is therefore almost certainly a 

targumic tradition. 

Deuteronomy 213: 

And it shall be that the city nearest to the slain, that the elders of that city shall take a 

calf of the cattle which has not been worked and which has not been drawn in the yoke. 

PsY:... the elders of that city shall take a calf of the cattle that is not cros: shred... 

... 7rnrry ti5`i 7ý7in n-in n5ay ti ern 81-1-P no... 71non 

Yitzhaky shows in his comments on Numbers 15,24 that the Palestinian targumic tradition 

often translates double phrases such as "a kid of the goats", "a calf of the cattle" as meaning a 

pure breed- 71nry . 45i e. g. Leviticus 16,5; 23,11; 23,19. 

Deuteronomy 21A 

And the elders of that city shall bring down the heifer to a rough valley (Irr ), which 

may be neither ploughed nor sown, and shall break the heifer's neck there in the valley. 

PsY:... bring down the heifer to an uncultivated field... 

... i 
5pn5 mn5ry x-r N lfi Nn 11, ) 'Y ri llilii'i 

Onkelos and Neofiti also translate jMý as `1"n, uncultivated This translation is almost certainly 

part of the targumic tradition. It agrees with the anonymous opinion in N idrash Tannaim (p. 

"' Almost certainly an abbreviation of the more frequent "My people, children of Israel", which FT also uses at 
the beginning of this verse. 

'S' See comments above, to Numbers 28,2. 
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124) that the area to which the calf is to be taken is uncultivated (in) rather than "rough" 

(n p) which is the opinion of N[. Sotah 9,5 and Sifrei Deuteronomy 207 (p. 242). This is a 

discussion about the meaning of the Hebrew word ýmx152; nncultivatc'd conveys the biblical 

which may be neither ploughed nor sown. Since NI. Sotah 9,5 states that even if the area is 

not jmx it may still be used, PsY may consider it appropriate to remain within the targumic 

tradition. 

PsY may however have felt that field (5'pn) rather than vulley (5n)) was a more suitable noun 

to follow uncultivated and hence he may have deliberately been improving the targumic 

tradition. He may have been aware of Y. Sotah 9,5 (23d) which states in the name of R. 

Shimeon bar Yohai that even if the area is not a valley, it is still acceptable. PsY's use of field 

may be problematic but is an exegetical, rather than an halachic comment, that needs to be 

considered within the context of the targumic traditions. 

The anonymous opinion in N iidrash Tannaim may have been aware of the targumic tradition. 

Deuteronomy 21,12: 

And you shall bring her into your house and she shall shave her head and do her nails. 

PsY: ... and trim her nails. 

. IS 1"1E"n r) 'In IAM 1 i;: l'1'T tý"+J Jl' 1ýýt'tl 'jSl'ý las 1]'SjlJll 

PsY agrees with R. Eliezer in Sifrei Deuteronomy 212 (p. 245) against R. Akiva who 

understands do her nails as "growing her nails". PsY's opinion is also found in the Vulgate, 

Peshitta, Septuagint and Philo, and is thus a targumic tradition. 

Deuteronomy 22,24: 

And you shall bring them both out to the gate (7yt') of that city and you shall stone them 

with stones and they shall die, the girl because she did not cry out in the city, and the 

man because he humbled his neighbour's wife, and you shall put away the evil from your 

midst. 

PsY: to the gate of the Bet Din of that city. 

Nn-V: 2 7 rcr-r z yti, 5... 

I" M. Solah 9,5- rn, peven tfnnt ; nýxi. e. ajitable. 
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In Deuteronomy 25,7 and 17,5 PsY, Onkelos and Neofiti all translate -1 w as the gate of the 

Bet Din. PsY and Neofiti do the same in this verse, whilst Onkelos translates literally as t/ie 

gate of the city. 

Rashi, who is presumably unaware of the concept of targumic tradition, criticises Onkelos' 

translation on 17,5; he prefers the gate of the city where the offence took place. It is possible 

that the text of Onkelos was amended to avoid this criticism and that somehow the printed 

editions preserve unamended the gate of the Bet Din in 17,5 and 25,7 but the amended gate of 

the city here. 

Deuteronomy 23,25-26- 

When you come into your neighbour's vineyard, then you may eat grapes to satiate 

yourself, but you shall not put them into a vessel. When you come into your neighbour's 

standing corn, you may pluck ears with your hand but you shall not wave (a sickle) upon 

your neighbour's standing corn. 

PsY: When you come to take a reward as a worker into your neighbour's 

vineyard... When you come to take a reward as a worker into your neighbour's standing 

corn. 

5ly, -l ant, 

. -`1nrm 

Onkelos also understands these verses in terms of somebody who is trading or perhaps in some 

way benefiting (pan) from their neighbour's produce, although he does not specifically limit the 

case to a worker as PsY does. Neofiti considers the verse to refer to a field worker. 1Vi'idrash 

Tannaim also understands the verse this way. PsY is possibly following a targumic tradition, 

although R. Eliezer Hisma in Sifrei Deuteronomy 266 (p. 286) also seems to limit the verse to 

workers. The locus classicus for the rule that workers may eat the fruit of the field is M. Baba 

Mezia 7,2. The passage cites the Pentateuch in general terms but does not explicitly refer to this 

verse. PsY may have felt that the comment in the Mishnah supported his use of targumic 

tradition here. 

Deuteronomy 24,6: 

You shall not take the mill or upper millstone as a pledge, for he pledges a life. 

PsY: A man shall not take the mill or upper millstone as a pledge because he takes as a 

pledge necessities through which food is made for every soul and a man shall not bewitch a 
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bridegroom and bride through sorcery, because he it jureS the life that will itt_ futuru umanale 

from them. 

,mr tý51 j-: ) 'Jnn hL`i t, rJDi 5D5 jlin -rmynn jlini'ý11Y m17\ N]: ''11 7: 23 j. )vn, ºt5 
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The association of this verse with a prohibition against putting a newly married couple under a 

spell is found also in Targum Neofiti and the Fragmentary Targum. Genesis Rabbah 20,7 cites 

this verse to restrict a husband's authority over his wife. The metaphor of the upper and lower 

millstone to illustrate procreation is alluded to in Job 34,10. 

Since this comment is so widely found in the Palestinian Targumim, we can surmise that there 

was a widely known exegetical tradition, of which the Meturgeman's audience was aware, that 

this verse referred to mamaýe and the act of procreation. The verse follows the requirement for 

a newly wed husband to be exempt from military service and other financial obligation, so the 

exegetical basis is obvious. 

PsY offers a double translation, first explaining why millstones must not be taken as a pledge, 

and then prohibiting the cursing of newly weds. Perhaps the Targumim are using this verse to 

prohibit what could have been blackmail through witchcraft aimed at the newly married or 

adolescent children of debtors. 

Deuteronomy 25,7: 

And if the man does not like to take his brother's wife, then his brother's wife shall go up 

to the gate, to the elders and she shall say "My husband's brother refuses to establish a 

name for his brother in Israel, he has not consented to marry me as a husband's 

brother". 

PsY: ... then his brother's wife shall go up to the gate of the Bel Din... 

... ytin5 n nnvw 

As in Deuteronomy 22,24 (page 111) PsY translates the gate as the gate of the Bet Din, in 

accordance with the targumic tradition. 

Deuteronomy 25,8: 

And the elders of his city will call to him and speak to him. And he will stand and say "1 

do not wish to take her. " 

PsY: ... And he will stand in the Bet Din and say... 
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... '1'ý"; tiý'i'ýý C`j. '1... 

The reference to the Bet Din follows on from the pre\ious verse, Deuteronomy 25,7, which 

we have just discussed. This leads us to require three judges. M. Yevamot 12,1 specifies three 

judges for the halitza ceremony. PsY is therefore able to find support for the targumic tradition 

within the sources. 

Although it is related (M. Yevamot 12,5) that R. Akiva accepted as valid a halitza ceremony 

performed without witnesses, it seems from the context that this was as a result of external 

pressure, possibly the Roman ban on Jewish religious ceremonies. R Akiva's action does not 

override the normative requirement for three judges. 

Deuteronomy 25,13: 

You shall not have in your purse a stone and a stone, large and small. 

PsY: You shall not have in your case weights that deceive, large weights that you sell with 

and small weights to buy with. 

'L ßn5 i "l yT j'Spnnl p i-. 2 j'=T '? iiný j'3-: i j'Sjpnn 5': )r j'S n nin, ti5 

Here PsY seems to explain why it is fraudulent to carry unstandardised weights, even thoug 

the reason seems to be self-evident. PsY is conforming to a targumic tradition. FT and Neofiti 

both contain the comments weights that you sell Kith and weights to buy with, although FT 

reverses the order (thereby disagreeing with the biblical text; so that it may be a scribal error), 

whilst Neofiti uses different verbs. Nevertheless there is enough similarity between all three to 

suggest a targumic tradition. PsY is the only one of the three to contain the comment weights 

that deceive; as a result the two occurrences of stones in the Hebrew become three 

occurrences of weights in PsY. FT and Onl: elos both use weights twice and Neofiti four times, 

which indicates that, even if there is evidence of a targumic tradition operating upon this verse, 

each Ta bgum has modified the tradition in a different way. 

Deuteronomy 26,3: 

And you shall come to the priest who will be in those days and you will say to him "I 

declare today to the Lord Your God that I have come to the land which the Lord has 

sworn to our fathers to give to us". 

PsY: And you shall adorn yourselves with baskets tout palm baskets and decoration and 

shall conic to the priest who shall be appointed as High Priest in those days. 
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N'eofiti and FT also interpolate who shall be appointed cis High Priest. This is a targumic 

tradition which is consistent with the apparent meaning of the verse. It is also known to Philo. 

Onkelos does not contain it, but we would expect this, since it is an interpolation rather than a 

translation of the priest. It may result from the use of the particular in the phrase the priest 

who will be in those days. If any priest were intended one would expect the biblical text to 

read the priests or a priest. 

Even though the institution of the High Priest is not known to Deuteronomy, there is no reason 

to suppose that PsY recognised the significance of this, he was almost certainly dealing with 

what he considered to be a unitary work, and the absence of any reference in Deuteronomy to a 

High Priest would not have mattered. 

The use of adornments and decorations conforms to M. Bikkurim 3,3-5, but the Mishnah 

contains far more detail. 

Red Heifer Tradition 

Robert Hay ward has discussed at length PsY's treatment of Numbers 19, the rite of the Red 

Heifer's'. He notes that PsY contains many similarities to Sifrei Numbers, Sifrei Zuta and 

Mishnah, yet frequently diverges from these sources. He argues that PsY sees the Red Heifer as 

a priestly ritual that that atoned for Aaron's role in manufacturing the golden calf, and which 

was given to the deputy (Segan) priest to perform as an assurance that the sin was forgiveness. 

He further argues that PsY is aware of, and in agreement with, the rabbinic category of tebul 

yom, and that in so doing he conflicts with the Qumaran Halakhic Letter 4Q. This, according to 

Hayward "suggests that PJ's statement of an opposing halakah is of potentially very great 

antiquity' 5'". 

Hayward concludes that PsY cannot be later than the final redaction of Sifra, Sifrei Numbers 

and Sifrei Zuta " in probably the late fourth century CE. Its many agreements with the rabbinic 

sources show that it is familiar with debates conducted in the academies, while its specific 

CJ R- Hayward, "Red Heifer and Golden Calf', pp 9-23. 

ibid., pp. 30 if 
ass ibid., p. 27 
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disagreements with the Sifrei point in the same direction and indicate that the Sifrei was aware 

of divergent halacha found specifically in PJ"1". 

Our research has also identified legal assertions in PsY which the halachic Midrashim argue 

against15'. We have suggested that PsY was aware of the traditions that influenced the debate in 

the halachic ;\ iidrashim, which does not imply that PsY lived at the time when these debates 

were taking place. We should not assume that we are in possession of all the written rabbinic 

texts that may once have existed, let alone oral traditions. The Talmuds often contrast two or 

more Tannaitic statements, not all of which are known to us from primary sources. Some of the 

opinions that the halachic Nfidrashim argue against may well have been preserved orally or in 

writing for many centuries, even if they are no longer recorded. When PsY suggests a view 

specifically rejected by one of the halachic Mildrashim he may have copied it from an alternative 

source or tradition, or he may have been aware of a post-Tannaitic debate which contrasted 

opposing baraitot and perhaps even found against the opinion in the source that we know. 

PsY's acceptance of a ruling rejected by an halachic Mdrash does not necessarily mean that he 

lived at the time when that Midrash was formulated. 

Hayward's conclusions are important in terms of the overall thrust of this thesis. In order to 

discuss them fully and in a consistent manner, we will discuss PsY's treatment of the Red 

Heifer here as a unit, even though some of its expansions may more properly belong under 

another of the headings that we used above. We will refer to Hayward's comments on the Red 

Heifer as we treat each verse and we will take his findings into account at the end of this 

section. 

Numbers 19.2: 

This is the statute of the Torah which the Lord has commanded saying; Speak to the 

Children of Israel that they shall take for you a perfect red heifer (r 'nn) which has no 

blemish upon it, upon which no yoke has been. 

PsY: ... they shall take for you from the treasure of the temple treasury a red heifer of two 

years old which has no blemish upon it nor mark of white hair, which no male has come 

unto, which has not been troubled with the weary7ngs of labour, or the hit or strap, and has 

not been pricked with the Spur, goad or thorn, or anything that is similar to the yoke. 

`' ibid., p. 30 
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Sifrei (Numbers 123) also has the phrase from tlrce treasw-e of die temple treasury. M. Parah 

1,1 and Sifrei Numbers (123) record Rabbi Eliezer as ruling that the heifer must be two years 

old. The sages say three or four years. PsY agrees with Rabbi Eliezer. 

Hayward158 suggests that PsY is aware of the targumic tradition which translates tn'bn as 

t4nn5ty and of T. Parah 1,1 which defines ad' ox as one aged at least 24 months and a day. 

He supports this by showing that PsY has omitted the translation of rln'nn and substituted of 

two years old He then argues that by explaining rinInn with reference to the heifer's age, PsY 

adopts an exegetical base different from Sifrei Numbers which makes the word apply to the 

heifer's perfect redness. He does not note that irrespective of the absence of a translation of 

; m'nn, the phrase two years old is probabaly a result of PsY following the Mishnah; this, his 

first comment corresponds to the opening statemeent in the Mishnah. PsY's statement 

regarding its redness: nor mark of white hair is included in the list of factors which may make it 

invalid, just as it is in the Mishnah (Parah 2,5). Hayward misses this by translating PsY's 7-111rt 

nyttln t nltvl as nor trace of airy other (colour )fi hair rather than nor mark of white hair 

which is more likely and which corresponds to Mishnah. 

The Mishnah (Parah 2,4) records a dispute as to whether a red heifer which has been mated is 

permitted. Rabbi Yehuda permits it provided the mating was at the instigation of the bull, but 

forbids it if the farmer brought them together. The anonymous Mishnah forbids it in both cases. 

PsY agrees with the anonymous Mishnah. Yitzhaly sees this as an ancient halacha, but it was 

still in force at the time of the Mishnah and there is no reason to believe that it was not copied 

from the Mishnah. 

Yet despite the similarities with Mishnah and to some degree with Sifrei Numbers, no known 

source contains terminology similar to the wearyings of labour, or the hit or strap, and has not 

been pricked with the spur, goad or thorn, or anything that is similar to the yoke. We shall see 

that PsY's treatment of the Red Heifer differs in some respects to rabbinic literature but we 

157 e. g. Numbers 15,22 (page 92), Deuteronomy 24,5 (page 80), Leviticus 11,32 (page 88), Leviticus 19,24 (page 
90). 
"A C. J. R Hayward, "Red Heifer and Golden Calf, " pp. 11-12. 
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need to collect up his other divergent statements on this theme before suggesting why this may 

be. 

Numbers 19,3: 

And you shall give it to Eleazar the priest and he shall bring it outside the camp and slay 

it before him. 

PsY: And you shall give it to Eleazar the deputy priest and he shall bring it alone outside 

the camp and he shall arrange round about it an arrangement of fig wood and cunother priest 

shall slay it before him across the two orgaizs'sy as other beasts and he will inspect it for the 

eighteen in &cations of terefah.. 

'11TD 115 '1"1"1 "'iii 8nnvn5 t, 1=n5 tmnri ri-' 7ni 82-n po 1iJ5t\5 i n'. 7? Imi, 

71'ßs 1tiv nn : ý''Jn'D 7'1º'lZ nn -q) i Jul' D? ý' 71'T. 8 

In referring to Eleazar as ̀ deputy (Segan) priest', PsY seems to be drawing attention to the fact 

that it was Eleazar who prepared the first red heifer and not Aaron, the high priest, as might 

have been expected. This conforms with the opening statement on this verse in Sifrei Numbers 

123 (p. 153): "The Bible comes to teach about the heifer, that it shall be prepared by the 

Segann. You /grow that this is so because Aaron was alive yet Eleazar burnt the heifer. Yet 

whilst Sifrei Numbers may be prescribing that the deputy priest is always to perform the ritual 

(it then cites dissenting views), the placing of PsY's interpolation suggests that if he is using 

Sifrei Numbers it may only be as a means of describing Eleazar. There is no real evidence that 

PsY's is a halachic prescription that the deputy priest was to always prepare the heifer. 

Hay ward argues that ̀ No explanation is given for the non-involvement of Aaron or Moses; and 

the expression ̀ prefect of the priests', well known in rabbinic writings, is found in PJ only in 

this verse. This means that the Targum is certainly implying and probably stating what other 

sources rule out, namely, that the Segan was always to be the supervisor of the red heifer 

ceremony.... ""'. But there is no reason why PsY should mention Aaron or -Moses; the biblical 

text does not. We cannot draw conclusions from PsY's silence, nor can we hypothesise that 

because PsY describes Eleazar as the Segan, he is even implying, let alone stating, that the 

Segan was always to supervise the ritual. 

'S0 Literally, "signs". 

C. J. R Hayward, "Red Heifer & Golden Calf', p. 15 
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PsY does follow both Sifrei (loc. cit. ) and M. Parah 3,7 in that the calf must be taken out alone. 

M. Parah (3,8): Mood was set in order t ere, eedarwood card pine and spruce card pieces of 

smooth fig wood. There is no evidence for PsY's tradition that fig wood alone was used, but the 

Mishnah Parah 3,8 records that it was one of four allowable species, the others being cedar 

wood, pine or spruce. 

Hayward considers that the restriction to fig wood alone is significant and is part of the 

evidence that points to PsY being older, or roughly contemporary with "Sifrei, Tosefta and 

other texts" "'. But PsY may not be excluding the other species of wood, he may be 

abbreviating Mishnah, retaining what he considered to be the most common case. Nevertheless, 

although PsY does not completely contradict Mishnah he is not fully consonant with it and we 

should consider this as another statement which diverges from the rabbinic norm. 

PsY's and another priest shall slay it before him corresponds to Sifrei (idem) and Sifrei Zuta 

(19,3), although both sources are vague as to whether it is a priest or a layman who performs 

the act: Another slaughters in the sight of Elea. ar (Sifrei Numbers); Another slaughters, not 

Eleccar (Sifrei Zuta). We shall see PsY adopting the same form of words as Sifrei Numbers on 

19,5 with reference to the person who burns the heifer. 

In B. Hullin (1 la) we read that it is not necessary to inspect the Red Heifer for signs of terefah. 

As with any animal we assume that just as the majority are kosher so too is the one in question. 

But see above, on Leviticus 11,1, where we saw that it was a Palestinian custom to inspect all 

meat for the eighteen signs. So too we would expect PsY to require the red heifer to be 

inspected. 

Numbers 19.4: 

And Eleazar the priest will take of its blood with his finger and sprinkle of its blood 

towards the front of the tent of meeting seven times. 

PsY: And Eleazar the priest will take in his priestly garments of its blood with the finger of 

his right hand cud he shall not receive it in a vessel, and sprinkle of its blood to the 

arrangement of fig wood from (the flask) [the inside], from the centre side, towards the front 

of the tent with one dipping seven times. 

t1''3'Il D j7'T tl1TD5 'T1 Nmn 1-11]1S]j7' tiýl 1 i'J'U, T y: a u'n'it i 7n i'1'3111'-nn Z0'1 

161 ibid., p. 25. 
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PsY uses the Aramaic cognate of the expression in Sifrei Numbers 123 (p. 154) ' wi - in his 

priestly garments . PsY has probably not copied this from the corresponding, but differently 

phrased, ruling in M. Parah 4,1, T. Parah (4,6) or Sifrei Zuta (19,4). These sources say that the 

priest is to wear his priestly gardens but do not refer to them by the word mrr'D . 

PsY agrees with Sifrei Numbers 123 (p. 154) and R. Shimeon b. Hanina (not, as Hayward 

states, R. Yose the Galilean who holds the opposing view) in Sifrei Zuta (loc. cit. ) in that the 

blood is not received into a vessel. 

In accordance with Jastrow and the authorities that Yitzhaky cites"' the word 1>a5 (flask) 

should be amended to i'5- fron inside. This is confirmed by the centre side. In the previous 

verse PsY has Eleazar arranging the wood pyre round about the heifer, it appears from here 

and the following verse that he is standing alongside the heifer, in the centre of the pyre. Since 

PsY agrees with Sifrei (Numbers 123) in that no vessel is to be used for collecting the blood, 

presumably he stands over the heifer and dips his finger into a pool of blood. 

If we are to understand with one dipping seven times as meaning that he dips once and 

sprinkles seven times then this contradicts the Mishnah (Farah 3,9) Sifrei (Numbers 123) and 

Sifrei Zuta (19,4), which have the priest dipping and sprinkling seven times. However PsY 

could also be read as meaning one dipping for each sprinkling, seven times. Alternatively, PsY's 

comment may be influenced by M. Yoma (5,3-4) which relates of the High Priest And thus he 

used to count; one, one and one, one and two, one and three... one and seven. According to the 

Mishnah (loc cit) this means that on the Day of Atonement he sprinkled once upwards and 

seven times downwards, but the refrain, one and one, one and two... one and seven is repeated 
four times in the Mishnah and ultimately finds its way into the Yom Kippur liturgy. We can 

assume it was well known. PsY may be taking advantage of the prescription in M. Parah to 

allude to the Yom Kippur ritual in much the same way as we saw in Leviticus 19,10 (page 83) 

or Deuteronomy 19,15 (page 41). PsY does not include this interpolation in Leviticus 16,14 

and 16,19 which deal with the Yom Kippur ritual, which suggests that he recognises that the 

sprinkling in this case is different, but nevertheless wishes to interpolate in a manner which 

recalls both the regulation in M. Parah and alludes to the similar Yom Kippur ritual. 

E. YiVkAy, The Halacha in Tar. Gum Yccushalmi 1, p. 445 
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In any event Hayward's assertions that TJ rules that the priest immerse his hand once only in 

the blood and then sprinkle that same blood with seven sprinklings 163" and "PJ actually records 

for us an important variant in halachic practice"" are perhaps overstated, given the rather 

unclear phrasing of PsY's interpolation and its similarity to M. Yoma and M. Parah. What is 

really at issue here is whether we are to consider PsY to be an halachic manual. Clearly any 

presupposition that this is PsY's intended function will lead to very different conclusions from 

those which take PsY at face value as first and foremost an expansive biblical translation. 

Numbers 19,5: 

And he shall burn the heifer in his sight, its skin and its flesh and its blood, with its dung 

he shall burn. 

PsY: And they sluill go out from the arrangement, and another priest shall burn the heifer 

chile Elea-ar sees... 

', r; )5rý'ný ~: ) Iti, "111i1 T1' Jti`r: t jý] -; pm K-inin ian pinn 

PsY introduces a third priest who bums the heifer. He thereby throws some light on his 

comment in the previous verse. They go snit from the arrangement, presumably means they 

were standing inside it as indicated in 19,4. PsY is providing a more detailed description of the 

ceremony, and laying a greater emphasis on the arrangement of the wood than we find 

elsewhere 

PsY's phrase other priest ... while Eleczar sees is evocative of Sifrei Numbers 124 "another 

burns (it) and Eleazar sees". 

Numbers 19,6: 

And the priest shall take cedar wood and hyssop and scarlet and cast them into the 

midst of the burning of the heifer. 

PsY: And another priest shall take a chopped log of cedar... burning of the heifer and 

shall increase the fire to multiply the ash. 

týIýL1'ý7 'wlw5 tý1-ip I '='1 8J1 l n. 7 t; D'7`i 84`1ýj7D J Irrt; tiýD non 

PsY now introduces a fourth priest. Since this is the first time that the Masoretic text speaks of 

"the Priest" rather than "Eleazar the Priest", PsY presumably considers that it refers to another 

163 C. J. R. Hayward, "Red Heifer & Golden Calf' p. 17. 
164 bid., p. 17. 
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priest. Sifrei Numbers 124 applies the next verse the priest shall wash his clothes to the 

person who threw in the wood and hyssop, and therefore also considers this person to be a 

priest. 

The chopped cedar is found in Sifrei Numbers 124 as is the need to add wood to increase the 

ash. A similar statement is found about increasing the wood in 1v4. Parah 4,4. 

Numbers 19,7-8: 

And the priest shall wash his clothes, and wash his flesh in water and after he shall come 

to the camp and the priest shall be unclean until the evening. And he who burns it shall 

wash his clothes in water and wash his flesh in water and be unclean until the evening. 

PsY: And the priest that slaughtered the heifer shall wash his clothes and he shall rinse his 

flesh.. . and that priest will be unclean before his immersion until evening. And the priest 

that was engaged in burning it shall wash his clothes.. . and he will be unclean before his 

immersion until evening. 

t vnn tnp ID 'non 1yVifl i-r 0: )3"T ti1rL Yn-1... 
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Sifrei Numbers 124 considers that the first priest whose clothes are unclean is the one who 

threw in the hyssop. PsY regards it as the slaughterer. PsY may be disturbed by Sifrei 

Numbers' comment- if the person who throws wood on the fire requires purification, surely the 

same must apply to the slaughterer! 

Hayward, following Baumgarten165, suggests that PsY's interpolation before his immersion 

demonstrates that PsY accepted the rabbinic category of tebul your. He reasons that "It is made 

absolutely clear that he ("that priest") shall be unclean before his immersion. After that he is 

evidently regarded as clean... the Targum in this way accepts and recognises the rabbinic 

category of tebul yor'66". He then claims that "such a person.. . 
does not convey impurity to 

ordinary food... he is thus "clean" for all ordinary purposes""'. 

There are two difficulties with this claim. There is no argument that the priest is unclean before 

his immersion, the Masoretic text says as much. But PsY retains the phrase he will be unclean 

165 J. Baumgarten "The Pharisaic-Sadduccan Controversies about Purity and the Qumran Teas" Journal of 
Jewish Studies, 31 (1980), p. 160. 
"5" C. J. RHayward, "Red Heifer & Golden Calf' p. 20. 
167 ibid., p. 20. 
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until evening. How then can Hayward argue that he is ""clean" for all ordinary purposes"? 

Secondly, the fact that a person is in a state of tehlil yom does not mean that he is clean. It 

means he is in a lesser state of uncleanness. This is important because Hayward uses this claim 

of lehul yom to suggest that PsY is participating in a debate with the Qumran Halachic letter 

4Q which states that all four participants- the slaughterer, the one who bums, he who sprinkles 

and the person who gathers the ash should become pure only at sundown. Hayward considers 

that the Qumran letter is "clearly a polemic against the very practices prescribed by PJ for the 

personnel involved in the red heifer ceremony''°b 

But this whole question of tebul yom owes more to a red herring than a red heifer. PsY's 

interpolation is probably no more than clarification, along similar lines to that which we have 

seen many times in this study. Since the Masoretic text says he who burns it shall wash his 

clothes in water and wash his flesh in water and be unclean until the evening, one could 

conceivably imagine that the uncleanness only comes about once he has washed! PsY therefore 

clarifies that he is unclean from before his immersion. This is supported by reference to the 

other occasions when the Masoretic text uses the phrase be unclean until evening, preceded 

by a reference to washing- whether of clothes, flesh or both16'. Each of those references is set in 

a passage that discusses impurity, dealing with someone who has carried the corpse of an 

unclean animal or been in contact with, or suffered from, leprosy. It is quite clear that they are 

unclean from the moment of contact. In none of those cases does PsY suggest that they are 

unclean from before their immersion- it is obvious. In the case of the red heifer, where it is not 

at all clear that the person who slaughters or bums the heifer should be unclean (a heifer is after 

all a ritually clean animal) PsY clarifies that the uncleanness takes hold before their immersion, 

that is to say from the time they performed the act. 

Furthermore, irrespective of the interpolation, there is no conflict with the Qumran text. As we 

said above, PsY does not consider the priest to be clean immediately after immersion; even 

were he to be giving a precise halachic ruling on the status of a tebul yom, it is clear that such a 

person is considered to be in a state of uncleanness until sundowwn17U. Once again Hayward is 

"'ibid., p. 26-7. 
169 Leviticus 11,25; 11,28,11,40 (twice); 15,5; 15,6; 15,7; 15,8; 15,10; 15,11; 15,16; 15,17; 15,21; 15,22; 15,27. 
17D A person in a state of lebul }+nm invalidates the Tcrumah offering and can convey third grade unclcaness, see 
M. Tcbul Yom 2,2 and 4,1 f 
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reading too much into the halachic material in PsY, it is not a prescriptive halachic manual but 

an expansive Targurn. 

Numbers 19.9: 

And a man that is clean shall gather up the ashes of the heifer, and lay them up outside 

the camp in a clean place, and it shall be reserved for the congregation of the children of 

Israel for a water of sprinkling. 

PsY: And a man -a priest- that is clean shall gather up the ashes of the heifer in an 

earthenware vessel surrounded with a sealed stopper and he shall divide the cashes into three 

parts, one he shall place in the chel"', and one on the inount of anointing cnnd one reserved for 

all the levitical watches. 

n, n5 Nn-Up n' . 35-E'l y"'4! n»an rp'n nET 55pß t: n1, n T ;, nnp n' : )-7 Ina tU1ý7'1 

mnn 5: )5 a5nn tcrvn 1nt t. -nn 5'rs ßi1' tw 1'p51R 

The gathering of the ashes by the priest is contradicted in all the sources, which allow it to be 

gathered by any man. There are now five priests involved. As Yitzhaky notes, Geiger, as on 

Leviticus 16,27, considers that the ancient halacha, prior to the Sadducee/Pharisee rift was for 

the priest to perform the whole ceremony and that PsY reflects this. There is a hint of this in the 

'. Mishnah. M. Parah 4,4 its acts are done by day and by a priest ()nD2i o '3 implies that 

the priests carry out the entire ritual although the priestly involvement is limited by later 

commentators'n 

PsY does not translate the words outside the camp in a clean place literally. Yitzhaly 

surmises that therefore PsY assumes the earthenware vessel to be the clean place to which the 

biblical text refers. In this case PsY would seem to be at odds with the ruling in Mishnah Parah 

(11,1) that the sealed stopper cannot prevent the contents from being contaminated if the vessel 

is put in an unclean place. But PsY is simply reflecting the custom as recorded in the Mishnah 

(loc. cit. & idem 10,3)- the ashes were placed in a sealed vessel. He does not mean that this 

vessel is the clean place. 

The reason why PsY does not literally translate the words outside the camp in a clean place 
is because he instead lists three places, where the ashes are to be deposited. Presumably PsY 

regards these three places as all being outside the camp. Contrary to that which we noted on 

17' An area µidhin the Temple. 
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Numbers 6,18 (above, page 36), in the case of the Naziiite, PsY here speaks of the Temple and 

not the Tent of the Meeting. This suggests that he was using an external source ýýhich he 

copied directly from, rather than arriving at his own exegesis based on the biblical text. 

PsY agrees with M. Parah 3,1 1, Sifrei'Numbers 124 and T. Parah 3,14 regarding the division of 

the ashes into three and regarding two of the places where they were deposited. However, he is 

wholly inconsistent in saying that the third part shall be given to the levitical watches. All three 

sources quoted above, and Sifrei Zuta (19,9) which differs slightly in its language, clearly 

indicate that it is given to the "watches", meaning the priests, not Levites. A possible solution, 

put forward by Yitzhaky is that PsY regards the Levites as the keepers of the reserved part 

(and it shall be reserved (n-int7r ) for the congregation of the children of Israel). 

Hayward's solution is more elegant, PsY having in mind I Chronicles 23,32 where the Levites 

are referred to as having the responsibility of keeping (n-intrn) the charge of the tent of 

meeting, the sanctuary and the Priests1 
. 

Numbers 19,11 and Numbers 19,13: 

He that touches the dead, any person's body, shall be unclean for seven days. 

Anyone who touches the dead, the body of a man who is dead, and does not purify 

himself, he has defiled the tabernacle of the Lord and that soul shall be cut off from 

Israel, for the water of sprinkling was not dashed upon him, he shall be unclean his 

uncleanness is still upon him. 

PsY: (19,11) ... any person's body even a month old foetus 

PsY (19,13) Anyone «ho touches the dead or a nine month old f _'(us 

... j'm i1' 0111, "tit 12 º 7,5*, ni ny" -, 5,1 

Yitzhaky suggests amending the text of PsY in Numbers 19,11 to a nine month old foetus, i. e. 

a stillborn baby of full term. This is PsYs reading in Numbers 19,13 and in both verses the 

word month is in the plural. 

cf. the commentaries of Bertinoro and Lipman Heller to M. Parah 4,4. 
I wonder why Hayward does not suggest instead Numbers 3,7-8 where the Levitcs are also given the ; 1Lý. "L` 

of the congregation and of the Children of Israel. 
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Numbers 19,14: 

This is the law: When a person dies in a tent, anybody who comes into the tent and all 

which is in the tent shall be unclean seven days. 

PsY: 
... 

When a person dies in a tent, beneath a cover which is spread out anyone who 

comes into the tent, by way of the door and not its side, when its door is open of all which is 

in the tent even its ground arul. stones and wtxxl arul vessels shall be unclean seven days. 

rlnrLL i? in N51.4ynn rn1'º; t, 3: == 5'5yi Isn5. ) a' LT ti333 Mrln 1 ''-bit `1= 

. i'nr t yD1t' : wmn 'ý º' '13n1 '10'i)1 '13: lrt1 Tn'y71P 15'ýt, l tti3M7=1 5)t3 , -1'y'ln 
PsY is almost identical in his phrasing to Sifrei 126 (p. 161) - aiyone who comes into the tent 

by way of the door is unclean, and is not unclean from any of its sides when it is open. 

Even its ground and stones and wood and vessels -Sifrei Numbers 126 (p. 162) excludes the 

wood, stones and earth from uncleanness. PsY seems to conflict with Sifrei Numbers. Yitzhaky 

draws our attention to the Baraita dNidah quoted by Nachmanides and Rabbenu Bahye in their 

commentaries to Genesis 31,35 and published by Horo-Mtz under the name "ancient Tosefta" in 

which RYohanan holds that the dust in which a menstruant walks becomes unclean"'. 

PsY is probably providing the literal meaning of all which is in the tent.. But the fact that PsY 

contradicts Sifrei 126 suggests that he was using an alternative source, perhaps one which Sifrei 

Numbers is arguing against. 

Numbers 19,16: 

And whoever touches, in the open field, someone slain by the sword, or a corpse, or the 

bone of a person or a grave shall be unclean seven days. 

PsY: And whoever touches, in the open field and not a stillborn in its mothers womb 

someone slain by the sword or the sword that he was slain by or a whole corpse or even its 

bones the size of a barleycorn, or the bone of a living person that separated from him or in a 

grave or its cover stone or frame shall be unclean seven days. 

i11: 1 5, Mjln hý"º73 it; t; ]"D 51npý i1'n: i7 No nzn t n'nn t01 ma 'ý]: t 5y n yn-T jNn 5D1 

t mnp: 2 1tß rr. t'- r 'n t, -U' 3"4-7 tinnn 1tß wny= ýý'nnaý 15, ý, ý: 1 t. n'Sv N: 11: )v: l IN 

. 1'n1' ""-p t' mxnn , -I' t pmrn 855111 

174 C. M. Horowitz Toscfla Attika, (Frankfurt, 5649), p. 13. 
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PsY agrees Nvith both Rabbi Ishmael in Sifrei Numbers 127 (p. 164) " to exclude the stillborn in 

its mother's womb" and R. Akiva- "to include the tomb's cover stone and frame". R. Akiva's 

view is not in conflict with R. Ishmael but both are cited together in Sifrei to indicate that each 

applied the verse to different circumstances. PsY has both applications. 

The same section of Si&ei also imparts uncleanness to one who has contact with the sword that 

the corpse was slain by, with one of its bones, provided it was at least the size of a barleycorn, 

or even with the bone of a living person. 

Numbers 19,17: 

And for the unclean they shall take from the dust of the burning of the sin offering and 

they shall put upon it running water in a vessel. 

PsY: 
... and they shall put upon it water from a well in an earthe, iware vessel. 

. 7rýý ;. 1a5 rnn ,n,, s) Inn... 

PsY translates according to the literal meaning of the verse that the dust (= ashes) shall have 

water placed on it. This conflicts with the baraita in Sotah 16b which states that the ashes are 

sprinkled on the water. However PsY is translating literally and, if he was aware of the baraita 

in Sotah, he would clearly be setting his function as a translator ahead of any need to transmit a 

rabbinic ruling. 

Sifrei Numbers 128 (p. 165): Does the Bible speak (? f H-ell water? Do you say that the Bible 

. speaks of well water, or that it speaks of wetter that (hrings) life to the world"? Although 

there is no evidence for the matter there is an indication, as it is said And the servants of 

Isaac dug in the valley and found there a well of living water (o"n o'n eta). (Genesis 

26,19). PsY seems to be making use of the quasi-aý, gadic exegesis in Sifrei Numbers which 

concludes that the water is to come from a well, since both verses use the Hebrew phrase o'n 

o"n, literally meaning living water but associated ýNith a well in Genesis 26,19. 

Mishnah Parah 5,5 and Sifrei Numbers 128 (p. 165) allow any vessel to be used. PsY and 

Neofiti specify an earthenware vessel. This is therefore a taro mic tradition, possibly derived 

from the regulations concerning the Sotah (Numbers 5,17) where an earthenware vessel is 

specified. Sifrei (loc. cit. ) is aware of the parallel, and refutes the derivation that since an 

earthenware vessel is used in the case of the Sotah, it can likewise be used in the case of the red 

"S H. S Horo%Nitz, Sifmi to the Book of Numbers and Sifrei Zuta, (Jerusalem 1992), notes p. 165, suggests this 
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heifer. Since for the Sotah water and dust sanctify, and water and tlulst sarncliify for the 17e fer, if 

I leann that for the Sotah all other vessels cannot he substihNed for earihemt are vessels, is it 

not the case with the heifer that other vessels cannot he substituted for earthe, maare vessels? 

Conversely Sifrei Numbers 10 (p. 16) refutes the suggestion that since in the case of the heifer 

any vessel can be used then similarly in the case of the Sotah any vessel can be used. 

Although PsY seems to be emphasising a specific ruling, and his source has not been preserved, 

the discussion in two places in Sifrei seems to indicate that this tradition was not unknown. 

Although PsY's treatment of the red heifer is expansive, on close analysis we have only found 

four assertions that differ from the material in Mishnah or Sifrei Numbers. They are: 

1) that the heifer may not have been subject to the wealyings of labour, or the hit or strap, and 

has not been pricked with the spur, goad or thorn, or anything that is . similar to the yoke 

(19,2). 

2) That fig-wood is used for the pyre (19,3). 

3) That one third of the ashes are to be deposited . Nth the Levites (19,9). 

4) That even the ground and stones in a tent are susceptible to corpse- uncleanness (19,14). 

We have also seen that PsY considers that the priests are the only participants in the ritual. 

There is no obvious exegetical or translational reason why PsY should include the first of these 

four statements. Compared with most of the material in PsY, it is a fairly long interpolation, and 

is a little unusual in that it lists a number of alternative factors all of which invalidate the heifer. 

It is not unique however, we have already discussed three lists which have a similar character, 

Numbers 31,22-23 (page 65), Numbers 15,19 (page 61) and Numbers 9,10 (page 79). In each 

case they are similar to Sifrei Numbers but not identical. 

All the verses that contain these lists come from the Book of Numbers. This does not mean that 

they have anything in common, but it is possible. We have seen that whilst there are many 

agreements between PsY and Sifrei Numbers, the relationship is by no means as clear as 

between PsY and Mechilta. The possibility exists that PsY had another midrashic source for the 

Book of Numbers, which contained many similarities to Sifrei Numbers (as does Sifrei Zuta), 

means rain Aatcr. 
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but which was in fact an alternative or supplementary compilation of traditions. This source 

may have contained all these lists in a form similar to that which PsY uses. 

The statement that appears to restrict the pyre to fig wood is slightly puzzling but we have seen 

a number of occasions where PsY displays an affinity to a ruling in the Mishnah without 

agreeing with every detail. Sometimes this is because he is following an alternative source1', at 

other times he only mentions the most frequent occurrence"', whilst on other occasions 

economy of language seems to be the dominant influence 18. 

We have explained the exegetical reasons that led PsY to require that one third of the ashes be 

deposited with the Levites. We have not been able to explain the comment regarding the 

susceptibility of wood and stones to uncleanness, and suggested that this too indicated that PsY 

was using an alternative source to Sifrei Numbers. 

An alternative but similar source might also account for the fact that PsY seems to regard the 

red heifer ritual as the exclusive pro%ince of the priests. But we should bear in mind the 

statement from M. Parah 4,4 that we noted above, its acts are clone by day, and by a priest. 

PsY may well have based his treatment of the red heifer on this statement, he is certainly not at 

odds with rabbinic tradition. 

The divergent statements that PsY contains do not suggest that he is significantly out of step 

with rabbinic tradition, and certainly do not allow us to support Hayward's conclusion that PsY 

cannot be later than Sifrei Numbers, Sifrei Zuta or Sifra. They do indicate that whatever 

sources PsY used for his work on the Book of Numbers, he was aware of traditions that 

differed slightly from those known to us and this suggests either that he had a substantially 

different version of Sifrei Numbers, or that he was aware of an oral or Nvntten compilation that 

we no longer have. 

Targum Pseudo Yonatan and Pirkei d'Rabbi Eliezer 

Their Relationshin. 

''' E. g Deuteronomy 25,9 (page 78) or Deuteronomy 25,27 (page 77) where PsY is similar but not identical to 
Mishnah. 
"' E. g. Numbers 15,20 (page 61) where he only mentions the size of the dmlla offering to be deducted in the 
home, and does not refer at all the offering deducted in the bakery. 
"ý E. g. Leviticus 25,29 (page 58) where Mishnah's reference to Joshua is omitted. 
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As we shall see, there is a Nýidely held view that Pirkei d'Rabbi Eliezer (PRE) and PsY are 

interrelated. PRE is a "rewritten bible" concentrating primarily on Genesis and the first half of 

Exodus, but which also discusses aspects of Jonah and Esther. It contains primarily aggadic 

material and is pseudepigraphic in nature, claiming to be the product of the school of Rabbi 

Eliezer ben Hyrcanos, a Ist century Tanna. In all probability PRE originated in Palestine 

sometime after the Muslim conquest"'. It appears to share a number of aggadic elements Aith 

PsY. 

Clearly language and function set the two works apart from each other, PRE being a Midrash 

written in Mishnaic Hebrew and PsY an Aramaic Targum. Content is the only yardstick that we 

can use in comparing them. The contrast between the great number of halachot in PsY and the 

many fewer which PRE cites is important to our discussion13°. Further insights may be obtained 

by examining indMdual halachic statements that may be exclusive to, or contrast between, the 

two works. 

Amongst the first to discuss the relationship between PRE and PsY was Friedlander'' who 

"inclines to the -hew that our book (PRE) was one of the sources used by this Targumist 

(PsY). " Shinan'"Z and Splansk-y 3 both reach a similar conclusion, Hayward'" however argues 

that such claims "under close scrutiny, almost evaporate altogether". Hayward's central point is 

that if PsY cannot be considered to be dependent upon PRE, then this deals a serious blow to 

those who support the late dating of PsY. Hayward considers that the mention of the wives of 

Muhammed in Genesis 21,21 may be the work of a "modernising copyist". 'RS 

"9 As in PsY, PRE's frequent references to Ishmael indicate that he is aware of, and possibly polemicising 
against, Islam. We cannot of course conclude that the entire work postdates Islam but almost certainly its final 
redaction, which must have been substantial, takes place following the Islamic conquests of the seventh century. 
G. Friedlander, Pirkei de Rabbi Eliezer. (London, 1916), pp liii-liv brinks further evidence of contact with Islam 
and dates PRE to 810-830. 

We must be mindful that PRE is a narrative work dealing with the largely non-legal opening sections of the 
Pentateuch, Aliilst PsY is a Targum of the entire Pentateuchal text We would naturally expect PsY to contain 
many more halachot that PRE. On the other hand, there is no reason to expect PRE to touch on halacha at all, 
given the nature of his subject matter. The fact that he does include legal material may indicate that regarded 
himself as responsible for transmitting details of actual practice. 
`ß` G. Friedlander, Pirkei de Rabbi Eliezer, p. xix. 
` A. Shinan, The Aggadah in the Aramaic Translation to the Pentateuch, (Jer salenr, 1979) Vol. 1, p. 171; Vol. 
2, pp. xvi, 356-7. 
'ss D. M. Splansky, Tareurn Pseudo Jonathan- its relation to other Targumim, use of Midrashim and Date, 
(unpublished dissertation, Cincinnati, 1981), p 89. 

C. J. R. Hayward, "The Date of Targum Pseudo-Jonathan", p 27. 
`8S C. JR Hayward, "Pirge de Rabbi Eliezer and Targum Pseudo Jonathan" p. 243. In this later article Hayward 
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Hayward reaches his conclusion for four alleged reasons, namely that substantial material in 

PsY is unrepresented in PRE; that traditions found in PRE are lacking in PsY; that a few 

traditions in PsY find no more than superficial parallels in PRE and that there are only a very 

few exact parallels between the two works. He concludes that PsY is not dependent on PRE. 

But Hayward does not account for the much more specific demands made upon a Targumist 

than on a compiler of Midrash- the Targumist is obliged to treat every biblical word and verse 

whilst the Midrash is not obliged to replicate any biblical verse in full and can select whichever 

passages it likes for comment. Nevertheless Hayward demonstrates enough points of difference 

between the two works to substantiate his conclusion. 

However, Shinan in a response to Hayward"' takes issue with the logic of his conclusion. He 

argues that Hayward is trying to disprove a relationship between the two works by 

concentrating on traditions in PRE which do not appear in PsY. Shinan considers this to be 

`argumentum ex silencio' from which we can derive no conclusions. He also argues that 

Hayward is drawing general conclusions from an investigation of only one chapter of PsY, 

Genesis 27'x7, but then argues that even the evidence that Hayward brings can be used to prove 

dependence rather than the lack of it. Shinan also cites a list of parallels between the two 

works, published by M. Perez Fernandez" 

Hayward's response focuses upon this list of Perez Fernandez". In a penetrating and incisive 

analysis he considers each item on Perez Fernandez' list and demonstrates that none of them 

prove a connection between the two works. He concludes that no clear and unequivocal 

evidence has been put forward which substantiates the dependence of PsY upon PRE. In other 

words, he places the burden of proof upon those who wish to show dependence. 

Shinan, in his most recent article on" the subject, notes that despite a long and notable list of 

scholars who argued in favour of PsY's dependence on PRE, Y. Heinemann turned the debate 

on its head by arguing that PsY may have functioned as a source for PRE'Y'. Shinan also notes 

considers PsY's exegetical method in detail, and makes some remarkably profound insights 
186 A. Shinan, "Dating Targum Pseudo Jonathan: Some More Comments", Journal of Jewish Studies, 41, (1990) 
pp 57-6 1. 
187 Hayward's study of Numbers 19 which we discussed in detail above is open to the same criticism. 
I88 M. Perez Fernandez, Los Capitulos de Rabbi Eliezer: version critics introduccion y notas (Valencia, 1984). 
189 C. J. R. Hayward, "Pirge do Rabbi Elie/er and Targum Pseudo Jonathan". 
"OA- Shinn, "Targum Yonatan UMidrash Pirkci d'Rabbi Eticzcr" Te'u 11, (1996) pp 231 ff. 
J )1 Y. Heinemann, Aggadot v'toldotchcn, ( Jenisalem, 1971), p. 197. 
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that Perez Fernandez considers that we cannot conclude a one- sided relationship bet wween the 

two works192. There seems to be a mutual connection between PRE and PsY, the two works 

may have drawn upon each other. Shinan also notes, but pays little attention to, Hayward's 

position, taking issue with his methodology in much the same way as he did in his earlier article. 

Shinan then turns to the question of the structure of PsY. He repeats his view, as We have 

already noted, that PsY comprises a base Palestinian targumic text, to which a later editor has 

added PsY's unique interpolations. It is this dual structure of PsY which has given rise to the 

positions of Heinemann and Perez Fernandez. 193 The earlier base text did indeed function as a 

source for PRE, but PsY himself, when adding to this base text, made use of the Midrash. 

So the question of dependence between the two works has been long discussed yet remains 

open. If there is a connection then we would expect to find that the two works had as much 

halachic material in common as aggadic. The only conditions under which this would not be 

true are if it were clear that PRE has little or no interest in halacha. Yet as we shall see, PRE is 

studded with halachic material. 

A comparison of the halachic content of each work should throw some light on this debate. It 

may both help clarify the relationship between the two works, and could help with our task of 

considering which halachic sources PsY used. If we find a connection between the halachic 

content of each work, this could also support the argument that PsY made use of PRE for his 

aggadic material. If on the other hand there is no halachic correspondence we will have to ask 

how this affects the theory that PsY used PRE as an aggadic source. Could we reasonably 

hypothesise that he used PRE only for aggadic content but not for halachic? 

In using PRE I have relied on both Friedlander and Luria. It has not been felt necessary to make 

use of manuscripts since we are looking only for a general relationship «ith PsY, not an in- 

depth analysis of the content. 

Before discussing the halachic relationship between PsY and PRE, we must note some points 

which may further influence our Niew as to the interdependency of the two works. 

"n M. Perez Feniandcz, Los Capitulos de Rabbi Eliczcr, pp. 31-31. 
'y' A Shinan "Targum Yonatan Ulýtidra_sh Pirl: ei d'Rabbi Eliczcr" ' p. 241. 
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Evidence against the dcpcndency of PsY on PRE. 

As we have seen, most scholars who see a direct relationship between the two works, tend to 

regard PRE as a source for PsY. But there are a number of features which, far from 

encouraging the view that PRE is a source for PsY, actually lead us away from that conclusion. 

Whilst there is not sufficient evidence to argue that PsY is a source for PRE, these features do 

require us to consider that the view that PsY depends on PRE is open to doubt. 

The most noteworthy of these features are: 

1. PsY to Genesis 4,8 contains a dispute between Cain and Abel over whether the world is 

subject to judgement and whether there is a Judge. Vermes'9Q sees this discussion as an anti- 

Sadducee polemic. PRE 43 refers to the same discussion but places it in the mouth of 

Menasseh, King of Judah. The discussion appears to be so ancient, occurring similarly in 

Philo195 and the early Tannaitic Avot d'Rabbi Nathan' 96 that we cannot speculate on the specific 

sources that PRE and PsY used. 

2. In PRE 38 Joseph dreams that his brothers are eating the flesh of the tails (non) of the 

sheep. PsY to Genesis 37,2 says that in Joseph's dream the brothers were eating the earlobes 

and the tails. Maher says that we know of no source for PsY's comment197. 

3. PRE 38 quotes Onkelos to Genesis 45,27 who translates "the spirit of Jacob their father 

lived" as "the spirit of prophecy rested on Jacob their father""'. But our versions of Onkelos 

read "The Holy Spirit rested... ". PsY however reads "anut the spirit of prophecy which had 

departed from him when they sold Joseph, returned and rested on Jacob their father. 

104 G. Venues, "The Targumic Versions'' 
115 Quod Deteri us 1,1 
"Avot d'R. Natan version A, 31 
117 At first sight PRE is drawing one comment out of two that PsY presents. But this comment can also be 

understood as demonstrating our Targum's dependence on PRE. rnirn can mean either "tail" or "earlobe" (see 
M. E. Richardson (translator), The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament Vol 1, The new Kocldcr- 
Baumgaartrner in English, (Leiden, 1994), s. v. ý)5rt. The authors of the Lexicon give no reason for translating 
r r5H in this way, but it almost certainly means car in B. Ketubot 5b; (see Rashi loc. cit. and M. Jastrow A 
Dictionary s. v. r)5rc). So PsY may be following PRE and, being uncertain of how to translate or5, t, includes both 
possibilities. 

Luria sees this comment as a later addition to PRE. 
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Proto-Onkelos may have contained this comment, which found its way into PsY but was 

dropped from a later redaction of Onkelos. Alternatively we can postulate that PRE is quoting 

PsY but referring to him as Onkelos. 

4. PsY to Numbers 33,4 and Exodus 12,12 - which refer to God "carrying out judgement on 

the Egyptian idols" is more expansive than PRE 48 on the manner in which the idols were 

destroyed. 

PsY to Exodus 12,12 reads:... I will execute four judgements on all the idols of EQ-pt, the 

molten idols will he lneltea the idols tf stone will be snucsltect the Idols of clay will he reduced 

to sherds and the idols of wood will be reduced to ashes.... A similar interpolation is found in 

PsY to Numbers 33,4. 

PRE has: He cast down all the idols of their abominations, and they were broken as it is said 

Upon their gods also the Lord executed judgement (Numbers 33,4). 

PsY seems to be drawing on Mechilta Pischa, 7 (p. 24). PRE may be drawing on the same 

source but has decided to dispense with the detail. Otherwise he makes this comment for 

unconnected reasons. 

5. PsY to Genesis 34,11 quotes a long oration by Simeon and Lehi justif}ing their slaughter of 

the inhabitants of Shechem- so that Shechem could not boast that Dinah was a harlot who had 

no avenger. Similar traditions are found in Neofiti and the Fragmentary Targums. Maher''" says 

that this has no parallel in rabbinic tradition. But PRE 38 uses Genesis 34,11 as a proof text - 

without the oration- to substantiate the idea that Simeon and Levi were consumed by zealotry 

over the idea that their sister may be accused of harlotry. PsY is clearly drax, ing on a common 

aggadic tradition rather than on PRE. But PRE may also be basing his comments on this 

tradition, or indeed abridging PsY. 

6. Both PRE 48 and PsY to Exodus 13,17 note that the Ephraimites left Egypt before the 

allotted time and were wiped out in battle in the xNilderness. However PsY is more expansive 

than PRE and clearly draws on sources other than PRE. If one of PsY's sources is a known 

aggadic tradition then it is reasonable to assume that PRE also drew on this. Shinan also 

reaches this conclusion . 
2c" But PRE may be abridging PsY. 

t09 NI. Maher, Aramaic Bible Vol. 1B, p119, n. 12. 
200 A. Shinan, Targtim V'Aaeada Bo, p181, n. 51. 
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7. PsY to Genesis 28,10 opens N,, ith a proem listing the miracles which occurred to Jacob at 

Bethel. This appears to be an edited version of the material contained in PRE 35 and 36. At 

first sight this is evidence that PsY drew on PRE. However the proem appears in a more 

substantial form in Neofiti and four Fragmentary Targum manuscripts201. The miracles are also 

mentioned in other rabbinic sources although not necessarily together. It is probable that here 

PsY is drawing on the shared aggadic targuºnic tradition which Shinan sees as central to an 

understanding of PsY202. Any connection between PsY and PRE's account is as tenuous as it is 

with any other non-targumic source that cites these legends. Perhaps PRE also knew the shared 

targumic tradition. 

8. PRE 18 cites a sequence of proof texts which demonstrate that the Holy One created seven 

firmaments, seven lands, seven seas and seven deserts. From each group of seven He chose one 

for a special purpose. Four proof texts are cited, two from Psalm 63 and two from 

Deuteronomy. The Targum to Psalm 63 also has the traditions cited in PRE. PsY to 

Deuteronomy understands the sea in Deuteronomy 33,23 to be Ginossar as does PRE. Unlike 

PRE, he does not specify that the land in Deuteronomy 11,12 refers to Israel but this is clear 

from the biblical context. Friedlander's text of PRE has Isaiah 38,11 alongside Deuteronomy 

11,12, as an alternative proof. Targum Jonathan to Isaiah interprets this verse in the same way 

as PRE. 

This may indicate that the compiler of PRE collected exegetical traditions from a number of 

targumic sources. 

In conclusion there seems to be evidence that PRE and PsY draw on common traditions. There 

are instances where PsY seems to know more of the common tradition than PRE and of course 

there are numerous occasions, which we have not listed, in which PsY chooses to interpret a 

verse differently from PRE. 

It is now time to turn to the halachot in PRE. Do we find a similar relationship between the 

halachic elements here and in PsY? If we do find a similar relationship this will oblige us to 

extend our theory of common aadic traditions to include halachic traditions as well. 

201 Paris BN Fragmentary Targum Manuscript; Vatican Library Fragmentary Targum Manuscript; Nurnberg 
Fragmentary Tarawa Manuscript, Fragmentary Targum Leipzig Manuscript. 
202 Sec A. Shinan, Targum V'Aggada Bo, p 20-34 for a discussion of the shared a gadic traditions and pp 82-85 
for a discussion on the proem to Genesis 28,10. 
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If we do not find common halachic traditions, this raises further questions. Why should two 

roughly contemporaneous works demonstrate a relationship in their aggadic elements but not in 

halacha? It is clear from our knowledge of rabbinic literature that aggada and halacha are 

interwoven, the Talmuds in particular show virtually no seams as they move from one to the 

other. Even the earliest dedicated aggadic works such as Leviticus Rabbah, Lamentations 

Rabbah and Genesis Rabbah contain halachic elements, ", " so we would expect two Works 

deriving from a common source or tradition to correspond in halacha as well as aggada. 

Otherwise we would have a seemingly artificial distinction between the two components which 

would appear to be contrary to the literary trend. 

There appears to be no comprehensive list or systematic discussion of the halachot in PRE. I 

have therefore attached as an appendix a list of the forty one halachot which I have been able to 

identify in PRE, together with short discussions. Of these, fourteen appear to be non-standard, 

in that they have not been attested in any known source. I have then considered how PsY deals 

with the subjects that they raise and compared PsY with PRE to see whether we can discover 

any mutual halachic concerns or treatments. 

Comparison Of The Legal Material In PsY And PRE 

The comparison in Appendix II between PRE's halachot and those in PsY do not indicate any 

significant common elements, although there is some common interest in the quorum of ten 

men. Both PsY and PRE require a quorum on occasions where the known sources are silent- 

PRE for circumcision and halitza, PsY in order to eat the paschal sacrifice. On the other hand, 

PsY preserves a far greater sympathy for proselytism, and proselytes, than PRE. They both 

require a clean bird to have a projecting toe, but so does the Mishnah. They also both 

encourage seven day wedding feasts. But we have found no significant parallels in terminology 

or content. 

PRE does contain a much higher proportion of unattested halachot than PsY. This imbalance is 

exaggerated even more when we consider that PRE in total contains many less halachot than 

PsY. Fourteen of his forty one halachot may be unattested- an astonishing 33%. PsY on the 

E. g., Gcncsis. Rabbah 3,6; 7,2; 7,4. Lc\iticus. Rabball. 7,3; 34,3. 
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other hand has no more than ten2` 4 unattested halachot out of a total of well over five hundred! 

Although this causes problems in understanding the origins of PRE, it shows how firmly PsY is 

rooted in the rabbinic corpus" 

These findings lend considerable support to Hayward's view that the two works are broadly 

unconnected, the parallels are few and superficial and most material is present only in one work. 

PRE and PsY are fundamentally different texts, fulfilling different purposes and, as far as one 

can tell, have no common agenda other than the propagation of biblical narrative and some of 

the later interpretation. 

However this is not incompatible Aith Shinan's thesis that common Palestinian aggadic 

traditions occur in PsY and the suggestion made earlier that PRE also made use of these 20G. 

There is no evidence that PsY and PRE shared a common outlook on religious praxis, indeed 

there is a greater willingness on PsY's part to use non-canonical texts such as the Halachic 

Midrashim. Although PRE has many more unattested sources than PsY, where he does 

conform to rabbinic literature, he invariably follows the Mishnah or Talmud. This is possibly a 

result of later editors "standardising" the text. 

It is more likely that PRE and PsY each have a different relationship \tith the halachic process. 

PRE is in the main more conventional, whilst preserving unattested rulings whose origins we 

can only speculate about. PsY on the other hand draws far more fully and freely on the full 

range of tannaitic literature. The similarities between PRE and PsY in agg`adic matters are such 

that it raises the question, how can they be so different in respect of their relationship to the 

halachic process? It seems clear that PsY did not use PRE as an halachic source, and this 

reinforces Hayward's conclusion that he did not make use of PRE at all. 

Yet we cannot discount the aggadic similarities. There are too many themes that occur in PsY 

and PRE which do not figure prominently in mainstream rabbinic tradition, yet which do occur 

in the Pseudepib aphica. Friedlander207 lists scores of similarities between PRE and works such 

204 Sec below, p. 167 H. 
205 Of the two works, PRE has played a much greater role in mainstream Jewish literature and was clearly known 

to a large number of halachists and codifiers. In such circumstances one would have expected to see attempts to 
amend PRE to fit the known halachic sources and perhaps a greater use of PRE itself as an halachic authority. It 
would seem that the unattested halachot in PRE have been treated in much the same may as those few found in 
other midrashic works- as amusing deviations to be tolerated rather than investigated. 
206 Above, page 130 
207 G. Friedlander, Pirkei d'Rabbi Elic7. cr, pp xxi- liii. 
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as the books of Enoch, Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Book of Adam and Eve, 

Baruch and Jubilees. Even a cursory glance at this list reveals motifs also found in PsY. It serns 

probable that, notwithstanding the lack of halachic congruence, the authors of PsY and PRE 

shared common influences, perhaps even emanating from the same school of thought and 

possibly even sharing a wish to popularise some of the legends from the Pseudepigrapha which 

had not found their way into rabbinic literature. All we can say is that a comparison of the 

halachic material does not assist in enlightening us. 
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MATERIAL THAT DOES NOT SHOW AN AFFINITY WITH KNOWN 
TRADITIONS, BUT TI-LaT IS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE 

TARGUIIIST'S INDEPENDENT REASONING. 
It is clear that PsY is concerned to do more than simply translate in a way which remains as 

close as possible to the literal meaning of the original text. In this chapter we shall consider 

those translations where he appears to have used his independent reasoning, rather than 

rabbinic sources, although may of the verses we shall discuss also contain additional remarks 

drawn from rabbinic sources. It may be that he only derives comments independently if he finds 

the sources inadequate. 

We shall begin the chapter with a short illustration of literal translations. We will then use the 

three subdivisions with which we began the last chapter and in the same order. Again we will 

see considerable overlap between the categories, which should be treated merely as indications 

of technique rather than hard and fast alternative methods of translation. 

Once again we shall commence each sub-heading with a few paradigms, before discussing other 

material of relevance in the order in which it appears in the Masoretic Text. Some of the 

techniques that we will illustrate in our paradigms are similar to those discussed in the previous 

chapter, but are worthy of further illustration here since they indicate that PsY operates within 

fairly consistent parameters when deciding when an expansion is necessary. 

Literal Translations 

Generally the legal material in the Torah calls out for explanation and this provides tremendous 

opportunity for an expansive Targum to comment. It should not surprise us therefore to 

discover that there are relatively few halachic statements in PsY which comprise nothing more 

than a word for word straight translation from the origrinal Hebrew. 

Chapters 21 and 22 of Exodus, with the first 19 verses of 23, comprise one of the most 

concentrated legal sections in the whole Pentateuch. Only 21,35; 22,15; 22,21; 22,25; and 

23,14-17 are translated without the addition of any clarifying word, interpretative remark or 

adherence to a taro uric tradition. 
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Similarly, of the 26 verses in Deuteronomy 23, which also contain much diverse legal material, 

only verse 21 is free of exegetical or clarifying material or targurnic traditions2"". Leviticus 19 

which is also rich in a variety of legal material, contains proportionately more verses in which 

PsY does nothing more than translate the Hebrew, of the 36 verses2"" 2,6,7,15,22 and 37 fall 

into this category. 

Nevertheless there are many verses where PsY's expansions do not have any halachic 

significance. "' The interpolations may simply be a matter of style of translation. 

We have therefore not listed all the literal translations, or those which are so nearly literal that 

they have no effect on the legal sense of the verse. 

Clarification of the Text 

As discussed in the Introduction, we shall now turn to those passages which lack clarity, or at 

very least passages that PsY feels would be better understood with a degree of explanation or 

clarification. He clarifies these biblical passages in a way which provides, in his opinion, the 

most appropriate translation or inference of the text. 

We illustrated four paradigms when we discused PsY's use of rabbinic sources to clarify the 

meaning of a biblical passage. We will now look at other paradigmatic examples of PsY 

clarifying the biblical text: 

Exodus 13,14: 

Our first paradigm is of PsY emphasising the subject under discussion in a biblical verse, in a 

case which could be considered to be unclear. He is aware of a rabbinic tradition that relocates 

the context of following verse: 

2°B At first sight, 23,11 is a literal translation but the Hebrew singular In is translated in the plural. 
2°n Excluding 19,1 And the Lord spoke to Moses saying. 
210 E. g. Leviticus 5,17: And a person (vei) who sins and does one of the commandments of the Lord which 
should not he done, and he does not know and transgresses, he shall hear his sin. 
PsY: And a man (V3'11) who sins and does one of the commandments of the Lord which should not he 
done, and he does not know and transgresses, he shall hear his sin. 
PsY's interpolation is translatative only. He regularly translates t'ý1 as ti. Cf M. Maher, The Aramaic Bible, 
Vol 3, p. 119, para 24. 
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And it shall be when your son shall ask you tomorrow saying "what is this? " that you 

shall say to him: With a strong hand the Lord brought us out from Egypt, from the 

house of slavery. 

PsY:... saying "what is this commandinent of the frr. wbor n ". 

... ti"`llmn Ni`1Inm ti'i ib `1=5 -nn `j7D jI'S"t7' 17111 'ßi'1 

This too is probably not intended as a legal statement. It is designed to clarify the meaning of 

the verse. PsY may feel the need to stipulate that what is this refers to the commandment of 

the firstborn because he was aware that Mechilta Pischa 18 (p. 73) understands it to refer to the 

paschal sacrifice or the later Seder service. Mechilta's exegesis finds its way into the Passover 

Haggadah. Irrespective of the use that we have seen him make of Mechilta, PsY may feel that it 

is more important to retain the context of the biblical passage by relating the son's question to 

the commandment to redeem the firstborn. 

Deuteronomy 18,1: 

PsY also clarifies apparent inconsistencies in the Masoretic text: 

The priests the Levites, any of the tribe of Levi, shall not have a portion or inheritance 

with Israel. They shall eat the fire offerings of the Lord and His inheritance. 

PsY: The priests that are of the tribe of Levi shall not have. 

... 't5 L]v jn-T ºt`JýýS 'ý ý' -N5 

The verse seems to equate the priests with the Levites, which calls for an explanation. PsY does 

this by omitting the reference to Levites from the verse, and applying the regulation to the 

priests only. This disagrees with the discussion in Midrash Tannaim which applies the verse to 

all the Levites. It appears to be PsY's okNn exegesis, based on the fact that the verse entitles 

them to eat of the fire offerings, which is a privilege restricted to the Priests. 

Leviticus 21.22: 

At times PsY explains an unclear meaning by stressing a part of speech that imparts significant 

meaning but which might otherwise have been overlooked: 

The bread of his God, both from the most holy and from the holy may he eat. 

PsY: However, what remains of the bread of his God, that which remains of the most holy 

and of the holy... 

ýiJi1i7 jU wn`lr7 rti`liU Q1n 
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PsY explains why the verse uses the preposition "from". One might have expected the Hebrew 

text to have read "he may eat the most holy and the holy. " \Vhatever the priests may eat, it can 

only be that which remains after the sacrificial portions have been offered; that is they eat from 

it. Indeed the previous verse (Leviticus 21,21)... he has a blemish, he shall not draw near to 

offer the bread of his God, makes it clear that this verse is talking about a case in which the 

sacrifices have already been offered. PsY is drawing out the meaning of a preposition in the 

text. 

Yitzhak-y2" holds that the context of the verse indicates that a priest with a blemish is not 

apportioned a share of the sacrifices but can only eat the remains. This would contradict M. 

Zevahim 12,1. He understands PsY's use ofrr t- remains to mean that which is left after the 

sacrifice has been shared out. There seems little justification for this view; PsY is functioning as 

a translator. The term I1rnn does not seem to have any technical or halachic significance. 

Deuteronomy 16.3: 

There are times when it is not clear what the biblical text refers to. Here, PsY provides a 

solution: 

You shall eat no leavened bread with it (r7v), seven days you shall eat unleavened bread 

with it ()7v), the bread of the poor, for you came out of the Land of Egypt in haste, in 

order that you may remember the day of your coming out of Egypt all the days of your 

life. 

PsY: You shall eat no leavened bread on the paschel lamb, seven days you shall eat 

unleavened bread on its account. 

... 1'ýý mnv5 y'nn\, iDEý 5y :. 5 

The repetition of with it in the second clause is problematic. In the first clause it clearly 

refers to the paschal sacrifice, but this is only offered on the first night. Hence PsY provides an 

interpretation for the second clause, on its account. PsY seems to argue that matza must be 

eaten after the first day as a consequence of the sacrifice that had been offered on the first 

evening, perhaps even with that sacrifice in mind. This interpretation is superficially similar to a 

discussion in Y. Succah. 1,2 (52b) between the schools of Hillel and Shammai over whether 

matza has to be baked with the festival in mind. But since PsY speaks of eating not baking, it is 

E. Yiti. hAy The Halacha in Targum Ycnishalmi 1, p. 287. 
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unlikely that he is reproducing this discussion. He is clarifying the second occurrence of n5', 

which might otherwise appear problematic. 

Leviticus 7.18: 

The next example shows PsY filling a hiatus in the text: 

And if any of the flesh of the sacrifice of his peace offering be eaten at all on the third 

day, it shall not be accepted, neither shall it be reckoned unto him that offered it, it is an 

abhorred thing, and the soul that eats of it shall bear his iniquity. 

PsY:... reckoned unto him for merit... 

PsY adds "for merit" merely to clarify a hiatus in the text- otherwise what would reckoned 

unto him mean? The verse has already stated that the sacrifice shall not be accepted, so that 

the phrase reckoned unto him seems to be superfluous. PsY provides a rationale for this 

phrase and distinguishes it from it shall not be accepted. 

Deuteronomy 152: 

He also clarifies ambiguities: 

And this is the manner of the release, every creditor shall release that which he has lent 

to his neighbour, he shall not exact it of his neighbour and his brother, because he has 

proclaimed a release unto the Lord. 

PsY:... and his brother, an Israelite, because the Bet Din has proclaimed a release unto 

the Lord. 

ti5t... t,; nvnv j'`f , -, 'n N"V nn` 5: Nmt7' -in 'ýrti In 

There are two ambiguities in this verse: a) Does his brother mean his natural brother or is a 

looser term? PsY defines it as an Israelite. b) The verse says he has proclaimed which begs 

the question, who has proclaimed the Shemitta year? PsY seems to feel obliged to clarify this. 

Were he merely performing the function of a translator, he could have retained the lack of 

detail. That he chooses not to indicates that he sees his function at some level as a commentator 

as well as a translator. 
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Although there appears to be no e,, idence from rabbinic literature to support the requirement 

for a Bet Din to proclaim the Shemitta year, they would be the obvious body to do sot 2. 

LeNiticus 7.24: 

The final paradigm is when PsY defines one or more words: 

And the fat of that which dies of itself and the fat of that which is torn (ý ýit^) 

may be used for any other service but you shall in no way eat it. 

PsY: And the fat of an animal that became unfit at the time tf slaughtering, or that war 

forbidden through disease and the fat of a torn animal may be used for any other service, 

however the fat of a beast that is ritually fit may be used on the altar but you shall in no 

way eat it. 

i': ni`? J: 8 ti1'ý, `1 ti', i Jl'1. '1? tiJ; i? týý ti5ý3rt'ý ýt tiý1ýýJ º"1;, ' ti5j. 5j. 'ýi ti; 'i i ý'1, `1? 

.ýýJ? 
5_ , '? ti"5 5 b? ýý iý iJ 5 . ý. ý1 ý'1Jýý i \; ,ý., 1, '1 D1 ýý`l i 

PsY inserts two clarifying remarks. First he defines the Hebrew term 5127. Then he clarifies 

that even though it may not be eaten, the fat from ritually fit flesh is included amongst the parts 

of the animal offered on the altar. Presumably he does this because the Hebrew verse contains 

technical terms which need explaining and he feels that this provides a good opportunity to 

summarise the purposes for which fat may and may not be used. 

Other translations or expansion in this section that are worthy of comment are listed in biblical 

sequence: 

Exodus 21,19: 

If he arises and walks outside on his staff, then he that smote him shall be acquitted, only 

he shall pay for the loss of his time and shall cause him to be completely healed. 

PsY: If he arises from his sickness... 

From his sick : ess is connected to PsY's comment in the pre%ious verse, Exodus 21,18, which 

speaks of someone who is injured in a fight and falls to his bed. PsY translates this as falls sick. 

21` Cf Samcly's comments regarding PsY's tendency to invoke the Bet Din, above, page 62. 
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In both verses he is stressing that the context is someone who is seriously wounded in a fight, 

not just somebody who falls onto a bed. 

Leviticus 1.16: 

He shall remove its craw with its contents and he shall throw it at the east side of the 

altar, at the place of the ashes. 

PsY: at the place where the ashes are burned.. 

... . 
iNnno7 'L`l: c 

This appears to be a clarification of at the place of the ashes. It conforms with M. Zevahim 

6,5 which states, in accordance with the biblical text that the craw is placed on the ashes. Some 

editions of Onkelos also contain this interpolation, but since other editions conform with Neofiti 

rather than PsY, we cannot confidently consider that we see the influence of a Targumic 

tradition in PsY's treatment of this verse. " We will be safer if we consider this translation to 

be a product of his independent reasoning. 

LeNiticus 1.17: 

And he shall rend it by its wings but shall not divide and the priest shall make it smoke 

upon the altar upon the wood which is on the fire, it is a burnt offering, an offering made 

by fire of sweet savour to the Lord. 

PsY-... he shall not divide its wings from it... 

tT1ý' ; ý� 

The verb shall not divide has no object. One could imagine that the Hebrew implies that the 

bird itself shall not be divided. We could therefore expect PsY to state he shall not divide it.... 

in other words providing the verb with an object. However he seems to go beyond a simple 

clarification of the meaning of the verb; his remark is both a clarification and a practical 

injunction based on the likeliest consequence of the verb, since in practice the easiest way of 

dividing the bird is by removing its wings, PsY stresses that this is not to be done. Perhaps PsY 

has in mind Abram's division of the animals at the Covenant between the Pieces (Genesis 15,9 

f). Abram divides all the cattle that he is commanded to offer, but not the birds. Here too PsY 

may be stressing that not only are birds not to be divided, even their wings are not to be 

removed. 
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He does not follow any known rabbinic source in this respect, Sifra Nedavah 9,6 and M. 

Zevahim 6,5 hold that even if he did divide the wings, the bird would still be acceptable for 

sacrifice. PsY's addition does not contradict this, but he does not consider this ruling necessary 

to explain the most likely consequence of the verse. 

Leviticus 7.16: 

But if the sacrifice of his offering be a vow or a freewill offering, it shall be eaten on the 

day that he offers his sacrifice, and on the following day, and that which remains of it 

shall be eaten. 

PsY: and that which remains of it shall be eaten in the evening. 

. KýJýý 5 rn nrn `1'ß, 7t ni 

The difficulty with this verse is that the last clause implies that what remains of the sacrifice 

shall be eaten at a time other than on the day of the sacrifice or the following day. This is not 

consistent with the ruling in M. Zevahim 5,7 and Sifra Tzav 12,11-13 which restrict the time 

during which they may be eaten to two days and one night. PsY seems to permit eating the 

sacrifice on two days and two nights, in accordance with the implied meaning of the biblical 

verse, but against Mishnah and Sifra. However, PsY is doing no more than clarif}ing the last 

clause of the verse, irrespective of the halacha. He may be relying on a source that we no longer 

have, but it is more likely that he is giving what he sees as the most obvious inference of the 

text. 

This raises the question of whether or not PsY intends to provide halachic rulings. There are 

certainly cases where he does seem to wish to clarify, or state, the law. But equally there are 

cases, such as this, where it is more reasonable to assume that his remark is not designed to 

fulfil a legal requirement, but to clarify the verse. 

Leviticus 15,11: 

And all (5. )1) which he who has the flux touches, and his hands he has not rinsed in 

water, and he shall wash his clothes and bathe in water and be unclean until evening. 

PsY: And anything which he who has the flux touches, and his hands he has not rinsed 

in water, shall be unclean, and if it is a man he shall wash his clothes... 

213 Sec M Maher, Aramaic Bible Vol. 3, p 124, n. 39 and the sources cited there for a discussion about the 
reference to burning. 
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. "i=5 y]'s'' nlil tti1n3 7'm =tiDn 'i ' %N'nn r, L'J N5 , 1-m týunnii'n : )`1`7'-T op m 5: )1 

The biblical text mentions clothes. It is not clear if these are the clothes worn by the flux 

sufferer, in which case he is the one who has to wash, or whether they are the clothes worn by 

the person who is touched. The first case is unlikely, the flux sufferer need not wash until he is 

able to undergo purification. But equally, if the verse is talking of people, it differs from the 

earlier verses in this chapter in Leviticus which deal with people contaminated directly or 

indirectly by the flux sufferer. Those verses are introduced by and a man (15,5); he who sits 

(15,6) and he who touches (15,7 and 15,10). The absence of a personal pronoun in our verse 

alerts PsY to its possible ambiguity. 

The verse begins with the word 5», without any further qualification. PsY understands this to 

mean anything. However, since the second part of the verse can only refer to a person, since 

only people wear clothes, PsY divides the verse into two parts. Anything -object or person- 

that the flux suffer touches without rinsing his hands will be unclean. He indicates that the 

subject has returned to people by inserting the words and if it is a roan, thus making sense of 

the second part of the verse. 

PsY's exegesis differs from that found in Sifra hletzora 4,5. The ruling there is that the flux 

sufferer remains unclean until he has bathed in the mikveh, and that the purpose of the phrase 

his hands he has not rinsed is to imply that he only defiles an object if he touches it with a 

part of his body that is normally exposed. 

Leviticus 19,27: 

You shall not round the corner of your head, and you shall not destroy the corner of 

your beard. 

PsY:... you shall not scrape the mark of your beard. 

mv jrv 
The phrase destroy the corner of your beard is difficult. PsY is explaining the meaning of the 

verb. He chooses the word scrape both to explain the verb and to conform to rabbinic 

requirements. The halacha as expressed in Sifra (Kedoshim 6,3) is that shaving with a razor is 

prohibited, but that cutting the beard with scissors is permitted. 

The source noun Itin occurs twice in this verse and is translated differently each time by PsY 

and also by Neofiti (which agrees with PsY on the second occurrence - ný qtr, mark- but not 

the first). Onkelos retains the Aramaic cognate of, ýý--: ) on both occasions. PsY and Neofiti may 
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reflect a targumie tradition to replace n`n vbith nt e', in much the same way as the targumic 

tradition to Exodus 23,19; 34,26 and Deuteronomy 14,21 replaces the Hebrew phrase you 

shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk (page 19 and page 109). The second occurrence of 

in our verse is preceded by the first is not, this may allow the targurnist licence to 

translate the word differently at each occurrence. 

Leviticus 24,2: 

Command the Children of Israel that they may take unto you (r pl T5ti) pure olive oil, 

beaten, for the lamp, to cause a lamp to burn continually. 

PsY: that they may take from that which is yours.. 

... 15T 1t 

What is the meaning of the Hebrew they may take unto you TT5. t 1np i? PsY explains in a 

way which answers a practical question- where do they take the oil from? Yours presumably 

means that which belongs to the Temple, i. e. communal property. 

Numbers 30,11-12: 

And if she vows in her husband's house, or binds a bond on herself with an oath. And 

her husband hears and is silent towards her; he does not disallow her, then all her vows 

shall stand, and every bond which she binds upon herself shall stand. 

PsY: And if she vows while slic is in her husband's house and is not of age`", or binds a 

bond on herself with an oath. And her husband hears and is silent towards her; he does 

not disallow her, anul he dies before she is of age then all her vows shall stand, and every 

bond which she binds upon herself shall stand. And her father is not entitled once more to 

annul them. 

115y] y>rtlll . tinrpD nt i 5y `08 n-OIN IN rrrn iii 1151 n5yý n': )n ti'ým i j't>> 

51; IV T 47011 5: )1 ; 1i1TTi 5: ) 11n"'pml mn1,51 'Ty n, nl nm5, nn 1`51 ,5 p1n; J'1 

. pr inl5=5 : 11, n n: 2 'Zr 1`rinný n' i Tin-, pr' r -E)l 

Sifrei Numbers 154 (p. 205 ): R Akiva said this refers to an o/phcrn during her Ether's life. 

This is a puzzling statement and Horowitz215 considers whether R. Akiva's opinion can be 

explained by PsY's interpretation of these verses. PsY is certainly clearer than R. Akiva's 

214 mn - above twelve years and six months, the arc of legal responsibility. 
215 H. S HoroAit/ Sifei Numbers, (Jerusalem 1992), p 205. 
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opinion in Sifrei Numbers. If the two opinions are connected, either PsY expanded R. Akiva's 

rather terse statement into a more expansive form, or more probably copied a more detailed 

report of R. Akiva's view from another source. It is likely however, as Iloro\\itz concludes, 

that R. Akiva's statement is out of place in Sifrei Numbers, so that there is no connection 

between Sifrei Numbers and PsY in this case. 

The thrust of PsY's interpolations here are to point out that even if a young married girl 

becomes widowed, her father is not permitted to once again overturn her vows as he was 

before she married. This may be because verses 7-9 have already dealt with a married woman, 

so verses 11-12 seem redundant. Verse 10 deals with a widow and divorcee, and so PsY 

considers the context of these verses to relate to a vow taken by a married minor who becomes 

a widow before she is of age. PsY probably feels obliged to find a context into which to set our 

two verses. The Talmuds are strangely silent on these verses and PsY is probably presenting his 

own reasoning. 

Deuteronomy 13,6: 

And that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams will be put to death- for he spoke 

perversion against the Lord your God who brought you out of the land of Egypt and 

who redeemed you from out of the house of bondage, to draw you aside from the way 

which the Lord your God commanded you to walk in- so that you shall remove the evil 

from your midst. 

PsY: And that false prophet, or that dreams rebellious dreams ... 

5Dp. rr N11-11-1 NYr, Nn? 'r-i 

The insertions false and rebellious are for clarity. PsY is stressing that the heretic under 

discussion is not really a prophet and that his dreams are not prophecies. 

Deuteronomy 14,1: 

You are children to the Lord your God; you shall not shall not cut yourselves, nor make 

baldness between your eyes for the dead. 

PsY:... nor make bald a circle of hair on your. forehead for the dead. 

. n'n"T vn15y J»'=ý n': ) 5y -ion 5'Sý j`11CI31 t, 51 71-n'-lt 11`11 An t. %. 
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Make bald a circle of hair on your forehead is PsY's translation of make baldness. There is no 

evidence of dependence upon the sources here; it appears that he has derived this translation 

independently, clarifying the odd phrase ̀ between your eyes'. 

Deuteronomy 22,6: 

If a bird's nest chances to be before you on the way, in any tree or on the ground, with 

chicks or eggs, and the mother is sitting on the chicks or on the eggs, you shall not take 

the mother upon the young. 

PsY:... you shall not take the metherfi"oin upon the young. 

. N, 3n 5yr_ zmn'º; non t, 5 ... t-m-lon`ýM inp . )-r ̀ Ion t. ýYiv p -ax 7't, MrN 

The Hebrew phrase is difficult and PsY presumably is trying to keep as close as possible to the 

original Hebrew whilst clarifying what he believes to be the meaning of the phrase. 

Deuteronomy 23,13: 

And you shall have a place (1') for yourselves outside the camp, and you shall go out to 

there. 

PsY: And you shall have a designated place outside the camp ... 

ti, 1'1Jý5 t; '= V iii' p tý `1I1ti1 

Designated place is probably what PsY considers to be the most appropriate translation of r', 

literally "a hand". 

Deuteronomy 23,15: 

For the Lord your God walks in the midst of your camp, to deliver you and to place your 

enemies before you; and your camp shall be holy and He shall see no unseemly thing 

amongst you, and turn from behind you. 

PsY:... and He shall see no shameful thing amongst you ... 

... n; rýnýr 

PsY is providing an interpretation of the difficult Hebrew phrase 7iß n»v. 

Midrash-tvpe and Exegetical Interpretations 

In the previous chapter we saw that PsY finds exegetical opportunities when the Masoretic text 

contains redundant words, unusual grammatical forms or the doubling of verbs. We can see 

similar exegeses even when he is not using rabbinic sources: 
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Exodus 12.2: 

Our first example is of exegesis as a result of -what appear to be superfluous words in the 

Masoretic Text: 

This month shall be for you (D ) the chief of the months, it is the first for you (0: )5) of 

the months of the year. 

PsY: This month shall be for you to cy)point it the chief of the months... it is the first for 

you fornumhering the months of the year. 

nxnnp tir ipirn ti'SCi 3nn: jl`1: J i1 i i'nl : s"iTV tJ'1 rrynj)D 71_: )5 Inn 'z%mrr 

. tilltl IMMI j'3? D j1: )5 N VI 

The two interpolations derive from the two apparently superfluous occurrences of the word 

Q: D5; they can each be understood as being included in order to offer the opportunity to draw 

new ideas out of the verse. Both PsY's interpolations add sense to the verse and yet fit firmly 

into the overall rabbinic understanding of the purpose of the verse as found in all the relevant 

sources. 

Numbers 30,15: 

The doubling of a verb again offers the opportunity for Midrashic exegesis: 

And if her husband, being silent, will be silent towards her from day to day, then he will 

establish all her vows, or all her bonds which are upon her, he has established them for 

he was silent towards her on the day that he heard it. 

PsY: And if her husband, being silent, will be silent, intentionally towards her... 

7=1101 , pIn: 7' pnt = JIM 

The interpolation intentionally may be an attempt to explain the doubling of the verb being 

silent, will be silent. 

Deuteronomy 14,23: 

PsY's exegetical techniques include emphasising what appears to be an insignificant word so as 

to draw attention to a change in the subject under discussion: 

And you shall eat before the Lord your God in the place where He shall choose to make 

His name dwell, the tithe of your corn, your wine and your oil, and the firstborn of your 

cattle and your sheep, in order that you shall learn to fear the Lord your God all the 

days. 
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PsY:... The tithe of your corn your wine and your oil, and also the firstborn of your 

cattle and your sheep... 

... 71D'3yß rinn pl 71nrvn1 p-nnnn 7vyn.... 

The insertion of p before firstborn draws attention to the fact that the subject under 

discussion has changed from tithes to firstborn offerings. There is no practical consequence, but 

this shows the exegetical precision that PsY is capable of displaying. 

Exodus 22,19: 

PsY occasionally uses climatic exegesis whereby the meaning of a word in one climate (in the 

following case Deuteronomy 13,16) is transferred to the same word in another climate (our 

verse). 

He who sacrifices to the gods, save unto the Lord only shall be utterly destroyed. 

PsY:... shall be put to death by the sword and his possession s . shall be destroyed 

The normative penalty for idolaters is death by stoning, here PsY seems to regard it as death by 

the sword. Yet in Deuteronomy 17,5 where the biblical text specifies stoning for idolaters, PsY 

concurs. 

Albeck216 points out that PsY translates the verb used in the biblical verse Din' to conform with 

its obvious meaning in Deuteronomy 13,16 which uses the same verb in respect of the 

inhabitants of an apostate city. The biblical text explains there that these people are to be put to 

death by the sword and that their possessions are to be destroyed. 

Furthermore, the tradition that the verb in our verse is to be understood in this way is also to be 

found in Mechilta Bo 12, B. Sanhedrin 60b and Exodus Rabbah 46,1 which cite our verse in 

the context of the commandment that those who worshipped the Golden Calf were to be killed 

by the sword. 

PsY here functions as a translator by explaining an unusual Hebrew word with reference to its 

plainly explained meaning elsewhere. He focuses on the verb, not the halacha. He generates his 

own exegesis from the use of the same verb in Deuteronomy. 

"a C. Albeck, "Halacha Hitzona", pp. 95-6 
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PsY seems to be aware of the interpretation of Mechilta and Exodus Rabbah. If, as Shinan 

holds, he is writing for an educated audience, it may be that they too were aware of these 

interpretations, and PsY may be attempting to show them its exegetical basis. He is drawing 

out the meaning of a word rather than importing a regulation that may apply to the verse but 

which is not implied in the verse. 

Leviticus 1,4: 

Sometimes PsY seems to adopt particular exegetical conventions: 

And he shall lay his hand upon the head of his offering and it shall be accepted for him 

to make atonement for him. 

PsY: And he shall lay his right hand strongly... 

inn, `i` ; t»tI1n `jlnb'1 

PsY holds that the priest places his right hand on the sacrifice. In Leviticus 16,21 the priest is 

commanded to lay both his hands on a sacrifice. Si&a Aharei Parasha. 4,4 uses this as a binyan 

av, i. e. every mention of "laying his hand" means both hands. PsY therefore appears to 

contradict halacha. 

But PsY regularly translates an unspecified part of the body as being on the right. He does this 

in Exodus 21,6 
, where and his master will pierce his ear with the awl becomes his right 

ear. In Deuteronomy 18,3 they shall give to the priest the shoulder becomes the right 

shoulder. 

We could argue that he translates an unspecified hand as the right hand since that is what is 

usually used. Therefore PsY is giving the normal case, he is not laying down lhalacha but simply 

noting what is most likely to happen. But we cannot say the same about unspecified ears or 

shoulders. Therefore it seems more likely that his translation is an exegetical point- unless the 

text says "left", we should assume "right". 

Other verses in this category, again listed in biblical order, include: 

Leviticus 7,27: 

Anybody who eats any blood, that soul shall be cut off from his people. 

PsY: Any man who eats any blood of anything that lives ()n 5D -r )n)... 

5: )`r In n iti 
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PsY interpolates anything 1hai lives in order to bring the force of the Hebrew any blood 

(literally all (5D) blood) to the attention of his audience. The Hebrew could have stated 

"Anybody who eats blood", so the additional word any is apparently redundant. PsY finds a 

purpose for this word by treating it as a point of stress, and interpolates a phrase which allows 

that stress to be noticed by his audience. 

It is also possible that PsY is harking back to the Noah narrative, where the Hebrew phrase 'n 

'5: ) occurs in the passage introducing the laws given to Noah (Genesis 8,21). One of these laws 

is the prohibition against eating the blood of a living creature (Genesis 9,4), which was 

expanded in rabbinic law to include any limb torn from a living creature''". PsY therefore 

connects these two verses in the minds of his audience/readers. Eating blood and eating living 

flesh are related themes, PsY may have wanted to link them explicitly. He fulfils a dual role as 

both translator and educator through the insertion of a single short phrase. If this analysis is 

correct, it does of course imply that PsY was writing for an educated readership, which 

supports Shinan's position. 

Le%iticus 16,21: 

And Aaron shall rest his two hands upon the head of the living goat, and confess upon it 

all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all their transgressions according to all 

their sins, and shall put them upon the head of the goat and send it by the hand of a man 

made ready into the wilderness. 

PsY: And Aaron shall rest his two hands in one arrarlgemelTt, the right Upoll the lefl... 
\\ý \ý `ý ýf \f NfM 1\"Nf "f 

... ti iý ti1 ýa J `1 yl i ý' ý:., v "y iý ý' n, ý im `1Tüm 'li' ý A-1I1 Jl' 

PsYs assertion that he rests one hand upon the other conflicts ýýitli the halacha as expressed 

both in Palestinian (T. Menahot 10,12; Sifra, Vayikra 4,2) and Babylonian sources (Yoma 36a). 

T. Menahot 10,12 specifically states that one hand must not be placed upon another. 

Yitzhaky suggests that PsY derives his ruling from the Ketib and Keri. The Ketib is "his hand" 

t7' whereas the Keri is "his hands, In). PsY harmonises by impl}ing two hands as one. This is 

quite possible. 

One could also argue that, since generally the phrase used is rest his hand whereas here it is 

rest his two hands, PsY feels obliged to draw attention to this in an expansive manner. 

2`i B. Sanhedrin 56b if. 
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Leviticus 24,2: 

Command the Children of Israel that they may take unto you pure olive oil, beaten, for 

the lamp, to cause a lamp to burn continually (i'nn). 

PsY:... a lamp to light the lamps continually, on Shabbat and on working days. 

. w7niy`t is-nrnl N1nv1 týiý1'. tß`1'71 ºý'i' 1 t.; 75 ýti5 týti`i]`5... 

PsY's interpolation on Shabbat and on working days is probably derived from the use of 

Hebrew word -rnn, continually. This is also the name of the perpetual offering which was 

brought every day of the week (Numbers 28,3). PsY is probably making an exegetical point 

here- -nnn equals Slzabbat and working &ys. 

Numbers 9,10: 

Speak to the children of Israel- A man, any man who is unclean because of a corpse or is 

far off on the way, of you or your generations, he shall keep the Passover to the Lord. 

PsY: A young man or an old man 

]'D1= lit`5'J1]1... 

Yitzhak-y cites the occurrences of the Hebrew phrase v'H v't, - a noun, a man and notes that in 

all cases where it is used in a halachic context, with one exception, PsY translates as a young 

man (ý5v) or an old man, (J'v). The exception is Numbers 5,12 where he translates it literally. 

This, says Yitzhaky, is because Numbers 5,12 refers to a married man who suspects his wife of 

adultery, which would not apply to a minor. In the other cases Yitzhaky sees an exegetical 

motive for PsY's translation. Whereas Rabbi Akiva (Sifrei Numbers 7) sees the doubling of the 

word man as including women, PsY sees it as referring to both young and old men. But a 

young man or an old man, is also used in Leviticus 20,2 where the subject is the father who 

gives his son to Molech. This casts doubts on Yitzhaky's explanation of Numbers 5,12. 

Nevertheless a young man or an old man, is a translational feature of PsY, he presumably 

considers it to be the most appropriate translation of the text. 

Numbers 18 30-31: 

And you shall say to them, when you set apart the best from it then it shall be counted to 

the Levites as the produce of the threshing floor and as the produce of the winepress. 

And you may eat it in any place, you and your household, for it is a reward to you in 

exchange for your service in the tent of meeting. 
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PsY: And you shall say to them, to the pricsls... And you may eat it-you the priests. 

ri'Il' ji`ýi: 'nl 
... 

The section from Numbers 18,25 to 18,32 is an ordinance to the Levites to pass on a tenth of 

the tithes they had received to the priests. Moses is instructed to speak to the Levites in verse 

26. In verse 30 the command is repeated, And you shall say to them. PsY sees this not as 

repetition but as a separate command to address the priests only. 

But this rendering of the verse gets into difficulties over his understanding of when you set 

apart. If addressed to the priests it makes little sense, since the setting apart is done by the 

Levites. But although this phrase is problematic, it is clear that PsY deliberately indicates that it 

is the priests who are being addressed in this verse. He does so for exegetical reasons: not only 

is this command in verse 30 apparently superfluous but previously the Levites were referred to 

in the second person, now they are spoken of in the third person. 

Deuteronomy 18.3: 

And this shall be the priest's due from the people, from them that offer a sacrifice 

whether it be ox or sheep, that they shall give to the priest the shoulder and the two jaws 

and the stomach. 

PsY: ... they shall give to the priest the rig/il shoulder... 

... 8='T \; `)�S V, -7: 5 j)JTl') 

As in Leviticus 1,4 (page 153), the right shoulder is specified for exegetical reasons. 

Deuterononiv 25.12: 

Then you shall cut off her hand, your eye shall have no pity-. 

PsY: Then you shall cut off her hand up to the urisl, your eye shall have no pity. 

.,,... t -, "- i -'E: . 1,.., r 

PsY uses i- hand up to the wrist since the biblical text reads nog- literally her Ixabn 

rather than nrr, her hand. This precision may not be halachically necessary, nr would have had 

the same practical consequence, but PsY is informing his readers that the term used in the 

Hebrew verse is noteworthy. 

Yitzhaky comments that, since in Exodus 21,24 PsY translates an eye for an eye as the value 

of an eye for an eye, whereas here he makes no mention of compensation, therefore PsY takes 

this injunction literally. But halachic rulings cannot be deduced from a simple translation. It is 
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possible that PsY introduces the regulations regarding monetary payment in Exodus 21,24 

because it was well kno,, vn. He is almost obliged to mention it, because it is a significant 

exegesis in the development of Jewish law, Although the same law for monetary compensation 

applies in this verse, it is not used as an exegetical tool in the formulation of the law. Therefore 

he is not under the same compulsion to introduce the regulation, he can simply provide a direct 

translation. 

Descriptions of how the law is applied in practice. 

Again we turn to verses where PsY seems to wish to provide the practical details of a 

regulation, yet does so in a way that seems to have little or no relation to rabbinic tradition: 

Exodus 12,46: 

We frequently find PsY pro,, iding a common-sense translation that makes the text more 

understandable: 

It shall be eaten in one house, you shall not bring any of the flesh out from the house, 

and you shall not break any bone of it. 

PsY:... you shall not break any bone of it to eat what is within it. 

This is not drawn from any known source. It is provides a practical detail, why would one want 

to break a bone, other than to eat from it? PsY provides the normal case in order to make the 

text more easily understandable. 

Leviticus 11.3 7-38: 

He often draws out the implication of a verse by stressing the context in which it is set: 

And if any of their carcass fall upon any soNving seed which is to be sown it is clean. But 

if water be put onto the seed and any of their carcass fall upon it, it is unclean to you. 

PsY: 
... in its dry stale it is clean... and any of their carcass fall upon it, in its damp slate it 

is unclean to you. 

jiýý 1; -i _tiýý ii'müiln'iýy jliii'lý'n3J 5'v1 
...: 

ti; vi'2i 
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PsY's in its dry state, comes about because verse 38 refers to seeds that have come into water. 

Verse 37 therefore must refer to dry seeds. In its damp state means once it has come into 

contact with water, i. e. once it has been dampened. 

PsY's treatment of these two verses is almost certainly an attempt to draw out what is implicit 

in the text and to clarify a practical detail of the regulation. 

Lekiticus 6.13 

He demonstrates the unambiguity of particular statements in the Masoretic Text, in this case 

because of conflicting interpretations in rabbinic literature: 

This is the offering of Aaron and of his sons which they shall offer to the Lord on the day 

of anointing him, a tenth of an ephah of fine flour as a meal offering perpetually, half of 

it in the morning and half of it in the evening. 

PsY:... on the day of anointing him to tale possession of the high priesthood 

... ̀ i1111 \º`llä nz pm=5 i `ý'1' J,,: 1'7 tiJ; ']... 

PsY holds that the sacrifice is for the High Priest on the day of his ordination. According to 

Sifra Tzav 4,6, the High Priest offers it everyday, and the ordinary priests offer it on ordination. 

Reifman considers PsY to be following the literal meaning of the text here and cites Rashbam 

who also understands the verse in the same way as PsY``'. 

PsY may wish to stress the apparently unambiguous meaning of the Pentateuchal text because 

of Sifra's treatment of this verse elsewhere: Sifra Tzav (Parasha 3,4) concludes that the 

sacrifice is to be brought daily, fi"vin the dory of his ordination whilst Sifra Tzav (Parasha 3,2) 

applies it to all priests. Neither of these , iew"s are apparent in the text. PsY may be emphasising 

the word him (Tr ) in the phrase on the day of anointing him precisely because Sifra seems 

to be so far removed from the intention of the text. 

Deuteronomy 16,7: 

PsY often rewords the biblical tent to give it a more contemporary relevance: 

And you shall roast it and eat it in the place which the Lord your God shall choose and 

you shall turn in the morning and go to your tents. 

"Y. Rcifmann, "Hc'arol", p 314: " %, -; ýýn -, o5 IN w»' 
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PsY:... and go to your villages. 

. ̀j11ý75 jiij`ll `)Il rD'o ti lýY] 'nini11... 

PsY's uses your villages in place of your tents since people no longer lived in tents when he 

wrote. He gives the text contemporary relevance. 

Deuteronomy 21,2: 

PsY also offers greater practical detail: 

Then your elders and your judges shall go out and shall measure to the cities which are 

round about him that is slain. 

PsY:... and they shall measure from four Er/wigles the cities... 

The sources contain no reference to measurement by triangle, and PsY does not elaborate on 

this procedure. He may be draNving on a source now lost, or he may be giving the normal case, 

and incidentally providing evidence of ancient measuring techniques. 

Leviticus 18.6: 

Sometimes PsY defines his own target word: 

No person shall approach a relative to uncover their nakedness, I am the Lord. 

PsY: ... to dishonour their nakedness through intercourse or through di. spl(rying 

nakedness... 

... ti '"'1y '%? D'1'DJ1 `4'1'J'LL"I1J ýfl"1ý ý ýtiiJ9 jlJ`1ý7T1 : C9 

Throughout this series of verses (18,6-19) PsY translates uncover (n5)) as di. shoi our (rct3)2)9 

This is a subjective verb the practical consequences of which could be interpreted in different 

ways. This is the first verse in the series, and hence the first occurrence of n5a. PsY justifies his 

understanding of n5a by defining the meaning of the target verb Nu. This allows him to use the 

target verb without further qualification throughout the passage. He provides a practical 

explanation of the circumstances under which the prohibition operates. 

Deuteronomy 18,10-11: 

At other times he defines the source word: 

"' Jn Leviticus 18,7 the verb t) occurs mice. He translates the first occurrence using the verb tt1 but uses t, 
the Aramaic cognate of n5a on the socond occasion. 
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There shall not be found amongst you one who causes his son or daughter to Pass 

through fire, one that uses divination, a soothsayer or enchanter or sorcerer, or that is a 

charmer of charms, or that asks of a ghost or of a familiar, or one who enquires of the 

dead. 

PsY:... one that uses divination, that dcz: les the eye, ... and who charms and bewitches 

snakes and scorpions or any creeping things, ... or of a hone of a familiar, or one who 

enquires of the dead. 

j'1mnnl . j't i x`71 j'VJ73 '`l,; = '- -ci \51 'r_` zi) t- 5... 

ti'I1'U jU v_! 11 ; 71- 10'1; 1 , smn r 5-: D1 

PsY's phrase that dawles the eye is a translation of the original Hebrew unvo, which PsY 

relates to ))y, an eye220. Both Midrash Tann aim (p. 110) and Sifrei Deuteronomy 171 (p. 218) 

derive plv>3 from the same root, but explain the word in a wholly different way and there seems 

to be no connection Aith PsY in this case. 

The other verses that we will discuss, in biblical order, are: 

Exodus 21.36: 

Or if it is known that the ox was liable to gore in previous times, and its owner does not 

guard it, he shall surely pay ox for ox, and the dead shall be his. 

PsY... ox for ox, and the corpse caui'the skin shall be his. 

. rn5n'ý' ºcýJ l : t'1ä`1 r151; t ti7'n n5v `n5t1... 

PsY's source is unknown. PsY is probably therefore providing his own explanation, the 

Hebrew text says that the ox is his, PsY explains that this includes the hide as well as the body. 

The distinction between the body and hide of an animal is found in M. Zevahim 12,1, which 

states that anyone who has no share in the flesh of a sacrificial animal also has no share in the 

hide. Since the tide had a commercial value, PsY may have felt it important to stress that its 

ownership was transferred along with the body. 

220 cf M. Jastrow, A Dictionary, s. v. rt-inn. 
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Exodus 22,8: 

For any matter of trespass, for an ox, for a donkey, for a sheep, for clothing, for 

anything lost, when he will say that this is it, the claim of the two of them shall conic to 

the judges2`1, he whom the judges shall condemn shall pay double to his neighbour. 

PsY:... he will say that this is it, and when the stolen thing is found after that in the hand of 

the thief the claim of the two of them shall come to the judges, the claret of the householder 

and the claim of the thief; he whom the judges shall condemn, the thief shall pay double to 

his neighbour. 

1''7 ml-1,11141 j"l wv i '"nip xnn Tý p 1P1] -1-D1 j``i "'I'l 011: 1 1I" 

There is no clear source for PsY's statement that the case should be brought to the judges only 

when the stolen article is found in the hand of the thief. Indeed the law as codified in M. Baba 

Kamma 7,1ff. and the corresponding discussions in the Talmud are quite clear that the 

testimony of two Aitnesses is sufficient to lay a claim against a suspected thief. 

PsY seems to be referring back to Exodus 22,3: if the stolen thing be found in his hand ... fie 

shall pay double. He may be making use of the common phrase "shall pay double' in 22,3 and 

22,8 to create an exegetical link between the verses and to draw the attention of his readers to 

this. Alternatively he may be filling in a practical detail, basing his interpretation on 22,3. 

Exodus 30,19: 

And Aaron and his sons shall wash from it, their hands and their feet. 

PsY: Let some of it be taken from it with a ritually inure ladle and Acn"vn and his sons will 

sanctify in water their hands and their feet. 

... 7b`7'S. n nn T1,4 '13n1 j'-m4 vlln] 11t T7'1 1>>i . 49, n]ß -i, ;n 71non 

PsY uses the term x5vx for the reasons stated immediately above. 

Leviticus 4,3: 

If the anointed priest sins so as to bring guilt upon the people (nnvO eye t), he shall offer 

for his sin which he has sinned an unblemished bull of the cattle to the Lord as a sin 

offering. 

222 The word `judges' both here and in the fopowing pluase can be translated as "God". Both Onkclos and PsY 
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PsY:... sins by v1fering the guilt o fcring of the people not occorc/ing to its regulation... 

;. try nniri 1p-7 i i'nVin nir, ' tirlynn 'nnn-7 ,, n 

PsY replaces so as to bring guilt upon the people with by q fering the guilt qffefing of tile 

people, indicating that he views the Hebrew n>, vrt as referring to the guilt offering rather than 

the nation's guilt. PsY's remark is not found in any of the sources, which do however introduce 

a number of other caveats governing the practical application of this 1aw22. He may have 

considered the reading in the Masoretic text to mean guilt offering rather than guilt or else we 

should postulate that PsY has a corrupt version of the biblical text which read iD (guilt 

offering of) rather than n). 3vn (guilt of). 

LeN iticus 6.21: 

And an earthenware vessel in which it is boiled shall be broken, and if it is boiled in a 

brass vessel it shall be scoured and rinsed with water. 

PsY: .. shall be broken in order that the unconsecrated may not he boiled in it and if it is 

boiled in a brass vessel it shall be scoured with a ckxl cf earth... 

The injunction to scour the vessel «ith a clod of earth is not found in any of the sources. PsY is 

providing a practical means of scouring. He also provides a reason for the halacha. The reason 

he gives is not found in any known source, but all he is doing is explaining an injunction that is 

clearly spelled out in the biblical text, in what is potentially the most reasonable way. 

Leviticus 20,15: 

And a nian who lies with an animal will be put to death and the animal you shall slay. 

PsY:... will be put to death by casting stones and the animal you shall slay ii ith a blow. 

p5n ,7 wry nn rn5n. -n 
The accepted rabbinic law is that both the person committing bestiality and the animal are 

stoned. PsY however holds, both here and in Leviticus 20,16 that the beast is beaten to death. 

The expression used for the death penalty for the offender- nnr rnn differs from that used for 

the death of the beast. PsY may be seeking to preserve that difference by specifying a different 

penalty. However the term used to describe the death of the animal- mnn is generally taken to 

translate as ̀ . judges" in both cases. 
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mean stoning (Sifra Kedoshim 11,1). it is unlikely that PsY would deliberately give it a different 

translation just to satisfy a minor exegetical requirement. Perhaps beating was the way in which 

animals that were not to be eaten were slain, so as to ensure they were not eaten. If so, PsY is 

giving the non nal case ̀̀3. It is unlikely that the courts saw many offences under this law and 

therefore it would be understandable if PsY did not assert any halachic opinion, it is much more 

probable that he just gives what he considers the normal case, ho\\ ever odd that may appear to 

us. 

Leviticus 21.10: 

And the priest that is highest amongst his brothers, upon ww hose head shall be poured the 

oil of anointing, and whose hand is consecrated to put on the garments, shall not let the 

hair of his head go loose, nor rend his clothes. 

PsY:... nor rend his clothes at the time of his affliction. 

'7'J8 87 `Vln51... 

The interpolation at the tine of his affliction seems to be for clarity. Even thou, i M. Horayot 

3,5 and R Meir in Sifra Emor Pta. 2,3 rule that the high priest does rend his garments at the 

time of mourning, but from below, rather than from above as other people do, PsY remains 

consistent vsith the biblical text; as does the anonymous opinion in Sifra (idem). We would 

expect PsY to reproduce the biblical meaning but his interpolation may be an attempt to 

harmonise the ruling in Mishnah v ith the biblical text. Perhaps he is implying that the High 

Priest does eventually rend his garments but at a later time, and only for ritual purposes. 

Numbers 5,7: 

And they shall confess their sin which they have done, and he shall make restitution for 

his guilt in full, and add a fifth of it to it and give it to he against %s horn has been guilty. 

PsY: And they shall confess their sin which they have done, if he has forcibly taken money 
from his fellow... 

ji iii 

`22 See for example Sifra Hova Parasha 2,1 ll Y. Shabbat 7,1 (9a) B. Horayot 5a.. 
B. Sotah 4Ya quotes a baraita "Tliey used to strike [the animal] with clubs as is the practice with idolatry. 

[Johanan] said to then, How long will you feed the altar with neh-clot (corpses)! " Perhaps beating an animal tias 
more frequent that it is in our time. 
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Siff ei Numbers does not contain this conmment and there is no apparent exegetical reason why 

PsY should bring it. It is possible that since he regards umbers 5,6 as referring to swearing 

falsely before God (see below, p. 59), he considers this verse to refer to trespasses against 

people. This is implied by the follo\\-ing verse and if the man does not have a kinsman to 

whoni restitution may be made for the guilt. Cheating one's neighbour is one of the offences 

that necessitate a guilt offering in Leviticus 5,21 
. 

Numbers 5.17: 

And the priest shall take holy water in an earthenware vessel, and the priest shall take 

from the dust which will be on the floor of the Tabernacle and put it in the water. 

PsY: And the priest shall take holy water from the Ia 'er in a ladle... 

;n i�n ýýý ýý : o`1 

Although the x5u) is known to rabbinic literature 2 4, there is no known halachic source which 

states that it was used to take water out of the laver. It is logical to assume that some sort of 

ladle was made use of but in the absence of confirmatory sources we cannot know what sort of 

instrument was actually used. It is likely that PsY is being practical, a vessel was necessary to 

take water out of the laver, the x5u) is the most natural225. 

'Numbers 15,4: 

Then the one that brings his offering to the Lord shall bring (i' ipn anpon) a meal 

offering of a tenth part of fine flour mingled with a quarter of a hin of oil. 

PsY: Then the man that brings... 

mnn-': 7 ti1n 

Sifrei Numbers makes use of the doubling of the verb to stresses that both men and women 

may bring a freev ill meal offering. PsY on the other hand very pointedly restricts the context to 

a man. He is probably presenting the likeliest case, he may feel that 1o-)p»n calls for a noun; the 

man is one of several options and fits in with the masculine form of the verb. 

224 Y. Shabbat 3,4 (6a); B. Hullin 107a 
"' The term Nýv) may be connoted to the phrase n>-v) by o, r which literally means "over the hfiing, (or 
taking) of the hands" and is used as the blessing over hand washing. It is a strange pluase, and its meaning may 
not refer to lifting the hands but to using the ?i" to pour eater over the hands. 
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Deuteronomy 17,4: 

And it shall be told to you and you shall hear, and you shall enquire well, and behold it is 

true, the matter is correct, this abomination was done in Israel. 

PsY:... and you shall enquire of the wt itnesses well... 

n:. =n A, )' 

This is an illustration of how to enquire is ell. Midrash Talunaim (p. 100) concludes by analogy 

from the use of ßv'7 in this verse and in Deuteronomy 13,15 that just as two witnesses are 

required in this case (as stated in 17,6) so too they are required in 13,15. But since the biblical 

text is explicit in 17,6 that witnesses are required, there is no compelling reason to claim that 

PsY exhibits a similarity \\ith Midrash Tannaim. Rather, he is drawing out the meaning of the 

verb : i. n, consulting witnesses is a way of enquiring well. 

Deuteronomy 17,18: 

And it shall be that when he sits on the throne of his kingdom, that he shall write for 

himself a copy of this Law in a book from before the priests, the Levites. 

PsY: ... that the elders shall write for him... 

`ýýý rr"5 iý: ný, ý... 

There is no evidence in rabbinic sources for this ruling. Ytzhaky notes that attempts have been 

made to amend the text of PsY or to suggest that he had a corrupt version of the biblical text. 

On the evidence we have before us PsY presents a variation of the halacha, although he may be 

drawing out the force of the phrase i5 an». i5 is superfluous, the Bible could simply state and 

he shall write- JnDt. PsY may understand the meaning as "and lie shall write for him, " i. e. 

somebody else should write it for him. The problem with this is that the subject of the verb is 

singular, PsY provides a plural subject, the elders. 

It is possible that PsY is giving the likeliest case. Writing a Sefer Torah is a skilled task and it is 

unlikely that the king would be able to do it, other than by proxy. PsY may therefore have felt it 

important to point this out. 

Deuteronomy 24,1: 

When a man takes a wife and marries her, then it shall be if she does not find favour in 

his eyes, because he found some unseemly thing in her, that he shall write for her a bill of 

divorce and he shall put it in her hand and send her from his house. 
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PsY:... he shall write for her a bill of divorce before the Bet I)in... 

til''T t: 3 üi7 

There is no evidence in the sources that the bill of divorce had to be written before the Bet Din. 

PsY here reflects a much later halachic tradition which is e,, ident in many communities today, 

that the Bet Din must supervise the issuing of bills of divorce to ensure that they are technically 

correct. PsY interpolates Bet Din in many places indicating that he lays significant emphasis on 

its functions226. PsY's treatment of this verse represents a development of the halacha and 

suggests a post-talmudic date. 

Deuteronomy 24,8: 

Take heed in the plague of leprosy, that you observe diligently, and do according to all 

that the priests the Levites shall teach you; as I commanded them, so you shall take care 

to do. 

PsY:... observ a diligently to do whether in the plague of leprosy or the plague (? f hnl less, 

whether unclean or clean according to all... 

'3'n5 t; ý\DJ ']'] ''inn] 

The interpolation links the two halves of the verse. It may be intended to draw out the meaning 

of diligently, and do according to all. 

226 cf footnote 212, page 142. 
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TRANSLATIONS AND EXPrVN'SIONS OF UNCLEAR ORIGIN 

There are a small number of legal statements in PsY for which it is not possible to identify either 

the likely sources, or exegetical reasons which may have led to the statement. Whilst Yitzhaky 

found 120 such cases, once we eliminate those which we can justify on the basis of the reasons we 

discussed in the pre\ious chapters, we find that in fact the number is very small indeed. 

Exodus 12,3-4: 

This is the most prominent verse of unclear origin: 

Speak to all the congregation of the children of Israel, saying, in the tenth day of this month 

they shall take to themselves each man a lamb according to their fathers' house, a lamb for a 

household. And if the household is too few for a lamb, then he and his neighbour who is 

near to his household shall take according to the number of souls, each man according to 

what he can eat you shall number for the lamb. 

PsY:... they shall take to themselves each man a lamb according to their fathers' house anü 

if they are too many for a quorum, a lamb for a household. And if the household is too few fc)r 

a quorum of ten... 

'? I)`sý 

There is no evidence in rabbinic sources than ten people constituted a quorum for eating the 

paschal sacrifice, indeed it would appear that the group could be of any size so long as each 

participant ate the minimum requirement of an olive's bulk22'. 

On the view of Shinan and others who support a late date for our Targum, PsY did not witness the 

eating of the paschal sacrifice at all, although it is possible that he is preserving an ancient tradition. 

But Josephus` states that not less than ten were present to eat the paschal sacrifice and T. Pesahim 

4 states that "there was no (group eating the) Pesach offering that did not number more than ten". 

Clearly there was an historic basis, real or imagined, to PsY's continent which may even have 

become enshrined in other sources. 

PRE also places special emphasis on the quorum of ten. Chapter 19 of PRE requires a quorum of 

ten for circumcision and halitza. Although the quorum of ten constitutes an important part of 

22' Mcchilta d'Pischa 3, RShBY p 10, Sifrci Deuteronomy 132 and many later sources 
2211 Josephus, War VI 9.3. 
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traditional Je\\ish worship, it is possible that it was invested \\ith even greater significance during 

the post-talmudic period in Palestine, so that it was deemed more appropriate to perform certain 

rituals in the presence of a quorum even though it may not have been legally necessary. In due 

course such customs may have taken on the binding force of law. 

It is also possible that PsY is making use of the traditional rabbinic exegesis of the word r-tv, 

congregation, which appears in the previous verse. According to Y. Megillah 4,4 (75b) and B. 

Megillah 23b, the occurrence of this word in Numbers 14,27 refers to a quorum of ten. Since 

Exodus 12,3 directs this verse at the ray, PsY may feel it appropriate to mention the quorum here. 

Against this however, we should note that PsY does not mention a quorum in his exegesis of 

'umbers 14,27. 

Leviticus 13,45: 

This is another particularly striking example: 

And the leper in whom the plague is, his clothes shall be rent and his hair shall be loose 

(v»o) and he shall cover his upper lip and shall cry: Unclean, unclean. 

PsY:... and a herald shall cry out and say "keep a%l'ay, keep m ay from the unclean " 

i'1: "J 

Yitzhaky does not include this comment in his list of "external halachot", i. e. rulings in PsY that 

deviate from the (ultimate) rabbinic norm. Yet it is a difficult comment to explain; there seems to be 

no precedent in the sources for a herald to proclaim the uncleanness of the leper, nor does there 

appear to be an exegetical reason for its inclusion. 

We will discuss all the remaining verses of unclear origin in the order in which they appear in the 
lfasoretic text: 

Exodus 12,46: 

It shall be eaten in one house, you shall not bring any of the flesh out from the house, and 

you shall not break any bone of it. 

PsY:... and not to send presents from one person to another and you shall not break any bone 

of it to eat what is within it. 
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i 'lln`T im ; 15 %. %ýn7al i i'1n5 7: )] 

There is however no known source for the prohibition of sending gifts. Although it fits with the 

general sense of the verse there is no clear reason why PsY saw fit to mention this. It may refer to a 

custom or legend of which he was aware. Perhaps his is an austere reaction to a practice that 

sought to turn Passover into a present-giving holiday, or perhaps he was afraid that people would 

confuse or merge Passover Nýith Purim which occurs one month earlier. 

Exodus 23.4-5: 

If you come across the ox of your enemy or his ass straying, you shall surely return it to hirn. 

If you see the ass of he who hates you lying under its burden, you shall forbear from passing 

it by, you shall surely help with him. 

PsY: If you come across the ox of your enemy whom you hate for a sin (? f his of which you alone 

know or his ass... If you see the ass of he who hates you whom you hate for a sin of his (? f which 

you alone know lying under its burden... 

ti1Tlt , yvi 'iron i: i ji m5n I'm ý r' i- r 'M ilti-I 

.i ý'S i i'ý'ýý`1Jl tiýý`1ºt 111,152 non j; -1, ,` ztn `7v -,, 5 'm nmx"f hnn. i'fýi 1"4 

... ý ý ]; i> >`1L iý1 y''ý1 

Mechilta (Kaspa 20, p. 324) contains a number of definitions of what constitutes an "enemy'. PsY 

uses none of them. PsY is similar to a passage in B. Pesahim: R. Snnnrrel son cf R. Isaac said in 

Rub's name: Yet he may hate him, for it is said , 
If you see the ass of your enemy lying under its 

burden. Now which enemy [is meant]: Shall we say, a Gentile enemy, - but it was taught: The 

enemy of whom they spoke is an Israelite enemy, not a Gentile enemy? Hence it obviously mecuis 

an Israelite enemy. But is it permitted to hate him? Surely it is writtenr , 
You shall not hate your 

brother in your heart? Again if there are witnesses that he had committed wrong, they all indeed 

hate him, wiry particularly this person? Hence it must surely apply to such a case where he had 

seen something indecent in hinr. R. Nahman h. Isaac said. it is a duly to hate him, as it is said 

The fear of the Lord is to hate evil. PsY seems to be drawing on an tradition partly preserved in 

this passage, rather than relying on his own reasoning, but we cannot say what the source of this 

tradition was. In any event this is more of a homiletic comment than a legal one. 

Leviticus 11.11: 

They shall be an abomination to you, you shall not eat of their flesh and you shall abhor 

their corpses. 
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PsY:... you shall abhor their corpses and you s/ia/I clboini ale ccrry henc. ýt from thýnt. 

. prnr n ýýý nýým ýt» ý; ýpvn pr n5ýýi nit 

The verse refers to unclean fish. There seems to be no exegetical reason for PsY's interpretation. 

Yitzhaky states that the Rabbinic literature does not prohibit obtaining benefit from unclean fish and 

that therefore this statement is at odds \ýith rabbinic law. Reifinann229 suggests a textual emendation 

of PsY so that Haniat'hon )nrn>>n "their benefit" becomes Hariyot'hon )nm>>n "their status". He 

bases this on the Arukh which implies that N)n may be used in the context of trade"'. Thus 

according to Reif-na n trade is prohibited but since benefit is not mentioned, this must be 

permitted. This would fit ', ith the difficult readings in Sifra. 

Sifra Shemin Parasha 3,8 permits benefit from unclean fish, but 3,11 prohibits trading iNith them. 

This is in itself a problematic distinction and various hannonisations have been suggested by the 

commentaries to Sifra. 

Both Yitzhaky and Reifmann read too much into PsY's comments. We cannot expect all the details 

and intricacies of the oral law to be imported into a translation. In any event, the apparent internal 

inconsistencies in Sifra are of no concern to us here. We see PsY folloNNing a tradition partly laid 

down in Sifra, although he prohibits all benefit, not just trade. If PsY is following either an 

unattested external tradition or stating his own legal opinion, it is of such limited scope as to make 

us wonder what PsY's purpose could have been in asserting it. 

Leviticus 15,18: 

And a woman with whom a man shall lie carnally; they shall bathe in water and they shall 

be unclean until evening. 

PsY: And a second woman... 

%ý * T1"eil `ililti1 

29 Y. Reifinann, "He'arot" p314. 
230 Arukh s. v. rt>>n explains the "arguments (mmý) of Aba)ye and Rava" (B. Succah 28a) as the "problems which 
Abbaye and Rava traded in". Clearly Anikh is using the concept of trade as a metaphor- indicating that the two sages 
considered halschic interpretation to be their profession. They did not literally buy and sell halachic questions! 
Reifmann's emendation is a good example of the degree to which Talmudists may attempt to deconstruct a text, and 
arrive at a concision which can be far from the original meaning. But such a deconstntction can only be applied to a 
text such as the Talmud which itself engages in precise argumentation. It cannot be applied to a translation which 
necessarily needs to be more closely tied to the original language and concepts. It seems far fetched to imagine that 
PsY wanted to prohibit benefit but not trade and that therefore he used a word which metaphorically might once have 
been used to mean trade, whilst he did not make any mention at all of bent! 
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In the London MS: And an uizatlached (Nr1 ) woman.... There is certainly textual corruption in 

this verse, and whichever version we follow, we contradict the accepted ruling. Various attempts at 

emendation have been made, the most plausible being that of Perush Yonatan who reads xm)»)n- 

a second time- for xm>>n meaning a second woman. This would exclude the first conjugal act of a 

marriage from im P ý, 

Numbers 18.8: 

And the Lord spoke to Aaron: And f, behold I have given to you the charge of my terumah- 

offerings, of all the sanctified things of the Children of Israel I have given them to you as an 

anointing and to your sons as an everlasting statute. 

PsY:... the charge of my offerings of separation, the dough offering and the firs! fruit... 

5-: )1 : i'-n \il`Jii %n"ty-l-ri t rrun n`1' j5 irn: i' 'k'r in 

PsY in common with the other Targumim regularly translates nnnn terumah-offering as 

Nunn n- offering of separation. I have been unable to find a source for PsY's comment that the 

offerings referred to here were restricted to the dough offering and the first fruits. PsY may be 

drawing his readers' attention to the fact that terumah offerings is in the plural by listing more 

than one category of offering in accordance with Numbers 18,11 if. His comment may be related to 

that in Y. Bikkurim 2,1 (64b) : my terumah offerings- two (terumah) offerings: - the terumah 

offering and the first fruits. This implies that the first fruits are included in the category of terumah 

offering. PsY however includes the dough offering as a category of lerumah offering. This is not 

specified in Numbers 18,11 if It seems to be too remote a comment to be intended as a 

clarification of meaning. 

Deuteronomy 17.16: 

Only he shall not multiply horses to himself, and he shall not cause the people to return to 

Egypt in order that he multiply horses, for the Lord has said to you: You shall not again 

return by this way evermore. 

PsY: Only he shall not multiply more thwi two horses to himself, lest the princes ride upon 

them and become arrogant and become removed front the matters (f the ibrah and become liable 

1o the penally of exile to Egipt... 

'L1n0fý Iftnrn1 `USZ 111010 1'ßn 5y 1`5 1110' . ý5 71115 

" cf the discussion in Yebamot 34b and Rashi there. 
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ný7ý5 `rn5a -, I7 pýý 

PsY deletes the entire injunction against returning the people to Egypt, and instead treats such a 

return as a punishment for increasing the number of horses. Perhaps PsY understands w»5 in order 

that as implying a consequence rather than a cause.. related translation occurs in Leviticus 20,3 

where PsY translates U'»5 as 55n )n instead of the more usual ))n 2. 

PsYs treatment of this verse probably owes as much to aggadic as halachic considerations. ltzhaky 

notes that this exposition is not found in the known sources although '\tidrash Tannaim (17,16) 

expounds that the plural form of horse means even two: R , \'atirn. said Only he shall not multiply 

horses to himself - do 1 hear that the plural is limited to two? lie learn only - this nicrc(4ses (the 

plural to two or more)`". ltzhaky treats the phrase more than two horses as an external halacha but 

does not discuss the elimination of the injunction against returning the people to Egypt. The 

mention of two or more horses may reflect the tradition preserved in Miidrash Tannaim whilst the 

absence on a ban to return to Egypt is either a result of the above exegetical reasons or possibly out 

of consideration for the large Jewish communities which continually existed in Egypt from before 

the Hasmonean period. 

Deuteronomy 22.26: 

And to the girl you shall do nothing, there is no sin worthy of death in the girl, for just as a 

person rises up against his neighbour and slays him, so is this thing. 

PsY: ... there is no sin worthy of death in the girl, but the Hoar shall send her (Accrv from him 

with a bill of divorce... 

I, - i '3'. iIM"It: ý' `7 :a ji ý5ti 5; L`. 7 j'`i ann'Si 1`i , n'5... 

It is not clear from PsY's phrasing whether it is the %iolated woman's betrothed or the violater who 

is obliged to divorce her. B. Ketubot 5lb states that a violated woman is forbidden to her husband. 

Although this is a minority opinion in the Babylonian Talmud it is possible that PsY agrees with it 

and that therefore her fiance must divorce her. Alternatively, since the Violater of a unbetrothed 

woman is obliged to marry her (Deuteronomy 22,29), and the violater of a married woman clearly 

does not marry her, PsY may be putting forward a mid-point- since she is betrothed the violater 

: 32 Leviticus 20,3: And I "ill set My face against that man and cut him off from the midst of his people, for he 
gave of his seed to Molech, in order (y+, 5) to defile My sanctuary and to profane My holy Name. 
PsY: for he gave of his seed to idol worship, consequently (>.! w jq) to defile My sanctuary and to profane My 
holy Name. 
'3J By limiting the rases when he shall not multiply. 
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cannot marry her and so technically must divorce her. We do not know of any source to this effect. 

Since this point is not addressed in Sifrei Deuteronomy or Mlidrash Tannaim, PsY may also not 

have had any source which deals with this. He may have had an imperfect recollection of the 

halacha or simply reached his own conclusions. 

Deuteronomy 26,12-13: 

When you will finish tithing all the tithes of your produce in the third year, the year of the 

tithe, and you will give it to the Levite, to the stranger, to the orphan and to the Ni idow, that 

they may eat in your gates and be satisfied. And you shall say before the Lord your God, I 

have removed the holy things from the house and also have give them to the Lev ite, to the 

stranger, to the orphan and to the widow, according to all Your commandments which You 

have commanded me; I have not transgressed from Your commandment and I have not 

forgotten. 

PsY: ... and you have given the first tithe to the Levite, the second tithe- that is the p(x)r tithe to 

the stranger, to the orphan and to the widow, and they shall eat in your town and be 

satisfied. And the third tithe you shall lake out and cat before the Lord your God and you shall 

say... 

tý, 15ý`º, ýt5ý ̀'? ̀, ̀1'S : i`1; 'a5 ti'Jýý? ý , ýyn : ýii1 \3" 3ý1 rt7ý, +ý ̀: ý; 'S5 ý ,;. "ý7 "yn 
... 7n"rn T75, 'ý O -q-) 5»"rn Inn-) ,, cn"5n inT: l ; , 5-: )""l 

PsY suggests that in the third year there are three tithes. Rather than following the biblical 

requirement that the poor tithe is substituted for the usual second tithe, it appears here to be 

supplementary. This was first noted by Geiger" who regarded it as an ancient halacha. Josephus 

(Antiquities IV, 8,22) also mentions a third tithe and Tobit (1,8) speaks of distributing the tithe that 

was taken to Jerusalem amongst the poor, indicating that the two functions were amalgamated. 

Y. Maaser Sheni. 5,9 (56d) records a number of Tannaim asserting that originally the tithe was 

divided into three parts. One-third was for the acquaintances of the Priests and Levites2. " (to whom 

the owner would give the priestly shares for distribution), one third for the treasury, and one third 
for the poor and the Iurveri, n in Jerusalem. 

234 A. Gciger (HaMikra) pp 113-116. 
235 rnn5l rurn »7n5. Cf Y. Gittin 3,7 (45a). 
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We may see in this passage evidence that the second tithe and poor lithe were not in practice as 

independent of each other as the rabbinic literature indicates. 

Alternatively, since the confession speaks of tithes which the householder eats, PsY may reflect 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 303 (p. 321) which sees the confession as applying to all tithes and heave 

offerings. Although it is made in the third year it refers equally to the two preceding years. Thus 

when PsY speaks of three tithes, he is not implying that they are offered simultaneously, 

nevertheless there are three tithes- the first, the second and the poor. 

Against this however, we must note that in Deuteronomy 14,23 PsY does call the secs nd tithe by 

its proper name, here he calls it the third tithe. 

Although there is a possible agreement between PsY and Sifrei Deuteronomy, it is tenuous. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aims of this study, as set out on page 20 were: 

To analyse the halachic content of PsY in a systematic manner. 

To identify PsY's halachic sources; to gain an insight into the circumstances under which he used or 

failed to use them and to consider the extent that there may be a Shared Targumic lialachic 

Tradition. 

To consider techniques of translation and interpolation in the halachic material. 

To use this information to consider whether current scholarly thinking in respect of authorship, 

genre and date that have been reached through a study of the non-legal content can be maintained 

when tested against the legal material. 

We hoped to gain some idea of what the author's purpose was in composing this work, and who his 

target audience were. We also needed to discover whether the halachic material fell %Niihin the 

general corpus of rabbinic tradition. This latter point was particularly important in view of the vastly 

different conclusions reached by Yitzhak-y and Maori. 

Turning first to the identification of PsY's halachic sources, our survey shows quite clearly that 

PsY made significant use of traditions found in particular rabbinic texts. His use of similar cognates 

of words found in rabbinic texts, and word for word translations of material in rabbinic texts 

indicates that on occasion he copied directly; at times his remarks can only be understood by 

reference to a rabbinical text . 
We have also seen evidence of his synthesising material from more 

than one source. 

The rabbinic works which have occurred most prominently in our investigation are 'Mishnah, 

Mechilta d'Rabbi Ishmael, Sifra, Sifrei Numbers and Sifrei Deuteronomy. Toseßa, Sifrei Zuta and 

Mechilta d'Rabbi Shimeon bar Yochai 236, which are of similar provenance to these texts, are less 

conspicuous. There is virtually no evidence of use of Tosefla; we shall discuss Sifrei Zuta and 

Mechilta d'Rabbi Shimeon bar Yochai below. 

236 Even in our time Sifrei Zuta andMechilta d'Rabbi Shimeon bar Yochai are the least well known of the tannaitic 
compliations, the evidence from PsY seems to indicate that this may always have been the case. 
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Mishnah 

PsY's deviations from the Mishnah are few in relation to the number of times he agrees with it. 

Even on those few occasions when he does contradict the Mishnah- e g. Leviticus 19,10 (above, 

page 83) and Numbers 18,13 (page 53) there is no reason to suggest that he was unaware of the 

Mishnah, or that he was consciously overruling it. His rejection of Mishnaic strictures regarding 

particular translations do not imply that he was did not use of the Mishnah as a source. We have 

seen that Onkelos also translates the priestly blessing in defiance of M. Megillah 4,10, whilst PsY's 

failure to conform to the other regulations in that chapter of the Mishnah do not mewl that lie was 

unaware of the INMlishnah; if he was producing a written Targum he may simply have felt those rules 

did not apply to him. 

Of course compliance with the Mishnah does not imply that he copied from the Mishnah. Even 

though PsY seems to be coping directly for his treatment of Leý7ticus 13,3-4 (page 51), when we 

turn to the other occasions where we find we find similar phrases (in translation), e. g. Deuteronomy 

19,5 (page 68) or Deuteronomy 21,3 (page 70) it is by no means clear that he is transcribing the 

Mishnaic text. Nor does compliance NNith Mishnah imply that he regarded it as an inviolable 

authority. In Exodus 21,28 (page 47), for example he follows Mechilta rather than Mishnah. The 

nature of the , Mishnah is such that he would have been unlikely to have used it in the way that he 

may have used a running commentary, where the material is laid out according to the biblical 

sequence and which offers a pithy comment that may be suitable for interpolation (after first being 

translated into Aramaic). 

Nevertheless the evidence we have found clearly indicates that PsY is behaving wholly in accord 

,. with convention, and remaining to all intents and purposes xýithin the limits of : Mishnaic Law. We 

can conclude that he was aware of Mishnaic regulations, either had a copy of the Mishnah before 

him, or knew it by heart, and referred to it to corroborate his evidence. 

Mcchilta 

Maori' has already noted that PsY knew a version of Mechilta of Rabbi Ishmael (henceforth 

Mechilta) similar to that which we have today. He draws our attention to the close similarity 

between Mechilta's halachic treatment of Exodus 21,2-12 and that found in PsY. He also cites 

Reifrnann's illuminating treatment2-8 of PsY's difficult comment on Exodus 17,15: And Moses 

217 Y. %'faori "The Relationship of PsY" p. 245. 
2'8 Y. Reifmann, "He'arot" p. 219 
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built an altar and called it The A, fe'mra of the Lord is my miracle"'9, fcu the .\ 
brad e that the 

Place ()m) performed was for my sake. The use of x-nnx, to desis; nate the Omnipresent, is 

other ise unknown in to rgunvc literature. Yet its Hebrew cognate, cpnn, is frequently used in this 

sense. Reifnann showed that PsY was translating directly from Mechilta (Parshata d'Amalek 2, p 

186) thus accounting for the previously unknown use of the Aramaic x-inx. 

Our research shows that PsY agrees \\ith Mechilta in many places. We found evidence of PsY 

copying directly from \lechilta in Exodus 13,12 (pa(-, e 69) and further evidence of PsY's use of 

1iechilta in Exodus 16,29 (page 45); 19,21 (page 69); 22,8 (page 33); 21,19 (page 46); 22,28 

(page 48), 16,5 (page 45); 22,29 (page 34) and 12,2 (page 42). Taken \\ith Maori and Shinan's 

work on the aggadic parallels between PsY and Mechilta-' it seems clear that the latter as a 

significant reference work for PsY. Although it is possible that PsY only knew \lechilta (and 

indeed all the other works we have cited) orally, he was nevertheless familiar \vith it. 

Other than those verses from Exodus where he used his independent reasonin4 Exodus 22,30 

(page 86) is the only occasion that we have found ýihere PsY seems to use a rabbinic source other 

than Mechilta (although we do not know what his source was). This indicates a strong dependence 

upon Mechilta, far greater than we will see \; ith any other rabbinic text. 

Nlechilta d' Rabbi Shimeon bar Yohai 

There are no occasions when PsY uses a text from RShbY which is absent from \techilta; but the 

converse does not hold. This indicates that it is much more likely that where the same material is to 

be found in all three works, PsY drew it from Mechilta rather than from RShbY. 

The only e\idence that we have seen which indicates that PsY made any halachic use at all of 

RShbY is Exodus 21,2, where PsY stresses that a slave is set free at the beginning of the seventh 

year. This was discussed above, on page 27. PsY however agrees Stith Nfechilta extremely closely 

in his exegesis of 21,2-112", and even in 21,2 he disagrees with RShbY by stating that the slave is 

239 M. Maher, The Aramaic Bible, Vol 2, page 211, note 23, citing Le Dcaut suggests and the, Uemra of the Lord 

named it, `this miracle is aline', changing the subject from Moses. This would conforms with the opinion of R 
Eleazar Ha.. %Ioda'ii in Mechilta loc eit R. Ycho. c/rua. said that ,1 roses name d ii My Mti racle and R. Eldz; ar T! a, 1 foda ii 
said The Holy One (HaMakon) named it My Miracle. Maces said This miracle that 11 a. 1laLwm peifon7ned he 
carried out for my . cake. Horowitz suggests that the section from Moses 

. said... onwards should follow R Yehoshtra's 
opinion. 
24p 

A Shinan, Targum V'aueada Bo, p. 173 ff, 
'Y. Maori (The Relationship of PsY) p. 245 has already noted this. 
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sold by the court while RShbY states he may sell himself. What appears to be PsY's use of RShbY 

in 21,2 may in fact simply be PsY's independent clarification of the te. \-t. 

We have to conclude that the sole commentary on Exodus which we can identify as being used by 

PsY in his exegesis is Mechilta. He used this extensively, although ýý e cannot know \O ether this 

was out of choice or necessity. RShbY may not ha\ e been available to him. The \ ersion of Mechilta 

that he agrees with was clearly similar to that which we have today. Ho\w ever, the fact that PsY 

used Mechilta so extensively does not support Yitzhaky's conclusion that PsY followed the school 

of (or even a school attributed to) Rabbi Ishmael. Equally we have to reject Yitzhaky's sm-estion 

that the connection between PsY and RShbY is broadly similar to that between PsY and 

Mechilta2`Z. 

Sifra 

Examples of PsY's use of Aramaic cognates of material in Sifra (impl) ing direct copying) are 

Leviticus 22,13 (page 38); 1,2 (page 49), 19,26 (page 28) and 8,23 (page 50). We found numerous 

examples that indicate an awareness of Sifra. These include Leviticus 11,36 (page 51); 14,7 (page 

40); 13,46 (page 52); 15,4 (page 35); 19,10 (page 83) and 19,32 (page 25). 

However there are also many cases where PsY's treatment of Leviticus draws on traditions not 

found in on Sifi-a. Notable amongst these is Leviticus 18,21 (page 55) which, as we noted, provides 

evidence that PsY was a literary composition. Other verses where PsY disagrees with Sifra include 

Leviticus 16,21 (page 35); 11,37-38 (page 30); 16,21 (page 54); 23,42 (page 40) and 15,31 (page 

53). 

Leviticus contanns by far the largest amount of legal material of all the books in the Pentateuch. It 

should not surprise us if our research shows that PsY contains more verses in accordance with Sifra 

than is the case with any other Halachic Midrash. PsY deviates far more frequently from Sifra than 

he does from Mechilta, which may indicate that he had an incomplete copy, that he was using a 

similar but not identical work, or that he was working from memory. But there is sufficient 

correspondence between PsY and Sifra for us to assume that this too was one of his reference 

sources. 

sý E. Yitzhaky The Halacha in Targiim Ycrushalmi I, Introduction, pp un if 
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Sifrci Numbers 

There is also e\idence for PsY's use of Sifrei Numbers. It seems to be nearly as extensive as his use 

of Mlechulta, although we do not find the same \videspread parallels of lan; ua<ge. 

We noted minor divergences between PsY and Sifrei Numbers in the treatment of the red heifer. 

This prompted us to suggest that PsY was using alternative traditions \\ hick may have conic from a 

variant version of Sifrei Numbers, or may have been drawn from another oral or written 

compilation. 

We noted cognates, or \'erv similar language, to Sifrei Numbers in PsY's treatment of Numbers 5,6 

(page 59); 5,15 (page 35); 8; 2 (page 59) and 31,22 (page 65). In many other cases there is general 

agreement between PsY and Sifrei Numbers. In only three occasions in the Book of Numbers 

(other than his treatment of the Red Heifer) can we categorically say that PsY uses a rabbinic 

source other than Sifrei Numbers- 6,2 (page 59); 15,22 (page 92) and 31,20 (page 64). 

Sifrei Zuta 

Although we have noted a certain amount of agreement between PsY and Siffei Zuta, in each case 

there is also agreement with Sifrei Numbers. But there are many occasions where PsY agrees with 
Sifrei Numbers but not Sifrei Zuta. Given the connection that we have seen between PsY and Sifrei 

Numbers, it is much more likely that the halachic interpolations in PsY that occur in both Sifrei 

Numbers and Sifrei Zuta were copied from the former rather than the latter. 

Sifrei Zuta has been poorly preserved and Hormvitz" notes that his edition lacks much of the 

original material. This of course raises a number of questions. It could be that originally Sifrei Zuta 

comprised much more extensive material containing equivalents to some of PsY's comments on 
'Numbers which did not originate in Sifrei Numbers. On the other hand, and far more in keeping 

with the small amount of evidence that we have, Sifrei Zuta may have been wholly unknown to 

PsY. We certainly cannot include it amongst his known sources. 

Midrash Tannaim 

We have to be very careful when considering PsY's relationship to Midrash Tannaim. As a 

reconstructed text Midrash Tannaim is bound to contain inaccuracies. Since much of our 
investigation into PsY's sources hinges on his use of specific words and phrases, any inaccuracies in 

Midrash Tannaim could very easily lead us to wrong conclusions. Furthermore, Epstein concludes 
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that the author of \lidrash Hagadol, a primary source for the reconstruction of \tidrash Tannaim, 

made use of baraitot in the Babylonian Talmud, Mechilta and Sifrei Deuteronomy to supplement 

the manuscript that he had of Midrash Tannaim'`4. This means that te\ts in Midrash Tannaini as we 

have it are open to even more doubt and that consequently we need to be even more cautious \ý hen 

drawing parallels between \üdrash Tannaim and PsY. Any conclusions that ww e draw can only be 

regarded as indicators towards a general trend. 

Nevertheless \fidrash Tannairn has featured prominently in our investigation into PsY. We saw a 

cognate in Deuteronomy 19,5 (page 68) and a large number of verses \\ here close similarity exists, 

notably Deuteronomy 23,24 (pa(,:,, e 75); 23,16 (page 74) and 25,5 (page 76). The evidence for 

PsY's use of Midrash Tannaim is not as strong as that for his use of Niechilta or Sifrei Numbers. 

But given the general uncertainties surrounding the compilation, the evidence is probably sufficient 

to concede that he had a work similar to that which we know today as Mlidrash Tannaim. 

Sifrei Deuteronomy 

Although PsY agrees with Sifrei Deuteronomy on several occasions, in nearly all cases there is 

agreement with either %fishnah or Midrash Tannaim as well. The only verses that we have seen 

which indicate that PsY is exclusively in agreement with Sifrei Deuteronomy are 24,12 (page 25), 

24,4 (page 29) and 19,15 (pale 69). In the light of the relationship that seems to exist between PsY 

and Midrash Tannaim, it appears that Sifrei Deuteronomy was not the primary reference work to 

Deuteronomy and that the three comments that PsY seems to have drawn from it were actually 
known to him from elsewhere, perhaps orally or through a more complete version of Midrash 

Tannaim. 

Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds 

We have encountered a few parallels -, ýith each Talmud. All the material in the Babylonian Talmud 

with which PsY agrees occurs as baraitot. This suggests that his primary sources would have been 

the compilations or oral traditions that contained each beawita. If he was using the Bavli directly we 

would expect to find at least one influence that was not taken from a ban-uita. 

There are only four verses which present any serious evidence that PsY may have known the 
Palestinian Talmud, or parts of it. These are Leviticus 18,21 (page 55), Leviticus 21,9 (page 56); 

243 H. S. Horowitz, Sifrei Numbers Introduction p. xx. 
d° J. N. Epstein, Tannaim pp. 632-3 
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LeNitieus 22,27 (page 57) and Deuteronomy 13,6 (page 67). In each case PsY's confornms to a 

statement attributed to a Tanna, and so, as with the Bavli, it is probable that he used the source of 

the Tannaitic attribution in the Yerushalmi rather than the Talmud itself. In any event, in none of 

these cases is the evidence in favour of his use of the Yerushaimi irrefutable, there are allernative 

sources that he could have used to derive the relevant information. 

Consequently we have no adequate e\idence that PsY knew either the Palestinian or Babylonian 

Talmud. 

Tareumic Traditions 

We have discussed twenty occasions where PsY follows a targurnic tradition. In the verses we 

discussed PsY agrees with Onkelos more frequently than any other Targum. However our sample 
is small and to get a true picture we would need to consider all the apparent targumic traditions in 

PsY, both halachic and aggadic, and correlate them with the various Targumim. 

Our findings give credence to the suggestion we made earlier (page 20) that there may be a shared 
halachic tradition amongst the Targumim. We have certainly seen that this is the case between PsY 

and other Targumim, were have also seen that other Targumim share halachic traditions amongst 

themselves. We will discuss the implications of this vis a is the composition and purpose of PsY 

below. 

PsY & PRE 

Shinan dated PsY in the eighth century lamely because of what he saw as a relationship between 

the aggadic content of PsY and PRE. Hayward disputed this relationship. Had we found that the 

two works were related in respect of their halachic material, this would assist Shinan's theory of a 

relationship between the aggadic material, support his dating of PsY and perhaps establish PRE as 

one of its halachic sources. 
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But our research does not support Shinan's view. We have found no halachic connection between 

the t\ti o works. They almost certainly derived from a common school but as a result of their 

different genres there is no point of overlap for their halachic concerns. It is possible that PsY did 

make use of PRE, but only for aggadic material. But Hayward's view is the more tenable, whatever 

relationship exists between the two works does so because the same influences were at work on 

each, rather than there being a direct relationship. Nevertheless, as we shall discuss below, we do 

not need to demonstrate a relationship between PsY and PRE to enable us to date PsY in the 

eighth century. 

Statements of Unclear On-ins 

We have also identified ten verses where we cannot identify PsY's source, nor can we explain why 

he may have reasoned in such a way as to produce the material we have. The number of these 

"unattested" legal statements in PsY is very small in comparison to the total number of legal rulings 

in the whole work. 

In order to consider the sib ificance of this, it is instructive to look at halachot which occur in other 
Palestinian texts. Although very little research has been carried out the field of lialacha in aggadic 

Midrash, I briefly examined those Midrashim which Buber cites as "Halachot and Legal Rulings in 

NIS Tanhurna that begin j'eiamden-u rahbein/45 and those in Deuteronomy Rabbah which are 

introduced by the word halaclur. At very least, the following regulations occur which are not 

attested in any other rabbinic sources: 

Midrash Tanhuma ed. Buber. 

hayishlach 12- a woman must not go into the street wearing her jewellery on a weekday. The 

lvfdrash derives this halacha from Dinah's experience at the hand of Shechem son of Hamor 

(Genesis, chapter 34). This occurs also in Yalkut Sliýneoni where the source is almost certainly 

Buber's Tanhuma, but apparently nowhere else. 

Naso 14- Quotes M. Megillah 4,7 but includes a statement by Rabbi (Yehuda ha-Nasi) that does 

not occur in our versions of the Mishnah: a priest who has ablemish on a«ypart of hint (; 
.) 

must not perform the priestly blessing. 

"s S. Bubcr. 
, 

Midrash Tanhuma, (L%, ov, 5643), 1 ntroduction. p. 28-42, 
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Sheluch 1 An emissary engaged in performing a Mitzvah can suspend the laws of Shabbat (nwn 

nx nm-r m-No rn5v). This has been subject to a lot of discussion and textual emendation but much 

of this is speculative and the passage is cited here for illustrative purposes. 

Dcutcronomv Rabbah. 

2,18 A person who grows the locks of the front of his hair is punished with forty lashes. Although 

the prohibition is found in T. Shabbat 6 and Baba Kamma 83a I have been unable to find the 

punishment expressed elsewhere. 

The other Targuntim also contain "unattested" halachic material. Bamberger" in a study of Neofiti 

lists ten "anomalous renderings... which neither follow the established halacha nor one of the 

minority opinions... ". 2" 

Thus we should be neither unduly surprised nor concerned to find a reasonable number of 

unattested halachot in PsY. Yitzhaly s figure of 105 verses containing unattested halachot, if 

accurate, would be of interest. But we have seen in this study that many of Yitzhaky's conclusions 

are based on a misunderstanding of PsY's exegetical priorities and techniques. So our Targum 

simply enters the field as another piece of Palestinian literature that may contain a small amount of 

unattested halachic material. 

The Date of PsY 

The evidence from our research into the halachic material points towards a date of PsY certainly 

later than the fourth century, by which time the 1alachic Midrashim have crystallised. We have 

found no halachic evidence that would suggest a later date of composition, but neither have we 

found any evidence that the text was revised and amplified over a period of time. Indeed the 

halachic content indicates a homogenous work. 

'°' J. Bamberger, "Halachic Elements in the NeoGti Targum: A Preliminary Statement", Jewish Quarterly Review. 
66,1975, pp 27-3g. 
`" This statement needs to be tested by a detailed analysis. 
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That PsY bears such a close relation to rabbinic tradition supports both Shinan and Maori who 

show that PsY had a number of Tannaitic sources before him from which lie drew his aggadic and 

halachic material, and who called for further research into the halachic material. It contrasts with 

the findings of researchers, including Kahle, Geiger, Churgin, Kasher, Heinemann and to some 

extent Yitzhaly who saw evidence of a very early, pre-Mishnaic halachic tradition in PsY. Yitzhaky 

also saw a correspondence between some of PsY's rulings and Karaite and other non-rabbinic 

sources. 

We have also not been able to substantitate 1-Iayward's claim regarding date, although we can 

support his conclusion regarding the lack of a direct relationship between PsY and PRE. 

Hayward's claim regarding PsY's date is based on two factors- one positive, one negative. On the 

one hand he claimed that there was positive evidence from PsY's treatment of the red heifer ritual 

to substantiate a date no later than Sifra, Sifrei Numbers and Sifrei Zuta. On the other hand he 

considered that the lack of a relationship between PsY and PRE weakened the argument that PsY 

can be dated after the Islamic conquest. 

Our consideration of PsY's translation of Numbers 19 was influenced by the general picture that 

we have built up concerning how and why PsY introduces halachic material. Hai ward's study was 

of Numbers 19 only, and without the evidence from the halaclvc material in the whole of PsY, such 

a study does not give a sufficiently broad overview to substantiate his conclusions. We might feel 

that Hay ward places too much emphasis on the role of the red heifer in rabbinic tradition, one gets 

a sense when reading the rabbinic literature that the sages were at least as fascinated by the non- 

rational basis of the commandment2`8 as by the details of the ritual. These do not receive systematic 

treatment- there is no tractate Parah in either the Babylonian or Jerusalem Talmuds249 

'4'The red heifer is oflen considered to be the paradigm of pti, a commandment whose rationale is unknowable. cC 
Urbach, The Sages, (Cambridge MA, 1994), pp 377-8. 
249 Haywards statement that "the Mishnah and talmuds sought to pro-Ode authoritative guidance in the shape of 
tractacte Parah" is puzzling in the absence of a talmudic tractate on Mishnah Parah. 
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Our comparison of the halachic material in PsY and PRE did not indicate a direct relationship. 

Whilst this supports Hayward's findings, it does not invalidate the suggestion that PsY is a post- 

Islamic compilation, although clearly a direct relationship between the two works cannot be cited in 

support. The evidence that suggests a date follo\king the Islamic conquest is well kno\\7n. There 

seems to be no reason to discount the references to Adisha and Fatima, and to the City of 
Constantinople. In the absence of any evidence that the text was revised over a period of time, 

Hayward's assertion that these references were inserted by a later copyist needs to be substantiated. 

The only substantial objection to a date follo\\ing the Islamic conquest seems to be the reference to 

Yohanan the High Priest. We have already noted Shinan's \ie v' that Yohanan is actually a textual 

corruption of Aaron. But alongside Yohanan in Deuteronomy 33,11; PsY also mentions Elijah and 

Le\i. The verse sees Moses blessing the Leýites and cursing their enemies. Elijah in this context is 

almost certainly a reference to Pinchas". Yohanan the High Priest (i e. Yohanan, or John, 

Hyrcanus), Pinchas and Levi are each \iolent heroes of the priestly tribe, hence they are cited 

together to recall the \ictories of the priestly warriors. The reference to Yohanan is therefore not 

contemporaneous «ith PsY, he is seen as a character from history, alongside Lei and Elijah. 

Further e\idence that Yohanan H)Tcanus was viewed in certain circles as a heroic model from the 

past may come from the Scroll of Antiochus (or the Scroll of the Hasmoneanis), a late Palestinian 

Midrash probably composed between the 8th and 9th Centuries``'. It sets as its hero Yohanan the 

High Priest, son of Mattathias and brother of Judah the Maccabee. This text seeks to glorify 

Yohanan rather than Judah as the hero of the Maccabean revolt. It N. ould not be at all surprising if 

the author of the Scroll of Antiochus confused Yohanan H}Tcanus with his uncle, Yohanan son of 
Mattathias. 

Little is known about the origins of the Scroll of Antiochus. Kasher"' suggests that it was written 

as a festive scroll for Hanukkah, perhaps as an anti-Karaite polemic since they did not accept this 
festival. It is unclear why Yohanan is cast as the hero, but it is possible that there is a connection 

250 Above, page 8. 
25' PsYagrees Niith the tradition also found in PRE 19 and PRE 47 that Elijah is Pinchas. Exodus 6,18: And the days 
of the life of What the pious were a hundred and thirty three years he lived until he saw Pinchav, who is Elijah, 
the High Pried tiro i+iU be sent in the future to the exiles of Israel at the end of t4-. t He states of Pinchas 
(Numbers 25,12) I shall make him an eternal angel and he shall live for e'er to announce the r'dcmption at the end 
of days. Similar comments are found in Exodus 4,13,40,10 and Deuteronomy 30,4. 
252 H. L. Strack & G. Stembcrgcr (Introduction) p. 364. 
25s A. Kashcr, "The Historical Background of Megillat Antiochus" Proceedings of the . 

American Academy for Jewish 
Research 48 (1981) 207-30. 
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with the passages in B. Kiddushin 66a and Pesikta d'Rab Kahana (Buber edition, p. SOb) N\hcre 

Yohanan Hyrcanus becomes a Sadducee. The Scroll of Antiochus may preserve a dissenting, 

perhaps priestly, tradition which sought to rehabilitate Yohanan Hyrcanus. PsY seems to take a 

particular interest in promoting the priesthood. Perhaps this reflected a wider tendency seen also in 

the Scroll of Antiochus to erase memories of the Sadducee-Pharisee split and to reaßirni the 

priest's role at the centre of religious life. 

In any event the e\idence that PsY's mention of Yolianan establishes the antiquity of our Tar. 1,1urmm is 

weak. 

The halachic evidence alone does not allow us to push forward PsY's date much beyond the fourth 

century, or perhaps the fifth if we assume that PsY depends on the Palestinian Talmud, for \ý hich 

we have not discovered adequate evidence. But since there is now no reason to date PsY before 

the Mishnah, it does seem reasonable to conclude that the evidence offered by Fatima and Adisha, 

and the anti-Islamic polemics identified by Ohana, should be taken at face value and that we are 

looking at a work that received its final editing during the early Muslim period, that is to say the 

seventh or eivahth century. 

Techniques of Translation and Interpolation 

Although the vast majority of halachic material in PsY agrees \\ith a rabbinic source or targumic 

tradition, there are many interpolations and expansions that have been derived independently. We 

have also seen that halachic statements in PsY, whether derived from sources or independently, 

should not necessarily be considered as intended to be prescriptive. 

We have seen that PsY uses rabbinic sources and targumic traditions as well as his o\vil reasoning 
for his interpolations, expansion and translations. He clarifies the text, makes exegetical points and 

provides detail of how the law is applied. Alongside his literal translations he is concerned to clarify 
difficult meanings of words and phrases in the Masoretic text, and to make the text appear less 

vague where appropriate. He uses standard midrashic techniques to seek hidden meanings in 

redundant or duplicated words and unusual word forms. More than aný-thing else however, he is 

concerned with providing the practical application of a law, or defining the circumstances in which 
it applies; as if he were answering the question: how or in what way is the law to be carried out. 

<v, Abrn, e, Page 8. 
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We have suggested that at times PsY may have worked from memory. If so we might expect lapses 

which result in his transmitting an incomplete or corrupt \ ersion of a tradition. This of course can 

also apply to baraitot cited in the Talmuds or indeed to any rabbinic literature that relied to some 

degree upon oral transmission, although mistakes are more likely to have been spotted, and 

corrected, in well known works, such as the Talmuds. The incorrect recording of traditions due to 

faulty memory, whilst not necessarily exclusive to PsY, nevertheless may account for some of his 

divergences from known sources. 

We have riot been able to determine why PsY used sources in some cases, and his independent 

reasoning in others; it may be that the compilations and traditions at his disposal \ýere incomplete 

and consequently there was no relevant rabbinic material available to him. Or he may have felt that 

the information presented by the sources was inadequate for his purposes. 

This independence suggests that far from being a mere technician, weighing up the material that the 

sources offer and selecting the most appropriate, PsY was a creative thinker. In response to the 

question why he did not use his own reasoning all the time, we can h\-pothesise that it was more 

important to him to reflect a rabbinic tradition than to innovate. Were this only to hold true in the 

halachic arena, we might argue that he may have not had sufficient confidence in his abilities as an 

halachist. But Shinan'`55 shows that of the hundreds of a<_1gadic traditions in PsY, relatively few are 

unparalleled in targumic tradition or rabbinic sources, suggesting that despite his potential to be 

creative, his objective was not to demonstrate his powers of independent reasoning. 

What our e\idence does show us is that the overwhelming concern of PsY, as far as legal material 

is concerned, is to provide information on the how the law is applied, or the circumstances in which 

it operates: ". Again he relies far more hea%ily on known rabbinic sources than on his independent 

reasoning. Nevertheless, despite this reliance on tradition he finds the opportunity to introduce 

themes of special interest to him, notably the Bet Din`57, Piety and Austerity`, Treatment of 

Strangers and Converts'`59, Intermarriage 2`0, Calendrical Matters2` and the Priesthood`c2. 

ass A- Shinan, Targitm v'. Aicada Bo, pp 185 if. 
256 Appendix I lists all the verses of halachic significance in PsY. The proportion of those verses which derive "How 
the Law was Applied" from rabbinic sources is greater c%cn than the discussions above suggest- most of the verses 
derived through independent reasoning or midrashic exegesis were worthy of detailed analysis, whilst many of those 
which followed the sources are straightforward and did not need to be discussed 

E. g. Numbers 30,3; Deuteronomy 15,2; 21,2; 21,3; 22,2; 22,24; 24,1; 25,3; 25,7; 25,8. 
zsa Exodus 12,46; Deuteronomy 6,7; 20,5-8; 26,30, 
`59 Exodus 22,20; Leviticus 19,26; 25,17; Numbers 1029; Deuteronomy 73,8-9; 23,16; 
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Method of Composition 

Our research has not produced any evidence which directly argues in favour Shinan's two- stage 

theory in which an author wove material into an extant Palestinian base text. PsY is certainly a text 

which contains both t. argumic and rabbinic traditions, and which has at its core a 'fargum of the 

Palestinian genre. This is confirmed by Cook who found that PsY is written in a literary Aramaic 

characteristic of the Tara nvc genre, Shinan's evidence of a shared Targumic Aggadic tradition and 

the results of our research which indicate the existence of a corresponding halachic tradition. But 

the claim that an author started with a single extant Palestinian Targum as a base text, and wove his 

own material into it, requires substantiation. 

The two stage theory may have been necessary were it necessary to explain \w by pre- and post- 

Mishnaic halachic regulations existed side by side in the same text, but as we have seen, PsY's 

halacha almost universally conforms to rabbinic tradition. It would seem more reasonable to posit 

that, just as today a biblical translator may refer to earlier translations without necessary being 

bound by them, so too did the author of PsY. He may have had several targumic versions available 

in addition to his rabbinic sources, and selected material for inclusion and to assist \\ith translation 

as he felt appropriate. 

But even NNithout support for the two-stage theory we can accept Shinan's conclusion that PsY is a 

literary composition. Where we differ from Shinan is over how the work was composed and of 

course its lack of dependence on PRE. 

Purpose of PsY 

The information that he provides concerning the application of the law is moderated by the 

constraints of the biblical text; even though he lived before the halacha is crystallised into formal 

codes, his frequent agreement with minority opinions suggests that his intention is not to produce 

an authoritative manual on religious law and practice. He expands upon the Nlasoretic text, in order 

to explain the law more fully and within the limits of the original language; demonstrating which 

traditions were, in his opinion, those which reflected most closely the meaning implicit in the 

Pentateuch. 

26° Leviticus 18,21; Deuteronomy 23,3 
261 of Exodus 12,2, although most of the calendrical material, as listed in footnote 83 appears in the age tdic content of 
PsY. 
262 Leviticus 2,12; 14,7; 16,27; 18,30-31; 19,24; Numbers 28 2; Deuteronomy 20.6 and the red heifer ritual (Numbers 
chapter 19). 
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We could argue that his target audience may have been one which was familiar with rabbinic 

tradition. Were they to have been uneducated they may easily have been misled by his citation of 

minority views. If they were educated, they would recognise how the rabbinic traditions that he 

incorporated correlated \\ith the biblical text. Indeed, there are occasions where he offers hints and 

allusions that seem to presuppose that his audience are aware of rabbinic traditions23. 

If however he could rely on an educated audience, we have to wonder why he pro\ides so much 

detail on basic religious topics such as Succah` 4, Tefillin265 and even Eruv'"6 and Halitza2`7 %%hich 

are not so basic but would surely be familiar to an educated audience. Furthermore, although detail 

is importantC'8 we have seen2G9 that he often appears more concerned to explain the explain the text 

in an uncomplicated manner than to incorporate all the legal nuances. 

So his audience is unlikely to have been a highly learned one. We may be on safer ground if we do 

not set too much store by the supposed allusions to rabbinic traditions and assume that these hints, 

if indeed they were hints, were known only to himself and perhaps a few educated elite amongst his 

circle. 

The targumic genre had been established as the paradigmatic mode of translation since earliest 

rabbinic times. As P. S. Alexander has shown27°, the Targum was used in three distinct settings, a) 

the synagogue, b) private devotion, c) the school. Few written Targ^umim may have been available, 

books were expensive271, and so the conditions may have been auspicious to introduce a new 

translation. Just as new text books are regularly written for schools and colleges today, so a 
"modernised" Targum of the conventional genre that provided more detailed aggadic gadic and halachic 

information could have been potentially very popular. 

263 Deuteronomy 19,15 (page 69); Leviticus 7,27 (page 153), Exodus 22,19 (page 152) and possibly even in Leviticus 
19,10 (page 83). 
264 Leviticus 23,42, page 40 
265 Exodus 13,9-10, page 85 
266 Exodus 16,5, page 45 
267 Deuteronomy 25,9, page 78 
266 Exodus 12,9, page 86 
269 Leviticus 11,29-31 (page87) ; Numbers 29,31 (page 82); Deuteronomy 19,15 (page 69); 23,22 (page itxt); 20,19 
(page 96); 21,2 (page 97). 
270 P. S. Alexander, Jewish Aramaic translations in Mira, p. 238 ff. Also AD York, The Targwn in the Synagogue 
and the School, Journal For The Study Of Judaism In The Persian, Hellenistic And Roman Periods, 10, (1979) pp. 
74-86. 
271 P. S. Alexander, Jewish Aramaic translations in Mirra, p. 240. 
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If we assume that an author composed the work afresh for the Bei. 1liclrcetilz making significant use 

of other Targumim to assist Nm with the underling translation, but allossing himself the freedom 

and flexibility to use his own creati\ity as he s\ished, we can explain several of PsY's oficn 

"favourite" themes. He refers frequently to the Be! 
. 
1lickwff 2; het does not mention the 

synagogue, its practices or public prayer. PsY's references to the 1k! 
.\ 

lickaslz are of course 

anachronistic, the institution was unknown in Biblical times. He could just as easily have introduced 

the synagogue anachronistically had he wanted. Perhaps he pays particular attention to the Be! 

'. Ikliash because this is where it was to be used. 

His concern with intermarriage and treatment of strangers and cons erts may well have had 

contemporary relevance in the school house. They certainly would be issues today, in a multi- 

cultural emironment. Although we can only speculate, it is possible that if comparable cross- 

cultural influences existed in early Islamic Palestine, a Je\\ish religious educator may x\ ell have felt 

minded to pay particular attention to these topics. If so, we can see how connecting them to biblical 

themes may have had pedagogical advantages. 

Use in the Bet? 1.1idrezslr also explains his technique of illustrating how the law is applied, but only in 

a way which reflects most closely the meaning implicit in the Pentateuch, whether or not that is the 

authoritative ruling. Whilst it was important to stress how to perform basic practices such as 

Succah and tefillin, when the subject under discussion is how the Yom Kippur sacrifice was carried, 

who proclaimed the leper unclean or who \\Tote the Torah scroll for a king, it is not so much the 

conclusions that are important as the illustration that the Pentateuchal text generated a process 

which led to ritual and civil practice. In other words, this is not a halachic manual but a tool that 

allows the student to see the relationship between the Pentateuch and practical law. 

The contribution of this thesis has been to assess PsY through a study of its halachic material- an 

area that had been severely neglected in the past. Our conclusions regarding date, sources, purpose 

and composition contain no great surprises. But we can now say that we have a far clearer idea of 
PsY's relationship ; pith rabbinic tradition and that we can now understand why it is not as 
idiosyncratic in its halachic content as it appears at first sight. We have been able to explain his 

2rz Most of PsY's references to the Bet Midrash occur in conjunction with the narrative portions of the Pentateuch. 
Amongst these are Genesis 9,25; 14,18; 22,19; 24,62; 25,22; 25,27; 37,2; 47,27; Exodus 18,7; 33,7; 39; 33,40,20; 
Numbers 24,2; 24,5; Deuteronomy 1,38; 28,6; 29,3; 30,14; 31,1; 33,18 
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halachic material in a Nvay that that allows future scholars take a far more integrated look at this 

Targum. 

When we began this research it was generally considered that PsY was an eccentric work which 

contained many halachic statements unknown to the rabbinic corpus. The fact that we have now 

discovered that PsY is rooted firmly vvrithin, and largely dependent upon, rabbinic tradition has in no 

way lessened the appeal or even eccentricity of this fascinating Targum. We have suggested that 

PsY was a literary work, composed for the Bet Midi-ctsh sometime after the Muslim conquest. It 

may be, as Shinan argues, that PsY's standard inclusion in rabbinic Bibles was no more than an 

accident of publishing history. But if so it was a very fortunate accident, and one which has enabled 

us to learn a great deal. 
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APPENDIX I- CLASSIFICATION OF VERSES 
This Appendix lists all the verses in PsY that have halachic content. I have excluded all verses 

which are literal translations, or in which the halachic significance is the same as in the Masoretic 

text, other than those verses which have been used by previous researchers to suggest that PsY is in 

conflict with nonnative halacha, such as Numbers 30,4 (page 63) or Leviticus 16,27 (page 8 1). 

The verses have been listed under the same headings that we ha% e used throughout this study. 
Some verses occur under more than one heading, this is because they contain more than one 

expansion in PsY and each expansion falls into a different category. 

Verses printed in bold have been discussed in this study. 

MATERIAL THAT SHOWS AN AFFINITY WITH RABBINIC SOURCES OR 

TARGUMIC TRADITIONS 

Clarification of Text 

Exodus Leviticus Numbers Deuteronomy 

12,9 
1,6 28,7 24,4 

21,2 
5,10 28,26 24,12 

12,17 

12,46 

13,45 

16,21 

19,26 

19,32 

24,16 

25,47 
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Nfidrash-tape and Exctctical Interpretations 

Exodus 

21,5 

22,8 

22,16 

22,20 

LeN'itictis 

11,36 

11,37-38 

11,39 

15,4 

16,10 

19,20 

20,10 

20,14 

21,3 

24,7 

Numbers Deuteronomy 

5,15 16,20-2 

6,13 18,3 

6,18 22,9 

30,15 25,6 
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Descriptions of how the law is applied in pncticc. 

Exodus 

12,2 

12,7 

12,8 

12,9 

12,1 
0 

12,1 

12,1 
5 

12,2 
0 

12,2 
2 

12,2 
4 

12,2 
5 

12,4 
4 

12,4 
5 

12,4 
6 

12,4 
7 

13,2 

13,1 
0 

13,1 
2 

13,1 
3 

13,1 
6 

16,5 

16,29 23,11 

21,3 23,12 

21,4 23,18 

21,6 30,21 

21,7 

21,8 

21,11 

21,12 

21,14 

21,15 

21,17 

21,19 

21,20 

21,22 

21,24-5 

21,26 

21,28 

21,29 

21,30 

21,37 

22,2 

22,3 

22,5 

22,7 

22,9 

22,11 

22,12 

22,14 

22,24 

22,28 

22,29 

22,30 

23,1 

23,7 
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Leviticus 

1,2 

1,5 

2,7 

2,12 

4,10 

4,15 

4,22 

5,1 

5,3 

5,4 

5.8 

5,15-16 

6,8 

7,29 

7,30 

7,32 

8,12 

8,21 

8,23 

8,33 

11,1 

11,4 

11,29-31 

11,32 

11,36 16,27 21,9 

1 1,42 16,29 21,18 

12,3 17,13 22,5 

13,2 17,15 22,13 

13,34 18,21 22,22 

13,10 19,10 22,24 

13,46 19,18 22,27 

14,7 19,24 23,27 

14,8 19,28 23,36 
14,15 19,29 23,40 
14,37 19,30 23,42 
14,57 19,31 24,8 
15,2 19,33 24,14 

15,3 19,35 24,15 

15,9 20,2 24,20 

15,12 20,5 25,9 

15,19 20,7 25,25 

15,23 20,9 25,17 

15,25 20,11 25,29 

15,31 20,21 25,44 

16,6 20,25 25,48 

16,8 21,1 25,49 

16,15 21,2 26,1 

16,21 21,4 26,2 

16,22 21,7 27,34 
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Numbers 

5,6 15,4 19,9 30,7 

5,8 15,7 19,11 30,8 

5,10 15,13 19,13 30,13 

5,17 15,19 19,14 30,16 

5,18 15,20 19,16 31,20 

5,19 15,22 19,17 31,22-23 

6,2 15,38 28,4 35,11 

6,15 18,9 28,5 3 5,17 

6,19 18,13 29,7 35,18 

6,23 19,2 29,13 35,19 

8,2 19,3 29,31 35,20 

9,2 19,4 29,39 35,30 

9,7 19,5 30,3 

9,10 19,6 30,4 

9,12 19,7-8 30,6 
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Deuteronomy 

6,5 

6,7 

6,8 

6,9 

11,1 
9 

1 2,4 

12,1 
0 

13,6 

14,4 

14,6 

14,7 

14,9 

14,1 
I 

14,1 
9 

14,2 
0 

15,1 
7 

16,1 

16,2 

16,6 

16,7 

16,8 

16,9 

16,14 

17,1 

17,17 

18,2 

18,4 

18,11 

19,5 

19,15 

19,21 

20,5-8 

20,19 

21,1 

21,2 

21,3 

21,7 

21,13 

21,14 

21,22 

21,23 

22,2 

22,3 

22,5 

22,6 

22,10 

22,11 

22,12 

22,15 

22,29 

23,1 

23,2 

23,3 

23,4 

23,8 

23,10 

23,13 

23,14 

23,16 

23,22 

23,24 

24,1 

24,5 

24,7 

24,8 

24,17 

25,3 

25,4 

25,5 

25,7 

25,8 

25,9 

25,10 

26,2 

26,4 

26,14 
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Tarrumic Traditions 

Exodus Leviticus 

2,21 4,5 

12,43 4,16 

12,48 5,21 

12,49 7,19 

21,10 12,5 

21,16 12,7 

21,22-23 13,18 

21,30 19,9 

22,4 19,16 

23,2 19,28 

20,11 

21,5 

21,20 

22,4 

22,16 

23,11 

23,29 

24,18 

25,29 

25,35 

Numbers 

5,22 

19,17 

28,2 

28,7 

31,19 

31,20 

Deuteronomy 
t4,21 

14,22 

16,16 

17,5 

18,13 

21,3 

21,4 

21,8 

21,12 

22,24 

23,25-26 

24,6 

24,11 

25,1 

25,7 

2 5,8 

25,13 

26,3 
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MATERIAL THAT DOES NOT SHO\V AN AFFINITY \\'ITI{ KNOWN 
TRADITIONS, BUT THAT IS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE T, rARGU: MIS'T'S 
LN"DEPENDENT REASONING. 

Clarification of Text 

Exodus 

13,14 

21,19 

22,17 

31,16 

Leviticus Numbers Deuteronomy 

1,8 5,13 13,6 

1,16 6,11 15,2 

1,17 30,11-12 16,3 

5,5 18,1 

7,16 22,6 

7,18 23,13 

7,24 23,15 

7,27 

11,21 

12,4 

15,11 

19,27 

21,22 

24,2 
Midrash-type and Exegetical Interpretation 

Exodus Leviticus Numbers Deuteronomy 

12,2 1,4 18,30-31 14,23 

21,13 1,14 30,15 17,8 

22,19 2,2 9,10 17,15 

9,16 25,12 

16,21 

24,2 

25,23 
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Descriptions of how the law is applied in practice. 

Exodus 

12,46 

21,36 

22,8 

30,19 

Leviticus 

4,3 

5,4 

6,13 

6,21 

11,37-38 

18,6 

19,17 

20,15 

21,10 

25,26 

Numbers 

5,7 

5,17 

15,4 

19,9 

19,14 

TRANSLATIONS AND EXPANSIONS OF UNCLEAR ORIGIN 

Exodus 

Deuteronomy 

14,1 

16,7 

17,4 

17,18 

18,3 

18,10-11 

21,2 

23,17 

24,1 

24,8 

24,14 

24,16 

Deuteronomy 

17,16 

22,26 

26,12-13 
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12,3-4 

12,46 

23,4-5 

Leviticus 

11,11 

13,45 

15,18 

Numbers 

18,8 



APPENDIX II- THE HALACHA IN PRE 

There has been no systematic survey of the halacha in Pirkei d'Rabbi Eliezer. This appendix 

sets out to do that and to flag those halachot which may cast some light on PRE's relationship 

to PsY. 

PRE was known to and used by many of the rabbinic authorities in the post-Geonic age. 

Luria273 lists those authorities who cite PRE, they include Nachmanides, Mordechai, Tosefot, 

Rashi and Arukh. PsY by contrast may have been unknown until the 14th Century when 

Recanati's commentary appeared in which he quotes extracts from PsY. PRE is therefore a 

mainstream work. If, as PsY, it did originally contain minority halachic rulings, or those inserted 

as a result of the author's oxN. n reasoning, these could well have been "nonnalised" by legal 

authorities and their copyists. 

Because of PRE's discursive nature, it is not always easy to discriminate between halachic 

statements or rulings and descriptions of the way things might have been done, which may be 

woven incidentally into the fabric of the text. For example in PRE 12, in the course of a 

discussion about ten wedding canopies that God made for Adam in the Garden of Eden, the 

reader is asked "Is it not a fact that only one wedding canopy is made for every bridegroom 

whilst three wedding canopies are made for a king? " 27° 

Does one take this as a halachic statement, that a king requires three wedding canopies? 

Probably not since we have nothing in any other source which remotely supports or refutes the 

statement. 

But in PRE 20, we are told that it is a mitzvah (religious duty) to add water to the remaining 
drops of wine in the cup over which the benediction for the termination of Sabbath is said, and 

to drink this and place it on the eyes. This is a custom that is attested to by the Geonim and 
from PRE's use of the term mitzvah we are compelled to classify this as an halachic statement. 

These two examples illustrate the boundaries within which we have to operate when deciding 

whether or not a particular comment should be regarded as an halachic statement. 

273 see Luria's introduction, p. 13a. Luria considers that this statement may be based on the palanquin that 
Solomon made in Song of Songs 3,9-11 which was made of three different materials. 
274 Friedlander's translation, p88. 
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Additionally PRE contains references to a number of practices which were known to other late 

authorities and which do not derive from talmudic sources. In this category \\e include the 

requirement to bury the circumcised foreskin in the dust, the placing of a chair for Elijah at the 

circumcision ceremony and the requirement for the congregation to stand- apparently all day- 

on Yom Kippur. 

In compiling the list of halachot found in PRE, 1 have excluded all statements which directly 

derive from biblical texts, wiless the halachic tradition interprets them differently from the 

straightforward biblical meaning (e. g. Exodus 21,24- "an eye for an eye... "), or PRE in some 

way qualifies, expands or contradicts the biblical text. So statements such as "all clean 

domesticated animals that are not carrion nor torn in the field may be eaten, apart from three 

things, their fat, blood and sinew of the thigh" (PRE 11) are not included. 

The halachic statements that PRE makes, within the parameters outlined above, are: 

PRE 8 

Intercalation of the months takes place in the presence of 3 men. R. Eliezer says in the presence 

of ten men, if less they place a Torah scroll in front of them. 

PRE 9 

Clean birds are distinguished by their crop and peeling craw. Rabbi Eliezer adds by the 

projecting toe. 

Turtle-doves and pigeons are the only sacrificial birds. 

Clean grasshoppers require long jointed legs and wings which cover the body. 

PRE 11 

The slaughter and method of consumption of clean domesticated animals is similar to the rules 

observed A ith birds. 

All creeping things ('v) are unclean (i. e. not just the 8 species listed in Leviticus 11,29-31). 

PRE 16 

Wedding feasts last seven days (also in PRE 54). 

A bridegroom is to be praised all seven days of the feast. 
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A bridegroom should not go out into the street unaccompanied. 

A bridegroom dresses in garments of glory all seven days. 

A bridegroom has feasts before hire for seven days. 

PRE 17 

Mourners, after the temple had been destroyed, were to go to the synagogues and study 

houses, where the congregants would sit with them upon the earth. 

Mourning ritual lasts for seven days (also in PRE 54). 

PRE 18 

The following constitute "keeping the Sabbath": 

Not performing any work 

Not kindling fire 

Not leaving or entering the domain, even by so much as one footstep. 

Not carrying anything more than 4 cubits (Friedlander: which is not his food or that of his 

cattle) and not crossing from domain to domain (Luria only) 

PRE 19 

The following testimonies (rituals) require the presence of ten men: Circumcision, "the 

testimonial of the dead""', the Sanctification of the Name, the ceremony of Halitza whereby 

the brother of a childless man is absolved from marrying his widow, marriage. 

PRE 20 

At the outgoing of the Sabbath the Havdalah ceremony comprises a blessing " who creates the 

lights of fire" to be made over wine and fire followed by the further blessing "who distinguishes 

holy from profane. " 

In the absence of wine he spreads his hands out towards the fire and looks at his fingernails. 

If on a journey he uses the stars. If the sky is dark lie uses a stone. 

Following the Havdala ceremony one is to add water to the remaining drops of wine in the cup, 

and to drink this and place it on the eyes. 

275 See Luria's note ad loc. 
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PRE 23 

The oath made to Noah is to be recited daily. 

PRE 29 

Only the vine tree is subject to `or/ah (i. e. the prohibition on the fruit of a tree during the first 

three years of growth). 

One is obliged to engage in festi%ities at a circumcision ceremony. 

Valid circumcision requirespri'ul1(uncovering of the corona). 

(Friedlander: 

Not to eat; bathe with or touch an uncircumcised person. 

Slaves are circumcised with or Nýithout their consent. 

Proselytes are not believed for seven generations. ) 

Following circumcision, the foreskin is to be buried in the dust. 

A chair is to be set for Elijah at every circumcision ceremony. 

PRE 32 

The Paschal sacrifice is brought only when one is satiated with food. 

PRE 35 

Lentils are the food of mourning. 

PRE 37 

Firstborn which are guarded ()) i m)nv) are required to be tithed. 

PRE 38 

The ban (Herem) has the same force as a vow. 

The Cutheans are under the ban and no Israelite is to eat their bread. 

PRE 40 

To remove one's shoes when standing in a holy place. 

PRE 44 

The prayer leader is forbidden to officiate unless he has one man on either side of him 
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PRE 46 

Shofar is blown on the first day of Ellul each ý"ear. 

The congregation stand upon their feet on Yom Kippur. 

PRE 47 

(Friedlander: Non-Israelite \\ine is forbidden. ) 

The Halacha in PsY and PRE 

One of the difficulties that we will encounter in comparing PsY's halachic con meats w\ it If those 

of PRE is that PsY is obliged to operate \\ithin the confines of the Pentateuchal te\t. PsY can 

only translate biblical verses and base his halachic comment on that verse. PRE on the other 

hand is free to introduce any subject that pleases him. PsY would have difficulty for example in 

introducing any halachic rulings on the termination of Sabbath ceremony since this was a rar 

later innovation which is absent from the biblical text. So the absence of a ruling in PsY 

corresponding to a ruling in PRE can tell us nothing, unless the ruling in PRE is fundamental to 

the interpretation of a Pentateuchal verse. 

The discussion below therefore deals only voth those halachot from the list cited abo\ e, \ý here 

PsY also expresses a legal opinion. The only times when PsY is silent that we \01 discuss PRE 

Mill be when the latter may stand accused of introducing an othen\ise unattested ruling, vv hich 

may have a bearing on our discussion. In every case the paragraph headed "a)" discusses PRE's 

comment, and "b)" discusses PsY. 

We should note that Luria devotes a large part of his detailed and significant commentary to 

reconciling differences between PRE and the halachic literature. Within the precise and casuistic 
framework of halachic debate, such approaches are valid. 

However, from the perspective of academic scholarship, this is not acceptable. Luria argues for 

example2", that when PRE says the \ýings of a clean grasshopper must cover the whole of the 

body, he means to say `the majority of the body', since the Talmud (B.: A%odah Zarah 36a) 

cites an opinion that the `majority is as the whole'. Such reasoning may be used to harmonise 

conflicting positions when unanimity of opinion is required in order to define a legal code. We 

`76 PRE 9, Luria edition p. 2 lb, nose 9. 

-- 
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cannot however assume that a statement is made ah hiitio in a particular way with the intention 

that it will be interpreted in a different way. 

For the purpose of this study we will take PRE's statements at face value, bearing in mind of 

course the possibility of textual corruptions- but again not claiming textual corruption every 

time we are faced with a difficulty. 

PRE 9 

Clean birds are distinguished by their crop and peeling crcnv. Rabbi E7iezer acids by the 

projecting toe. 

a) This is in accordance with M. Huhn 3,6. The Mishnah states anonymously that all three 

tokens are necessary in a clean bird. PRE establishes R. Eliezer as the authority who requires a 

projecting toe. The statement is wholly in line with the Nfiishnah. It is unclear why PRE cites R 

Eliezer as the authority for the projecting toe, but this is not the only occasion on which he 

attributes to R Eliezer a statement that appears anonymously elsewhere. 

b) PsY to Leviticus 14,11 and 11,13 also gives this ruling but follows the Mishnah more 

closely by not citing R. Eliezer, which of course would be difficult for hint as a translator. 

Turtle-loves until pigeons are the only scla- fciul birds. 

a) This is a fundamental sacrificial rule deriving from Le`iticus 1,14. 

b) PsY to Leviticus 1,14 concurs but develops the phrase pigeo Lc (r»> >>s) to conclude that 

turtle doves are to be sacrificed fully grown but pigeons are to be sacrificed as chicks. 

Clean grasshoppers require long jointed legs anti wings which cover the entire hoxly. 

a) -Ni 
Huhn (3,7) requires four wings, four legs, jointed legs and stings that cover the majority 

of body. PRE differs therefore over the need for four legs and over the extent to which the 

,, Nings are to cover the body. 

PRE is closer to the biblical text which does not require four legs. E-Iowever, the bible also does 

not specifically require wings either, assuming no doubt that it is evident that all locusts have 

wings. PRE's inclusion of wings, albeit in a slightly different form, indicates that he is drawling 

upon rabbinic sources, even though he differs slightly from those known to us. B. Hullin (65a) 

discusses the meaning of the Mishnaic requirement for the wings to cover the majority of the 
body, and asks whether this means the majority of its height or of its circumference. The 
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conclusion is that it must cover the majority of both. PRE's requirement for it to cover the 

entire body may simply be a development of this, in order to exclude cases of doubt. 

No other extant sources offer as \\ide an interpretation as PRE. However, PRE's interpretation 

is sufficiently close to the sources for us not to be able to categorise it absolutely as an 

unattested ruling. 

b) PsY translates the biblical wording literally and as such does not make an halachic statement. 

PRE 11 

Domestic animals are declared clean as a result of tt'o tokemrs- chewing the cud and having 

Cloven hooves. 

a) This is a fundamental rule deri ing from Leviticus 11,3. 

b) PsY Lexiticus 11,3 & Deuteronomy 14,6 adds "and has horns". B. Hullin holds that an 

undomesticated animal requires horns as well as ruminating and hm-ing cloven hooves. 

PsY, however, aware that the definition of kosher mammals also occurs in Deuteronomy 14,3- 

6, may consider that the purpose of Le\iticus 11,2 is to define undomesticated animals as a 

class of n»ru ("These are the wild animals (r ) that you may eat, from all the cattle 

that are on the earth"). He may consider that Le\iticus 11,3 and its parallel in Deuteronomy 14, 

6 are therefore concerned with undomesticated animals and since the only kosher 

undomesticated animals he is likely to have encountered are deer or wild goat, he can introduce 

"and has horns. " The rules for the three domestic species meanwhile are clearly set out in 

Deuteronomy 14,4, where each species is referred to by name. 

The slaughter and method of cotuumiption of clean undomesticuted animals is simile to the 

rules observed with bird. 

This is a difficult and probably corrupt text that cannot contribute to our discussion. 

All creeping things are unclean (i. e. not just the 8 . species listed in Leviticus 11,29-31). 

a) Although Leviticus 11,41 if prohibits eating any creeping animal 11,29-31 limits those 

which convey ritual impurity through contact to just eight species. Luria therefore chooses to 

understand this as referring to a prohibition against eating any creeping thing, rather than 

referring to ritual impurity through contact. However PRE does not mention eating, he simply 

says that all creeping things are unclean. This may therefore be an unattested ruling, but gives 
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Deuteronomy 22,5: Cloaks of T. zitzit and to illin, which are the adlorizinelil of nncn shall 

not be upon a woman, and a man shall not shave his cu"mpit, and nakedness and his 

face to appear as a woman... PsY does not correspond to Sifrei Deuteronomy. 

Deuteronomy 24,5: When a man marries a new wife, a riqin, he shall not go out in 

the army... Sifrei Deuteronomy seems to be arguing against the tradition that PsY 

preserves. 

Deuteronomy 26,12-13: When you will finish tithing all the tithes ... and you have 

given the first tithe to the Levite, the second tithe- iliat is the poor tithe to the stranger, 

to the orphan and to the widow, and they shall eat in your town and be satisfied and 

the third tithe you shall cat before the Lord... Any agreement between PsY and Sifrei 

Deuteronomy is tenuous and cannot be counted upon 

In conclusion, the picture that emerges is quite confused. We have seen a number of verses 

where PsY seems to be identical to Sifrei Deuteronomy, so Sifrei Deuteronomy may have 

figured amongst his sources. We have also seen verses where PsY clearly differs. We have 

also seen a quite a few occasions where PsY's comments are to be found in Sifrei 

Deuteronomy, but are also found in other sources which we can assert more confidently 

were known to him. Add to this the verses where PsY seems to be using something similar 
but not identical to Sifrei Deuteronomy, and we face a very confused picture. The only safe 

conclusion that we can draw is that PsY did not make significant use of Sifrei Deuteronomy 

in a form in which we know it, and although lie clearly had before him many baraitot that 

relate to the Book of Deuteronomy, there is no reason to assume that these formed part of 

a coherent midrashic compendium. The only literary texts which we know that PsY used on 
Deuteronomy were Mechilta, where it was relevant, and the Miishnah. 

Midrash Tannaim 

We have to be very careful when considering PsY's relationship to Midrash Tannairn. As a 

reconstructed text it is bound to contain inaccuracies, and since much of our investigation 

into PsY's sources hinges on his use of specific words and phrases, any inaccuracies in 
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Hourne)s, after the temple had been destroyed, were to 
`('O 

to the 1y71UgUý'7IC'S amid study 

houses, where the congregaiNs would sit wilh thent upon the earth. 

a) Mourning customs in the Tannaitic and even Amoraic sources differ greatly from those 

prescribed in normative halacha279. It would not be a surprise therefore to encounter traditions 

in PRE that are unknown today. The custom of sitting on the earth is well attested but the 

discussion in B. Moed Katan 23a-b indicates that the mourner was expected to sit in his house, 

not the synagogue. Soferim 19,12 however follows our reading, but the context- the additional 

service is mentioned- indicates that this practice took place on Shabbat only when the 

regulations of the seven days of mourning are suspended. The restriction of this practice to 

Shabbat receives support from Sefer Hahilukim where it is stated that in Babylon mourners are 

brought into the synagogue each day whereas in Israel they are brought in only on Shabbat2F0. 

However, although PRE states that the earlier custom of greeting a mourner in the Temple only 

took place on Shabbat, he does not specifically limit the synagogue custom to this day. 

The discussion in Ni Middot 2,2 is vaguely evocative of PRE's description of the practice of 

mourners in the Temple. According to the Mishnah, mourners and the excommunicated walked 

in a clockwise direction around the temple, according to PRE they entered through a separate 

gate. 

Soferim 19,12 quotes Rabbi Eliezer as the authority for this regulation in PRE, which to 

Friedlander2" and -sargoliot`8Z indicates that Soferim drew on PRE. Certainly we cannot date 

either work accurately enoug to predict which is a source for the other. The mention in 

Soferim however does indicate that this was a practice carried out in some fonn in post- 

talmudic Palestine even if it carries no known halachic authority. 

b) PsY says nothing about mourning rituals 

PRE 18 

777e following constitute "keeping the Sabbath ": 

Not performing any work 

'See e. g M. Mcgillah 4,3 B. Megillah 23b, B. M. K 23a-24b 
2" M. Margoliot- Sefer haHahilcim 14, p. 80 
281 G. Fricdlandcr Pirkei d'Rabbi Eliezer p. 122. 
'°2 M. Margoliot Sefer haHalulcim 14, notes. 
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Not kindling fire 

AT0, leaving or enrlering the domain, even by so m uch as one footstep. 

Nut canying anything 11H)1"e thlnl 4 cUhlls (I'17ed%C111dc? P: which is not his foal or that of his 

cattle) and not cCoSShqf"onl domain to C1011KU1? (Luria or111) 

a) These prohibitions are so well attested that they do not require any discussion. 

However, the reading in Friedlander which implies that food may be carried is likely to be 

authentic since it is so clearly at odds , \itll accepted practice that we cannot imagine a later 

editor or scribe inserting it. It is more probable that this reading was taken out by later editors 

from the printed editions. Is it possible that we have here an unattested law or a scribal error? 

b) PsY (Exodus 16,24) does not follow Friedlander's ruling but does include the rabbinic 

prohibitions against leaving one's domain and carrying more than four cubits. 

PRE 19 

The following testimonies (rituals) require the presence of ten men: Circumcision, "the 

testimonial of the dead "I the Sanctification cf the . Marne, the ceremony of Halit(a, marriage. 

a) Circumcision in normative halacha does not require ten men. However this whole passage is 

found in a very similar form inNfdrash Psalms 92. The later codes`" recommend ten men for a 

circumcision if possible. 

It is not clear what the testimonial of the dead is (4 MM The source of this is probably M. 

Megillah. 4,3 in which case the reference to the testimony of the dead is either the burial 

procession described there as "standing up and sitting down, " (, - vin) n 1, try) or the 

Mourners' Blessing, both of which do require ten men`14. Luria however rejects this and 

believes that PRE's statement refers to the act of interment, in which case ten men would be 

required for the recitation of Kaddish, the Sanctification of God's name. 

As noted above, burial customs in ancient rabbinic literature differ considerably from today, In 

the absence of any clearer evidence as to what the practice under discussion was, we can only 

say that this regulation is either consistent withM. Megillah 4,3 or refers to a different practice 

about whose nature we cannot be certain. 

263 Tur Yoreh Deah 265, Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Deah 66 
284 Y. Megillah 4,4 (75b) B. Megillah 23b. 
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The presence often men to sanctify God's name at key moments in the liturgy is a well attested 

halachic requirement, and derives from M. Megiliah. 4,3. 

The halacha regarding tl. alitza as introduced in M. Yevaniot 12,1 requires three judges. There 

is no source which supports PRE's requirement for ten men. It may be, as Luria suggests, that 

ten men are called for in order to publicise the perfonnance of the ceremony but this is little 

more than conjecture and cannot be substantiated. 

The source which requires ten men for a marriage ceremony is the Tannaitic statement in 

Ketubot 7b. However there it refers to the "Blessing of the Groom" rather than the marriage 

ceremony itself, and we cannot be certain that PRE has this in mind. 

Given that PRE consistently uses the word testimony throughout this passage, we could argue 

that in respect of marriages he is referring to xvitnessing a ceremony rather than just the 

benediction for the bridegroom. However we would then have to follow Luria in respect of the 

"testimonial of the dead" and infer that just as here PRE means the wedding ceremony, so too 

there he is referring to the act of interment. 

Normative halacha however requires ten men to constitute a community in order to perform 

certain liturgical acts rather than as \vitnesses to ceremonies, and this is their role today in both 

the funeral and wedding services. This is indeed the reason why Luria wants to understand the 

"testimony of the dead" as burial. Furthermore the requirement for ten men in order to sanctify 

God's name indicates that PRE is concerned both vith liturgy cal formulation and events that 

mark rites of passage. It is possible that this whole passage is concerned only with liturgical 

practice, but even if this is not the case, it only deviates from rabbinic sources in respect of 

circumcision and halitza. 

b) PsY (Deuteronomy 25,7) is silent on all these issue with the exception of Halitza where he 

follows A Yevamot 12,1 in calling for three judges. He also requires two witnesses in 

accordance with the discussion in T. Yevamot 12,7 and B. Yevaniot 10 I a. 

PsY to Exodus 12,3- 4 (page 167) does however exhibit some interest in the minyan, requiring 

a quorum of ten to eat the Paschal sacrifice, which seems unparalled in rabbinic literature. 

Other Targumim do refer to the blessing of mourners and the bridegroom, although they do not 

specify how these ceremonies were carried out. "' 

2R5 FT, 1'eoGti, Gcnizah FT to Gcnesis 35,9. 
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This seems to bear no resemblance either to l1'lidrash Tannaim (p. 72) or Sifrei 

Deuteronomy 96, p. 158. 

Deuteronomy 14,23: And you shall eat before the Lord your God in the place where 

He shall choose to make His name dwell, the tithe of your corn, your wine and your 

oil, and the firstborn of your cattle and your sheep, in order that you shall learn to 

fear the Lord your God all the days. 

PsY: And you shall eat the second tithe .... the tithe of your corn your wine and your 

oil, and also the firstborn of your cattle and your sheep... 

... py1y1 pY`11n +11 ýý ý: Dý pýTýný pY7týii 7ý+`11ý+y 7vytý....,; r+in t, ýtýyn p5ý+nn 

PsY seems to offer little on this verse other than a literal translation. The reference to the 

second tithe is clear from all sources. The insertion of pt before firstborn draws attention 

to the fact that the subject under discussion has changed from tithes to firstborn offerings. 

Deuteronomy 16,7: And you shall roast it and eat it in the place which the Lord your 

God shall choose and you shall turn in the morning and go to your tents. 

PsY:... you shall turn in the monningafter the festival and go... 

lrp I' mm ; tars pM, n xn. En m ']hI1ý`11... 

PsY agrees with R Shimeon in Midrash Tannaim (p. 92) who indicates that this means the 

morning after the Pesach sacrifice. 

Deuteronomy 16: 18: You shall set judges and officials for yourselves in all your gates, 

which the Lord your God gives you for your tribes, and they shall judge the people 

with a righteous justice. 

PsY: You shall set true judges and powerful officers.... 

jl-, )5 jiJr_n jm, 58 j,. rwl 7nnyp jv�*T 
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The difficulty that PRE presents is why this should only take place in the absence of w\ine. Luria 

conjectures that if one has wine one looks at the reflection of the fire in the wine, thus 

benefiting from the blessing. As above, there is too much similarity with normative halacha to 

suggest that PRE follows an unattested custom, but both cases do demonstrate the diversity of 

Jewish practice. 

If on a journey he uses the stw"s. If the shy is dark he uses a stone. 

This custom is known in the medieval literature" but may derive from PRE. The normative 

halacha is that one does not make a blessing over the stars. However we appear to be in the 

realm of custom rather than halacha and as such PRE does not represent a view that is contrary 

to the sources. The custom of using a* stone is similarly attested in Arba Turim but again PRE 

may be the source. 

Following the Havdalah ceremony one is to add water to the remaining drops of wine in Me 

cup, and to drink this and place it on the eyes. 

Again this custom is known in the Geonic period''`''. It seems to be a late custom and does not 

contradict any halachic authority. 

PRE 23 

The oath made to Noah is to he recited daily. 

a) If a biblical quotation were to follow this statement, one would expect it to be the covenant 

between Noah and God (Genesis 9,8-17) which would act as a proof text, showing why the 

oath is recited daily. But the text which follows this comes from the second paragraph of the 

Shema (Deuteronomy 11,21) which is read daily: "In order that your days and those of your 

children may be prolonged on the land which the Lord swore to your fathers to give them... " 

This refers to the promises made to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. 

It is possible that the quote from Deuteronomy is a later insertion, put in by an editor who was 

aware that the oath made to Noah is not recited daily. It is also of course possible that PRE saw 

the promises made to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as part of the covenant with Noah. 

The practice of reciting the oath daily is not recorded in any known source or liturgical rite and 

must be assumed to be an unattested halacha. 

zvo Arba Turim Orah Ha)yim 296 
zvt rt4orsjechai loc. cit 
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b) This subject is not to be found in PsY. 

PRE 29 

Only the vine tree is srihject to `orlah (in the first three years of growth trees are regarded as 

uncircumcised in that their fruit is prohibited). 

a) The biblical text and subsequent rabbinic discussions are clear that all fruit trees are subject to 

the laws of 'orlalr. Mishnah292 & Sifra293 clearly imply that the tine counts as a fruit tree, but it 

is not the only one. 

The statement in PRE is attributed to R Zrika, (R. Ze'era in Friedlander). We must allow the 

possibility that it is a parenthetical statement and is not to be taken as the halachic position of 

PRE. 

The Palestinian Talmud2"` records Rabbi Meir's opinion that the only fruit trees are the olive 

and fig since all others may be planted for their timber rather than their fruit. It is possible that 

R Zrika held the same view about the vine. 

We cannot find a precedent for R. Zrika's view, but we equally cannot assert confidently that 

PRE regarded his view as definitive. 

b) PsY does not hold PRE's view. He does however present an unconventional view that the 

fourth year fruit is to be redeemed from the priest rather than belonging to the owner of the 

tree295. Does the fact that both PsY and PRE cite unusual opinions in regard to `orlah indicate 

that this ritual was regarded with special emphasis in their period, or that there was an 

antiquarian interest? 

Not to eat, bathe with or touch can uncirc- uncised person. 

a) M. Avodah Zarah 3,4 permits bathing in a bath devoted to an idol provided this is not the 

way in which the idol is worshipped. 

One can assume from the numerous talmudic accounts of the rabbis discussions and indeed 

friendships with non-Jews that all the above practices were permitt ed. 

292 M. Orlah 1,5ff 
293 Sifra Pta 3,3 
`Y. Orlah 1,1 (60b) 
295 See the discussion in the previous chapter on Leviticus 19,24, page 90. 
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The allusions in this passage to the uncircumcised as "dead" and "dogs" is reminiscent of 

similar language in the New Testament \vith reference to Jews, (i. e. the circumcised). Although 

PRE is considerably later, it is reasonable to assume that this passage too is rhetoric rather than 

halachic. 

b) PsY does not contain this rule. Indeed his treatment of foreigners is remarkably positive. In 

Deuteronomy 23,16-17 he forbids the sending back of an escaped foreign slave. PsY assumes 

that the slave escaped because he did not \\ish to be in an idolatrous environment. The 

obligation is to allow him to dwell amongst you, keep the commandments and to be taught 

Torah. 

Slaves are circumcised ti+ ith or without their comet 

a) This contradicts the discussion in the Talmud"' based upon Mechilta2t7. The Talmud is 

concerned with whether or not the owner of a slave who refuses to be circumcised is obliged to 

maintain him. Of the various opinions given, none suggests that the slave be circumcised against 

his «ill. Indeed the accepted halachic ruling is that the master is obliged to sustain an 

uncircumcised slave if this was a pre-condition of his purchase. 

b) If, as is likely, PRE requires all slaves to be circumcised whether willingly or compulsorily, 

this not only contradicts normative rabbinic tradition but also PsY. Exodus 23,12 pro%ides the 

key word for the discussion in Mlechilta, and PsY in this verse reads "in order that your 

uncircumcised slave may rest. Clearly PsY accepts uncircumcised slaves, PRE may not. 

Proselytes are not believed for seven generations. 

a) This quasi-legalistic statement certainly has no basis in halacha and may reflect the ongoing 

debate as to the merits of proselytisation. Rabbinic literature is replete with positive and 

negative statements about proselytes, which reflect both varying social conditions and the 

particular attitudes of the individuals making the statement. We cannot say that this injunction 

either complies with, or contradicts, normative halacha. 2'8 

b) By contrast, in the little that he says about converts, PsY reflects a positive view. In 

Numbers 10,29, in which Moses urges Jethro to accompany them for "the Lord has spoken 

good concerning Israel", PsY inserts "the Lord has spoken to do good to the converts 

296 B. Yebamot 48b 
217 %Techilia tifassechta dCaspa 20, (p331) 
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concerning Israel". In Deuteronomy 23,16 PsY forbids the return of a slave who escaped from 

idol worship in order to come ruder the. shade vf. A-fy ppre.. wiicc. Is this e%idence that Targumim 

were used by converts who could not understand the original Hebrew? 

PRE 35 

Lentils are the food of mourning 

a) Again a quasi-legal statement that nevertheless finds parallels in rabbinic literature ̀99. 

b) PRE states this in connection with Genesis 25,30 where Esau asks for some of Jacob's soup. 

Both PRE and PsY state that Jacob is cooking lentils, and that this incident occurs on the day 

that Abraham died. Although PsY does not specifically make a connection between lentils and 

mourning the context is certainly clear. As to whether or not this is a halachic statement by 

PRE or merely reflection of custom, we can cite Tur OH 552 which prescribes the eating of 

lentils on the eve of the fast of Av. Tur is of course much later than PRE but may reflect how a 

custom at the time of PRE eventually became halacha. 

PRE 37 

Firstborn which are guarded (>>v n-vm) are required to he hued 

a) This is a particularly obscure statement, attributed by PRE to R Ishmael. Luria cites an 

opinion that it refers to "doubtful firstborns" which whilst not sacrificed are nevertheless not 

allowed to be worked. However, a doubtful firstborn is not to be tithed300, which leads Luria to 

suggest that the correct reading should be "firstborn which are not guarded" and that this refers 

to people. Although people are not tithed, the context of this passage is that Jacob did in fact 

tithe his children as a result of the vow in Genesis 28,22- "... and all that You shall give me, I 

shall give a tenth of it to You. " The result was that Levi was dedicated to temple service301. The 

halachic ruling that we have here is then, presumably, limited to a situation such as Jacob's. 

Luria views PRE as a fundamental part of rabbinic tradition, which derived from the teachings 

of Rabbi Eliezer. From his perspective it is necessary to harmonise difficult passages with 

religious tradition. But from an academic perspective we cannot accept his interpretation. If our 

298 See for example Urbach, The Sages, 541-553 and my article in Judaism Today, Winter 1995/6 pp 4-7. 
299 B. Baba Batra 16b, Genesis Rabbah 63,14. 
310 B. Baba Mctzia 6b 
301 cC Genesis Rabbah 70,7 which also considers Lc-, i to have been set apart as a tenth part. 
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statement is authentic, it was meant to apply to real situations, not to justify an aggadic 

expansion of the biblical text. 

All in all this may be an halachic opinion that seems to contradict established sources, but we 

cannot be certain. 

b) There is nothing similar in PsY. 

PRE 38 

777e Culliernzs are under the ban and 170 Israelite is to cut their bread 

a) A Shevi'it 8,10 quotes R. Eliezer as regarding the eating of Cuthean bread as if it were pig 

flesh. PRE uses similar phraseology. R. Ak. iva in the same Mishnah seems to insist that R 

Eliezer was misunderstood. The Palestinian Talmud302 attributes a lenient opinion to R. Eliezer. 

Buchler303 notes that the ceremony described in PRE to excommunicate the Cutheans 

corresponds NNith known Geonic practices. 

PRE seems to follow a minority opinion in the Mishnah against the Palestinian Talmud. His 

pluaseology shows that he is aware of the opinion. Cuthean is often used as a cognomen for 

Samaritan. The lengthy discourse that leads up to his ruling indicates that PRE may have been 

recording an anti-Samaritan or possibly anti-Karaite polemic of his time. 

b) PsY does not mention this. 

PRE 44 

The prayer leader is forbidden to officiate unless he has one man on either side of him. 

a) Friedlander, following Luria sees this as a statement referring to the proclamation of a public 
fast, which does require three people. 

Mechilta304 which uses the same proof text as PRE, sets it in the context of a public fast, and 

says that three people must pass before the ark. Since there is no clear reason why the proof 

text of Aaron and Hur supporting Moses' hands should otherwise lead to the conclusion that 

the prayer leader must have one man on either side of hint, it is likely that PRE is using 
Mechilta or one of its dependants as his source here. 

302 Y Shevi'it 8,10 (38b) 
303 A. Buctüer Revue des Etudes. luives 43, pp-; 0 1T 
304 Massechta d'Amalck 1, p180 
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Mordechai305 seems to have a version of PRE which limits this regulation to Yom Kippur. It is 

possible that the text of PRE is defective and the reference to a public fast has dropped out, or 

that the context of a public fast was evident to readers in PRE's time. 

b) Despite PsY's frequent mentions of the Bet \lidrash (study house) he does not mention the 

synagogue, its practices or public prayer. 

PRE 46 

The congregation stand upon their f eet on Yom Kippur. 

a) Although a custom that is still practised today'6, the only relevant source comment on this 

subject is Yoma 87b which states that Shmuel would sit until the prayer leader reached the 

confessional prayer: 

PRE seems to be recording a custom that is not based on any known earlier authority.; "' But 

there is no conflict, the sources are silent on this matter. 

b) PsY is also silent. 

PRE 47 

Non-Israelite wine is forbiddlenz 

a) This occurs in Friedlander only. The prohibitions against gentile Nvine derive from Mishnah 

Avodah Zarah3o8 

b) PsY says nothing about this. 

305 Yoma 725 
306 cf Luria's comments on this passage. 
3°' Salo W. Baron, A Social & Religious Ffisiorv of the Jews (Philadelphia, 1987), Vol. 5, p 283. 
308 Mishna Avoda Zara 2,3; 4,8; 5.1ff. 
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